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PREFACE

This report is the result of the charge of the Minnesota State Legislature to assemble information
concerning stray voltage with a special emphasis on ground currents and their perceived effects on dairy
cows and humans. The information was also intended to present the perspective of dairy fanners.
The organization of this report is presented in the Project Design and is intended to provide information
helpful in recommending research ~ctivities to correlate cause and effect. At this time the variability in
farm meah'Ufements invalidates any attempt to correlate effects with measurements of electromagnetic
parameters. The chosen method to validate the hypothesis that electricity affects animals and humans on.
the dairy farms is to search for correlations between changes in electrical exposure and changes in the
behavior, health and production of dairy cows. In that process a number offactors arise. The factors that
correlate are different for different farms. The most common correlation relates to the location and
quantity of electricity entering and/or leaving the earth. Factors such as type of dairy operation and for
that matter, management do not playa dominant role. When the electrical conditions are favorable the
dairy operation is profitable and prospers. Stray voltage management procedures which are learned
through the process of working in stray voltage barns have helped some farmers survive financially.
There seems to be no region of the country that does not experience the stray voltage problem including
those farms that use no electricity.
.
The final set of infomlation provided is the presentation of the raw data from a few daily farms. These
data are intended to provide informatio~ for showing correlations between effects in the dairy operation
and changing electrical conditions. As mentioned previously different farms show different correlations, "
than other farms. These data tend to show short term or long term changes in milk production, water:' .
consumption, somatic. cell count, mastitis correlating with changes in the electrical system on and near ffi{ .
farms. One set of data is especially intriguing. Joe Kenning has been talking about the errors in scale .
measurement on his farm which he feels have a connection with his dairy operation. Obviously there is'; .,
no direct connection but is there a cause that could affect both the reading of the scale and the dairy
animals? Joe had recorded data on both and these data are presented for your thoughts.
The information assembled has required the cooperation and assistance of hundreds of people. The
Electromagnetics Research Foundation is especially appreciative of the efforts of all people involved.
Duane A. Dahlberg
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THE. E.LE.CTROMA6NE.TICS R£SEARCH FOUNDATION (TE.RF), INC.
THE ELECTROMAGNETICS RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC. (TERF) is a non profit
corporation dedicated to understanding the role of electromagnetics in living systems. The
corporation was conceived' at the "grass roots" level in the State of Minnesota, is incorporated in the
State of Minnesota and has expanded to include an active chapter in Wisconsin as well as all who have
an interest in electromagnetics as it relates to living systems. The major functions are research and
information management. Information management includes collection and dissemination of
electromagnetics information as it relates to life and research emphasizes field investigations and
problem solving.
In the mid 1980's dairy farmers in Minnesota chose to organize a non-profit corporation for the purpose
of resolving the stray voltage problem. The original name of the corporation was Resolve the Stray
Voltage Problem, Inc (RSVP). A number of seminars were presented for dairy farmers in Minnesota at
which as many as 200 people attended.
A survey was prepared by a member of the corporation and sent to dairy farmers responding to a report in
the a dairy magazine. The survey provided information from dairy farmers in 20 states revealing a
common problem that was not being resolved.
Through all of these efforts and its involvement in a legislative project administered by the Minnesota
Department of Agriculture, the members of the corporation became convinced that the problem on the
dairy farm was far more complex than simply the shock experienced by the cows when they would touch a
conducting member of the barn. A decision was made by the corporation to change its name and broaden
its purpose so as to include whatever electromagnetic (EM) energy might affect the cows. In addition the
connection of stray voltage to human health effects for dairy operators and their families required that the
corporation in its new form also study human health effects.
Especially in 1986 and 1987 the corporation and members of the corporation encouraged the Minnesota
Legislature to fund a research project analyzing electromagnetic effects on dairy cows. The corporation
actively monitored this research project. Funds were far too limited to accomplish a total analysis of the
data assembled. Even so valuable information was obtained. The report is available through the
Minnesota Department of Agriculture.
In February 1989 a seminar, STRAY VOLTAGE, "Beyond the Shock", was sponsored in Minnesota by
TERF. The purpose of the seminar was informational providing experiences of dairy operators and hog
producers who are dealing with the problems of stray voltage and reports on current research and
corrective efforts. Presenters at the seminar included dairy operators and other professionals
involved in stray voltage monitoring and research. The primary emphasis was an analysis of effects
not attributable either directly or indirectly to intermittent shocks from AC voltages between two cow
contact points. Approximately 70 people attended. A survey completed by 30 of those attending
provided information for 25 dairy operations. 23 of those dairy operators indicated a stray voltage
problem, 19 had isolation devices and on all 23 farms there were also human health problems.
The conference, Electric Blankets, Microwaves, Power Lines: A Hidden Health Cost?, at Concordia
College, Moorhead, MN on March 11, 1989 was co-sponsored by TERF and Tri-College Center for
Environmental Studies. The keynote speaker was Dr. David O. Carpenter, the Executive Secretary and
the Spokesperson for the New York Powerline Project.
In addition a seminar was conducted at the University of Wisconsin, River Falls in April 1989 with
TERF as one of the sponsors.

· TERF served as an intervener for stray voltage issues before the Public Service Commission of
Wisconsin. The Wisconsin chapter has been active in both the PSC's 106 and 108 dockets. The 106
docket involved the shock effect and the setting of safe cow contact voltage level. Docket 108 dealt with
other potential electrical causes. Establishing a measurement protocol for all electromagnetic fields and
electric currents which could be in the dairy cow's environment and potentially cause affect. The PSC
chose to maintain a separation between the study of animal health and human health. After many
meetings and considerable debate an instrument evaluation project was undertaken on August 27-29,
1991 at the University of Wisconsin fann near Arlington. Representatives from TERF, the electric
utilities, telephone company, PSC, and representative of engineering and testing groups were present
and participated. A number of important results were demonstrated and only a few will be mentioned.
Using a small portable electric generator for injecting current into the ground between two sets of
ground rods, it was shown that once electricity is in the ground it travels in all directions and
extensively beyond the limits of the space between the two sets of ground rods. Voltages were found
on other sets of ground rods a few hundred meters away. The magnetic fields produced by current in
the ground from the generator as well as the ambient AC in the ground were measured by milligauss
meters above the ground surface. Milligauss meters can detect ground currents. No attempt was made
to calibrate these measurements. The contribution of the generator current was distinguishable from
other currents because of having a slightly different frequency than the utility power. This difference
produced a beat frequency that was observable on recordings. Demonstrated also was significant changes
in both DC voltages and currents on and in components in the dairy barn when AC was injected by the
generator into the ground at some distance from the barn. Hindsight tells us that it would have been
valuable to have had the livestock health evaluated while the tests were being conducted on the
University Farm especially in light of the fact that some calves died during the test days. This project on
the Arlington farm provided sufficient information to take the next step of testing the measurement
protocol on two operating dairy fanns. The process to provide funding for TERF and research
organizations to prepare and perfonn these tests had begun. As a result of conflicts between TERF, the
PSC staff and the electric utility personnel, however, all further tests and research were canceled.
Questionnaires have been prepared, administered and analyzed providing valuable infonnation relevant
to animal and human health effects perceived to be caused by electromagnetic energy. TERF
provides infonnation to interested individuals, conducts field investigations and provides speakers on
request.
As a response to requests of TERF and the actions of legislators in Minnesota governor requested the state
agencies to investigate the stray voltage problem. The report produced from public hearings were brought
before the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (MNEQB) for their approval. The conflicts
surrounding the content of this report precipitated the establishing of a steering committee to study and
develop solutions to the stray voltage problem. The steering committee was officially established by the
EQB to guide State Agencies and Departments in their stray voltage activities. The committee included
two members ofTERF (Dave Lusty, dairy fanner and president ofMNTERF and Duane Dahlberg,
Concordia College), two electrical utilities representatives and staff persons from five State Agencies
and Departments. In addition the Minnesota Department of Public Services set up and carried out
one fann demonstration especially for the members of the EQB and two educational seminars. All
three were well organized and successfully accomplished their purposes. EQB board members and their
staffs, dairy operators, electric utility representatives, and others were involved.
An addition outcome of the actions of the MNEQB was a decision by the Minnesota Public Utilities
Commission to begin a stray voltage rule making process. The rule making process is long and tedious
and the end is no where in sight at this time.
TERF has also been active in the legislative process. In the 1994 session of the Minnesota Legislature
they did respond to the continued calls from the dairy fanners. The consequences of this legislation is the
reason for the appointing of the team of scientists and for the preparation by TERF of the farmers
infonnation relative to the stray voltage problem.

Future projects include development of an infonnation management system, continued surveying of
areas perceived as being affected by electromagnetic fields and currents, monitoring of farm
experiments and research and developing research proposals.
TERF has two offices-- one in Wisconsin and one in Minnesota
Minnesota:

Marcie and Dave Hagen
Route 2
Underwood, MN 56586

Wisconsin:

Joan and Wally Daggett
P.O. Box 44
Random Lake, WI

DAIRY FARM STRAY VOLTAGE
SUMMARY

PROJECT DESIGN

INTRODUCTION
This research is motivated by dairy farmers' concerns about stray voltage effects on their dairy operations.
Even though stray voltage and various aspects of related electrical effects have been researched world
wide, much additional research is needed to delineate specific relationships between stray voltage and
dairies. The specific purpose of this survey is to summarize current findings and portray strategies in
dealing with perceived stray voltage problems.

INFORMATIONAL BASE
This survey report is accompanied by additional information summarizing stray voltage related
information in four forms. .
1. An extensive bibliography of publications from around the world includes specific studies, from a
variety of research situations, investigating the relation of electricity to plants, animals and humans. See
Appendix A.
2. Specific papers prepared by the authors, including those presented at academic conferences,
summarize their research on specific projects. See Appendix B.
3. A history of the stray voltage problem as portrayed by news articles from newspapers and farm
magazines. See Appendix C.

4. Descriptions of 100 individual stray voltage cases. See Appendix D

THE STRAY VOLTAGE PROBLEM
Dairy fanners' perceptions that stray voltage might be a factor in their dairy operations has been gradual
as have strategies for dealing with these perceived perceptions. Generally, dairy problems are assigned to
stray voltage only as a last resort because it is not well understood either by electricity specialists or dairy
operators, and if admitted is difficult to deal with. Research pinpointing specific cause and effect relations
is difficult because of ambiguities in these relationships and difficulties in controlling for important
variables appearing to affect these relationships. Chapter IV, "Perceptions of the Effects of
Electromagnetic Fields", and chapter I, "The Emergence of EM Associated Problems" discuss the process
of growing awareness.
Researchers have drawn on a broad theoretical base to deal with the diverse variables perceived to affect
dairy operations. This includes laboratory and field research. First, in order to understand effects of EM
energies, it is necessary to understand their sources, and these are many and increasing with the
industrializing process [See chapter II, "EM Energy and Living Organisms". Second, tile electrical nature
of living organisms is not well understood even though some relation between electrical energies and
living organisms has been assumed for centuries [See chapter II, "EM Energy and Living Organisms".
Third, a major body of literature discusses the relationship of EM energies to living organisms [See
chapter II, "EM Energies and Living Organisms".
Suggested effects of EM energies on living organisms include altering metabolism, and cardiovascular,
endocrine, immune and reproductive processes. Of particular interest to this research is the notion of
chronic stress syndrome that can occur when the biocycle is chronically abnormal. This is important if
low EM energies affect living organisms, and if living organisms, such as cattle, are exposed to these
energies for prolonged periods.
No suitable model exists in research literature to account for the observed and perceived effects found in
field investigations. Various models might be presented to guide research and foster understanding of EM
energies' relation to living organisms. Two models are most often used in the United States. One is based
on shock current assuming that smaller currents have little or no effect on living organisms. Cattle are
affected when exposed to higher currents carried through power sources associated with the dairy
activities. The second assumes that effects are produced only if the energy absorbed causes a sufficient
internal temperature increase. However, other research suggests that EM energy interacts directly with
the electrical system of the living organism. The electrical system of living organisms is only gradually
becoming understood even through practical applications of low level electrical energies are variously
used such as in the control of heart rhythms. However an understanding of the interaction between
electrical signaling and hormonal processes is gradually emerging. These models are discussed in chapter
XIII, "Summary".
Included also in this summary are chapters on measurements, chapter VI, quantitative results, chapter
VII, and a specific case study, chapter VIII. A special analysis of approximately 100 dairy farms with
severe stray voltage problems is the focus of chapter IX , "Multi-ease Studey"of this report. In response to
requests from the Department of Public Services and members of TERF additional chapters have been
prepared involving transformer loading, chapter X; a typical stray voltage fann, chapter XI; mitigation
methods, chapter XII; and a projected research project, chapter XIV.
A general relational model (Figure 1) provides a tentative framework for examining information related to
problems perceived to be related to electricity on dairy farms. It is as follows:
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Figure 1: EM Energies' Relation to Living organisms
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INTRODUCTION
Stories abound about unusual and sometimes unbelievable health problems among humans and animals
where causes are unclear or unknown. These problems occur in homes, office buildings, businesses and
sometimes in whole towns and regions. Health specialists often have difficulty in pinpointing specific
causes when investigating these unusual problems. When no clear cause is found, those who are affected
are resigned to coping with the effects and working on recovery rather than continuing to search for
causes. General labels are attached to these occurrences, such as sick buildings, indoor air pollutants,
tight buildings and environmental illnesses. These conditions do not lend themselves easily to scientific
investigations, and so health consequences are assigned to unknown but nfortunate circumstances or even
personal instabilities.
With no easy research methods available to determine cause and effect, the scientific and medical
communities are left with limited tools to scientifically analyze the perceived problems. Consequently, in
order to maintain a reputation of objectivity it is prudent for scientists not to become involved in
ambiguous situations where unknown dimensions cannot be observed and controlled. However, the
scientific and medical communities' curiosity grows as health problems with ambiguous origins increase.
That curiosity is encouraging development of new methods for scientifically investigating specific cases.
Investigating complex environmental problems requires important and innovative changes in researching.
Scientists traditionally feel more comfortable doing research in their special disciplines and neat research
packages rather than experimenting with unknown technologies involving other scientists. When there is
no model to test, samples are small, and the number of variables to examine large, scientific approaches
and statistical analyses are quite limited. This is often the case in environmental research.
In general, environmental factors affect living organisms in non-specific ways because of individual
variations among organisms. An organism's environment contains many toxins, energies and pathogens
that can affect the organism individually or synergistically. A team of researchers with appropriate
specialized knowledge along with complex problem solving bilities is required to solve health problems
stemming from environmental origins. The methodology used will not only require a plan for developing
an understanding of the problem, but also a plan for how to use information.
In addition, these researchers need skills in interpersonal relationships to successfully bridge each other's
esoteric languages. Those doing the research will want to learn how to communicate with one another so
as to be able to draw conclusions and develop consensus. Those who have worked in the area of scientific
problem solving, for example, know how difficult it is for specialists from various disciplines to set aside
their ideological differences and develop an appreciation for the information each discipline can provide
for the others.
We emphasize at the outset that one important goal is to demonstrate process and content in
environmental problem solving. To this end, we concentrate on one environmental factor that can
contribute to health problems. Discussing only one environmental factor is nonetheless complicated in
that health effects described here can be caused by a number of different factors and most often by more
than one. Further, they can affect the problem either independently or synergistically. The
environmental factor in this discussion is electromagnetic (EM) energy and its possible effect on living
organisms.
An impetus to involvement in environmental problem solving is the perception that a number of health
effect cases appear to connect more with location and external factors than with internal disposition and
genetic make-up. Consequently, an investigation of a cause or causes of a specific perceived problem
should include both internal and external factors. Among the external factors are physical factors such as
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energies and chemicals (especially those that are foreign to living organisms) and pathogens. Most often
consideration of health problems centers on pathogens and chemicals because their influences are better
understood. However, the external physical factors can also affect living organisms. An analysis of
energies used in the functioning of living organisms draws our attention to EM energies. Of all the
parameters that could influence the appropriate functioning of living organism. EMs ought to be
considered primary. Living organisms are as dependent on EM energies as they are on chemicals for
maintaining good health. In considering external factors which can cause health effects it is prudent to
consider the EM environment. The complexity of EM exposure in turn complicates investigations of EM
interaction with living organisms. Therefore, a better understanding of the physical nature of EM
energies along with the electrical and magnetic nature of living organisms is fundamental to
understanding how external EM energy relates to health problems. In order to legitimize this approach
for studying the potential impact of EM's on health, perhaps this field of study should be named. We
suggest Electromagnetics Ecology.
The study of EM energy effects needs an interdisciplinary team of knowledgeable researchers. The
problem of EM effects on living organisms requires study within the framework of multiple electric and
magnetic energies and electric currents to which living organisms are exposed since consideration must
be given to the many interactions between organisms and their EM context. The number of effects are
potentially numerous. This kind of research requires more ingenious and creative preparation than is
normally needed in more traditional and less comprehensive research. It is much easier to design studies
where a single cause, such as the 60 Hz magnetic field, is correlated with a single consequence, such as
one kind of cancer. However this procedure, as compared to using a multiple variable approach, is far too
time consuming to meet present informational needs about the effects of EM energies.
Appropriate research methods can be established for determining EM energy effects even though unique
research problems exist. The NASA organization used a method called "systems analysis" in their
development of the space program. This method enabled NASA to complete its ambitious goal of
landing people on the surface of the moon and returning them safely to earth. The systems approach is
based on an interdisciplinary process of discovery, synthesis, and consensus. Basic tenets are that all
information is valuable, no information is to be discarded, and every member of the interdisciplinary team
is heard. Information is classified as being either qualitative or quantitative, and information in either of
these categories is considered valuable. This approach usually assures that no potentially pertinent
information is ignored.
Modern scientifically oriented societies generally perceive that quantitative information is of greater value
than qualitative. For some purposes quantitative information is more valuable, but not invariably so.
Regardless of data type, people set up equipment, make measurements, decide what to measure and interpret the results. In working with environmental problem solving and research, it is especially important
not to lose sight of the value of qualitative information. If one analyzed the methods by which humans
gathered their information for survival throughout time, one would discover that most of it is qualitatively
based. After all, humans continue to analyze and digest their information through their usual sensory
system.
As with much other research, the systems approach to problem solving begins with a period of
information gathering by a suitable interdisciplinary group of researchers. For the area of EM energy and
its interactions this comprises a broad data base. Information is obtained from qualitative descriptions
provided by people experiencing what they perceive to be effects of EM energies, observations of events,
numerical measurements by technical people, and a study of the research literature from throughout the
world. This discussion centers on EM energies as they impact the dairy industry since there is a
significant body of both qualitative and quantitative information available to the authors gathered through
their decade long involvement with this subject.
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This work includes background information on electromagnetics, a historical summary of developing
concerns and responses, qualitative information, reports on practical experiments, and other quantitative
findings.
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CHAPTER I

THE EMERGENCE OF EM ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS

OVERVIEW
A very extensive body of literature has emerged during the last one hundred years linking various forms of
electromagnetic (EM) energies to biological changes and health effects in living organisms (Bamothy
1969; Presman 1970). Since publication of the New York State Power Line Project report (Ahlborn et al.
1987), an increasing quantity of information has appeared in academic journals, magazines, and books
relating various health effects to EM energies (McAauliffe 1985; Edwards 1987; Brodeur 1990). During
the last five to ten years nearly all major news magazines, numerous scientific journals, newspapers, and
radio and television stations have presented information raising concerns about how EM energies are
associated with human and animal health.
Consequently, these writings fostered political activities. On October 6, 1987, The U.S. House
Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources held a hearing titled "Health Effects of Transmission
Lines." On March 8th , 1990, a hearing before the U.S. House of Representatives, Interior and Insular
Affairs Subcommittee on General Oversight and Investigations, considered implications of recent research
on health effects of electric power lines and associated EM fields.
EM research is not limited by political boundaries. Though segmented, a variety of EM research has been
done in various nations. The scientific community in the United States and Canada has concentrated their
research to a narrowly defined area for potential health effects from electromagnetic (EM) energy. The
major research effort has centered on the question of whether or not 60 Hz magnetic fields produced by
transmission/distribution lines, VDT's and home wiring and appliances can cause or promote cancer. A
number of these research projects are accepted as providing valid information and methodologies for
relating and evaluating associations between EM's and health in organisms. The works of Werthheimer
and Leeper (1979, 1982 & 1987), Savitz (1988) and Matanoski (1991) from the U. S. and Tominius
(1982) and Ahlborn (1987,1992) from Sweden are a few examples. As various task forces assess present
scientific knowledge about EM impacts on health, the word most commonly used to summarize the results
is 'inconclusive.'
A number of scientists, other professionals and non-professionals perceive a broad range of health effects
associated with a number of electromagnetic (EM) exposures. Within a sector of the scientific
community, especially in eastern and western Europe, the perception is that microwave exposure enhances
the stress syndrome. Effects could include health problems associated with the cardiovascular, central
nervous, and immune systems.Subjective complaints abound among persons working and living in
electromagnetic environments. Some of these complaints are headaches, eyestrain, fatigue derived from
over-all weakness, and dizziness. People indicate other experiences such as frequent and easy irritation,
extending to unsociability, and sometimes manifesting hypochondriasis. Mental depression combined
with short term memory loss are also associated with exposure to EM energies.
Dairy operators throughout United States and Canada, as well as in other parts of the world, have known
for approximately 50 years that some aspect or aspects of electromagnetic energies on dairy farms affect
the behavior, production, and health of cows. Traditionally electrical shock has been known to affect
livestock at levels below those that apparently affect humans. The term used to characterize this problem
is stray voltage. To deal with this problem, special care was taken to avoid faults or shorts that might
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cause electric currents to access livestock and especially the dairy cow. In spite of these measures, the
stray voltage problem continued to be an albatross aroWld the necks of dairy farmers.
Today stray voltage problems still plague the dairy farmers, and they attest to dramatic outcomes assumed
to derive from electrical causes. They have observed such extreme behavior such as seeing cows fall over
dead while in the dairy barn and have witnessed higWy productive cows deteriorate in health and production either dying or requiring shipment by year's end. In addition, dairy farmers inexplicably
experience deterioration in their own health and the health of their children. Consequently they perceive
a tie between cattle and human health. Nor do they perceive these associations between EM's and human
health as limited to dairy operations. Nationally persons who live and work in EM environments, such as
near power lines, substations, etc., are asking questions about EM's relation to their health problems. It is
becoming clear that a major environmental problem is emerging, with dramatic poten~al, as more and
more information develops relating health problems to living near transmission lines, distribution lines,
transformers, substations, and the earth grounding systems.

THE STRAY VOLTAGE PROBLEM
Theories attempting to explain the consequences of stray voltage have gradually emerged. Persons
dealing with this problem based their actions on the model of a shock current. This assumes an electric
potential (voltage) difference between two different points that the cows might touch such as the barn
floor with their feet and the water cup with their mouths. The electrical potential between two contact
points on the animal causes current to flow through the animal's body. Most often this kind of exposure
to alternating current was of short duration causing a shock. The shock appeared to be associated with
certain behavioral problems such as reluctance to enter parlor or stall; cattle continuously moving their
legs while in stalls; cattle kicking off milkers; unusual and adverse behavior while in the barn, sometimes
being impossible to control; uneven, incomplete, and/or slow milkout; and poor water consumption. The
assumption was that when the shock was sufficiently intense the additional stress would result in health
and production problems in the dairy animals. Such effects were multiple and recurring mastitis (not
responding to treatment); high somatic cell count; breeding problems and reduced milk production; cow
production peaking early and not holding; and swollen legs and joints.
No direct causal link was established between cows receiving shocks and their health and productivity.
As a consequence the observed behavioral problems were often used as an indirect assessment of the
extent of the stray voltage problem on a farm. Stray voltage is a general term used to describe effects
attributable to electricity, but this phenomenon is also known by other voltage names such as neutral-toearth (NE), neutral-to-ground, tingle, extraneous, transient, and metal structures-to-earth.
Persons in dairy and electrical industries have long recognized that dairy farmers need to maintain a safe
electrical environment for ensuring the health and production of dairy cows, but farmers rarely realized
how electricity might be affecting their cows. It was usually assumed that a management error was the
cause if health and production problems occurred. In fact it has been common for dairy farmers to search
for nutritional causes, equipment failures, errors in milking procedure, water quality problems, or
anything else other than electricity that could produce the observed effects. They would also consult with
specialists from related industries, university extension people and veterinarians to help find answers. It
seemed as if dairy people would consider an electrical cause only as a last resort disbelieving that
electricity could cause the kinds of problems described by the dairy operators.
As electrical use increased on farms and generally throughout society, more dairy farmers experienced
behavioral, health and production problems in their dairy herds that seemed to have no obvious
attributable cause. Consequently during the 1970's, specialists in the dairy and electrical industries
began to suspect the implication of electricity. Potential electrical problems were investigated especially if
dairy farmers experi-enced electrical shocks in their barns. Initially investigations centered on problems
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in the farm's electrical system that could cause a shock current to reach the cow. As previously indicated.
a shock current is produced by a voltage difference between cow contact points and is considered a shock
current if it produces a perceived response from the cow. Electrical measurements assessing this problem
revealed that if electricity entered the earth from faulty wiring, poor ground connections and faulty
electrical equipment, that could lead to a ground fault or excessive electricity traveling through the earth.
Cows could be exposed to these shock currents. Experience, supported by experimentation, showed that
reducing those sources of electricity did produce significant improvements in behavior, health and production of the cows. Unfortunately, the reduction in the cow's exposure to shock voltages did not always
produce or maintain an improvement in the behavior, health and production of the dairy cows.
Logically one could postulate that at certain levels of electrical shock the health and production of dairy
cattle could be adversely affected. Demonstrations and research clearly indicate that-shocking livestock
with alternating currents in the range of one or more milliamps can cause behavioral responses (Albright
et al. 1991). The empirical evidence gathered in field investigations of affected dairy herds correlated
many of the health and production effects with the behavioral responses (Appleman 1978; Fairbank
1977; Lillemars 1980).
University researchers and extension personnel became much more involved in the stray voltage problem
in the late 1970's and early 1980's. Being legitimately concerned with problems in agriCulture, they were
diligently searching for causes and solutions to the stray voltage problem (Lefcourt 1991). The involved
specialists made the operational assumption that stray voltage was merely the "shock" current to which
an animal is unintentionally exposed as a result of certain electrical conditions (Gustafson 1984). These
persons held that the results of the shock effect included the cluster of herd problems such as poor and
uneven rnilkout, extreme nervousness while in the parlor or stall, reluctance to enter the parlor or stall,
reduced feed intake in the parlor, reluctance to drink water, increased manure deposition in the parlor,
recurring mastitis that is resistant to treatment and lowered milk production (Gustafson 1982). These
notions were based mostly on qualitative information, and without access to specific experiments and
theory clarifying the parameters of the problem of stray voltage.
Consequently, assessing the reality of stray voltage required standardization of measurement. Within the
framework of the shock model, the choice was to measure the neutral-to-earth (N-E) voltage as the
indicator of a potential problem. This measurement was made by first installing a reference ground rod at
some distance from any possible source of electricity in the ground and then measuring the alternating
current (AC) voltage between the reference rod and the electric neutral wire. The assumption was that the
reference rod represented the true zero ground to which all measurements could be referenced. Of course,
since the cow did not extend from the neutral to the reference ground, cow contact voltages were also
measured. This measurement was again the AC voltage between the floor of the barn and the stall dividers or the water cups. In order to reduce the possibility of the cows being exposed to different voltages
from one point to another in the barn, all conducting parts were usually connected together and connected
to the farm neutral. As a consequence measurements were often simplified by measuring between the
farm neutral and the floor of the barn to get cow contact voltages. This procedure also assumed that since
a certain resistance existed between the reference rod and the barn floor, the N-E voltage would always be
larger than the cow contact voltages. Thus, measurements to determine the potential for stray voltage
problems were initially based most often on N-E AC voltages. The cow contact voltages which could
potentially shock the animal were assumed to be less than the derived N-E AC voltages. Surprisingly this
assumption was not always supported. In some barns, and at times in most barns, the cow contact
voltages were higher than the N-E voltages.
Electricity reaches the neutral and grounded conductors in the barn from many different sources. As
mentioned previously, the initial source was considered to be the farm's electrical system. A high N-E
voltage was an indicator of an electrical problem on the farm. As the on-farm sources were eliminated,
however, high N-E voltages often remained. Another source ofN-E AC voltages on the farm is the
voltage on the primary neutral. This occurs since the electrical distribution lines also have the neutral
connected to the earth, and the electric utility neutral and the farm neutral are connected together. The
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current going through the earth on the primary side of the electrical system can significantly increase the
N-E voltage measured on the farm. Cows could also receive a shock from the current reaching the barn
from the primary system. On the farm the electrical problems can be solved and the loads appropriately
balanced so as to be able to independently reduce the N-E and cow contact voltage to a very low value
which is unable to cause the animals to be shocked electrically. On the primary side, attempts are made to
maintain a balanced load on the three phase lines in order to reduce the voltage on the primary neutral.
Balance is rarely achieved because of variations in electrical use both in time and location. Consequently
there is always N-E voltage on the electric utility system. Since the primary and secondary neutral are
connected on the farm, the voltage on the primary neutral will be on the secondary or farm neutral.
The University of Minnesota and a number of other universities have developed models of the primary
and secondary electric systems, how they interact and why N-E voltages develop. The preferred solution
for controlling the contribution of N-E voltage from the primary system was to use a device that separated
the primary and secondary neutrals. The process was called isolation and accomplished by such things
ranging from an air gap in the neutral line to isolation transformers.
A significant research effort began in the universities during the late 1970's and the early 1980's funded
mainly by the electric utility industry. The models developed by these researchers were tested in the dairy
barns of universities. The assumption that the cows were intermittently shocked when touching various
conducting members in the barn set the experimental agenda. The question for which the experts wanted
answers was, "At what level of shock current and also shock voltage did the cattle show some visible
response and at what level was there a negative effect on health and production" (Stray Voltage 1984).
As a result of the research of the early 1980's some answers were forthcoming. These findings indicate
"Problems of animal health and production attributable to voltages between the grounded-neutral system
and true earth have risen sharply in rural areas. Animal production problems, particularly with dairy
cows, have been observed at voltage levels of 0.75 to 1.0 VAC" (Gustafson 1981). A variety of cow
responses to strayvoltages have been reported from farm case studies. Commonly cited cattle responses
include:
l)interrnittent periods of poor production; 2) unexplained poor production; 3) increased incidence of
mastitis; 4) elevated somatic cell counts; 5) increased milking times; 6) incomplete milk letdown; 7)
extreme nervousness while in the milking parlor; 8) reluctance to enter the milking parlor; 9) rapid exit
from the parlor; 10) reluctance to use water bowls or metallic feeders; and 11) altered consummatory
behavior (lapping ofwaterfrom the watering device) (Bodman 1981; Craine 1975; Fairbank 1977;
Rodenburg 1984).
Additional conclusions were drawn from research carried out by a number of universities during the late
1970's and early 1980's. This research investigated whether shocking cattle with 60 Hz electric currents
can cause the effects known to the dairy operators. The conclusions indicate that shocking the cows can
cause behavioral but not health and production effects. Specifically:
current levels used (in the research) resulted in voltage ranges of 1-5 volts. These voltages have not
produced inhibition of the milk ejection reflex nor increased incidence of mastitis or other diseases of
cows in our studies. It is doubtful that 1-5 volts of extraneous current can be a direct cause of lost
milk production on properly managed farms.... 1. Cows exhibit behavioral response between 2 and 4
rna of current application. 2. Cows appear to adapt rapidly during short periods and to subsequent
periods of current applications. 3. Current applications up to 8 rna applied prior to and during milking do not cause significant reductions in milk production or adversely affect milk composition. 4.
Current applications up to 4 rna applied every 4 hours for a period of 96 hrs do not adversely affect
milk production, milk composition, or the feed and water intake...from a practical standpoint, the
cows in this study exhibited no evidence of a "stress" response to electrical shock. However, the
severe behavioral responses to shock would almost assuredly result in management problems (Stray
Voltage 1984).
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In 1988 the general conclusion stated "The findings of recent studies, however, surprised researchers and
may surprise you. These studies indicate stray voltage doesn't directly decrease milk production. But
the way a dairyman manages the problem can cause a decline" (Stray Voltage Study 1988). Throughout
the 1980's, however, there was strong disparate evidence that electricity in the cow's environment was
having effects, and a growing number of dairy fanners were experiencing an onset of behavioral, health
and production problems which had traditionally been associated with stray voltage. Nevertheless,
electrical utilities continued to install equipment and encourage methods to mitigate the shock voltage.
Grounding was increased on the dairy farms, all conducting parts of the barn were continually electrically
bonded, isolation devices were installed, electrical systems were installed on farms separating the neutral
and ground connections, equipotential planes were constructed, and electronic grounding systems were
tried.
All of these changes provided some relief from stray voltage effects; however, no one of these mitigation
devices consistently aided the dairy farmer. All of these changes have resulted in a better grounded farm
which can cause an increase in the current going to and from the farm through the earth. Especially the
electrical bonding of all conducting parts of the barn and the use of an equipotential plane can, therefore,
cause greater electrical currents to be in the cow's environment. Dairy farmers across the nation
continued to struggle with the effects of stray voltage even though the cows were in an environment where
they could not experience a shock voltage.
The most recent general findings resulting from the extensive university research of the 1980's provides
the following conclusions:

1. "Older recommendations for tolerable levels of cow contact voltages (0.5 V (1980) and 0.7 V (1987))
were based on the lowest values for perceived currents and low values for body, contact, path, and source
impedances. These past voltage recommendations need to be reviewed in light of recent research"
(Lefcourt 1991, pp.3-22).
2. The consensus of most of animal scientists involved in research in the United States and Canada is
to 2-rnA currents are required to elicit a behavioral response in a dairy cow.
that, "In general, 1These currents correspond to about 0.5 to 2 V. Currents up to 4.0 rnA do not appear to inhibit the milk
ejection reflex, depress milk production significantly, or increase the incidence of mastitis or other
diseases of the cow. Cows must be exposed to at least 4 Von their water bowls before approximately 7
percent of the cows will continue after 2 days, to drink less water. Most cows (more than 90 percent)
adapt within 2 days to constant voltages as high as 6 Von the water bowl" (Lefcourt 1991, pp.3-22).
3. Some additional conclusions are, "Mastitis is a fact of life in the dairy industry, and it is caused by
infection of the udder and not electricity. It should be emphasized that factors such as mistreatment of
cows, milking machine problems, disease, poor sanitation, and nutritional disorders may cause cows to
manifest any of the symptoms that are associated with stray voltage/current problems" (Lefcourt 1991,
pp.3-23).

REVIEW OF THE PRESENT STATUS OF STRAY VOLTAGE
As mentioned previously, the stray voltage problem has been an albatross around the necks of dairy
farmers for many years and continues to plague them today. Every year additional dairy farmers
experience the encroachment of stray voltage into their operations. Current stories of stray voltage effects
among the dairy farmers reflect a continuation of and consistency with past problems. For some the onset
of problems correlates with electrical changes but among others there is no clear association.
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A disheartening outcome of this problem, as perceived by the dairy fanners, is the number of dairy
fanners forced out of business because of stray voltage. Either the stray voltage problem has not been
resolved on the fann or the causes were not recognized prior to the fann becoming insolvent.
Consequently, the general response to these problems has been a sense of helplessness and
discouragement. This mood may be enhanced among individual fanners in that there may be no solution
to the stray voltage problem even after attempting to correct every possible electrical problem on the fann.
Also, the fanner may bear additional costs for further mitigating activities such as being required to pay
for the isolating device. The purpose of this device is really to correct a problem on the electrical utility
system rather than on the fann's system per se. The implication of this practice is that the problem is the
fault of the fanner even though the fanner has no control over the cause. In cases where the isolation does
not solve the problem, the problem's source is still likely derived from an off-fann source, and the fanner
is left to attempt another solution.
Fanners continue to ask the electric utilities, university specialists and state agency personnel to help
them solve a problem which is affecting the health and production of their diary herds and perhaps their
and their family's health as well. Similar concerns are expressed by other livestock confinement operators
and the general public, especially those living near transmission and distribution lines, transformers,
substations, and the earth grounding systems. Particularly in the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin, the
state departments and agencies, electric utilities, and dairy fanners through The Electromagnetics
Research Foundation, Inc. (TERF), are meeting and developing strategies to resolve dairy animal
problems associated with EM energy. Committees in Minnesota and Wisconsin, though organized
somewhat differently, are functioning similarly to deal with this problem. The directive of each
committee is to give higher priority to understanding the relation of dairy animals to their EM
environments and to develop a plan to solve associated problems. Although only dairy animals are to be
considered, the human health issue is frequently discussed because the dairy fanners recognize effects on
both humans and animals. These perceptions are well documented and, in some cases, supported by
medical doctors. Unfortunately for those affected by stray voltage, this ameliorative process is very slow
since vested interests playa significant role in solving problems in controversial areas such as this.
Non-profit corporations, dairy fanners, and interested specialists have been independently investigating
the stray voltage problem for a decade or more. Mostly a systems type of methodology was used in these
investigations. Accompanying this research a body of relevant information has emerged dealing with
perceived associations between EM energies and the health of animals and humans in field settings. The
research attempted to quantify the major variables in the subjects' EM environment. Available
instruments facilitated obtaining as much information as possible about electric and magnetic fields and
electric currents. Important, and sometimes serendipitous, discoveries were made through these
measurements. Observations of the actions and responses of cows in the dairy barns revealed that cows
sensed some adverse stimulus seeming to be continually present in the bam. Frequently the cows would
also respond to a random event that appeared to be present only for a relatively short period of time and
then would disappear.
The effects were observed in stalls where the only cow contacts were the hooves of the cows as they stood
on the floor of the barn. In barns where stray voltage is an important factor, cows will tend to press their
bodies, including mouths and noses, tightly against conducting parts in the bam. Such action should
imply that it is not the shock that the cow wishes to escape. In some barns where the AC potential on the
conducting parts of the barn are especially high, however, the cows stay away from all conducting parts.
Noted especially is the appearance of effects from a continuous exposure which can impact the animal
chronically. The overall well being of the animals tends to degenerate in direct relationship to time spent
in the barn. DC and AC electric currents were both present in the floor and in all conducting members in
the barn.
Small electric and magnetic fields were also present throughout the cows' environment. Even on fanns
that had an isolation device installed these electric fields and currents were nonetheless present though
changed in magnitude. Cutting off the electric power to the fann did not have consistent effects. On
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some fanus the magnitudes would decrease and on others they would increase. This implies that
electricity was reaching the bam from sources independent of the fanus' electrical system, and the
pathway was through the earth. Thus the cows' electrical environment was affected by both AC and DC
electricity emanating from the earth. Investigations have revealed that in the existing national electric
transmission/distribution system, a large fraction of the current on the neutral side of the system is
inadvertently transmitted into the earth rather than in the neutral conductor. Therefore about 65% ofthe
current on the neutral side of the transmission/distribution system flows in the earth (Gonen 1986;
Morrison 1963).
No one has assessed the aggregate impact of this amount of current continually flowing in the earth.
However, it is known that dairy cows experience a set of behavioral, health and production effects when
an electrical problem exists proximate to dairy fanus where electricity is short circuited into the earth.
Farmers, dairy equipment suppliers, power suppliers, agricultural extension specialists, veterinarians,
feed suppliers, and electricians will attest to this. Consequently, dairy farmers are directed toward
considering how electricity reaches humans and animals through the earth as well as how this electricity
affects them. An important empirical discovery has shown an association between the effects in dairy
herds and the grounding of the electric utility neutral on the farm. Measurements show that significant
alternating and direct currents are entering and leaving the earth by means of the primary and secondary
grounding systems.
Recommendations for mitigating stray voltage consisted of methods that reduce current between the floor
of the bam and conducting parts in the bam that were connected to the neutral of the electrical system.
The theory rests on the assumption that a cow will be effected when receiving a current of a rnA or more
when contacting conducting elements in the bam. From this assumption, isolating the farm neutral, the
equipotential plane, and electrical bonding were logical mitigating methods. The method, or combination
of methods, was used that provided an environment such that a cow was unable to experience a rnA of
current. The problem was assumed solved when the voltage measured between the floor and any
conducting part of the bam which the cow could touch was less than 0.5 volts. When using high input
impedance digital meters, higher voltages were acceptable as long as they were less than the 0.5 volts
when using a 300 ohm shunt.
A theoretical shortcoming is that this approach is based on .the shock requirement (interrnitant exposure)
but does not take into account possible effects from continuous exposure of cattle to lower levels of
currents and possible currents from electric, magnetic and EM fields in the bam. The mitigation
procedures did reduce the potential for electrical shock in the bam but did not necessarily reduce the
amount of electricity or EM energy in the bam. Under certain conditions isolation of the farm neutral
could reduce the amount of EM energy reaching the barn but in others could even increase the EM energy
reaching it.
Electrical bonding and the equipotential plane likely increase the amount of EM energy in the cow's
environment increasing the likelihood of EM effects. This is suggested in that, in an important proportion
of the cases using mitigation, cow behavior would improve for a short time only to regress again later on
into pre-mitigation behavior and sometimes lowered milk production. In cases, for example, in which the
electronic grounding system was installed, the behavior, health, and production of the cows would change.
At times one dominant production effect would be replaced by another which might cause an increase in
the overall productivity of the herd but not necessarily cause the herd to be healthier. The general
expression of the dairy farmers is that the mitigation methods can reduce the measured voltage causing
the shocking of the cows. From the stand point of effects on the cows, however, there is, at best,
improvement in productivity to an acceptable level, but other effects are still present. In the cases where
isolating the farm has significant beneficial effects, the beneficial changes for some will be immediate
while for others the improvements in the herd will occur gradually over a period of 6 months to a year.
Based on studying the mitigation methodologies on a few hundred farms, The Electromagnetics Research
Foundation, Inc. (TERF) concludes that none of the present mitigation methods solves the stray voltage
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problem as measured by the behavior, health, and production of the dairy herd. Measurements reveal,
however, that the remedial methods of isolation and the equipotential plane can reduce the shock current
below the point of producing any perceived responses. Also each of the mitigation methods, in general,
can be correlated with changes in the behavior, health and production of the cows and the health of dairy
operators. On approximately 30% of the farms, the change has been beneficial and continued to be
beneficial. However, for the other approximately 70%, the changes have been beneficial for a short period
of time, have had no real beneficial impact, or have caused more serious problems for the cows and
operators. Isolation has been the most beneficial of all the applied mitigations procedures. However,
isolating devices can be only temporary since they redirect the current that goes into or is in the earth
(Aneshansley & Gorewit 1992; Appleman 1987).
A number of surveys were conducted attempting to assess dairy operators' perception of the stray voltage
problem. Results indicate that somewhere between 20 and 40 % of the nation's dairy farms experience
effects on dairy cows from some form or forms of electromagnetic energies (Dahlberg and Falk 1993);
(Gustafson 1981); and (Appleman and Gustafson 1985). Of those experiencing stray voltage problems,
operators estimate a yearly loss per farm of between $20,000 and $30,000.
These estimates are not likely to be overestimates given how dairy problems are defined as stray voltage
problems. The infonnation published by the electrical utility industry defines stray voltage in terms of the
magnitude of the neutral-to-earth voltage measurement and cow contact voltages in the dairy barn.
Survey results indicate that, in general, dairy farmers assume that a certain voltage level decides the
presence of stray voltage. Consequently many dairy farmers who experience the classic symptoms of stray
voltage in their dairy herds automatically assume that the cause cannot be electricity. The dilemma for
the dairy farmer is that according to the measurements used to identify stray voltage the problem is easily
eliminated, but the effects on the behavior, health, and production of the cows cannot be eliminated.
Surveys and farm investigations identified several hundred farms where the classic stray voltage effects
persist with continuous cow contact vohages less than 0.5 volts AC. In the traditional sense, the shocking
of cows cannot occur on these farms.
Determining the presence of stray voltage based on effects includes confusing and unclear choices. On the
one hand, using effects as the criteria can be flawed because many of the effects can have different causes.
On the other hand, correlating effects to possible stray voltage causes can be helpful provided one
recognizes that there might be other causes. It is also important to consider that farmers often consult
with various specialists when determining if their problem has electrically based causes since other ways
of dealing with the problem are usually simpler. Thus a stray voltage explanation becomes a kind of
"court oflast resort."
There are other reasons why dairy farmers do not readily concede that they have a stray voltage problem.
Admitting to a stray voltage problem is economically destructive. Loans are much more difficult to obtain
and the value of the farm as a viable dairy operation is drastically reduced. And there is the consideration
of personal health. Some of the surveying dealt with the perceived association between effects in the dairy
herd and human physical health effects. These surveys included responses from about 200 dairy operators
who are experiencing a stray voltage problem. There was a highly significant correlation between the
level of health and production of the dairy herds and physical health symptoms reported by those working
in the dairy operation especially while they were in the barn.
Other studies attempt to assess the effects of stray voltage. One study was completed in 1993 based on a
survey of 369 dairy farms in the State of Minnesota. Other studies gathered information from more than
100 dairy farms from other states, as well as from homes, elementary schools and businesses both in rural
and urban areas. These studies indicate that there is a correlation between levels of behavioral and health
symptoms in dairy herds, health symptoms among humans and problems with electrical equipment. If
there is a stray voltage problem on the dairy farm causing problems for cattle, there are commensurate
health problems for the dairy operators and unusual effects in electrical equipment used on the farm.
Significant correlations were found between human and animal symptoms and proximity to transmission
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lines. However there was a weak correlation between human and animal symptoms and proximity to a
natural gas or oil pipeline. Stray voltage problems also exist at long distances from either electrical
transmission or pipe lines. It seems appropriate to assume that transmission lines and pipe lines are
sources of stray voltage but certainly are not the only sources of electricity associated with the assessed
symptoms.
From these surveys, one can conclude that the mitigation methods developed as solutions to the problem
have on the average only served as band-aids with short term benefits. The mitigation procedures help
some dairy operations, while for others the problems are made worse. These studies suggest that
underlying assumptions about stray voltage problems need revision. Careful consideration must be given
to the use of the earth as a significant part of our electrical system (Dahlberg and Falk, 1993).
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CHAPTER II

EM ENERGY AND LIVING ORGANISMS

INTRODUCTION
Research into how EM energy interacts with living organisms has been ongoing for many years
throughout the world (Barnothy 1969; Becker 1982; Nordenstrom 1983; Marino 1985; and Sugarman
1992). Here we discuss theories about the electrical nature of living organisms as well as theories about
how EM fields external to the living organism have both positive and negative effects on the organism.
A paper, Biological Effects of Power Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields, prepared for the US
Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, draws the following conclusions:
there is now a very large volume of scientific findings based on experiments at the cellular level and
from studies with animals and people which clearly establish that low frequency magnetic fields can
interact with, and produce changes in, biological systems. While most of this work is of very high
quality, the results are complex. Current scientific understanding does not yet allow us to interpret
the evidence in a single coherent framework. Even more frustrating, it does not yet allow us to draw
definite conclusions about questions of possible risks or to offer clear, science-based advice on
strategies to minimize or avoid potential risks.
Of the effects discussed, the central nervous system effects including circadian rhythm changes in
animals and the possibility of cancer promotion appear most worthy of concern with respect to public
health consequences (Nair, et al' 1989 p. 67).
The final report of the New York State Power Lines Project states:.
In conclusion, results of the New York funded projects document biologic effects of electric and
magnetic fields in several systems. The variety of effects of magnetic fields have not been previously
appreciated. Several areas of potential concern for public health have been identified, but more
research must be done before final conclusions can be drawn. Of particular concern is the
demonstration of a possible association of residential magnetic fields with incidence of certain
childhood cancers. Further study of this possible association and mechanisms to explain it are
important. The variety of behavioral and nervous system effects may not constitute a major hazard
because most appear to be reversible, but they may impact temporarily on human function. Further
research should also be done in this area" (Ahlborn, et al. 1987 p. 10).
In this section we consider some basic information on the nature of EM energy, the sources of these
energies and their effects on living organisms.

BASIC ELECTROMAGNETICS
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An electrical charge is one of the fundamental forces of nature having properties associated with the
electron and proton. Electrons and protons are the basic building blocks of atoms and molecules.
Consequently, all matter is an aggregate of these particles, and so, any piece of material can have a
charge. Probably the most confusing aspect of electric charges is that there are these two kinds, electrons
and protons. The charge on an electron is identical to the charge on a proton except that by bringing an
electron and a proton close together, as in an hydrogen atom, the charge on the electron and proton
neutralize each other. The hydrogen atom, therefore, displays nearly a zero charge even though it is
made up of an electron and a proton each with a charge.
The nature and effects of a charge are normally not seen in a simple way, as for example, in gravitational
force. If one were to rub a comb on a piece of wool, the comb can pull electrons free from the wool and
end up with a surplus of electrons. Of course the wool will then be deficient in electrons. The comb is
said to be negatively charged and the wool positively charged. Now each object can produce a force on all
other objects which mayor may not be visible. Ifballoons were rubbed together, the balloons would repel
each other but probably would stick to a painted wall. In general the existence of this kind of electrical
force is described as an electric field. Any time an object has a surplus of either charge it will produce a
force field, or electric field, around it.
Electric fields can cause charged particles to move in all materials. The better the conducting ability of
the material, such as copper, the faster charges will move. The force of the electric field is designated as
electric potential, more commonly called voltage, and the movement of the charged particles is called
electric current. Two interactions of EM's with matter have now been identified. An electric field can
apply a force on the charged particles in the object causing them to move as electric current.
Most persons have been enamored by magnets at some time in their lives. A magnet also produces a
force on objects, and this ability is described with reference to its magnetic field. One notes that any
magnet affects other magnets as well as certain elements, such as iron and nickel, with its magnetic field.
In order not to complicate these associations any more than necessary, the magnet will be assumed to have
an intrinsic property able to produce a magnetic force. The complication is that the movement of charged
particles can also produce a magnetic force such as by an electric current in a wire. Thus a magnetic field
will exist in the region of any electric current with its moving charges. This magnetic field will produce
the same force on materials as does the familiar magnet. An interesting aspect of the magnetic field is
that if it is changing in magnitude, an electric current will be induced in objects that happen to experience
changes in the magnetic field. In sum, a magnetic field can produce a force on objects and can also create
electric currents in objects.
There is still one more force to be considered in EM's. In its simplest form, if charged particles oscillate
like a person on a swing though more rapidly, an EM field is produced. The radio waves that travel at the
speed of light from the tall transmitting towers, to be intercepted by the radio antenna, is a form of EM
wave. It has energy and can apply a force on all objects. The major interaction for radio waves and
microwaves is to cause charged particles in objects to oscillate. Of course there are other EM waves such
as x-rays and gamma rays. However, they appear to interact most often with objects somewhat differently
from those alluded to this far. In this discussion all EM waves with frequencies greater than light will be
set aside.

ENVIRONMENTAL EM ENERGIES

Natural Sources:
Some EM exposures derive from electric fields and currents occurring naturally in the environment. It is
possible that for millions of years the earth and atmosphere contained DC electric and magnetic fields and
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EM emissions as well as extra low frequency (ELF) currents. It is also likely that these have significant
biological effects (Becker and Selden 1985).
A natural electric field exists between the earth and the ionosphere produced by a dynamo effect
apparently connected to thunderstonns. Because of the field and an atmosphere with a finite resistance
there is also electric current present in the atmosphere. The surface of the earth is nonnally negative
relative to the ionosphere, and the electric field is in the range of 100 Vim. The values of the field vary
with atmospheric conditions. Dust stonns in desert areas can cause an increase and reversal of the
polarity of the field. During thunderstonns, and even in advance of thunderstonns, the fields will often
increase, change rapidly and also reverse polarity. Small positive and negative ions are present
throughout the atmosphere because of naturally occurring electric discharges and ionizing radiation.
Again under hot, dry, and windy conditions, positive ions are produced by the shearing forces of the
atmosphere. Therefore, in dry air there is an increase in positive ion concentration. The increase in
positive ions under these atmospheric conditions may be associated with changes in atmospheric electric
fields which also occur during these same atmospheric conditions. Changes in air ion concentrations are
always ahead of weather changes. The changes in small ion concentrations are usually significantly less
than in large ion concentrations. Air flow from industrial areas shows an increase in large air ion levels
and a decrease in small air ion levels. Research indicates that small air ion levels depend upon the
ionization process. A drop in air pressure is associated with an increase in positive and-negative ion
levels (Niziol 1987). AC fields are naturally present only at very low magnitudes. At 60 Hz, the natural
level is in the range of 0.001 Vim. Pulsed radio frequency fields are another phenomenon associated with
thunderstonns.
In addition to the atmospheric fields are the electric currents and electric and magnetic fields of the earth.
The strongest field is the DC magnetic field which is normally in the range of 400 to 800 mg. Other
fields are quite small, but even though small, they cannot be ignored when considering effects. The
currents in the earth are mainly DC and nonnaJly small. Although currents are present throughout the
earth, major currents appear to exist in the earth's outer core. These currents are postulated to be
responsible for the DC magnetic field. Other currents in the earth are associated with electromagnetic
activities in the upper atmosphere, the atmospheric electric field and the rotation of the earth. In fact the
earth and its atmosphere can be pictured as a large EM dynamo operating in dynamic equilibrium. The
system is dynamic because the electric and magnetic fields and currents are continuously changing. And
there is also an equilibrium, a balance, and a certain degree of predictable pattern dictated by the nature of
the system.

Technological Sources:
Industrialization introduced significant quantities of EM energy into the environment. These EM
energies benefit humans by providing valuable human comforts, but they can also be detrimental by
exposing humans to a complex array of EM energies with possible harmful effects. These exposures
include the 60 Hz electric and magnetic fields emanating from transmission and distribution lines; direct
current (DC) electric and magnetic fields associated with DC transmission lines, ion fields, batteries,
welders, electronic systems, etc.; 60 Hz and DC currents in the earth resulting from utilizing the earth as
the ultimate ground and sink for electricity; 60 Hz electric and magnetic fields surrounding all electrical
devices and electric wiring in homes and the work place; Rf and microwave fields from sources such as
microwave relays, military communications, commercial satellites, direct broadcast TV satellites,
microwave ovens, medical diathermy, weather satellites, AM and FM radios (commercial and ham),
military satellites, CB's, electrical power lines, VDT's (video display tenninals), and radar systems.
Industrialized nations depend heavily on the use of electricity. As an example, the United States
generates, distributes and uses nearly 300 billion watts of 60 Hz power. The EM fields and currents
associated with this electrical use of power are in the extensive electrical transmission and distribution
systems as well as in the earth and atmosphere. Radiation from electrical power lines leaks into the
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magnetosphere and stimulates strong very-low-frequency wave activity out to many earth radii.
Observations in Antarctica show that wave activity induced by power lines tends to occur during the
daytime when power consumption is high in the source region in eastern Canada. The wave frequency
ranges from 1 to 8 Kilohertz. This man-made wave activity may have significant effects on energetic
electrons trapped in the earth's radiation belts (park and HelliwellI978).
The transmission/distribution grid carries mainly 60 Hz AC with a few lines carrying DC. The
transmission lines and the major distribution lines that carry 60 Hz AC are, in general, three phase delta
or wye systems. Substations are established for switching the electricity carried on transmission lines to
other transmission lines and finally to distribution lines. Usually the electrical potential of the distribution
lines is 7200 volts. The three phase lines coming from the substations are usually separated into three
single phase lines, each of which provides electrical energy to a group of users.
Safety emerged as a key issue as the 60 Hz power system developed to provide electrical energy to
residences and industries. An extensive grounding network developed in an attempt to avoid lethal or
annoying shocks from electrical equipment. Grounding of 60 Hz electrical systems emerged as a
requirement throughout the electrical power system. The outcome of the very complex electrical system is
the continual use of the earth as a current carrier. Investigations reveal that in the existing national
electric transmission/distribution system, a large fraction of the current on the neutral side of the system
inadvertently ends up in the earth rather than in the neutral conductor. Therefore about 65% of the
current on the neutral side of the transmission/distribution system flows in the earth (Gonen 1986;
Morrison 1963). No one has assessed the total impact of this amount of current continually flowing in the
earth. The neutral wire is in the system to carry the return current but actually carries only a small
percentage of it.
There are many reasons for the current being in the earth rather than in the intended carrying lines. The
earth has inadvertently become a more critical component of the system as the transmission/distribution
system evolved. This is so because the earth is being used as the reference ground for an electrical system
that is laterally interconnected over the entire continent. It is not surprising, then, that the earth, being
the reference and a conductor, carries current that may be vital for the practical functioning of this
interconnected system. As a result of emphasizing safety from shock and electrocution, codes were established that require low resistance grounding. One side of the distribution system, referred to as the
neutral, is interconnected with the grounding system and consequently is connected to the earth through
the ground rods. At least one ground rod is connected to the neutral at the location of each user.
As late as the early 1960's the normal residential user of electricity did not have a separate ground wire
with the high voltage and neutral wires. The ground wire was added to the electric wiring system to
assure that the parts of electrically operated equipment touched by people would be directly connected to
the earth, thus avoiding shock. Before the introduction of the ground wire the neutral was connected to
the earth by means of a grounding wire and ground rod. Afterwards the ground wire was connected to the
earth through the grounding wire and then the ground rod. The benefits of having a separate ground
could have been significant except that the ground and neutral wires are connected together. Therefore,
no real change occurred in the electrical system except for adding an additional wire that provides a
greater assurance that the neutral side of the electrical system is connected to those parts of electrically
operated equipment exposed to human touch. The special ground wire and more sensitive electronic
equipment, however, have encouraged and resulted in additional earth connections. These additional
earth connections have provided a lower resistance path for the electric current in the neutral wire.
Multiple connections of the neutral to the earth occurs at all homes, businesses, factories, substations,
electric generation facilities, and along distribution lines. Usually a number of ground rods are used at
each user site, and in addition the neutral may be connected to other conductors in the earth such as wells
and water pipes. Because of these multiple connections, the earth becomes the path of least resistance for
the current on the neutral side of the distribution system. Beside the deliberate grounding system,
electricity is induced into the earth by the AC magnetic field associated with all alternating currents
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through inductive coupling and conducted into the earth by electric fields through capacitive coupling and
by means of all resistive paths such as towers, poles, vegetation, etc.
The amount of electricity entering the earth is not constant. One reason for this variation likely derives
from some major generators of electricity maintaining a constant output of electrical energy regardless of
demand. Consequently, during times of lower use it is possible that surplus electricity creates a condition
requiring the surplus electrical energy to be dissipated in the earth.
Magnetic fields are produced in the environment of living organisms as a result of electric current
imbalances in underground feeder lines. These imbalances are caused by looping the feeder lines and
tying the feeder neutrals together; leaving an open circuit on the feeder neutral; and connecting grounds to
telephone lines, water pipes, natural gas pipe lines, and other conductors in the earth. Interconnections in
overhead electric lines also create imbalances. These imbalances not only increase the magnetic fields
emanating from the overhead lines but also increase exposure of living organisms to the electric currents
in water pipes and other conductors connected to the grounding system. An organism's e"'. posure to these
currents can be by direct contact as a resistive path through the organism or by induction from the
magnetic fields produced by the currents.
Electrical currents in the earth are affected by their interaction with natural earth materials and objects
embedded by humans such as gas and oil pipelines. Through our general knowledge of the earth's
composition and the nature of electricity, one would expect non-linear materials, differences in
conductivity and polarizability, and rectifying systems to affect how electricity moves and changes its
physical make up. AC of any frequency, in the earth, has the potential of being altered. Problem solving
research, conducted on dairy farms and in the laboratory, provides some preliminary information. One
kind of observed change is the rectification of a portion of the 60 Hz and other alternating and direct
currents. Materials in the earth, such as water and combinations of conductors and semi-conductors, can
partially rectify AC. DC cells, associated with chemicals and metallic pipelines in the earth as well as the
presence of AC on the pipelines, require cathodic protection to avoid pipeline corrosion. This protection
is specifically supplied to the pipeline by means of an electronic DC supply.
How does this process occur? Experimental data suggest a process similar to the charging of a battery.
Cells appear to develop which are driven by, or at least connected to, the presence of AC in the earth. Ion
migration, and/or chemical reactions, are probably the charging mechanisms.

It is possible that the natural chemical cells can be driven or enhanced by the electrical current in the
earth. If DC is present from sources such as buried natural gas or oil pipelines, DC transmission line
return or cathodic protection rectifiers on the pipelines, the cells are probably driven more vigorously.
Both the AC and DC in the earth will also use the neutral wire and other conductors in the earth. In
addition to DC, the harmonics of the 60 Hz AC, such as 120, 180, 240 Hz, etc., can be generated in both
components of the transmission/distribution system and also in earth materials.
There are also short duration and sometimes high voltage pulses of EM energy that can be either on the
distribution line or in the earth. Transients in the currents of the neutral-grounding system occur when
there are changes in electrical usage such as motors being started or stopped, lights turned off or on, etc.
Currents in the neutral and, consequently, in the earth, are complex and rarely retain the simple 60 Hz
sine shape. Currents in the earth can also change the electrical character of materials in contact with the
earth such as floors and walls of buildings. The model of the electric cell suggests that the electrical
charge of the floors and/or earth can differ in polarity and intensity according to the location of the
electrodes of the cell. Also since direct currents can be present in the earth and in other conducting
materials in contact with the earth, the cracking of concrete floors and walls of buildings in regions of
significant earth currents could indicate affects of these currents.
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In summation, in the highly electrified environment of our industrialized era, there are many sources of
atmospheric ions beside the natural ones. Additional contributions come from electric transmission and
distribution lines, substations and from the additional ionizing materials introduced into the
environment from the nuclear industry. This includes radioactive krypton that is discharged into the
atmosphere from the nuclear power industry and is having a recognizable effect on ion production.

ELECTRICAL NATURE OF LIVING ORGANISMS
Thus far, the description of EM's focused on physical interactions with matter. Possible interactions of
EM's with living organisms are important if one is to understand the variety of impacts of EM energy.
The living organism may be considered as a system or a conglomerate of systems, and by implication, will
have its own EM energies. In addition to understanding the basic physical interactions of EM energy, it is
also necessary to know something about the electric circuits and the EM nature of living organisms.
Literature is now more likely to include information describing the electrical nature of the human body as
well as that of animals and plants. In the last ten years a number of books describe electric currents and
their values within the human body and in many other living organisms (Becker 1985; Nordenstrom
1983). The cardiovascular system, for example, contains many electrical circuits through which electric
currents flow. In fact Bjorn Nordenstrom argues that if appropriate direct currents are not in these circuits
the body is not healthy (Nordenstrom 1983). The central nervous system appears to require the presence
of direct currents in its circuits in order to be able to process information and send messages (Becker
1985). Direct currents are probably due to electron flow along the nerve fibers. In connection with these
currents it is found that the sensory nerve fibers have a positive potential at the peripheral end and motor
fibers have a negative potential. Magnetic fields are present in various areas of the body from the heart
muscles to the brain. These magnetic fields have only recently been measured because their magnitudes
are so small (Cohen year?). Iffunctionalist theory has any validity, these magnetic fields exist to serve an
appropriate function in the body. As their purpose is understood so also the impact of magnetic fields in
the environment on these internal fields can be more easily understood and evaluated.
The electrical processes are made complex in an organism not only by its various electrical circuits but
also by the different types of materials contained in the organism. These materials are conductors, nonconductors, and semiconductors. The materials can be liquids, gases, or solids which can be
inhomogeneous, non-isotropic, and subject to compositional change. Research has shown that ions and
molecules carried across cell membranes change the actions of the cells and, therefore, organs. For
example, it is well known that a biasing electric current on a pacemaker cell will affect the pumping rate
of the heart (polk and Postow 1986). Rectification of AC to DC occurs in organisms because of these
complexities especially from the combinations of semiconductors. Electrical fields will produce forces on
ionic materials as well as on polarized or polarizable neutral molecules.
Through conduction the effects of radio frequency (Rf) can be observed at points away from the place of
absorption. Cells appear to have the properties of semiconductors. Therefore, an Rf field causes cathodic
excitation of a neuromuscular preparation to be increased and the anodic excitation to be decreased
resulting in a change in charge on the surface of a cell. Rf fields can produce electric negativity of a
nerve. A change in the charge of a nerve cell has significant consequences for the functioning of the
entire organism since such a physiological change produces a change in its controlling functions. As a
consequence an organism, or its parts, could function as an Rf detector. The cerebral cortex and interbrain structures, especially the hypothalamus, may be the most sensitive to EM fields since it is the
primary sensor to the outside world. The effects are broad banned in terms of their electrical
inclusiveness. It is possible that the effects are caused by DC resulting from the rectification action
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occurring in the living organism. The rectification occurring in the body is probably quite independent of
frequency and may be quite independent of intensity as well.
The effects of an Rf field on the nervous system will also depend on the state of the nervous system. Rf
fields can produce a greater or lesser effect depending on the chemical stimulation of the nervous system
(Jaski 1961). For example, if an animal is under the influence of a narcotic, a greater Rffield is required
to cause damage to the animal. Psychotone in rats causes the opposite reaction with a lesser Rffield
required to cause damage. It appears as if these chemicals shift the ability to transmit signals in the
organism. Such connection certainly emphasize the interrelationships among the various chemicals and
energies to which organisms are exposed (Marha, et al.1971). According to Marha, chemicals that have
carcinogenic effects have pi electrons in their molecules which are closely related to semiconductor
properties. This raises the question as to whether the semiconducting nature of the chemicals plays an
important role in their carcinogenic effect, and whether this effect is changed by the presence of an EM
field.
The nonlinear and semiconducting nature of nerve cells is connected to the ability of persons, including
the deaf, to be able to hear the radiation from a pulse-modulated transmitter (Frey 1961, 1962). The
sound source seems to be in the area of the occiput. Low frequency EM fields can also cause sounds. It is
thought that weak currents are produced by the fields that excite the auditory cells or auditory nerves (Frey
1962a, Wieske 1963)."Electrical signals are clearly important in the control of biological processes and in
carrying information from one part of the body to another. Nerve cells propagate electrical signals from
sensors of pressure, temperature, light, sound, etc., to the brain and return control signals to muscles, the
heart, etc., yet if we choose to stimulate these processes with external electrical inputs, we have a
relatively limited understanding of how a given electrical input will affect various biological organs, what
the safe limits of exposure are (particularly over extended periods of time), and how electrical signals are
carried across cell membranes or propagated along nerves" (polk and Postow 1986, p.lOO).
A book published in 1983, Biological Closed Electric Circuits: Clinical, Experimental, and Theoretical
Evidence for an Additional Circulatory System, by Dr. Bjorn Nordenstrom, will undoubtedly importantly
impact theories about biomedicine. Dr. Nordenstrom's book draws together his and others' research
substantiating his theory that all living systems contain numerous functioning electrical circuits. Electric
fields produced within the body provide the force and energy which maintains these currents for whatever
purpose is required. These circuits, he maintains, exist in all bodily functions, and these DC currents
determine the organism's well being. He discusses circuits that are switched on by an injury, an infection,
or a tumor, or even by the normal activity of the body's organs. His measurements indicate that electric
currents are present in arteries and veins and at times in small electrical conducting holes in capillary
walls. These currents set up the fields which draw white blood cells and metabolic compounds into and
out of surrounding tissues. These currents are maintained in the body by electromagnetic fields for
whatever purpose is required. This electrical system, says Nordenstrom, works to balance the activity of
internal organs and, in the case of injuries, represents the very foundation of the healing process. The
term biological closed electric circuits (BCEC) is used to identify these natural circuits of living
organisms.
Nordenstrom's theories about the body's electrical circuitry describes a complex process. Theories are
made even more complex if one takes into account an organism's diverse composition of different types of
materials. These materials are conductors, non-conductors and semiconductors. Further, the materials
can be liquids, gases, or solids which can be inhomogeneous, non-isotropic and subject to compositional
change. Research has shown that ions and molecules carried across cell membranes change the actions of
the cells and, therefore, organs. Nonlinearities of membrane resistance and capacitance characteristic of
semiconductors can rectifY AC currents in the organism as well as change the electrical charging of cell
surfaces. As in the case of electronic components, the appropriate combination of semiconducting
materials can cause rectification as well as amplification. Direct currents may be of special significance
because of its association with ion generation and movement. It is well known that a biasing electric
current on a pacemaker cell will affect the pumping rate of the heart (polk and Postow 1986). "These
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nonlinearities also provide a vehicle for phase locking of pacemaker cells and a partial explanation for the
increased sensitivity of biological systems to electric fields at frequencies near their natural firing rates"
(polk and Postow 1986, p.136). Electrical fields will produce forces on ionic materials as well as on
polarized or polarizable neutral molecules.
Nonna!ly the interior of cells in an organism are negative with respect to the surrounding fluid by 50 to
150 mV. The resistivities of cell membranes are about 100 million times the resistivity of the fluid inside
and outside the cell. The electric fields in the body of the organism are necessary for the nonna! functioning of the membranes. Externally applied fields, as part of the organism's electrical environment,
would be expected to affect the membranes, as well. For some fish, electric fields in the range of 10
nV/cm can be sensed. The highest sensitivity to electric fields known in the Animal Kingdom is 5 nY/cm
for elasmobranch fishes (Kalmijn 1992). The membranes that provide for this sensitivity appear to be
amplifiers. Their ability to amplify appears to be related to their having properties similar to a
conventional electronic amplifier. Membranes also act like diodes transmitting electric current and
directing it in one or another direction. Metal ions, such as calcium, sodium and potassium ions, are
common current carriers in the various circuits of the body.
Different tissue in the organism can each carry specific charges in accordance with its electrical
impedance, ionic concentrations and polarizability. These charges can be changed artificially by
introducing outside currents into the circuits. Short circuiting in the organism can level potential
differences. Tissue can have galvanic cells which will function as batteries in the organic system because
of the differences in materials in the body. These galvanic cells may be charging or discharging at
different rates depending on the ionic concentrations and electrical circuit impedances. Artificially or
naturally changing chemical composition within the tissue could, therefore, affect the current output of the
galvanic cells. Changes in the electrical output of the galvanic cells could likewise change the chemical
composition of the tissue. Pharmacological compounds provided to the body can affect the electrical
output of the galvanic cells and the currents in the BCEC systems.
Other research attempts to integrate the electrical and chemical composition of organisms. Dr. Robert
Becker measured different potentials at various points on the human body. He states that all living
organisms carry a complex electric field. The more complex the organism the more complex the field.
He has also shown that the human body is equally an electrical system and a chemical system. For
example injuries of the body will develop one electric polarity immediately after injury and at some point
later the polarity will be reversed. The implication is that the body generates a current that moves in the
circuits of the body to produce the electric polarity required for healing an injury.
Relative values of electric potentials exist between points on the body's surface as a normal characteristic.
This means that certain surface areas are more positive and others are more negative. The surface of the
body is most often positive in regions of large concentrations of neurons, such as on the head and the
spinal chords, and negative at the points of nerve sensor concentrations, such as hands and feet.
Acupuncture points, in general, are positive relative to the surrounding area.
Dr. Becker discovered that direct currents are required in the functioning of the central nervous system.
When a human subject is told to make a certain muscular movement after being given a signal, there is an
increase in negative DC after the signal. The increase in DC, however, turns on almost a half-second
before the muscular action is performed. This condition is known as the readiness potential and seems to
imply that the DC system commands the nerve-impulse system. Dr. Benjamin Libet, University of
California, also finds that the readiness potential preceded the decision. The brain seems to have a
"mind" of its own. Perhaps the DC potential system in the brain provides a specific electronic context for
making decisions. The DC system seems to reside in the perineural system and carries the signals for
healing, and the nerves, themselves are not connected with the healing (Becker 1990).
Degree of an organism's alertness seems tied to electric potential. On the one hand, the more negative the
brain's electrical system is, the more alert is the person. On the other hand, a positive potential causes the
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brain to be anesthetized. These discoveries suggest that currents in the nervous system are associated with
the electric potentials and literally control all the functions of the nervous system including decisions,
inter-pretations, commands and feelings. Polk and Postow discuss the function of electrical signals in
biological functioning in stating:
Electrical signals are clearly important in the control of biological processes and in carrying
information from one part of the body to another. Nerve cells propagate electrical signals from
sensors of pressure, temperature, light, sound, etc. to the brain and return control signals to muscles,
the heart, etc., yet if we choose to stimulate these processes with external electrical inputs, we have a
relatively limited understanding of how a given electrical input will affect various biological organs,
what the safe limits of exposure are (particularly over extended periods of time), and how electrical
signals are carried across cell membranes or propagated along nerves (polk and Postow 1986, p. 100).

It is likely also that the nonlinear and semiconducting natures of nerve cells is connected with the ability
of persons, including the deaf, to hear the radiation from a pulse-modulated transmitter (Frey 1961,1962).
Research indicates that magnetic fields are present in living organisms both from the earth's natural
magnetic field and from localized direct currents either external to or within the living oxganism. In
addition, living organisms have minute particles of magnetic materials at various locations. David
Cohen, a pioneer in the development of equipment for measuring magnetic fields produced within the
human body, measured magnetic fields which are from a million to a billion times smaller than the
earth's magnetic field. They are present in various areas of the body from the heart muscles to the brain
(Cohen year?). In the posterior wall of the ethoid sinus (located high up at the back of the nasal passage,
just in front of the pituitary gland) are minute crystals of magnetite, and the ethoid sinus is closely
connected to the central nervous system.
Other organismic substances are subject to magnetic fields. Water is a major component of living
organisms and appears to have the ability to be affected by magnetic fields. Physiochemical properties of
water are changed upon exposure to magnetic fields. Water becomes less hard as it flows in a glass tube a
few millimeters in diameter between the poles ofa magnet at speeds from 0.3 to 0.5 mls. Other
properties of water are also affected by magnetic fields (Minenko et al. 1962). Surface tension and
viscosity increase with the strength of magnetic field exposure peaking in value about 8000 gauss for
surface tension and 1500 gauss for viscosity. Electrical resistance varies with magnetic field intensity in
an oscillatory manner. Investigations revealed that optimal reduction in hardness occurred at field
strengths between 1500 to 4500 gauss and the amount of scale was lowest at speeds ranging from 0.4 to
0.5 mls. Suspended solids in magnetically treated water tend to be rhombohedral and other shapes. In
untreated water crystals tend to be needle shaped. In addition, magnetically treated water can produce
behavioral and biological changes in living organisms (Kogan & Tikhonova 1965, Glebov et al. 1965).
Natural and artificially produced EM energies affect not only water but plants as well. The effects on the
plants and water can alter the biochemical processes of the organism that consumes the plants and water
though this does not explain all changes in the consuming organism. Therefore, it is likely Em energies
directly affect macrosystems of the body as well. Energy input of any form, even at low levels, into water
containing oxygen causes the formation of hydrogen peroxide (Gmelin 1963). These energies could be
light, sound, electric or magnetic fields, or ionizing radiation. When one considers the nature of living
tissue, added EM energy could lead to an increase in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. Some research
has indicated that changes of hydrogen peroxide levels of ingested water can have effects in such areas of
circadian rhythms, and these effects are equivalent to those correlated with exposures to weak 10 Hz
electric fields (Wever 1985b). A suggested mechanism for the effects of electrical energy on living
organisms is the formation of hydrogen peroxide by the electrical energy either in the body or in water
before it is ingested into the organism.
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EFFECTS OF EM ENERGY ON LIVING ORGANISMS

General:
From one perspective, living organisms might be thought of as homeostatic systems subject to various
other systems. From this perspective Michaelson and Lu indicate (1992):
To maintain homeostasis, mammals possess precise coordinating control systems that react to
changes in the internal and external environments. Among these controllers are the interacting
neural and endocrine systems, which are among the prime physiological regulators of the body.
Perturbations caused by environmental factors such as electric, magnetic, or electromagnetic fields
can be manifested by functional changes in these regulatory systems of the body. Acting alone or in
concert, the various components of the neuroendocrine system playa central role in the integrative
activities that are required for homeostasis.
The literature dealing with EM energies and living organisms is quite diverse afld deals with a broad
range of physiological effects. About 200 studies are reflected in Marino's (1985) summarizing
statements that follow:
.'
1. EMFs can alter the metabolism of all body systems, including the nervous, endocrine,
cardiovascular, hematological, immune response, and reproductive.

2. The effects on each tissue or system are largely independent of EMF frequency.

3. An organism's response to an EMF is determined in part by its physiological history and genetic
predisposition; individual animals, even in an apparently homogeneous population, may exhibit
changes in opposite directions in a dependent biological parameter.

4. EMF-induced biological effects are best characterized as adaptive or compensatory; they present
the organism with environmental factors to which it must accommodate.
Other researchers draw similar conclusions. For instance, Presman (1970) indicates that repeated
exposures to low intensities of EM fields can produce the same morphological changes as a single high
intensity exposure. Morphological changes in tissues and organs are produced by EM energies at levels
below that which can cause a thermal effect. These changes appear to be connected to the deterioration
of the functioning of the regulation and metabolic processes of the body. Most frequently the changes are
observed in the "tissues of the peripheral and central nervous system and impair its regulatory functions
by disruption of the corresponding links or by alteration of the structure of the nerve cells, themselves"
(presman 1970, p.97). Often the effects on specific areas of the central nervous system is nearly
independent of frequency, and there appears to be greater effects at low intensities than at high.
Multiple exposures are cumulative in their consequences. Strong fields usually lead to adaptation whereas
exposure to weak fields appears to be cumulative leading to greater changes in the organism (presman
1970). For low intensities or short exposures the effects in the organism are the reverse of the effects
produced by long exposures or high intensities. Effects from direct interaction with the nervous system
appear to be independent offield intensity and frequency. In addition, very wide ranges of both frequency
and intensity affect the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex and subcortical structures (presman 1970).
Presman (1970) goes on to say:
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A comparison of the effects ofEMFs at the molecular level in vitro and in the entire organism show
that they differ significantly. The nature and magnitude of changes at the molecular level in the
organism are almost independent of the frequency, whereas in experiments in vitro such effects are
frequency-dependent and are often of a resonance nature. The effect ofEMFs on the biochemical
activity of macromolecules in vitro may even be the opposite of that observed in the entire organism
(p.179).
At the molecular level ,research shows that cells appear to whisper to each other using electrical
messages. The whispering may link cancer to electromagnetic exposure. It is believed that cells send
messages to each other across a thin membrane that has an electrical gradient referred to as the membrane
potential. The membrane potential acts as a barrier against the inward and outward flow of signals.
However, within certain powerline and microwave fields, these electric gradients may be changed. This
altered signal may result in out-of-eontrol cell growth characteristic of cancer (Adey 1988).
The pineal gland is considered the master gland of the body. Theoretically it is the remnant of the third
eye and especially noted for its production of numerous body chemicals. These chemicals are connected to
and interact with other glands of the body, as well, including the pituitary. Neurohormones, released by
the pineal gland, are important in regulating the brain's operational level. The pineal gland also
regulates the body's clock. It is sensitive to the daily cyclic pattern of the earth's magnetic field. Changes
in the magnetic field of the earth are quite small, and the melatonin secretion in humans changes as the
natural magnetic field changes. Consequently, inadvertent or advertent changes in the DC magnetic
fields experienced by living organisms can change the melatonin output. Part of the retina output is
diverted to the pineal gland which affects the melatonin output according to light levels. The abnormal
secretion of the neurohormones by the pineal gland, by this reasoning, could be linked to behavior
abnormalities.
Chronic stress syndrome can occur when the biocycle is chronically abnormal. One of the effects often
associated with stress is a decline in competency of the immune system. As an example, the effectiveness
of cancer chemotherapeutic drugs seems to correlate with the point of the patient's biocycle when the drug
is administered (Becker. 1990).
These chemical processes are tied to electrical ones. Rf effects can be observed at points away from the
place of absorption. That is because of current conduction. As discussed earlier, cells appear to have the
properties of semiconductors. Therefore, an Rf field causes cathodic excitation of a neuromuscular
preparation to increase and the anodic excitation to decrease resulting in a change in charge on the
surface of a cell. Rf fields produce the electric negativity of a nerve. A change in the charge of a nerve
cell has significant consequences for the functioning of the entire organism since such a physiological
change produces a change in its controlling functions. As a consequence, an organism or its parts could
function as an Rf detector.
The effects of an Rf field on the nervous system will also depend on the state of the nervous system. Rf
fields can produce a greater or lesser effect depending on the chemical stimulation of the nervous system
(Jaski 1961). For example, if an animal is under the influence of a narcotic, a greater Rf field is required
to cause damage to the animal. However, psychotone in rats requires a lower Rffield to cause damage. It
appears as if this chemical shifts the organisms's ability to transmit signals.
Such connections certainly emphasize the interrelationships between various chemicals and an organism's
exposure to electric energies (Marha, et al. 1971). According to Marha, chemicals that have carcinogenic
effects have pi electrons in their molecules which is closely related to its semiconductor properties. The
substantive question raised by this is whether the semiconducting nature of the chemicals plays an
important role in their carcinogenic effect, and whether this effect is changed by the presence of an EM
field.
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An understanding of the electrical circuits in living organisms may help to explain the interrelationships
of the chemical and physical processes in the body. White blood cells carry a negative charge on their
surface and, therefore, will be attracted to positively charged areas of the body. If an electric current is
produced in the veins and! or arteries from an external source, the white blood cells will be attracted to the
positive electrode. Blood clots are seen to fonn as a result of these applied currents. There is also the
possibility that when these electric currents and fields are disturbed either by external sources or by
internal changes, adverse effects can result. In turn, these adverse effects could impact the immune
system.
Dr. Nordenstrom discusses the possible role of biological closed electric circuits (BCEC) in biogenesis,
including carcinogenesis. He states:
Strong currents will destroy cells and tissue. Weak currents, on the other hand, will more gently
create new internal and external environments for cells. The currents will also directly interfere
with cellular metabolism and modify structural elements of cells... A large number of chemicals,
physical and biological factors are capable of inducing cancer. They all seem to have the capability,
direct or indirect, of polarizing tissue. A unidirectional activation of BCEC system by weak currents
over a long time will change the internal and external environment of cells. Surviving, modified
cells still capable of multiplying may then possibly produce neoplastic tissue. It is suggested that
activated BCEC systems, under certain circumstances, represent a common factor in carcinogenesis
(Nordenstrom 1983 p.lO).
Both weak and low energy electric currents can modify tissue structure when acting over long time
periods (Nordenstrom 1983). From constant magnetic fields to microwave fields, EM energies affect the
electrical activity of various parts of the brain. The cerebral cortex and the inter brain structures,
particularly the hypothalamus, are very sensitive to EM fields.
The hypothalamus is responsible for humoral regulation of the blood sugar; it regulates the activity of
the endocrine organs-the hypophysis, the adrenal cortex, and so on. Direct electric stimulation of
the hypothalamus causes changes in the number of eosinophils and lymphocytes, in the secretion of
the adrenocorticotrophic honnone by the hypophysis, the ascorbic acid content of the adrenals, and so
on (presman 1970 p. 132).
Exposure to high frequency fields have been shown to increase the sugar content of the urine and the
blood with sugar curves characteristic of pre-diabetic conditions.
EM fields can also affect the cells, the protein, and mineral composition of the blood. The effects
observed can very with species and even strain of animal emphasizing difficulties in replicating
experimental results. Calcium levels in the blood increase with EM exposure which affects the
specialized aspects of animal's appetites. Animals also desire to consume more calcium when exposed to
EM fields. Microwave fields, electric and magnetic fields all negatively affect the reproductive
processes. Magnetic and microwave fields also adversely affect metabolic processes and cell
multiplication and differentiation in embryonic development (presman 1970).
Dr. Nordenstrom writes:
Simple electrotechnical analogies imply that a local decrease or increase of transported current may
give rise to undesired as well as useful effects. A local change in density of current anywhere in a
biologically closed circuit might lead to anesthesia, or produce pain or other undesired effects far
away from the site of the driving force for the closed circuit transports. Clinical consideration which
can not simply be understood by the known and accepted mechanism of referred pain might be
explained in this way. For example, degenerative alterations in the cervical spine may not only give
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rise to pain in the distribution of an affected nerve but also to symptoms of local peripheral injury
associated the pain, e.g., tenderness to local palpation or active contraction of a muscle or muscles
(Nordenstrom 1983 p.331).

Effects from Technological Sources ofEM energies:
The precise consequences of EM energies on living organisms is complex and presently involves research
from various segments of the international community. Governments are making assumptions based on
the consequent pool of infonnation as for example Sweden. "On September 30, 1992 officials from the
National Board for Industrial and Technical Development of Sweden fonnally announced that they would
be acting' on the assumption that there is a connection between exposure to power frequency magnetic
fields and cancer, in particular childhood cancer'" (Brodeur 1992 p.114). One of the·studies on which
this decision was based discovered that children living in dwellings where they were exposed to average
60 Hz magnetic fields of more than one milligauss experienced twice the risk of developing leukemia as
those exposed to less than one milligauss. Children exposed to average 60 Hz magnetic fields of more
than two milligauss had nearly three times the occurrence. For adults exposed to average 60 Hz magnetic
fields of more than 2 milligauss had a 70% increased risk to both acute and chronic myeloid leukemia.
Another study examined workers in industries where there was exposure to the 60 Hz magnetic fields and
found that those exposed to average fields of 2.9 milligauss were three times as likely to develop
lymphocytic leukemia as workers exposed to average fields of less than 1.6 milligauss. Those exposed to
average fields of more than 4.1 milligauss experienced an increased risk four times greater. A study in
Helsinki found that women exposed to 60 Hz magnetic fields from VDT's at average levels of three
milligauss suffered miscarriages at a rate nearly three and one-half times greater than those exposed to
average fields of one milligauss. A recent study at the University of Adelaide found that women working
with computer monitors developed primary brain tumors at nearly 5 times the nonnal rate (Brodeur 1992)
EM fields may affect human susceptibility to breast cancer by increasing the amount of estrogen in the
body (SN:7/3/93, p. 10). There might also be a connection between breast cancer and melatonin levels.
Magnetic and electric fields appear to affect the functioning of the pineal gland and depress or time shift
melatonin secretion in animals (Reiter et al. 1993). A connection exists between the eyes and the pineal
gland. Light also affects the melatonin production either as part of the functioning of the eye or in the
pineal gland as a result of information from the eyes. Light suppresses the production of melatonin which
implies that more melatonin is produced at night than during the day. "The reduction in the circadian
melatonin rhythm resulting from electric and/or magnetic field exposure is not trivial because the
melatonin rhythm is generally considered to be relatively unperturbable, and its alteration typically is
associated with some malady. Thus, the magnitude of the change induced by ELF fields must be
considered to be physiologically significant" (Reiter et al. 1992, p. 23). Detrimental effects have been
associated with the nocturnal depression of melatonin production. The effects from a weak melatonin
cycle are similar to the effects that are being associated with EM exposure. These include the suppression
of the immune system, changes in reproductive and endocrine physiology, and psychological depression
(Reiter 1993).
Abberations in the manner in which the pineal gland functions and probably melatonin production have
been related to the occurrence of a number of different types of cancer including breast cancer, ovarian
cancer, prostate cancer and melanoma (Cohen et al. 1978, Leone et al. 1988, Narita and Kudo. 1985, and
Philo & Berowitz 1988). Another melatonin connection is recognized from results of cellular level studies
of the exposure of estrogen-dependent breast cancer cells to 60 Hz magnetic fields (Liburdy et al. 1993a,
b). 60 Hz magnetic fields between 2 and 12 mG separately appear to have no affect on MCF-7 breast
cancer cells. In the lower range of these magnetic fields the growth of these cells in the presence of
melatonin is partially inhibited. Melatonin has been known to inhibit the growth of these cancer cells,
and at certain levels of exposure to 60 Hz magnetic fields, the ability of melatonin to inhibit the growth is
blocked. Research involving whole animal exposure finds magnetic fields able to affect melatonin
production, and cellular level studies find 60 Hz magnetic fields affecting the normal action of melatonin.
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Both 60 Hz and DC magnetic fields affect melatonin and its functions either directly or indirectly. Since
changing magnetic fields induce electric currents in conducting regions of living organisms, the noted
effects may also be influenced by electric charge.
Magnetic fields, estrogen related cancer cell growth and melatonin appear to be connected among female
laboratory animals. It is likely, therefore, that the male reproductive system could also be affected. One
effect might be alteration in the fetal development of males. Mcgivern studied pregnant rats exposed to
low level pulsed magnetic fields during the time the fetal brain is undergoing sexual differentiation. The
results revealed that the exposures demasculinized the scent-marking behavior when male rats matured
and also led to 'really huge' testes and prostate glands in the adult animal. In 1972 a group of researchers
at the University of Manitoba did similar experiments. Their results showed that if rats were exposed
prenatally, they developed heavier testicles. If exposed as adults, the testicle size decreased. This is
especially important for humans because the rat reproductive system is far more difficult to affect than
humans' reproductive system (SN. 1994. Vol 145. p. 26).
Concern over increasing rates of mental illness in industrialized societies has led to a realization that
environmental factors may be implicated in this rise. One of these environmental factors is EM energies
(Wilson, et aI. 1992). Psychological depression and phase shifting of the melatonin cycle may be linked.
One such possible link recognizes behavioral change associated with atmospheric electrical changes.
Similar links may associate mental illness with exposure to EM energy of human origin.
A study in Sweden involved persons, with acute environmental sensitivity, who were exposed to 50 Hz,
20-40 Vim and 20 kHz, 5-10 VIm electric fields. The subjects were exposed to 20 mg magnetic fields of
the same frequencies,as well. Most of the subjects noticed such symptoms as "burning sensation or feeling
of heat as if exposed to sun radiation in the face (mainly on the cheeks), vertigo, naus~ pain or deep
sensations of discomfort in head, neck shoulders, arms or legs, tiredness or concentration difficulties"
(Wennberg, et aI. 1990. Experiments were repeated a year later with the same subjects though with no
more than random effects. It is unclear why this change in response occurred, but it emphasizes the
difficulty of obtaining consistent results in EM research. Recent work at Lund Technical University in
Sweden has also found the same: effects of the earlier study to be associated with AC electric fields. They
call it electrical hypersensitivity (Floberg 1993).
Nonetheless, a growing body of research confirms that both AC and DC fields have biological effects on
living organisms. A number of experiments find effects of ELF fields occurring below the perception
level of the organism being e~arnined. In particular, behavioral modification has been detected, as well as
calcium efflux changes in vitro brain slice preparation, in mammals exposed to field levels below
perception level. In addition, human circadian rhythms are shown to be iffected by 10Hz electric fields
of 2.5 Vim (polk and Postow 1986). Goodman and Henderson (1991) have modified RNA
transcription-the process of making molecules of messenger RNA from the DNA template-and
protein synthesis through exposure to 60 Hz EM fields.
Other researchers, in both eastern and western nations, focus on the effects of radio and microwaves.
For example, Gordon and Sadchikova, of the USSR Institute of Labor Hygiene and Occupational
Diseases, summarize information presented at a conference in Warsaw in 1971. They identified a
comprehensive set of symptoms which they called microwave sickness. Its first signs are low blood
pressure and slow pulse. The later and most common effects are chronic excitation of the sympathetic
nervous system (stress syndrome) and high blood pressure. This phase also often includes headaches,
dizziness, eye pain, sleeplessness, irritability, anxiety, stomach pain, nervous tension, inability to
concentrate, hair loss, plus an increased incidence of appendicitis, cataracts, reproductive problems, and
cancer. The chronic symptoms are eventually succeeded by crises of adrenal exhaustion and ischemic
heart disease (blockage of coronary arteries and heart attack).
One of the models for effects from Rf is that the absorbed EM energy increases the internal temperature of
the body and, therefore, causes physical and health effects. In general, effects resulting from temperature
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increases are termed thermal. Thermal effects are noted at high intensities. From 40 to 100 mw/cm will
cause serious injury and hemorrhaging to blood vessels in the internal organs (Deichmann, et al. 1959). It
is also possible for some organs to be seriously injured without the entire organism being overheated.
This phenomenon is called "dimensional resonance" in which some part of the object irradiated is comparable with multiples of one-half the wavelength. Standing waves can be produced in the organ.
Implanted metal may also cause a concentration of energy.
Another source of information derives from complaints by persons working in Rf fields:
Workers complain of headaches and eyestrain, together with a flow of tears, of fatigue derived from
over-all weakness, and dizziness after prolonged standing. At night their sleep is disturbed and
superficial and they are sleepy in daytime. Such persons are moody, frequently -irritated, even
unsociable. They manifest hypochondriac reactions and a feeling of fear. Sometimes they perceive
nervous tension or, on the contrary, mental depression combined with deterioration of intellectual
functions (notably memory impairment). Over a longer period, definite sluggishness and inability to
make decisions result. Those affected complain of a pulling sensation in the scalp and on the brow,
loss of hair, pain in the muscles and in the heart region (together with a pounding of the heart)., and
breathing difficulties. Not infrequently they complain of difficulties in their sex life. It is moreover
possible to observe slight trembling of the eyelids, the tongue, and the fingers, increased perspiration
of the extremities, dermographism (writing on the skin: hypersensitivity to mechanical stimulation),
and brittleness of fingernails (Marha, et al. p.30).
A Russian study also reports a decrease in lactation among nursing mothers occurs when they are exposed
to 10 cm Rffields.
Although the list of complaints is often subjective, there is research that supports the reality of these
effects under Rf exposure particularly those on the nervous system such as induced agitation, excitement
and increased motor activities. In some experiments tranquil animals can be turned into aggressive ones.
In fact, the entire nervous system can react to Rffields. All of the various sensing systems, such as seeing,
hearing and feeling, are changed by exposure to the fields. One interesting effect appears to be a decrease'
in the sex ratio at birth, Le., an increase in the proportion of females born. Also fields may disrupt
women's menstrual cycle, and pregnant humans and animals show an increase in the percentage of
miscarriages under Rf field exposure. Some research also shows fetal retardation, congenital defects, and
an increase in infant mortality. The effects on the cardiovascular system indicated in research include
changes in blood flow, blood pressure levels, and rate of heart beat; and hemorrhaging and bleeding can
occur in organs under Rf exposure.
Insects seem to be affected by Rffield exposures as well. Marha et al. indicate "Irradiation of various
kinds of insects by the Rf field produces an over-all reaction similar to that observed in experiments with
mammals. The first symptom is unrest, attempts to escape, then disturbance of motor coordination, stiffening and immobility, and, after a certain interval, death" (p.38). At low field intensities there appears to
be an increase in the growth of wood in trees whereas at higher intensities growth is inhibited. The
international consensus concludes that pulsed fields are more interactive with organisms than are cw
fields.
Direct electrical currents are shown to be connected with plant growth. In fact, direct currents are
present in many parts of the plant such as in the roots and stems. These current densities are in the range
of 0.02 and 0.08 Nm. Various studies suggest that the growth of both nerves and bones can be influenced by electric fields and can also produce detrimental effects. The understanding of body
mechanisms are not sufficiently understood to specifically predict levels at which either adverse or
beneficial effects will occur (polk and Postow 1986). Some studies do consider the effects of electric
fields on bone loss due to disuse. As an example, plaster casts containing field producing plates were
placed on the legs of 48 male lab rats. Various fields were applied over a period of 28 days. The results
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were compared to a control group of rats having casts but no electric fields. It was found that bone
weight loss and size loss were reduced by the electric field treatments. However, bone tumors were found
on eight of the rats treated with fields while no tumors were found in the control group. The 30 Hertz
fields had the greatest effects, and the DC fields had the least. These results are preliminary and need
more study (Bullard et al. 1967).
Electric fields are able both to inhibit and stimulate growth of tissue and healing. Most often the DC
electric field is associated with these effects. Around an electrode that is negatively charged, both healing
and infection are suppressed. A positively charged electrode, however, will stimulate growth (polk and
Postow 1986). When normal blood is exposed to direct currents, a morphological change occurs in which
red blood cells are turned into monstrous cells and cell complexes. Deposition of calcium is observed in
tissue after an injury. A weak current can also prevent bacterial growth (Nordenstrom 1983).
Researchers have shown particular interest in DC magnetic field effects on organisms because of their
continuous exposure deriving from the earth's magnetic field. Long term exposure to large DC magnetic
fields apparently disturbs the normal functioning of organisms. A 'magnetic' syndrome is identified as
resulting in decreased tissue respiration, drop in body temperature, retarded growth and disappearance of
the estral cycle in females. Most interesting are effects associated with reducing the DC magnetic field
levels to near zero. The scotopic flicker-fusion limit decreases to one-half its normal value after ten days
of field reduction. Flicker fusion is a very sensitive test ofthe central nervous system reaction. It is
likely that natural EM fields are required for organismic vitality, and when changes in the natural field
persist for a sufficiently long time, the organism can no longer adapt (Biescher ).
Flora show effects from both DC and AC magnetic fields. Some plants respond to the geomagnetic field
of the earth while growing and to pre-germination magnetic treatment of the seeds. Potatoes irradiated
with ELF magnetic fields were found to have a shorter germination period and an increase in the quality
and yield of the crop. Potatoes also have a receptive mechanism that adjusts to very weak geomagnetic
field changes which may affect the plant's metabolism (pittman 1972). Wheat seedlings exposed to a
magnetic field consumed less oxygen than seedlings that were not exposed. The wheat seedlings in
general had longer stalks and roots and grew faster than the untreated wheat. This suggests an increased
metabolic efficiency in treated seedlings (pittman and Ormrod 1970). Other studies reveal that exposing
seeds retards sprouting by from 8 to 12 hours compared to control seeds, increases the percentage
germination of unchilled apple and apricot seeds, and increases the yields of snap beans.
Magnetic fields are believed to affect the migration of various animals, particularly birds. It is generally
known that migrating animals, such as waterfowl, travel in part according to the magnetic field of the
earth. One theory suggests that the wing motion in flight, interacting with the earth's magnetic field,
induces an electric current in the conducting areas of the wings. Therefore, as the bird flies in different
directions different magnitudes and directions of current will be induced. Learning to sense the
magnitude and direction of the induced current can provide directional information for the bird. A bird's
sense of direction is affected by stormy weather which may be related to changes in the electromagnetic
environment occurring during stormy conditions (Bamothy). Woodmice are known to possess a unique
method for using magnetic fields to sense direction. In some ways they sample the magnetic field around
them, and based on this information, the field mice chart their routes (Mather and Baker 1981).
Bacteria, planarians, mollusks, insects, fish, and salamanders all have some magnetic sense of direction.
It is realistic to conclude that magnetic fields can strongly influence blood platelets, blood coagulation
and fibrinolytic processes in animals. These conditions increase with time and sometimes vary directly
with the intensity of the static magnetic field. Magnetic fields, no larger than 50 gauss, can significantly
effect organisms. Short term exposure to very large magnetic fields often show little effect on animals.
Long exposures to either large or small fields can often have greater effects. As an example, the growth of
young mice is stunted after weeks of exposure. Exposure times of from 5 to 9 days extends the healing
time of wounds. This may be caused by a strong magnetic field inhibiting the production of large protein
molecules. As exposure time increases, the effects are compounded. When exposure ends, the symptoms
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are usually reversible, and the organism can return to normal existence (Gorczynska and Weigrzynowicz
1983).

Effects Associated with Natural EM Energies:
The discipline of biometeorology attempts to document the association of health factors in living
organisms to meteorological conditions, a discussion that has been going on for many years. This
internationally based research attempts to investigate connections between the natural EM energies of the
atmosphere and biological and health factors. Parameters being investigated include EM radiation from
the atmosphere (spheric), electric fields, ion concentrations and magnetic fields (Landsberg 1969).
Living organisms, including humans, tend to display unique behaviors prior to thunderstonns, the Fohn
winds of Central Europe, the Chinook winds in the United States and sometimes to ordinary weather
changes. Many studies and reports are available relating a number of health factors and behavioral
responses to such weather conditions or changes (Landsberg 1969). For example, Fohn and sirocco winds
in Europe are historically associated with headaches, hemicrania, epileptic fits, asthma, thromboembolism
and joint pain (Konig, et al. 1981). The changes in weather which produce variations in the
electromagnetic fields of the earth-atmosphere system can produce changes in the currents in the channels
of the BCEC system of living organisms. If these additio~al currents exceed the organism's physiological
tolerance, by being too large or too small, they could cause a response.
The sun emits radio waves of all frequencies, and at times these wave intensities can be in a range able to
produce biological effects. The sun also emits bursts of Rf radiation which can produce pulses of Rf
energy in a range from 10 to 50 kHz (Dull 1939). In addition, large air movements involving fronts with
unstable moist boundaries can also become Rf field sources in the same frequency range. Research also
ties these emissions to human vital statistics such as the mortality rate (Dull 1941), birth rate, traffic
mishaps, and industrial accidents (Assman 1955).

Medical Applications:
Attempts to use electrical charges to improve health come from antiquity. In AD 46 Scribonious Largus
recommended using electrical stimulation derived from a particular species offish for healing. By 1830
Carol Matteucci demonstrated that electrical current was generated in injured tissue setting the stage for
modem applications. Since then applications were attempted in endocrinology, immunology, neurology,
cardiology and other areas (Bauer, 1983).
Now there is an emerging understanding of how membrane and electricity interact. When DC is passed
through tissue between platinum electrodes, fibrous membranes are produced in the tissue. An example is
the production of fibrous tissue around a cardiac pacemaker and its electrode. Fibrous tissue is electrically
insulating and therefore can interrupt or stop the flow of electricity. Fibrous membrane can be explained
as the deposition of material in the electrical circuits of the body. Consequently, electric currents can
produce fibrous membranes in the body which will be controlled by the insulating quality of the membrane produced. Under certain conditions of current reversal, calcium is deposited in the fibrous
structure. It is possible that this process is responsible for the success in the healing of bone fractures with
electric currents. Consequently, the normal healing offractures may result from currents in the BCEC's
(Biological Closed Electric Circuits) of the body. Both direct currents and alternating currents will
produce fibrous material, but there is a difference in its structure from the two currents. The direct
currents, which can reverse direction at appropriate times, appear to offer the best possibility for
therapeutic purposes. The currents artificially activate the BCEC systems to bring about the healing.
An extensive body of research provides evidence that DC electric fields and/or currents can stimulate bone
growth in both humans and animals. In fact, electric currents are being used clinically for treating
nonunion of bones and pseudorathrosis. Even though clear models are not established for defining
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cellular activity in the bone healing process, the evidence is sufficiently finn to encourage the search for
. an adequate model.
Richard Lubin, a biochemist, feels that the parathyroid honnone signals or acts to stimulate the
breakdown of bone and inhibit bone growth. He thinks that it is the induced electric field that changes the
electric charge on the membrane. Research surrounding this discovery provides some interesting
information concerning electrical characteristics of bones and magnitudes of currents capable of
producing bone growth. Bones are shown to produce both piezoelectricity and streaming potentials. In
the dry section of the bones, a stress will cause an electrical current to flow (the piezoelectric effect). In
the micro canals of bones, liquid in bone is caused to flow when the bone is under stress (streaming
potentials). The flow carries ions which produces a current and establishes the potential. The inverse of
these two processes also occurs in bones.
The electric fields surrounding the organism and currents which pass through bones will produce a
physical stress on the bones. In addition, the collagen-hydozypatite interface in the bone has potential for
rectifying properties. One method of implementing the healing process is to place two electrodes in the
bone with the negative in the region where growth is desired. Bone growth will occur around the negative
electrode (cathode) when small direct currents (1-10 microamps) are allowed to flow between the two
electrodes. The greatest growth appears to be nearest the electrode. At the same time, in some of the
experiments, bone necrosis occurred around the positive electrode (anode), becoming serious at currents
above 20 microamps. In all of these experiments, because of the complex conductivity of the body, actual
values of currents in bones are difficult to evaluate. Other bone union research also indicates that the
direction of the current is not only important but also that the continued beneficial effects require the
periodic reversal of the direction on the current. AC induction fields also are known to aid in bone
healing.
Tadpoles have the ability to regenerate limbs that are lost before their metamorphosis into adult frogs.
The regenerated limbs are not always as large or as developed as the original, but they are functional.
General infonnation on the effects of electric currents on limb regeneration in adult frogs suggests that
both magnitude and direction of current are important in the regeneration process. As an example, if
approximately 0.2 microamps of current are introduced into the stump after amputation, a negative
current initiated partial regeneration, a positive current caused extensive destruction of the limb, and
limbs receiving no current just showed a healing response (Becker and Marino 1982).
One study reported using pulsing EM fields to heal leg fractures that had failed to heal after operations,
other treatments, or because of infections. The leg was placed between two coils producing a pulsing EM
field instead of attaching electrodes directly to the bone. The field produced a weak electric current in the
bone leading to bone healing. The study reported a success rate of nearly eighty percent with no adverse
side effects (Basset).
A good deal of worldwide research has gone on relating electromagnetic fields to health care and healing
facilitation. China's experimentation with the effects oflow electrical energy charges understandably is
associated with acupuncture. Researchers in other countries, such as Pullman et al. (1983) in Australia,
experimented with the use of electricity in diminishing pain. In Poland, Gorezynska and Wergrzynowics
(1983) studied blood coagulation. Yasuda (1977) in Japan and Chang et al. (1984) in Taiwan also
examined bone regeneration.
The fonner eastern block of nations carried out extensive research on microelectricity and its effects on a
variety of subjects including human health. This is evidenced by a number of international conferences
held in Russia and Poland in past years. For instance, in 1978 a conference in Izhevsk, Russia on
magnetotherapy involved 62 reports by physicists, chemists, biologists and physicians. In 1984 the 7th
symposium on electromagnetic fields was held at the Technical University of Wroclaw in Poland. Reports
at these conferences included such topics as the relation of microelectricity to the nervous system
(Gorbach 1982 and Toroptsev and Soldatova 1981), lung disease (Pyntkin and Semenov 1982), antibody
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reproduction in the spleen (Mel'nikov et al. 1982), cell division (Mamontov and Ivanova 1971), the liver
(Dumanskiy and Rudichenko 1976), metabolism (Dumanskiy and Tomashevaskaya 1978), testicular
tissues (Uditsev & Khlynin 1978), and catecholamines of the brain (Grin' 1978).
This international interest in the fields ofbioelectrics and biomagnetics continues. As an example,
electroanesthesia is and has been used internationally for various surgical procedures. In other
procedures, electrical currents are found useful in reducing pain in various areas of the body and assisting
in tendon and cartilage healing. Research also continues in the area of nerve and spinal cord regeneration
with electric currents and fields. At present injuries of this kind are seen as irreparable (Borgens et a1.
1993).
Electromagnetic fields have proven to be a valuable tool for treating a variety of medical problems. But
there is another side to electromagnetism. Today individuals, scientific and medical groups, public
officials and the legal system are questioning the safety of extensive exposure to EM energy in both the
indoor and outdoor environment.
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CHAPTER III

APPROACHES IN RESEARCHING PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
The unique characteristics of electromagnetic currents and their effects pose unique -problems in doing
research. The diversity of infonnation, the array of interested specialists, the problem context and variety
of social and political systems involved all complicate the search for appropriate research methodologies
in dealing with, for example, the stray voltage problems on dairy fanus. Building on existing infonnation
is useful but difficult. By design information from accepted stray voltage research is limited to affects on
the milking cows and the cause being the shock from an AC voltage between the floor and a metal
contact. At the same time numerous specialized research projects searching for effects from many other
aspects of EM energy can provide important information. In this context, we suggest some approaches
that are or could be used in investigating the effects of EM currents.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Before discussing specific methodologies, perhaps there is some merit in reviewing problems related to
examining possible EM current effects on dairy cattle.
1. Much is not known about the connections of EM currents and living organisms. This means that
research often begins with limited theory and a lack of clear understanding about the relationship of EM
currents and the dairy.
2. That is not to say there are no relevant theories and models. Various theories and models connect low
level EM currents to a variety of subjects, humans and other animals. However, research tends to focus
rather narrowly in the search for a particular effect from a particular level or kind of EM current. The
dairy barn is a much more complex EM environment than that. Understanding possible synergistic
effects, in itself, poses a particular problem.
3. As discussed elsewhere, the cultural context of existing research is quite varied in that EM research is
world wide. Culture colors research approaches and findings both in their interpretation and application.
Language and cultural barriers frustrate the use of relevant infonnation in continuing research.
4. Researchers in the same culture, but representing different specialized fields, have language difficulties
as well. In fact, one might make the case that understanding research in other disciplines in the same
culture may be more difficult than understanding research done in another culture but in the same discipline. This is important since EM research requires input from a variety of disciplines.
5. Research takes place within the context of skepticism and a denial by some that there is a connection
between EM currents and dairy problems. Meanwhile impacted dairy fanners are clamoring for remedies
to what they perceive as importantly negative connections. Hence pressures to quickly provide
infonnation for suffering dairyists conflicts with time taken in convincing others of the need to do the
research.
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6. Measurement and instrumentation present problems. EM cur rents assessed here are of low
magnitude, and are both AC and DC. In addition, tracing underground electric movement in its vagaries
and variations presents additional problems. Combining these assessments with an assessment of possible
effects on cattle and humans complicates the process further. Appropriate instruments are required for
deriving descriptions of cow and human behavior as observed by the dairy operators.
7. Data analysis is important if one is to assess the magnitude of possible associations between EM
currents and cow behavior. This usually means utilizing mathematical and statistical analysis. It is
necessary to use methods that appropriately assess diverse variables that meet the requirements for
particular kinds of scales such as ordinal, interval or ratio. Therefore, the kind of calibration on an
electrical instrument must meet the same statistical standards as a scale assessing cow behavior.
8. Once data are generated, they must be interpreted. One makes judgments about the magnitude of
correlations, levels of significance, and their meaning. Do large correlations mean what they appear to
mean? Are nearly significant correlations important, or may they be overlooked? Interpretation about
levels of significance take on much greater meaning when they have implications for a particular dairy
enterprise.
9. The goal of this research is to assist in diminishing EM related problems in the dairy barn. Findings
are usually not so clear cut as to suggest one easily made change. Rather, they are likely to suggest
several options, and the option taken is subject to the pragmatic constraints of time and cost.
10. In research parlance, this kind of research is usually referred to as applied research. Researchers who
make clear distinctions between applied research and some other kind of "pure" research are not likely to
want to enter this arena since it is very much need oriented. Here, applicable knowledge, whether derived
from research unsullied by pragmatism or from specific dairy operational needs, is nonetheless applicable
if it helps to explain EM currents and their effects.
This list is not intended to frighten potential researchers from entering this fascinating world of discovery.
Rather it is simply to suggest aspects of this research that pose particular problems for the researcher. We
also recognize that these problems are not necessarily limited to EM research as it applies to the dairy
bam. In fact it is hoped that the following suggested approaches have much wider applicability than to
this research problem alone. We turn now to discussing approaches that are or might be helpful in doing
EM related and other research.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
It has been helpful, in researching EM currents and their effects, to view the interaction process as
systems. Systems analysis is not new, and some persons view it as antiquated. However, when viewing
living organisms in relation to their environment, it proves useful to view the involved elements as
systems.
Systems analysis is used within and across research disciplines, and linkages may occur within and among
these disciplines. For instance in the social sciences, Loomis describes a systematic linkage.
Von Bertalanffy discusses the goals of The Society for General Systems Research, organized in 1954, as
investigating and developing concepts that overlap various fields (isomorphy), minimizing duplication,
and promoting unity among the sciences (p. 15). Certainly these goals are commensurate with the goals of
EM research. Particularly this approach is needed to overcome some of the segmentation of knowledge
associated with examining EM currents and their effects.
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In the context of increasing scientific specialization, it is imperative to implement dialogue across
disciplinary lines in order to better understand systems of various phenomena. Klein (1986) sees this
process as "part of the general evolution of knowledge (p. 409). She adds that the process of convergence.
among other things, "functions as a means of solving 'practical' problems within society" (p. 409). In
fact, Chubin et al., (1986) in their work, compile examples and suggestions of how interdisciplinary
research might be carried out including its organization and administration. The research we discuss
builds on the notion that systems models combined with interdisciplinary research is fundamental to
examining the relationship between living organisms and EM currents.
A number of observations and conclusions from this research experience are perhaps warranted. First, this
research requires a cross-disciplinary team of researchers. The primary researchers in these investigations
were a sociologist and a physicist. However even this limited research required information from biology,
psychology, ecology, soils, etc., and firsthand experience reporting from an array of persons describing
their experiences.
Second, researchers need first hand experience with the nature of the problem acquired through meetings
with dairy people, representatives of electric utilities, relevant political figures, representatives of
governmental agencies, and other interested persons. This includes an understanding of political systems,
particularly if researchers are to have access to facilitating agencies.
Third, the complexity of this problem requires a number of different approaches that combine knowledge
acquired through controlled laboratory experimentation and on-site assessment. Each method has its
advantages and disadvantages in helping to understanding EM currents. Laboratories provide better
circumstances for controlling and experimenting with major variables than does the cow barn. However
the cow barn may contain important variables not known or easily replicated in the laboratory.
Fourth, because this problem is multifaceted, one research project does not produce clear and conclusive
findings. This means that team members need to make prolonged commitments and adapt research
interests to fit the research problem. Long-range commitment is necessary to provide findings that will
ameliorate the perceived problem, and team size may shrink and expand depending on the particular facet
under investigation.
Fifth, Information must be efficiently shared. Perceived EM problems are immediate, and researchers
need to communicate efficiently in sharing findings even though they may at times seem mediocre. Given
present knowledge about EM currents, the importance of particular bits of information cannot always be
known at the time of its discovery (Falk and Dahlberg, 1993).
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CHAPTER IV

'PERCEPTIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
So far the discussion centers around the need to develop a model that purveys the complex interaction
between electrical circuitry in living organisms and in the organism's environment. By what process do
persons come to believe that there is such an interaction? At various points in the preceding pages,
references indicate how dairy farmers came to believe in this interaction based on their own direct
experiences. These perceptions were disseminated as anecdotal information, the beginnings of theory
building, and eventually involving discussion among important segments of the scientific community. Is
there a model that describes this process of information sharing? 'The answer is "yes," and is drawn from
the social sciences.
From antiquity, persons associated low level electric charges with human functioning and healing as
discussed earlier. Cultures around the world formulated theories about electricity and organisms through
trial and error, historical accident, and systematic research and filtered these ideas through their social
values and cultural heritage. By whatever process, problems associated with EM currents now center
among dairyists, though the precise connection between dairy animal and dairyist emerges somewhat
belatedly.
Theorists and model builders among the social scientists, particularly collective behavior and social
movement analysts, have long been interested in the process of collective definition through emergent
leadership (LaPiere, 1938:281-293), their legitimation (Lang & Lang, 1961:236-253), and the process of
developing value credibility (Turner & Killian, 1957:331-359). We turn now to these disciplines to help
describe the emergent process by which dairyists and others came to believe that EM currents were at least
partly responsible for their problems.
Various theoretical models of collective behavior might be appropriate for describing and analyzing
assumed EM current problems which include: 1) social contagion, 2) emergent norm, 3) value-added 4)
social behavioral, and 5) resource mobilization (Miller 1985). Though these theories overlap somewhat,
there is merit in using primarily one theory to focus and describe this social process. Here we use
Smelser's (1963) value-added theory.
Smelser's value-added theory assumes that positive collective action (in this case the ameliorative
activities in reducing EMF effects) emerge from negative beliefs about social structural conduciveness and
strain. Precipitating factors occur amidst these beliefs to mobilize positive collective outcomes. Various
social controls and constraints (short-circuiting beliefs) limit and control the belief process as it moves
toward ameliorative action (pp. 12-21) (The short-circuiting language seems somehow appropriate). The
primary focus .. .is not so much to evaluate Smelser's theory of collective behavior as it is to utilize the
theory in describing the role of specialists in creating 'generalized beliefs' (Smelser, 1963:79-13) about
EMFs or in short-circuiting the beliefforming process (Dahlberg and Falk).
Smelser (1963:69) indicates that collective resolutions move, not only on a horizontal line from problem
recognition to amelioration but on a vertical general-specific line as well. As an example, he suggests that
when scientific knowledge is found wanting in a specific instance, the problem seeks resolution by
requiring more general levels of information before re-applying the knowledge to the specific problem. It
is suggested here that specific EMF dairy problems require more generalized inputs in order to ameliorate
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these perceived problems (Dahlberg and Falk). And these generalized inputs may extend to the global
scientific community.
Smelser specifically identifies stages, along the horizontal axis, through which an idea must move (he
believes) to induce social change. Adapted to this analysis are: structural conduciveness, structural strain,
belief that EM currents pose health and economic problems, precipitating action, mobilization of
resources, and ameliorative action (See Figure 1).
According to Smelser, the first step in dealing with a problem rests in the possibility of making changes.
Structural conduciveness means only that society is sufficiently flexible to pennit various corrective
actions for dealing with factors perceived to threaten health or livelihood as in the dairy enterprise.
Modem societies usually provide a fairly flexible context for persons using collective action to deal with
some cause or issue, and some of these actions have been in the agricultural sector. Certainly many of the
dairy people with problems believe that change is possible, even though it may be difficult to attain.
Structural strain, in the social sense, assumes that society is not in full equilibrium. Strains are not
difficult to find in the dairy industry even without EM problems. In the economic arena, the overriding
strain is the balance between maintenance and operational costs versus payment for milk products. In the
past, government has regulated this balance in attempting to guarantee a sufficient milk'supply for the
public. As discussed earlier, any factor that interferes with this balance can cause failure of the dairy
enterprise. Stray voltage problems induce additional strain by introducing elements whose consequences
are not easily understood or corrected.
The belief that stray voltage poses economic and health problems emerged slowly because of existing
ambiguities in the cause and effect relation between EM currents and animal health. To persons unaware
ofa possible connection between EM's and cow health, consequences appeared to be random and were
sometimes assigned to poor dairy management. Only as careful managers realized they were not at fault
did an important core of dairy operators come to believe that EM currents were detrimental to their dairy
operations. This belief emerged as operators informally shared their experiences and suspicions with
neighbors or formally communicated through articles published in trade magazines.
A dedicated core of convinced dairy farmers proceeded to convince, not only their unconvinced
colleagues, but other relevant groups, such as agriculture extension agencies, politicians at various levels
of government, electrical specialists, veterinarians, and particularly the utility personnel, that the world
needed a new approach for dealing with electrically related dairy problems. This precipitating action
included the development of new organizations including research groups, voicing concerns at various
public meetings and special hearings, corresponding with relevant agencies, and pressuring perceived
influentials to seek ameliorative action.
Certainly dairyists realized, early on, that various resources were needed to deal with this ill defined
association between stray voltage and their dairy operations. To mobilize these resources sympathetic
specialists, from inside and outside the academy, were invited to examine dairy operations and make suggestions. Some experimented on their own sometimes with at least limited success. As in the case
discussed in detail, operators sometimes violated safety codes in attempts to ameliorate the problem. As
problem awareness spread, public and private agencies began to make more resources available sometimes
by direct pressuring from dairy persons and sometimes facilitated by persons outside the dairy
organizations.
One important resource is lacking, that is a clear model or set of theories that relate stray voltage to cow
health. This shortage of basic information importantly hampers ameliorative action since without this,
electric utilities, dairy farmers and others have only limited direction in their attempts to rectify these
delineated problems. Various action has been initiated, but large investments for dealing with the
problem are not likely without clear indications that initiated changes will be successful.
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Smelser's theory suggests that problem amelioration moves not only along a horizontal axis, asjust
described, but also along a vertical axis. Vertical movement toward greater knowledge inclusiveness
occurs in part because information is not sufficient locally to deal with the dairy barn problem. In this
case, seeking ways to rectify this problem eventually leads to drawing on relevant information from
throughout the world. So in the first stages of Smelser's model, involvement becomes ever more
expansive. As relevant knowledge accumulates, specific components of this body of knowledge are
extracted in attempting to make them relevant for dairy barn solutions. Assuming that specific and
applicable information is forthcoming, this information becomes narrowly focused in moving down the
vertical axis toward ameliorative action.
One other of Smelser's notions, short circuiting, seems particularly appropriate to this discussion both in
image and theory. In its simplest imagery, the notion brings to mind two bare wires that touch, causing
an arc or short, thereby preventing the electricity from completing its circuit to generate light or power a
motor. In its social parallel, Smelser uses this imagery to describe how the social process, instead of
moving through its stages to problem amelioration, gets side-tracked or shorted out.
Without thinking too much about it, quite a few short-circuiting factors come to mind. It is not our intent
here to list all or even most of the involved short-circuiting factors. Rather some factors are indicated at
each of Smelser's stages that suggest why progress toward problem amelioration is hampered or shortcircuited. The discussion elsewhere covers quite a few of these factors as well.

1. Conduciveness Social. Even though democratic societies generally provide fair latitude to persons
speaking about and taking action on relevant problems, there are various restraints that limit behavior.
The notion that low level electricity emerging from the ground might cause problems in a dairy barn is
itself sufficiently bazaar to some so as to inhibit a broad discussion. Scientists are themselves hedged
round by numerous norms and priorities that limit doing research in this area. Utilities would not be
expected to rush into relevant research since problem rectification could entail a large economic investment. As discussed elsewhere, dairyists themselves may not go down this path believing that the problem
is essentially due to bad management.
2. Social Strain. Strains in the dairy industry are coun tered by other societal strains. Most veterinarians
have limited time for animal experimentation that would lead to dealing with unexplained illness in cattle.
In the academy, pressures to do research and publish usually do not include projects with limited or no
financial support. Until very recently, financial support in dealing with EM currents has been limited or
non-existant. Electric utilities attempt to provide services at lowest cost, and provision for research or
experimentation is thereby limited. Dairyists themselves are kept busy with routine operations permitting
little time or money for either political action or experimentation.
3. Generalized Belief It is difficult to convince others that EM currents are a problem without some
supporting body of information. Relevant information has been very segmented by culture, area of
specialization, and application. This segmentation inhibits a pooling of information that would establish
a belief that EM currents are relevant to problems in the dairy bam.
4. Beliefin Negative Effects. Electricity is a key compon ent of modem societies, and human societies
would be vastly different without it. Hence, electricity is viewed more in positive than negative terms.
Particularly, persons generally have not perceived low levels of EM current as causing problems. Given
the array of persons with vested interests in electricity, it should surprise no one that viewing low levels of
electricity as negative meets with resistance.
5. Researching EM Currents. Funding restrains are focal even when persons perceive associations
between EM currents and dairy problems. Research occurs when funding agencies are convinced that a
problem is of sufficient magnitude to warrant research investment. Research necessarily must overcome
important obstacles given the nature of the research required, the state of available and relevant
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infonnation, and the segmentation of this infonnation and the research community. Specific problems in
research methodology are discussed at another point.
6. Research Not Applied. Research is of little value for ameliorating dairy problems unless the derived
infonnation is dispensed to persons who can apply it. As in previous steps, information needs sharing.
The research community and the market place often are not well acquainted. The esoteric language of the
scientific community requires translating into the language of other specialties in the form of
understandable models, infonnational booklets, workshops, public forums, etc. Smelser's theory suggests
that without the completion of each step, including this one, EM problems in the dairy bam will go
unsolved.
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CHAPTER V

INFORMATION BASE
These concepts described in the previous section have been applied and tested as the authors have
researched the stray voltage problem over a ten- year period. Following is a discussion of the infonnation
developed in conjunction with dairy fanners. Much of the infonnation describing the process of obtaining
the public acceptance of the problem enabling action to begin a mitigation of the problem will not be
included.

INTRODUCTION
Concern about the relation of EM energies to the dairy industry has generated both qualitative and
quantitative infonnation. The quality of the infonnation is such that it can be especially helpful in
analyzing the potential EM interactions with living organisms. At this time there is insufficient research
to tie EM energies precisely to specific observable effects on dairy cattle. However, the logic of science
suggests that availabJe infonnation can be most helpful in developing and guiding research on this
subject. Particularly, the compilation of infonnation provides a beginning point for understanding
electrical problems faced by dairy farmers. Current investigation includes infonnation from at least 1000
dairy fanns nation wide. This data base includes infonnation from other than dairy farms including
turkey, chicken, hog, beef, and horse farms. In addition, individuals provide infonnation delineating
human and pet health problems in homes, shops, and businesses, some of which are near substations,
transmission and distribution lines, natural gas and oil pipe lines, and radio, television, and cellular phone
towers.
Traditionally a distinction is made between qualitative and quantitative research, and both have their
approaches to dealing with their investigative phenomena. Even though these two approaches have
dedicated advocates, sometimes arguing that only one or the other capably reveals truth, current
researchers often need to deal with an array of interactive phenomena. Hence they find it useful to use
both quantitative and qualitative data even integrating them into a unified approach. At one level, these
approaches are both descriptive in that they are attempting to understand and explain the workings of the
natural and social orders of the world. Hence one may describe relationships among variables by
attaching values to them and showing correlations and associations through the use of mathematical
models and fonnulae. On the other hand, one may describe the perceived phenomena with more
subjective and colorful language attempting to show nuances not readily noticed in mathematical
language.
The various academic disciplines have tended to emphasize one or other of the approaches to knowledge
acquisition. Distinguished from the development of laws in the physical sciences, the development of
laws in life sciences is based almost completely on non-replicable events if by that is meant controlling for
the complex array of variables present amongst living organisms. In the physical sciences, laws are
developed for inanimate objects. Although objects and systems may also be complex, it is far easier to
reproduce the state of an inanimate object than an animate one. Even so, most laws in the physical
sciences are based on specific ideal conditions and specifically measured parameters. As a consequence,
the acceptance of a physical law is in part based on its acceptance by the interested community which in
tum is influenced by the world view of the time.
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Unfortunately, no law in the physical sciences alone describes reality, only the view of reality
encompassed in the development of the law. Laws are models displaying concepts of reality that meet
present needs. Given present human populations and their survival needs, it is imperative that these laws
be understood and utilized in order to provide a thoughtful and informed life style.
Establishing physical laws provides an orderly approach to engineering the world. The laws upon which
present technological development is based have, therefore, enabled the world to reach the state it is in
today. The application of this technology, for the most part, has been very beneficial. However, in the
minds of many people, there is general concern about the ability of present technology to provide for the
needs of the world into the next century. There is a kind of idea inertia or parsimony in change that
appeals to many who, pointing to the success of the present world view, wish to continue thinking about
physical laws as absolute reality. Perhaps the time is right to re-examine these laws. If one were to
consider the process for systematically examining the laws, interdisciplinary teams of topical specialists is
one way to examine more systematically the state of our world understanding. Historically, progress in
understanding is not based solely on traditional research organizations and methodologies. It is also
based on human perception which results from the collection of qualitative information.
What is qualitative research?
Qualitative research wants to know what kinds of things people are doing, what kinds of processes are
at work, what kinds of meanings are being constructed, what kinds of purposes and goals inform the
participants' acts, what kinds of problems, constraints and contingencies they see in the worlds they
occupy" (Guy et al. 1987,256).

The qualitative approach is especially significant in applying physical laws to living organisms. Rather
than competing with the quantitative approach, the qualitative approach places flesh on the skeletal
structure of physical law. It broadens the research context allowing for alternative explanations of
phenomena. This is particularly important when considering the relation of EM energies to living
organisms since there is far less than consensus in this investigative area. In this section there will be
general observations, descriptions of specific qualitative associations, and experimental results associated
with exposure to EM energies.

QUALITATIVE INFORMATION
To this point, a number of observations and conclusions are drawn from the collected information. One
generalization is that human health problems are similar across the specific settings. Animal behavior,
health. and production effects also show similar patterns in the various settings examined. In fact, the
core group of effects for humans is not only similar for various types of electrical exposure, but also are
similar to the effects attributable to other toxins. This portrayal is consistent with information provided by
persons suffering from multiple chemical sensitivity and organizations working with the chemically poisoned. Individuals who have been exposed to excessive quantities of chemicals often develop a condition
of chemical sensitivity and are unable to tolerate additional exposure to chemicals. These. persons who are
chemically sensitive are also very sensitive to exposures of EM energy. The effects for both types of
exposure are quite similar. There are no groups organized that work primarily with electrically sensitive
people, and there is no information indicating whether or not electrically sensitive people are also
chemically sensitive.
It appears that EM energy effects are not tied solely to living organisms. Numerous and unusual electrical
problems have been reported. A few of the reported problems include incandescent lamp failures,
unusually high rate of battery failure, radio and TV set failure (unrelated to lightening), unusually large
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number of motor burnouts, occasional shocks from water lines or faucets, noisy telephones requiring
frequent service calls or having false rings, accelerated corrosion of well casings or other buried pipes, and
unexplained fluctuations in electric bills.
Among livestock a number of these symptoms and characteristics can be directly caused by toxins and
other factors. Some people claim that the health and production problems in the dairy industry also can
be caused indirectly by improper management of the livestock's behavioral and health problems ("Stray
Voltage Study" 1988). However this particular research finds that basic health and production problems
originate from factors independent of management. Dairy management style does not correlate either
positively or negatively with the health and production of dairy cows, though one would not want to say
that good management is unimportant in dairy operations. In the absence of electrically based problems,
management style certainly is associated with profitability on dairy farms. However; electrical conditions
or changes in the electrical system on dairy farms are associated with their profitability. A staggering
number of dairy farms with unquestionable operational records show changes in the health and production
of dairy herds coinciding with both advertent and inadvertent electrical changes. Numerous dairy farms
have had isolation devices installed, equipotential planes constructed, grounding changes, electrical
upgrading, and electronic grounding systems on the farm with sometimes immediate and sometimes
delayed effects on the health and production of the cows. At this time with present understanding of the
stray voltage problem, there can be no denial that electricity is affecting dairy cows especially while in the
bam but not only while in the bam.
Dairy operators and other professionals engaged in the dairy industry have detailed a litany of effects
which they perceive to be associated with stray voltage. Dairy operators can provide valuable information
because of their proximity to cattle and are able to describe conditions and events on their farms they perceive to affect their animals' behavior, health, and production. When this information is shared with
animal and electrical professionals, it may alert other dairyists to changes occurring among dairy herds.
At the present time these professionals perceive a wide range offactors related to the exposure of cows to
electricity. The list of factors presented here is as inclusive as possible though not intended to be
excessive. Since the information for developing this list has come from professionals in the dairy
industry, as well as published literature, and since all information is valuable, it was considered important
to be more inclusive rather than less.
Various kinds of cow behaviors are alluded to above as they appear in selected research findings. A
compiled list includes restlessness when in stalls or parlor; unwillingness to enter bam, parlor, or stall;
leaping into the stall and crashing to the floor; refusal to eat or drink while in the stall; lapping in the
water cup; pressing their noses against stalls (especially while being milked); distended eyes (appearing as
if being under stress); dancing in stalls or parlor; kicking at farmer when being washed; kicking off
milkers; difficulty walking and getting up; uneven rnilkout and letdown (some quarters will release milk
well while others will not); long milking time; peaking in production in the first weeks of the lactation
cycle; inability to maintain weight; inflamed sphincter valve even among unmilked heifers; stress rings on
hoofs as well as excessive hoof growth; tough hides resulting in bent and broken injection needles; poor
production; sudden onset of mastitis (which resists treatment with antibiotics); leg sores which will not
heal nor respond to accepted treatment methods; breedback difficulties; breeding problems (silent heats,
absorptions, and spontaneous abortions); calves having poor survival rates and unable to grow at normal
rates; calves with symptoms such as abscesses, sore gums, burnt knees, unable to suck, and diarrhea;
immune system failures resulting in chlamydia, pneumonia, bovine viral diarrhea, leukemia, and anemia,
as well as an unusually large number of a variety of health problems which resulted in high veterinarian
bills.
Cow behavior inside and outside the bam is sometimes very different. Cows that are completely content
outside the bam and could be milked with a portable milking machine without being tied can become
very unruly in the bam. This behavior includes the cows not standing still in their stalls; kicking the
handler when being washed or kicking off the milkers numerous times during the milking process. On
entering the stall, the cow changes from being very calm and quiet to being nervous and tense. A
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common sight on these cows are large lumps and sores on their joints and legs. These lumps and sores
persist for long periods and no medical treattnent to date seems to correct this condition. Often the cows,
on which these lumps and sores persist, become lame and are usually slaughtered. On some farms, heifers
brought into the bam when freshening, have, within a month. virtually deteriorated to a skeleton with
hide covering it. Veterinarians are unable to detennine the cause or successfully treat this condition.
Because of the large number of slaughter animals, it is impossible to cull the herd appropriately and
profitably. In dairy operations where these conditions occur, it is difficult to make adequate replacements
since sufficiently productive cows are not available to keep the operation going.
There is little information relating horse behavior to EM energy since horses are much less important in
the economy of industrialized nations. However, horses in barns also display unusual behavioral problems
that may be attributable to stray voltage. These behavioral problems are described as'stereotypic stressrelated behaviors and include stall-walking and weaving, kicking at walls and digging in the floor. Dairy
farmers with stray voltage problems, who have horses, experience similar problems with both horses and
cattle.
EM energy is associated with some behavioral factors among swine. These include reduced rate of weight
gain and nervousness. In some cases mastitis and breeding problems are attributed to stray voltage
(Wright et aI. 1986). It might also be true that milder forms of cannibalism, such as tail biting, is also a
consequence of stray voltage.
Dog kennel operators have also reported problems similar to those attributed to stray voltage effects
among other animals. Some of these are inability of dogs to drink from water buckets, change in
disposition, change in physical appearance, inability to reproduce, birth defects, and pups dying for no
reason. Kennels with these kinds of problems are characterized by the absence of some other kinds of life.
In some of these kennels there are no mice or mice droppings, no flies, no rats, and no cats. Around some
of the kennels there are no frogs in ponds, no fish in streams and no mosquitoes in the air. This suggests
that living organisms with some choice stay clear of the area.
In Courtenay, B.C., rabbit breeders noted particular behavioral characteristics of domestic rabbits housed
under a 414,000 volt transmission line. Noted were birth defects, such as crippled and oddly twisted feet,
and curved spines. Many breeders also experienced unusual numbers of stillbirths. Concurrent with these
rabbit problems were many reports of human health problems. Research has shown that both the central
nervous and digestive systems of rabbits are adversely affected by moderate 50 Hz electric fields (Hansson
1981).
Pets seem also to be affected adversely on farms where the stray voltage effects are experienced among
livestock. Pets are sickly, cease to bear litters, give birth to small, unhealthy litters, leave the farm, and
are found dead with no apparent cause of death.
As previously indicated, dairy farmers and others are associating human health problems to stray voltage.
That is, when farmers associate problems between livestock and other animals on the farm, it is logical to
look for associations between these animals and their own health. Possible effects perceived to be
associated with EM energies include health factors that are part of the stress syndrome relating to the
central nervous, cardiovascular and immune systems. Although such a comprehensive connection is not
immediately obvious, it is important to realize that all bodily functions occur not only through chemical
processes but also through the influence of electric and magnetic energies. Some associated human health
effects include: tingling, numbness and/or pains in arms and legs, chronic fatigue, aching and swollen
knees, dizziness, frequent headaches, frequent flu-like symptoms, vision problems, pressure behind the
eyes, disorientation, short term memory loss, frequent irritability, often feeling under stress, swollen
abdomen, unexplained nausea, open sores not healing, allergies, problems with menstrual cycle for
females, rheumatoid arthritis, high incidence of non-malignant body tumors, neurological illness such as
multiple sclerosis, heart related ailments, high incidences of cancers (especially leukemia and brain), and
having illness that medical professionals cannot diagnose.
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Others beside dairy operators have noted similar health problems associated with exposure to EM energy
(Rea, et al. 1991, Marha, et al.). In Maple Shade, N.J., persons complained about health problems arising

from living proximate to the U.S. Navy's Aegis command installation. The complaints included pressure
building up throughout the body, muscle spasms, burning and tingling sensations, severe headaches,
extreme eye pains, and ringing in the ears. As in most other cases of health problems associated with
electrical sources, the medical profession could diagnose specific causes of health problems for the people
involved. Similar complaints in the vicinity of Taos, New Mexico spawned an investigative tearn formed
by Sandia and included experts from Sandia, Los Alamos National Laboratories, Air Force's Phillips
Laboratory, and the University of New Mexico. The tearn's informal report indicated that they were
unable to determine the cause or causes of the effects, and that the project would continue until the causes
could be determined. One of the areas investigated was EM exposure. In measuring for EM fields they
discovered high levels of magnetic fields from currents of the harmonics of 60 Hz at some rural locations.
They also discovered that the hum heard by the affected people was not an audible sound and was not
affected by ear plugs. In addition, the perception of those affected was that EM energy was the cause
(Mullins, et al. 1993). Similar cases have been reported at U.S. House hearings on EM effects.
London researchers reported that workers in a London hospital described patients as being affected by EM
energy generated from video systems, computers, and other electronic devices and electrical appliances.
In addition, they observed that small changes in frequency produced dramatic mood changes in the
patients. Also allergy specialists observed that people suffering from food or chemical allergies may be
generating their own EM fields thereby disrupting electronic devices (Brain Mind Bulletin 1987).
In Western Europe as early as the 1920's, investigations were assessing the health effects of electric
currents in the earth. A brief summary of the findings are included because the associations between EM
fields and living organisms, discovered 65 years ago, are quite similar to the information from modern
livestock confinement operations today. According to those involved in the investigations, it was believed
that negative electric currents (probably the movement of electrons) produced cancer and other health
problems. In some cases the regions of exposure could be narrowed to the location of the bed in the room.
That is apparently the reason the term "radiation" was used to describe the cause. That is, the dowser was
the only person and dowsing was the only method capable of detecting the regions of negative current.
This concept is reminiscent of the searching for lay lines which, again, are determined by dowsing
methods. The theory was that certain regions in the earth have a higher probability of carrying electrical
currents. The methodology compared these regions of high negative electrical currents in the earth with
the region's cancer mortality rate.
In 1928-29 an experiment in a small town in Bavaria tested this relationship. Lines of ground currents
were located using the dowsing method since this was an acceptable scientific method in Europe at that
time. No known instruments at the time could measure what the dowser could measure. This method
apparently assumed that the human body was a sensor of electrical energy and that underground
waterways had some connection with these underground currents as well. Results showed that all the
cancer deaths occurred along the strong underground lines of current. Depth of the underground currents
varied between 35 and 125 meters.
The Bavarian study drew various associations between currents and health. It concluded that cancer
deaths were related to speed of water flow and that earthquakes change the location of underground
currents. Other health effects for humans included itching, fatigue, nervousness, hysteria, abdominal
pain, swollen feet, palpitation while lying down, weight loss, suffered breathlessness, annoying cough,
feeling faint, weakness of eyes, headaches, dizziness, numbness, rheumatism, heart spasms, gallbladder
problems, phlebitis, thrombosis, epilepsy, mental deficiency, mental illness, suicide, and thyroid problems.
Effects were also noted on plants correlating the dying of plants and regions earth currents.
The regions of currents were also associated with effects on animals. Pigs appeared to be more sensitive
to earth currents than horses or cows. The observed effects included decreases in growth rate, dysentery,
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blackish rash, death, weak offspring, stomach problems and an inability to eat, failure of the reproductive
system, lameness, and stiffness. The milk supply of cows and goats dropped of more rapidly than .
normal.
The study included other observations and recommendations. It suggests that living quarters should not
be built with concrete and iron girders in their cellars or in their ceilings between floors in multiple story
buildings, because iron girders "reflect" earth currents. It was noted that dowsing rods respond to every
iron beam and heating pipe. Sitting above heating pipes and iron girders was agonizing (Van PoW 1983).
Without asswning the validity or non-validity of dowsing as a method for detecting underground currents,
other interesting studies about dowsing are worth discussing. One experiment correlated responses to
magnetic field gradients. Measurements indicated that a gradient of 0.3 to 0.5 mOe/m (mOe/m is equivalent to mg/m) was detectable and at 2 to 3 mOe/m detection was more accurate than lower levels. There
also appears to be a saturation point in the range of from 20 to 50 mOe. The human body appears to
adjust to the higher fields. In order to detect the gradient under saturation conditions it is necessary for
the dowser to walk faster. Because there are many causes of magnetic field gradients, a dowser can fail,
for example, to locate water. Water can provide a magnetic field gradient if there is an electric charge
moving through the water, but a metal pipe or ore deposits can produce a gradient which is not
distinguishable (Recard 1964). In another experiment, strain gauges were attached to the dowser's arms
and rod. The strain gauges measured a contraction of the arm muscle a half second before the rod dips.
This is reminiscent of the "readiness potential" observed in the nervous system. In still another
experiment the dowser was wrapped with material that shielded the body from magnetic fields. Only
small sections of the body were left unshielded in each experiment. The results revealed two regions of
the dowser's body that, when not shielded, made it possible for the dowser to detect a magnetic gradient.
These results suggest that the suparenal, the pineal or possibly the pituitary gland are the magnetic
sensors (Wolkomir 1985).
Recent national legislation requires the National Institutes of Health to investigate alternative medical
procedures. One of these is energy medicine in which external energies are administered to the body in
amounts similar to those that the body itself uses in its energetic control system. These energies are
believed to activate pre-existing energetic control systems. It may be that a healer uses his or her own
electrical control systems to produce external electromagnetic energy fields that interact with those of the
patient. The interaction could restore balance in the internal forces or reinforce the electrical systems so
that the body returns toward a normal condition. A licensed healer from Poland, Mietek Wirkus, feels
that electromagnetic energy is involved in the healing process. He does not touch patients, so any energy
must be of a type transmissible across space. Electromagnetic energy is coupled between source and
receiver inductively, capacitively, resistively or by means of EM waves. For the healer, energy can be
transferred by electric fields, magnetic fields or electromagnetic waves. Given these wide possibilities,
investigators in this field should consider each and all of these as possible interaction mechanisms
(Becker 1990).
It is likely that the human ability to adapt to effects of EM energies has surpassed the realization of the
changes that have occurred. Humans can adapt by consuming chemical supplements or using
medications. This ability to adapt has, of course, its consequences.
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CHAPTER VI

MEASURED ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN EM CURRENTS AND LIVING
ORGANISMS
As previously discussed, dairy fanners have documented various dairy herd characteristics with events
and conditions directly or indirectly associated with electrical systems and electrical use. Fann records
and other information reveal that the onset of these effects coincide with the energizing of transmission
lines proximate to the farm, energizing of active cathodic protection systems on oil and natural gas
pipelines, installing underground telephone cable networks, additions of substations in a distribution
system, re-routing of electrical loads, changes in routing of distribution lines, additions to the number of
electrical connections on a distribution line, insta1ling ungrounded delta electrical service, adding
isolators on distribution lines, changing the distribution and on-fann grounding systems such as
decreasing the resistance of the grounding on the fann and on the distribution line. Additional activities
such as disconnecting and connecting grounds, ground faults (shorts to ground on electrical wires or
equipment) on the fann or on a nearby fann, and changing the fann's electrical system (rewiring or
increasing the size of the electrical service into the fann) are also associated with changes in behavior,
health, and production of the animals. In short, most electrical changes have their coinciding change
among animals.

Some other associations are more difficult to quantify but are important nonetheless. Changes in the
magnitude of effects can also correlate with weather changes. Humid weather and the onset of
precipitation often increase the effects. Other factors compounding these effects include ground moisture,
location of dairy bam, proximity of animals to operating electrical equipment, and location of animals in
the bam. Dairy fanners have noted changes in level of effect with fluctuations in electrical use caused by
such factors as the time of significant com drying in the fall and higher use during extended weekends in
summer especially in lake areas with vacation homes. Fanners within five to ten miles of the UPA/CPA
DC transmission line commonly observe that cows are adversely affected when the wind is blowing from
the transmission line to the fann. Judging from the number of isolators installed, the perception is that
the current on the primary neutral is associated with the stray voltage problem. Of special concern to the
dairy farmers is that the steady state cow contact voltages (between the floor and metal components such
as the water cup or stall divider) do not correlate with the level of effects for the cows. The presence of
stray voltage as usually determined by the electric utility industry is a cow contact voltage greater than 0.5
VAC. Many fanns with the most serious effects for the cows have cow contact voltages less than 0.1
VAC. At the same time fanns with low contact voltages can have large electric currents in the conducting
components of the bam.
Observations which puzzle dairy fanners include dairy cows' changed behavior and disposition in the
bam compared with outside, changes in the survival rate of calves housed in the dairy bam, and rapid
deterioration offreshened heifers when brought into the bam. For some reason, cows that are gentle and
look for attention when outside the bam become ugly and destructive in the bam to the point of injuring
the person working with the animals. Dairy fanners attempt to control calf mortality by placing them
individually in hutches outside the bam. On many fanns the survival of calves depends on the use of
hutches, but for others survival rates are equally high whether housed inside or outside the bam. Dairy
fanners observe that both calves and cows on straw packs are healthier than those in clean pens where
animals are directly on concrete. On fanns where survival rates for calves are especially low, farmers
have housed calves in trailers electrically isolated from the ground. In all cases, survival rates increased
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to nearly 100% for calves in trailers. When dairy cows were housed in a similar trailer, their milk
production increased significantly, they became disease free and stress tests revealed lower stress levels
than cows housed in the traditional facilities on the farm. A number of farmers as well as electrical
engineers have discovered that connecting a 12 V battery between the water well and a ground rod on the
farm correlates with a significant improvement in the behavior, health and production of the dairy cows.
Unfortunately the apparent benefits may not last.
Dairy operators experiencing stray voltage problems have learned how to cope with these problems
because solutions are not easily obtainable. Coping has meant seeking advice from an array of persons
and experimenting on their own. They learned that if a cow is unable to get up or develops an especially
adverse behavior in the barn, the only means of reversing the behavior is to remove the cow from the barn.
Frequently dairy operators have taken their affected cows to another farm where there is no known stray
voltage problem. When this is done, the cows are effectively changed and produce significantly more
milk. The negative effects re-emerge if the cows are returned to the original farm. Dairy operators
discovered that cows are healthier and have higher milk production the longer they are kept out of the
barn. This is true in summer and winter unless temperatures are very low.
Anyone and all of these adverse behavioral characteristics require a considerable amount of patience. For
dairy operators to survive financially, they must devote much more time to the dairy operation and
especially the care of the animals. They must be far more cautious just to be able to milk the cows and
much more observant to catch changes in the animals and developing health problems. Obviously much
more time will be required to manage the routine operations which adds to the dairy operator's work load.
Through experimentation, dairy operators have discovered changes in nutrition and supplements that can
help the cows survive longer and slow problem health effects. Some of the findings suggest management
methods which are diametrically opposed to standard and accepted practices. Since these divergent
practices work for stray voltage conditions, the dairy operators use them to survive until the problem can
be corrected. Professionals have been working with the dairy operators who are experiencing stray
voltage problems. In general there has been a great deal of frustration among these people. Many
nutritional experts, veterinarians, and electricians have chosen not to go to stray voltage farms because
they are unable to correct the problem and so feel helpless. Electricians have helped with the installation
of isolation devices, corrected faults, and balanced loads on the farms without being able to eliminate the
behavioral, health, and production problems of the cows. Veterinarians have often been unable to
improve the health of the cows on stray voltage dairy farms. Neither can they identify a specific cause for
the severe health problems. Nutritional experts and dairy equipment suppliers are unable to determine
any deficiency in their products or in the farmers' management.
One needs to recognize that the dairy problems described here are not all necessarily totally attributable to
stray voltage. Certainly there can be other causes. Specialists in animal physiology have detailed these in
various published reports (Lefcourt 1991). Stray voltage may be only one of many stressors affecting the
well being of the dairy cows. An important observation is that on a specific farm or for a specific cow any
one or any set of the effects described previously can be caused by, promoted by, and perhaps even
improved by the presence of stray voltage. Stray voltage appears to have the capability of participating in
all of the effects described and possibly even more. It is not limited to causing directly only behavioral
problems or any small set of specific health effects. Other stressors likewise can also participate in the
effects described. The state of behavior, health, and production of dairy cows will be related to many
different factors at anyone time. When one specific factor such as the electrical environment or the
changes in the electrical environments appear highly correlated with the behavior, health, and production
of the dairy herd, it is important, however, to place a high priority on addressing the question of how that
factor can be responsible. Some effects are difficult to associate with causes other than electrical. As expressed previously, the majority of dairy farmers would much prefer to work with any other cause than
stray voltage. That is because these effects are so destructive to the dairy operation, and ameliorating the
problems requires spending significant amounts of money to engage appropriate specialists to examine
management procedures and search for solutions. Relegating the cause of problems to stray voltage comes
when every other cause has been eliminated. There is no doubt that many dairy farmers consider stray
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voltage to be a curse because they have little or no control over its presence or its elimination. An
example of the problem's extensity is indicated in that even Amish communities using no electricity are
not necessarily immune from the presence and effects of stray voltage.
Any and all of these adverse behavioral characteristics found in dairies require considerable patience in
their amelioration. Farmers are required to take much more time and be far more cautious just in
performing the milking routines. Obviously managing the other routines adds even more time to the dairy
operator's work load. Professionals are working with the dairy operators who are experiencing stray
voltage problems but not without a great deal offrustration. Many specialists choose not to go to farms
with stray voltage problems because they are unable to make corrections. For instance, electricians have
helped with installing isolation devices, corrected faults and balanced loads on the farms but often without
eliminating the behavioral, health, and production problems of the cows. Veterinarians often are unable
to improve the health of the cows on stray voltage dairy farms since they cannot identify a clear cause for
these problems. Nutritional specialists and dairy equipment suppliers are unable to determine any
deficiency in their products or in the farmers management that might be causing the problems.
In face of these causal ambiguities it seems almost trite to say that problem amelioration requires a good
deal more and precise information to identify specific correlations between conditions and consequences.
For this purpose it is necessary to analyze the past electrical changes, including any EM-measurements
that might have been made, in order to establish a data base for ascertaining any cause and effect
associations.AC and DC currents are not equally analyzable.
AC is the simplest to measure and is consistently reproducible. The AC potentials vary over a fairly wide
range, and sometimes correlates with the level of effects observed in the dairy herd. Isolating devices
often change the voltage levels and cause daily variabilities. Cow contact voltages vary over a fairly large
range. If the farm has some mitigating device, cow contact voltages are invariably under 0.5 VAC and
often significantly lower.
DC potentials are measured between various points in the bam to determine maximum potentials that
might exist between two points on a cow. These measurements are extremely difficult to make because of
chemical reaction, the presence of natural galvanic cells, and structural differences in barns. It is
determined, after considerable effort in establishing circuits in the bam, that there appear to be sources of
DC energy not associated with any definable galvanic cell. The origin of this DC energy cannot be
absolutely identified except that it is in the earth or floor of the bam. The DC potentials vary with ground
moisture, to some extent with the time of day and as to whether cattle are in or out of the bam. The DC
potential between the bam ground and the power supplier's neutral affect the DC within the bam. DC
voltages at cow contact points usually vary from 0.1 to about 0.7 VDC. DC voltages that are measured in
the bam would be expected to result from a combination of EMF's and resistive potentials.
There are electric circuits in the bam through which DC is continuously flowing. All materials in the
bam appear to be components in the circuit including the cows. Recordings of DC in bams reveal
changes in currents in components when the cows leave the bam and also when they return. Even though
recordings of AC in bam components have not been made, it is logical to conclude that the same
conditions exist for AC. The same circuits are available for AC as for DC. During milking there is often
an increase in DC components. The increase might be due to adding an additional circuit by putting the
milkers on the cows or adding AC to the earth on the farm.
As an example of measurement in the bam, a multimeter is connected between a steel plate on which a
cow stands and the milker claw. Between these two points DC voltage between 0.2 to 0.45V would
produce a current through the multimeter of between 20 to 60 microamps. The current levels inducing
behavioral responses varied from one cow to the next. The behavioral responses occurred only during the
times the meter was measuring current. With the multimeter on a current scale, the resistance of the
meter is small with respect to the whole circuit through the milk and cow and is providing an additional
electric current path accessing the cow. Electrical contact was also made on cows after milking in order
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to measure currents that might cause a behavioral response. Again a multimeter was used and placed
between the cow and the stall divider in the barn. The direct current values were in the range of 20
microamps or less and caused a behavioral response from the cow. AC voltages at the cow contact points
were significantly lower than the DC. Therefore, the assumption is made that the AC was affecting at a
lower level than the DC.
The DC potential between the stall floor and the gutter chain were also measured. Values in the range of
0.2 V were quite common. This DC potential would be responsible for a current flow in the cow during
urination. The cows demonstrated a change in urination habits while in the barn and under these
electrical conditions. One would also anticipate a similar response for AC voltages between the gutter and
the stall floor.
DC is in the conducting materials in the barn as a measurable current and the cows are a part of the
conducting path for the DC when the cow is in the barn and more so when the milker is on the cow.
Measurements of DC and AC in the barn indicate that the earth, the components in the barn and the cattle
are a complex and dynamic electrical system. These results suggest that DC can be a factor in the effects
experienced in dairy barns. In barns where AC could be easily injected into the ground or floor of the
barn, DC measurements were made between cow contact points in the barn. In all cases the DC changes
in response to the injected AC. Between certain specific points, that change is an increase, and the DC
increase remains even after the injection current is turned off. After a time, the DC returns to an
equilibrium level which is usually near the original value.
The magnetic field of the earth is normally about 600 mg and is present both inside and outside of
buildings. Measured values of DC magnetic field in barns ranged between 400 and 800 mg. The
differences usually related to locations in the barn especially in areas with more iron. Iron is used for a
number of purposes in the barn and is a magnetic material which becomes a magnet as it is exposed to the
magnetic field of the earth. Consequently the measured DC magnetic field in the barn will be the sum of
the earth's actual magnetic field and the magnetic field induced in the iron. In addition iron in the earth
will likewise affect the DC magnetic fields. DC magnetic fields are also produced by direct currents.
Direct currents in conjunction with the iron contribute to DC magnetic field anomalies in the barn. The
magnetometer is the instrument used for measuring DC magnetic fields. Further investigations of
magnetic fields in the dairy barns can be useful in fully understanding the stray voltage problem.
60 Hz alternating currents also produce magnetic fields. Different from the DC magnetic field the AC
magnetic field is only produced by an alternating electric current and can induce alternating currents in
materials. The AC magnetic fields are measured with a milligauss meter. Since there are 60 Hz electric
currents present in barns, there will also be 60 Hz magnetic fields. AC magnetic fields are associated with
operating electrical equipment, water lines, and electrical wiring. Whenever there is an AC electric
current there will be an associated AC magnetic field. Magnetic fields are produced by all equipment
using AC power and will create AC electric fields in materials including animals and humans. These
electric fields in turn will produce alternating currents. Because of the AC magnetic fields produced by
electrical equipment, it is not surprising that some problems among cows are associated with their
proximity to operating AC equipment.
The effects of AC magnetic fields from electrical equipment are undoubtedly also associated with the stray
voltage problem. The milligauss meter also provides an indirect method for identifying electric currents.
A consequence of measurements with the milligauss meter is the determination of currents present in the
ground. Other measurements have shown that even when the farm neutral is electrically isolated from the
utility neutral, and the electrical power on the farm is disconnected, alternating currents are still present
in the barn. When the electricity to the farm is turned off, the AC magnetic fields derive from currents on
distribution and transmission lines off the farm and from electrical current in the earth. All sources are
connected to the fields that are measured. It is not uncommon, however, to find locations where the AC
magnetic field has its highest values near the surface of the earth. The implication of such a finding is
that the alternating currents contributing most to the meter measurements are in the earth. An important
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reason exists for measuring both the DC and AC magnetic fields. A set of research literature describes a
possible synergistic effect resulting from the exposure of living organisms to a specific combination of the
two magnetic fields. The physical concept is magnetic resonance.
Higher frequencies, including hannonics and radio frequencies, were recorded in measurements between
two earth points indicating an apparent presence in the earth. 60 Hz transformations in the earth
including rectification and combination of various phases from many different sources are certainly
factors in this complex wave form. Of course the manner in which the distribution system functions also
affects the distortion of the normal 60 Hz AC. The radio frequencies in the range of one IvIHz, which are
also recorded, most probably result from communications systems. Further investigation of the higher
frequency EM energy is important in determining the origin, travel route, association with the 60 Hz, and
its effects on dairy cows.
The research included additional on site measurements such as ion levels in the barn and soil
conductivity. Riley Hendrickson, who conducted the ion measurements, concluded that the numbers of
ions and the ratio of positive to negative ions were approximately equivalent to ambient levels in the
atmosphere. James Richardson measured soil conductivity and found high conductivities in and under the
barn as well as in other areas around farms that are noted for their livestock problems. Conductivity is an
indicator of the ease with which electric currents can travel through the earth and the level of
electromagnetic dynamics in and around the barn. Conductivity can also indicate ion mobility which
determines charge separation equilibriums and consequent DC electric fields.
Measuring possible DC electric potentials and fields in the barn is a formidable task. Many methods were
used in this measurement including high impedance instruments such as electrometers. The only system
that could be demonstrated to be reproducible was the electric field mill. Electric field mills have been
used for many years to measure atmospheric electric fields. More recently, these same field mills were
used by a number of people to measure ion concentrations and electric fields in the vicinity of the two DC
transmission lines in Minnesota. The specific field mill used in this work was designed and constructed
by Professor Donald Olson, a now deceased professor from the University of Minnesota-Duluth.
For these measurements, the field mill was modified to operate in an inverted state so as to facilitate
measuring the electric field very near the ground or floor of the bam. The first research task was to
determine the direction of the field near the floor's surface. Using the normal calibration procedure, the
field mill consistently measured a positive electric field in the barn. The floor, then, is more positively
charged than points above the bam floor. True values of the field were not possible since very little
information is available for utilizing the field mill within a structure. Crude estimates indicated the
electric field to be on the order of ten Vim. As a comparison, the normal fair weather atmospheric field
ranges between 100 and 200 Vim and is negative. Measurements of the DC electric field tend to indicate
an association between a positive DC field and the cows behavior, production, and health.
Too few field measurements were made on farms where the problems were minimal to verify a clear
connection between the positive field and the effects. Field mill measurements indicated that, in general,
the largest positive fields exist over concrete whether inside or outside the bam. The smallest positive
fields exist over soil which is very dry. Inside the barn, the magnitude of the positive field commonly
decreased rapidly with height. The field went through zero as one moved upward to a slightly negative
value (5 to 10 Vim) one foot above the floor. In the region directly over the gutter, the electric field is
either very nearly zero or a few Vim negative which is consistent with DC potential measurements
between the gutter and the barn floor.
When measuring fields of such small magnitude, the field mill itself can influence the magnitude of the
field being measured. Such factors are difficult to quantifY. In fact, at one foot from the floor and above,
the DC electric fields are too complex to accurately measure or assess with the field mill. Other structural
elements in the bam, as well as the cattle and other factors, influence the field at larger distances from the
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floor. The DC voltages on the neutral wires also impacted DC measurements. Additional work on
instrumentation will be necessary to assess more accurately the value of this measurement.
The locations of the cows in the barn often correlated with other observations. Something associated with
the floor of the barn appears to interfere with the well being of cows. Particularly this research
discovered two associations between cow location and effects. Cows in end stalls or with vacant stalls on
one or both sides had a greater probability of demonstrating behavioral, health, and production effects.
Also, cattle nearest operating electrical equipment show the greatest adverse effects.
These findings again indicate the great need to discover the cause of the negative condition in the dairy
barn. The EM factors which may be implicated are the DC potentials associated with the currents in all
conducting media in the barn and the electric currents in the earth, the AC reaching the barn's grounding
system directly through the earth and other conductors connected to the bam, and higher frequencies
associated with radio and microwave sources and transients.
Preliminary experiments were performed to discover whether simulating an electric fault would produce
predictable consequences. One experiment simulated a variable magnitude AC electric fault to ground.
The barn chosen for the experiments was ~quipped with an equipotential plane. The cows were standing
on that equipotential plane, and all conductors that cows could contact were welded to that plane. The
cows demonstrated behavioral changes each time this experiment was performed. At times and for some
cows the behavioral changes were extreme to the point of being potentially life threatening had not the
experiment been ended. An interesting observation was that the cows responded minutes after the fault
was simulated. In addition, measurements of DC fields and potentials during experiments with the
simulated fault revealed that the equipotential plane was more positive with respect to the neutral system.
The DC potentials between various points in the barn also changed.
DC experiments were performed utilizing either a 12v auto battery, a 12v battery charger or a O-13v
regulated DC supply to change the cows' exposures to DC. These experiments were systematically
repeated under different conditions. The basic experimental method applied a DC potential to the
equipotential plane with respect to the neutral or grounding system of the farm or a ceiling conductor in
the bam. The DC electric field mill indicated a charging of the equipotential plane either positively or
negatively determined by the polarity of the DC supply. As in the case of the fault simulation, the cows
showed behavioral changes. In one case of DC being introduced into the equipotential plane, every cow in
the barn turned at an angle of about 45 degrees to their normal direction and leaned against the steel stall
dividers that are welded to the equipotential plane. The equipotential plane was connected to the positive
terminal of the DC power supply. Attempts to reverse negative effects of stray voltage with direct currents
has also provided valuable information. One experiment involved the adjusting of the DC voltage
between the equipotential plane and an earth ground. Increasing the negative or decreasing the positive
charge on the equipotential plane, cows that previously milked out unevenly in the four quarters could be
caused to completely let down their milk evenly and completely in all four quarters. Not only did they
milk out evenly but their behavior improved. In this experiment the voltage level required for each cow to
milk out evenly and completely was different and the required levels changed with time. A frustrating
result of this experiment that a continuous flow of direct current into the equipotential plane eventually
made the stray voltage effects worse than conditions before the experiment began. Even though
frustrating, this result is consistent with the concept that, without regard for source, DC in the ground has
the effect of separating electric charges as would occur in the charging of a battery. Measurements of DC
and AC potentials during this set of experiments revealed a charging effect in the ground that slowly
dissipated requiring days to return to normal levels. AC potentials in and around the bam appeared to be
affected by changes in applied DC potential. The effects were mutual in that changes in AC levels
affected DC potentials, and changes in DC levels affected AC potentials.
A note is added about researcher participation. In each of these experiments of injecting current into the
ground, those assisting in the work complained about not feeling well. Complaints included dizziness,
headaches, nausea, aching legs, and coordination and concentration problems. The duration of the
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experiments were limited so as not to cause those assisting in the experiment any additional adverse
effects.
Electrical experimentation and manipulation has developed in the care of other animals as well. One such
group so treated is race horses because of a problem called stereotypic stress related behavior. The
assumption is that a horse requires the normal electric field of the atmosphere for good health. Without
exposure to this field, horses will be under a greater stress. Whenever a horse is in a barn, the barn
shields it from the atmospheric field. An artificial field is established by placing a wire grid suspended
about 8 foot from the barn's floor. A DC potential is applied between the grid and the floor with the grid
positive with respect to the floor. The field which is developed in the region of the horse is somewhat
higher than the natural clear weather field. The clear weather field is between 100 and 200 volts/meter
(VIm), and the field for the horse in the barn is up to 2500 Vim. The success is believed to be
approximately 80% in which the stereotypic behaviors are moderated, and the horses demonstrate lower
stress levels.
Results of this contrived field treatment are based on appropriately functioning equipment used in the
treatment. It is believed that low level radio frequency fields associated with some equipment will have a
negative effect on the horses and negate the positive effect of the DC electric field. The justification for
believing that the Rf fields are creating a problem in some equipment is based on the common knowledge
that horses respond to earthquake activity. More so in recent years, measurements are made identifying
the Rf emissions in rock movement during earthquakes. In addition, rock crushing experiments have
measured Rfradiation (Smith 1984).
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CHAPTER VII

QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

GENERAL SURVEYS
SUIveys are commonly used for gathering and providing infonnation in searching for associations among
relevant factors. They can provide data from a much larger infonnational base with less expense than onsite case research requires. Information derived from surveys permits some assessment of the extensity of
particular problems, in this case problems dairy people are having with perceived stray voltage effects. To
this end, a number of surveys were completed, and their results are summarized so as to provide a broader
context for the associated discussions (Falk 1993).

State ofMinnesota Survey:
Complaints from dairy people concerned with electromagnetic fields prompted the Minnesota Department
of Agriculture to sample dairy farmers' perceived problems. Approximately 37.5 percent of the 20,000
dairy farm operators in Minnesota received a questioimaire left by state dairy inspectors at the time of
their regular dairy inspection. Fourteen percent of the questionnaires were returned representing just over
5 percent of all dairy farms. Eventually Dahlberg and Falk were given the raw data and analyzed the
1075 completed questionnaires. SUIVey information is limited in terms of the proportion of questionnaires
returned and lack of some basic control variables such as dairy herd size, characteristics of the respondent,
years in the dairy industry, etc. However, the returns provided some original information about farmers'
perceptions of this problem. Also the sUIVey established important parameters for future research.
Findings are discussed keeping in mind sample quality and limitations in doing a secondary data analysis.
Only 45 percent of the returned questionnaires indicate that milk production is as high as it should be
given the operational style used. Forty percent indicate that cows milk out unevenly, and 38 percent that
cattle with health problems are not adequately responding to treatment. About one-fifth of the
respondents report problems with overall milk production, cattle being uneasy while milking, having
swollen joints, and pressing their noses against metal objects. Unfortunately, there was no direct question
determining whether respondents perceived these problems to be a consequence of stray voltage.
However, the covering letter clearly indicated this as the purpose of the survey.
One way of assessing a tie between EM currents and other factors is to correlate items most clearly
identifying presence of EM currents with the other items. Two items seem to suggest EM current
presence; uneasiness of cattle while being milked and cattle pressing their noses against metal objects.
All other items in the questionnaire correlate significantly with the statement about uneasiness while
milking except one on seasonal variation. Items, such as milking out slowly, uneven milking, and
fluctuation in levels of production, correlate positively with uneasiness while milking. Items such as
production being as high as it should be and the stock improving by generation are inversely related to
milking uneasiness.
As with uneasiness while milking, most other items correlate significantly and positively with the item on
cattle pressing noses to metal and inversely to production as high as it should be and stock improving by
generation. Though not necessarily consciously recognized, the dairyists' responses suggest that EM
currents are tied to various other herd problems and behavior. Dairy farmers have most often mentioned
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the sudden onset of mastitis as the most apparent indicator of stray voltage. In the survey responses,
health effects included mastitis, and this correlated significantly with the other items in the survey.
The survey asked dairy farmers to indicate their somatic cell count levels and their average rolling herd
pounds of milk production. Even though quite a number of persons did not respond to these two
questions, a sufficiently high proportion of persons did respond so as to permit an analysis of these
estimates in relation to the reported cattle health symptoms (there were about 560 usable responses).
It seems reasonable to assume that there is an inverse relationship between somatic cell counts and
average pounds of milk production. These values were placed into two scales of eight categories each and
correlated. Even though the correlation coefficient was not large (r = -.219), it was significant (p < .000)
and inverse. Since these two factors are related, PROBIT (a program that permits estimating correlations
between scaled items and a dichotomy) is used to determine if cell count and milk production are together
related to the reported presence of a specific cattle health symptom.
Ten of the twelve health characteristics are significantly related to somatic cell counts and pounds of milk
production. The two items having no significant association are cattle pressing noses against metal
objects and the next generation of heifers having difficulty adjusting to the milking routine. It is noted
that relatively few persons responded to these two items. The health symptoms, such as slow and uneven
milking, cattle uneasy while being milked, reluctance to enter stalls, swollen legs, milk level fluctuation,
and fighting health problems, tend to be positively correlated with cell counts and inversely related to milk
production. The opposite is true for responses to whether production is as high as it ought to be and
whether each generation of heifers is improving in that these items are positively correlated with milk
production and inversely to somatic cell counts.
These findings provide some confirmation, then, that certain reported dairy cattle characteristics have a
statistically significant association with cell counts and milk production. These items are used as a
nucleus of items in estimating health characteristics in future surveys.

Dairy Herd Management Survey:
A second source of information specifically ties stray voltage to dairy problems. A Minnesota dairy
couple published a letter in the April, 1987 issue of "Dairy Herd Management" magazine inviting
comments on EM current problems. An instrument with open-ended questions was mailed to interested
persons. In 67 responses from twelve states, problems emerged not covered in the Minnespta survey such
as cattle having mastitis and poor reproduction. Ties between EM currents and dairy production problems
were clearly delineated since the instrument asked about EM current detection, ameliorative action, cost
of action and success of action. One respondent even suggested that the problem ought to be titled
"electrical pollution."
Only fifty-one percent of this group were willing to affirm that ameliorative action was successful in
reducing EM current effects. According to the dairy operators who completed the questionnaire, the
source of the stray voltage problem was the electric utility in 46% of the cases and unknown for 20%. The
other 34% were identified in one way or another. It is interesting to note that when dairy operators were
asked what should be done, 70% responded by asking for greater cooperation by electric utilities, state
agencies and experts, and 20% wanted more research. Corrective outcomes varied among the farms. In
general, no ultimate solutions were forthcoming.

Purposive Sample Survey:
In another survey, by Dahlberg and Falk, questionnaires were mailed to a purposive sample of dairy
farmers. This was done in an attempt to determine if and what EM factors might be related to the health
of dairy herds and the health of dairy operators and their family members. An original mailing of 750
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questionnaires yielded a usable return of 369 (49.2%). The questionnaire included 27 symptoms of cow
health problems that might possibly be a consequence of EM related factors as previously discussed.
A composite score of items checked as being present among the dairy cattle constituted a score for each
dairy operation. It is not surprising, when comparing score differences between those persons indicating
they had stray voltage problems and those who did not, that persons perceiving that they had problems
also had significantly higher composite cattle health problem scores (p < .000). Using the same
analytical technique, persons who reported being near an electric transmission line (p = .001) or a pipe
line (p = .043) also reported having significantly higher health problems among their cattle.
One section of the questionnaire asked respondents to check items related to electrical equipment and
machinery such as unusually high rates of battery failure, increasing motor burnouts; unexplained
fluctuations in electric bills, etc. A composite score of these items was calculated and correlated with the
composite score of cattle health problems. This yielded a correlation coefficient of .664 (p = .001). This
suggests some association between cattle health problems and problems with electrical equipment.
Since the composite health score is statistically related to presence or absence of a transmission line or
pipeline, item by item estimates were made through use of chi-square to determine what items might
appear more predominantly related. When related to presence of transmission lines, only four items are
found not to be significant. These are items related to cattle pressing their noses against conducting
material, inflamed sphincter valve, finding excessive teeth in troughs, and calf symptoms (p .05).
The same process is repeated to estimate the relationship of individual cow symptoms and nearness to a
pipeline. Not many individual symptoms are found to be significantly related in that only three items are
found to be significant. These items are breedback difficulties, cows having trouble getting up, and
breeding problems.
Equipment problem items are also individually related to presence of electric transmission lines or pipe
lines. Five of the eight items are related to presence of an electric transmission line and three of the eight
to the proximity of a pipe line. Characteristics related to proximity of an electric transmission line include
lamp failures, high rate of battery failure, occasional shocks from faucets, and accelerated corrosion of
well casings and pipes. The three items related to presence of pipelines are lamp failures, radio and TV
failure, and accelerated corrosion of well casings and pipes. It is important to keep in mind that, even
though the effects on the dairy farms are greater near transmission lines, serious and significant problems
also exist in areas far removed from transmission lines and pipelines. The transmission lines appear to be
one of the contributors to stray voltage and natural gas and oil pipelines appear to be other contributors.
One area of interest is the dairy operator's perception of the magnitude of an EM current problem. In this
survey 151 of the 369 cases had more than 10 of 27 cattle symptoms checked and 232 had more than 5
symptoms checked. There were 18 cases in which fewer than 6 cattle symptoms were checked, and the
dairy operator was experiencing what he perceived to be a stray voltage problem. In 28 cases in which an
isolating device was in operation, fewer than 6 symptoms were checked.

An important purpose of this survey was to discover the correlations of reported symptoms with mitigation
methods. Farmers were asked whether the farm had an isolating system in operation. The answer was
simply 'yes' or 'no'. T-tests determined if the mean differences of the number of cattle symptoms checked
and the number of machine effects checked varied by whether or not the farm has an isolation system.
The results are as follows: For the farms with an isolation system the average number of cow symptoms
checked was 12.2, and for farms without an isolation system the average number checked was 6.6.
Among machine questions, the average number checked was 1.9 with isolation and 1.0 without isolation
(p < .000 in both cases).
Earlier, discussion dealt with the theoretical relationship between isolation systems and dairy cattle
problems. This study finds the relationship between perceived health problems and isolation systems to be
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reversed from intended outcomes in that isolated farms had, on the average, more problems than the nonisolated. Statistically the inverse correlation is significant beyond any possibility of a "chance" event.
Individual cattle symptoms were related to presence or absence of an isolating device. All items were
significant (p < .050). Certainly one conclusion is that isolating farms is not resolving the "stray voltage"
problem. However, this finding cannot explain why isolation is not resolving the problem.
As with cattle health problems, a series of items possibly symptomatic of EM current influence on human
health were included in the questionnaire. Listed were such symptoms as numbness in arms and legs,
frequent flu-like symptoms, excessive fatigue, allergies, ears ringing, etc. Two additional items elicited
specific responses from women relative to their menstrual cycle. As with cattle symptoms, a composite
score of selected health symptoms was calculated for each case. These scores were correlated with age to
determine if age factors might be influencing the sample. The correlation coefficient relating age to the
composite human health score was .072, and was not significant. This suggests that age is not related to
extent of health effects.
Next, human health symptoms composite scores were correlated with cow health symptom scores to
determine if there might be an association. This calculation yielded a correlation coefficient of .645 (p <
.000) suggesting a fairly strong association between these symptoms. The same calculation was repeated
separately for men and women since the two items related specifically to women were omitted from the
prior calculation. The correlation between women's health symptoms and cattle's symptoms is .603 (for
N = 37, P < .000) and for men is .654 (for N = 319, P < .000). Thus, gender appears to differentiate little
in terms of these associations.
The questionnaire allowed the respondents to check symptoms for an additional person within their
household. The composite health symptoms score was correlated with cattle symptoms also for this group
(N = 139). The correlation coefficient for the second group was lower (.375) but significant (p < .000)
suggesting that symptoms of the second person tend to correspond with cattle health symptoms as well.
As with the cattle symptoms, the composite human health symptoms score was correlated with the
composite score of machinery problems. The correlation coefficient was .630 (p < .000) suggesting that as
with cattle symptoms, human symptoms are also associated with machinery problems. These data permit
the conclusion that health symptoms in cattle and humans and select machinery problems are somehow
related.
The average composite human health symptoms score for persons near and not near an electric
transmission line and near and not near a pipe line were compared to determine if significant differences
exist between these scores. A t-test estimate indicates that there is a significant difference according to
proximity to an electric transmission line (p < .000) but not according to proximity to a pipe line (p =
.084).
Human health items were individually related to the presence or absence of electric transmission lines and
pipelines for both the primary (those filling out the questionnaire) and secondary groups of respondents.
Seventeen of the twenty-three items are significant for the first group when determining if responses vary
with presence of an electric transmission line. For the first group, items not related include problems with
breathing, neurological illness, malignant body tumors, and occurrence of heart related ailments.
The relation of individual human health items to pipelines is much less distinct. None of the individual
items yields a significant Chi-square (p > .05), when calculated for the primary group of respondents
though one item for the primary group, heart related ailments, nearly reaches significance level (p = .053).
In an earlier study, Falk (1988) used a collective behavior model to assess growing awareness of
suspected stray voltage problems on dairy farms. In this survey, persons were asked specifically to
indicate whether symptoms of their household health problems tended to occur when they observed health
problems among their cattle. About thirty-one (30.9)percent indicated they noticed such an association.
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Additional statistical assessments were made to determine the association of reported cattle symptoms,
human symptoms, and machinery problems with responses to this item. First, a t-test determined if
composite scores of cattle symptoms, human symptoms, and machinery problems differed significantly
between those indicating they did or did not observe an association between human and cattle problems.
In all cases the t-test was significant (p < .000) with higher average scores for the group perceiving this
association.
To determine which specific items might be associated with the perception that cattle and human health
problems tend to occur at the same time, Chi-square assessments were made for each item of the cattle
and human health measures and machinery problems. Among the cattle health problems and machinery
problems all items are found to be significant. Among the person's health symptoms, 17 of 23 are
significant. The four not significant are neurological illness, high incidence of body tumors and heart
related ailments. Given the high number of significant associations between all other items (collectively
and individually), it appears that persons have a justified awareness that these symptoms are somehow
related.
Following the checklist of human health symptoms, persons were asked to indicate whether any members
of their household were regularly treated for any of the listed symptoms. About twenty-nine (28.9)
percent answered affirmatively. As with the previous item, a t-test determined if composite scores of
cattle symptoms, human symptoms and machinery problems differed significantly between those
indicating they did or did not receive treatment for any of these symptoms. Also as with the previous
item, in all cases the t-tests were significant (p < .000) with average higher scores for the group reporting
treatment.
To determine which specific items might be associated with reported treatment for human health
problems, Chi-square assessments were made for each item of the cattle and human health measures and
machinery problems. Among the cattle health problems all but two are significant. High somatic cell
count and excessive teeth in feed bunks were not significant. Three of the eight machinery problems were
not significant: radio and T. V. failure, motor burnouts, and occasional shocks. Among the human health
symptoms five were not significant. These include a high rate of malignant and non-malignant body
tumors and heart related ailments. One reason these items are not significant is the low percent of
persons reporting these symptoms (five percent or less). All other items are significant.
To summarize, there is a high level of statistically significant association among the cattle and human
health measures and machinery problems with responses to human health treatment and a perception that
human ailments tend to occur along with cattle ailments. Eighty-five percent of the statistical assessments
related to these two items are statistically significant suggesting some tie among these three assessed
symptom categories.
Earlier, we discussed the relationship between presence or absence of an isolation device and cattle health
symptoms. The statistical tests were also applied to the relationship of reported isolation devices with
human health and machinery problems. As was true with cow health problems, the average number of
human health problems was, in all cases, higher (5.7) on farms with an isolation system than among
farms with no isolation (3.6). When items were individually related to presence or absence of an
isolation device, 12 of the 23 human health items and five of the eight machinery items were significant.
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CHAPTER VIII

A CASE STUDY
As discussed in preceding chapters, dairy fanners observed that changes in the grounding of the
secondary and primary neutral lines affect dairy cow behavior, health, and production. One change made
to correct these problems is the installation of an isolation device which prevents the current on the
primary neutral from going directly onto the fann neutral grounding system. Often using the isolator is
ineffective, however, and additional changes were examined. Empirical evidence convinced many dairy
fanners that disconnecting the primary grounding at the transformer pole and at adjacent electric utility
poles affects the well being of their dairy cows and provides immediate improvements. They report water
consumption increases (necessary to good milk production), cows relax more and are less agitated
providing better milk output, and there is marked reduction in tail switching and moving about in the
stall. Ironically, the cows' condition degenerates again when the ground wires are reconnected in
compliance with national electric codes. On one fann where the owner finally resorted to disconnecting
the primary grounding wires, the results were especially beneficial for his dairy cows. The longer the
grounding wires were disconnected the greater was the improvement in the herd. The electric utility, to
comply with national codes, informed the operator of their plans to reconnect the ground. On learning
this, the dairy operator decided to schedule a testing procedure to assess consequences of this regrounding.
A veterinarian conducted three tests involving a body scoring procedure and blood analysis. One test was
conducted on April 2, 1992 while the ground wire was still disconnected. On April 14, 1992, the utility
company reconnected the wires, and the system was grounded according to the power company's
specification. One week later, on April 22, 1992 only the body scoring procedure was done on the herd.
The body scoring and the blood analysis were both repeated on May 1, 1992, 17 days after the ground
wire on the transformer was re-<:onnected. The body scoring was done on the entire herd on all three test
days, and blood analyses were done for the same ten cows on the first and third test days, separated by
nearly one month. During the entire test period, management practices remained the same as prior to the
re-<:onnecting. The cows received the same rations, the milking routine was kept the same, and the farm
was held to the same daily schedule. The only known change on the fann was the connecting of the
electric utility ground wires. Of significance is that an isolator was in operation at the transformer which
disconnects the utility neutral from the fann neutral. Therefore, the only path available for the electric
current on the utility neutral to reach the fann grounding system and/or the bam was through the earth.
A second test was conducted one year later on the same fann. The Minnesota Environmental Quality
Board (MEQB) determined the importance of carefully examining the suggested connection between
ground currents and stray voltage effects in dairy herds. More specifically, this study assessed whether
changes in grounding of the electrical utility's primary neutral affected the behavior, health, and
production of dairy cows.
A measurement protocol was developed for measuring as many electric and magnetic parameters as
possible as well as monitoring the behavior, health, and production of the dairy cows (Dahlberg, Mairs
and Hendrickson 1993). The decision to develop a protocol resulted from the inability to consistently or
permanently eliminate the health and production problems by reducing cow contact voltages. A variety of
measurement instrumentation was used in the process of determining the electromagnetic energies in and
around the bam. Different types of potential and current measuring instruments were used in attempting
to arrive at the best understanding of the various AC and DC potentials, fields and currents to which the
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animals were subjected. A veterinarian was contracted to monitor the behavior, health, and production of
the dairy animals which included a series of blood tests. In addition Dave and Sue Lusty, the dairy
operators, were to maintain their own records during the test period.
Developing a protocol for this second test became a political struggle between the electric utilities and The
Electromagnetics Research Foundation (TERF). The test involved the connecting and disconnecting of
the utility neutral grounding wire at the transformer pole and one additional pole on the feeder line. The
test was to determine possible effects of the current going into the earth on the grounding wires and
reaching the bam so as be able to affect the dairy cows. The test period was determined by financial
constraints to be one month. TERF requested the month be divided into two two-week segments with the
grounding wires connected for one two-week segment and disconnected for the other two week segment.
Using the results of the first study, the two weeks of disconnection was necessary to allow time for many
of the changes to occur especially in the blood parameters. The electric utility representatives refused to
allow the study to be done unless the test month were divided into four segments each one week long with
the grounding wires disconnected for intervals no greater than one week. In spite of the veterinarians
opinion that one week would be too short for effects to be measurable in the blood parameter, the electric
utilities position ·prevailed. In addition, obtaining a significant instantaneous change in electrical
parameters on the farm at the times of connection and disconnection was not too likely because the
connections and disconnections were made during low use time and the currents going into the ground on
the primary neutral were unusually low averaging about 20 rnA.
The measured current going into the earth on the primary neutral averaged about 20 to 30 rnA with the
exception of high use time when the current could reach 50 rnA as it did two times. One was a 15 hour
period extending over two days and the other occurred while using a grain dryer on the farm. During the
15 hour period the magnitude of the current going into the earth on the primary neutral was between 100
and 200 rnA which is the normal range for this farm. During this period, the secondary parameters
changed significantly in response to the additional current going into the earth. Currents going into the
ground on the primary neutral have been measured on the Lusty farm for a number of years. The only
time 20 to 30 rnA has been measured was for a period before the test began and during the test period.
The normal current going into the earth on the primary neutral has been and is about 150 rnA. On a rare
occasion the current may go as low as 40 to 60 rnA but has never remained at those low levels outside the
periods indicated. A number of times the current has been over 200 rnA and even when the entire three
phase line serving the farm was down, the current in the utility neutral grounding wire was l20rnA. A
cause other than the electrical conditions on the farm had to have brought about the low current levels on
the primary grounding wire during the test period
Every day of the test period the OTP Parkers Prairie substation three phase line was perfectly balanced.
Not only were three phases perfectly balanced at 22-23 A, but also those currents were maintained 24
hours of each day for every day of the test period. At the same time the current on the neutral wire which
is normally sensitive to the imbalance varied during each day and from day to day. In the Minnesota
Public Utility's hearings, information was provided indicating that perfectly balanced three phase lines is
not a possibility.
All of these procedures and anomalous measurements certainly affected the results of the test making any
possible changes in behavior, health, and production, and especially the blood parameters, far more
difficult to detect. Even under the best experimental conditions it is difficult to establish causes of health
problems among living organisms in the presence of environmental toxins. Progress in systematic
research is impeded when a level playing field is not available. However, in spite of all the problems, the
project provided some valuable findings particularly since this information adds to results from the first
study which was conducted under cleaner experimental conditions, and with only one change being
made.
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Results 1992
Some of the resultant changes found in the 1992 assessment are summarized as follows: Of the ten cows
for which blood testing was done, two could not be used because either the data were not available or the
blood samples were not of sufficient quality for reliable testing. The information on the other eight cows
revealed that the fibrinogen dropped among five of the cows with two dropping significantly after ground
re-connection; for three there was an increase in fibrinogen with two being significant; for five cows there
was a decrease in white blood cells (WEC) with three being significant; and for three of the cows the
WBC increased with none being significant. In addition, seven cows decreased in segmented neutrophils
and for six the decrease was significant; all eight cows had an increase in lymphocyte count with six being
significant; and six of the cows had a significant decrease in monocyte counts while one had a significant
increase.
Since more current was entering the earth on the farm after April 14, when the grounds were connected
to the neutral, one might postulate that the cows were exposed to more electricity and, consequently,
placed under greater stress commensurate with the increase. Acute stress or infection are, however,
expected to cause significant increases in segmented neutrophils and decreases in lymphocytes which is
opposite to these findings. The fact that blood samples were taken 17 days after the connection of the
ground wire and at the beginning of greater exposure to ground currents suggests that by then the blood
should not show a profile of acute stress. The fact that the blood tests revealed significant increases in
lymphocytes and a significant decrease in segmented neutrophils at the time of the second blood test,
would suggest that electricity can also produce other changes in cattle. These changes in blood
parameters could point to the beginning of an immune system breakdown and/or a dangerous precancerous condition. This possibility is significant because veterinarians, who work with the stray
voltage problem, are increasingly concerned that electricity appears to be breaking down the cow's
immune system.
The veterinarian observed that the cows became more restless and were having more difficulty getting up
and lying comfortably after the grounds were re-eonnected. Results of the body scoring showed that even
after only a week following ground re-connection, cows were beginning to have some rubbed and hairless
spots on their hocks and carpal joints. Seventeen days later more than one-third of the cows had either
swollen or scraped hocks or carpal joints. This condition usually causes an increase in fibrinogen and in
monocyte counts. In the blood tests, however, the opposite occurred. Fibrinogen tended to decrease and
monocytes for six of the eight cows tested significantly decreased. More research is required to
understand these bewildering findings.
Experienced clinicians recognize that blood parameter values fluctuate in all living animals. On any
specific day the values depend on the animal's response to its accumulated insults. A single blood test, as
performed in this study, is not sufficient to assess the animals accumulated insults particularly since they
include EM energies. Perhaps what is assessed here is analogous to the "lag" phase following a
vaccination. The immune system is showing a change, and from a clinical point of view, the change is to
a worsening condition.
The milk processor's records indicated that the somatic cell count (SCC) went from 141,000 for the first
one-half of April to 758,000 for the milk picked up on April 20. By the end of April the SCC had
dropped to 355,000. While the grounds were disconnected, the SCC count was significantly lower than
after they were connected. Water consumption dropped from 16.3 gallons per cow for the period of April
8-14 to 13.1 gallons per cow for the period of April 15-21. This reduced water consumption is important
because 16.3 gallons intake is already relatively low. After the neutrals were connected the cows also ate
25% less hay. The behavior of the cows changed abruptly after the neutrals were connected becoming
very difficult to manage. Most of the cows showed signs of stiffness and developed sore and swollen legs
within a few days after the reconnection.
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Other direct and informal assessments were made. Electric levels were monitored to determine effects
from turning on and off the 240 VAC motors in the barn. A significant increase in electric spikes (sudden
peaks) were measured after reconnecting the neutral. More informal observations indicate that during the
year following the reconnection, herd production decreased while herd health problems increased.
Furthermore, when the cows spend the majority of time, night and day, away from the barn, they are
healthier and produce more. Also important is the dairy operators' belief that they are experiencing more
health problems personally and associate this with time spent in the dairy barn.
All voltages measured in the barn, over many years of testing, reveal that, except for transients, the cows
cannot receive a shock voltage of over 0.25 VAC, which is much less than the shock voltages used in
university research. At the same time, electricity from the utility system is reaching the barn, probably
through the earth. Many measurements indicate that current is reaching the barn asa result of electricity
traveling directly through the earth and emanating from the primary neutral and other more distant
sources. As an example, the dairy operator made measurements of currents in the grounding system
during a power outage on June 22, 1993 beginning at 11:35 AM and lasting about 30 minutes. The entire
three phase line feeding the area around the farm was out. During this outage, there was from 110 to 120
rnA AC in the primary neutral ground wire and from 100 to 110 rnA after the outage. On the secondary
side, the current in the ground wire at the transformer pole was between 18 and 20 rnA when the power
was off and 16-18 after coming back on. All wires connected to ground rods had currents both when the
power was off and when it was on. Therefore, even when the entire three phase line was not energized,
AC was in the barn. Obviously, the currents measured when the power was off had to come from sources
other than the farm but also beyond the region served by this three phase line. The fact that the current
decreased when the power returned was related to the phase relationships of the various sources.
Measurements made in the barn also show increases in voltages and currents when 240 VAC loads are
turned on. Again because the 240 VAC loads do not add to the current on the secondary neutral system,
the only source for this increase is from the primary neutral system.
In summary it is evident that these cows' behavior, health and production characteristics are affected by
electrical exposures that go beyond the traditional shock voltages characterized by neutral to earth voltage
measurements. The only change made in this before and after study was the connection of two ground
wires to the ground rods on the electric utility system. Nevertheless, these cows displayed very definite
changes in their measured characteristics following the grounding procedure. There were significant
changes in some of the blood parameters, and most of the production and behavioral changes were
negative.

Results 1993
The 1993 study provided valuable electrical measurements which revealed some relationships among the
electrical parameters. A connection was noted between the amount of AC going into the earth and DC
levels in the barn. DC levels sometimes respond immediately to change and other times respond very
slowly. There were large fluctuations in the DC levels measured between points connected and not
connected to the neutral of the electric systems. If DC potentials and currents were solely from the natural chemical interactions with soil and metal, the rapidity of the changes should not occur. At least two
possibilities exist for the AC in the earth to be connected to these changes. One is the rectifying of the AC
by the naturally occurring rectifying materials in the earth. A second is the possibility that the AC electric
energy is driving the natural chemical cells in the earth. Because it is expected that high ionic chemical
levels will be present around barns and in water, additional electrical energy could affect the functioning
of chemical cells.
When considering the correlations between the farm electrical measurements, it is important to keep in
mind that the measurements are made by connecting to different parts of the farm ground circuits.
These, therefore would be expected to show a greater degree of correlation. The fact that the
correlations were not especially good would imply that other sources of electrical current not connected to
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the farm electrical system were reaching the farm. The measurements of electric currents that can reach
the dairy cows indicate sources are associated with both electrical use on the fann and electrical use
elsewhere in the electrical distribution system. In all, the data are recordings of ever present electric
potentials and currents which are not associated with either the primary grounding on the farm or
electrical use on the farm. Significant changes occurred very suddenly in some secondary measurements
but were not associated with normal electric use on the farm. Connecting and disconnecting the grounds
on the primary neutral do not significantly affect the existence of this AC electric energy. The existence
of over 100 rnA on the grounding wire at the time when the entire three phase line was without power
certainly emphasizes the extent to which the earth conducts current. AC potentials and currents were
present throughout the barn, and all other buildings on the farm, even when the electricity to the farm is
turned off. On this farm the secondary neutral is electrically isolated from the primary neutral. Again the
pathways for this electrical energy reaching the farm must be through the earth from other distribution
systems, from other substations and perhaps from any part of the transmission/distribution system
anywhere in the country. The term ground currents has been used to describe this source of electrical
energy in the dairy barn. These aspects of the electrical system have been demonstrated numerous times
on the Lusty farm. Electricity to the farm is turned off and measurements made between points on the
farm and in the barn. When current measurements are made, the values not only remain the same but
actually have increased when the power on the farm is turned off. AC involves phase factors and different
sources can have different phases. At times the different sources can tend to cancel and lower values
recorded by the meters.
Cow contact voltages as measured between the water line and the location of the rear hoof were, in
general, below 10 mVAC and between -300 and -450 mVDC and between the locations of the rear and
front hooves (RH-FH) were in the 1mV range for AC and less for DC. In addition to cow contact
voltages, the electric and magnetic fields present in the barn can also add to the electric current and fields
in the cows.
The measurements reveal that the barn is a complex electromagnetic environment which is continually
changing. The wave forms of currents that are in the earth and grounding system are rarely a pure 60 Hz
sine wave. Most often the wave form indicates a mixture of frequencies with the fundarnental60 Hz. It is
important that the measuring equipment sees only the sum of the electricity at the points of measurement.
This complexity implies both the possibility of effects on the electricity by the earth materials and outputs
of electronic circuitry going into the earth through the grounding system. Consequently, determining
specific associations between the measured electric parameters and the increase or decrease in effects on
the dairy herd is difficult.
During two periods of the test when the grounds were connected, the AC going into the ground at the
primary transformer ground rod was considerably higher than during the rest of the test period. These
periods were a 15 hours for which there is no determined cause, and two days when drying fans were
used. The unexplained excursion occurred on the primary neutral system on March 18 and 19 affecting
nearly all parameters in and around the barn. No change was made in electrical use on the farm which
could have caused the current going into the ground on the primary neutral to increase from an average of
about 30 to an average of over 100 mA. Something occurred on the primary causing these changes, and
these changes require explanation.
The only change in the measured electric parameters which consistently occurred was an increase in the
noise associated with the measurements with connection and a decrease in noise with disconnection of the
neutrals. The behavior, health and production of the cows did change over the period of the test. Some
of these changes were associated with the connection and disconnection of the grounding wires and some
with other changes. Some of these observations follow:
One way to consider water consumption data is to determine the average daily water intake for each of the
four measured periods. The results are 17.0 gallons per cow during connection period 3-16 through 3-24;
19.3 gallons per cow for the disconnection period 3-25 through 3-31; 19.4 gallons per cow for the
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connection period 4-1 through 4-8; and 21.6 gallons per day for the disconnection period 4-9 through 414. There was an increase in water consumption during the month of testing with the greatest increases
during the periods of disconnection. Daily water consumption shows that increases occurred after
disconnection and decreases after connection.
Milk production per cow had a similar upward trend during the test period. The daily average milk
production for the first period of connection was 47.6 pounds per cow, for the first period of
disconnection was 495 pounds per cow, for the second period of connection was 49.5 pounds per cow
and for the second period of disconnection was 53.4 pounds per cow. Similar to water consumption, milk
production had its largest gains during the periods of disconnection of the neutral grounding wire and a
leveling of production during the second connection period. Because all cows are different, it is also
valuable to consider the milk production for individual cows. Records of daily production were available
for some cows covering the entire month of testing. This is important since the herd average does not
take into account cow differences in their lactation cycle. Individual cow averages reveals a somewhat
different picture. For over 50 % of the cows, for which daily production measurements were available,
the production was lower during both periods of connection when compared with periods of
disconnection. Except for one case, the production for the other cows increased throughout the month
and had a leveling of milk production during the second period of connection. There were two periods in
which the current into the ground was measured to be considerable higher. These periods were March 18
- 19 and April 4. For nearly all of the cows for which daily measurements were made, production was
down on those specific days and/or sometimes for a day or two following.
Studies relating EM energy to humans, as discussed previously, suggests that the duration of time for
consequences to occur varies individually. The same is likely true for dairy animals. The time required
for the change in the blood parameter for each cow may be different and the direction of change can
depend on both the individual animal and the time of the test. The small changes in current going into
the ground at the times of connecting and disconnecting could likely not provide very conclusive
information. In addition, the short period, six days, for which the grounds were disconnected and the two
periods of measured significant increases of current entering the earth would confound the blood
parameter results. The change that occurred during the March 18 and 19 .excursion was far more
significant in changing the electrical environment of the cows than the connecting and disconnecting of
the grounds.
Blood tests can provide information about a number of health patterns including immune response and
stress. According to veterinarians, the blood patterns can be quite different for different cow conditions.
For example a stress leukogram, showing animal stress, consists of a reduction in the lymphocyte level
resulting in a reversal of the normal lymphocyte neutrophil ratio. During this test period a number of
cows at different times had blood results indicative of stress. Some of these were explained as being
associated with illness. If the lymphocyte count goes up and the neutrophils go down the cause can be the
beginning of a total immune system breakdown and/or indicative of a dangerous precancerous condition.
Opposite changes in blood parameters reveal quite different causes, and each cause is detrimental to the
well being of the animal. In addition the effects of electricity on this farm were present before, during and
after the test period. Given these complications, it seems most important to consider the blood
parameters that were abnormal during the test period and spend less time searching for correlations
between blood parameter levels and connection or disconnection of the primary grounding wires.
Elevation in CPK implies muscle trauma or damage. Observations by Dave Lusty and veterinarians
suggested an ongoing leg and hock problem among the cows during the test period. The CPK levels for
all cows throughout the test period were significantly above the normal values. Tests on other dairy cows
under stray voltage conditions have shown the same high CPK levels. Dairy operators who have required
medical attention have also experienced CPK levels which are significantly above normal. In addition it
is well known that people experiencing electrocution will show a significantly elevated CPK level. This
information should encourage researching the connection between stray voltage and high CPK levels.
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Such a study should be important whether or not the high CPK levels directly affect the production of the
dairy cows.
Total protein, another blood parameter measured, on average was high for 62 % of the dairy cows during
the test period. High values of total protein are associated with dehydration and/or with inflammation
caused by illness or disease. Fibrinogen is a specific protein which connects to long duration of disease.
Although the number of cows with high Fibrinogen was not large, a few cows maintained a high
fibrinogen level for the entire test period. The Lusty farm is known as having significant stray voltage
problems which are especially serious when the primary grounding wires are connected. The high
protein levels may provide a clue to long term effects of stray voltage.
The white blood cell count IS probably the most complex to analyze. The information provided in the
report by Dr. Ryder is very helpful. The graphing of the leukocyte count provides a portrayal of the stress
levels for each of the cows during the test period. As was mentioned previously, the opposite of a stress
leukograrn, a decrease in neutrophils and increase in lymphocytes, points to the possibility of immune
system effects. Does exposure to electricity more likely produce a stress or immune system effect?
Research from Eastern Europe indicates that both are possible. The duration of exposure or type of
electricity may influence which is more likely. On the average 25 % of the herd had high white blood
cell counts during the test period. This percentage implies that stress and/or immune system problems are
important factors to consider in the health of dairy cattle during the test period.

Summary
The excursions on March 18 and 19 as well as the other electrical events which produced random short
term changes complicated the establishing of a meaningful statistical analysis. In addition, the periods of
connection and disconnection of the grounds were respectively 8 days and 6 days. This is too limited a
time for many possible effects to appear in the dairy herd.
A comprehensive examination of the blood parameters suggests, at a minimum, that a health problem
exists in thi's herd. Even though the test conditions were less than ideal, there was individual variation
among the cows, and the blood parameters were complex, the blood tests do provide valuable information
concerning the overall health of individual cows.
A number of inconsistencies exist in the recorded data which need both discussion and explanation. In
some cases the effect of the inconsistencies can jeopardize the very purpose of the study. A description of
the method by which currents can be maintained between 20 and 30 rnA should certainly be a priority
both for knowing how to reduce the current reaching farms and to clarify the reason for these changes at
this particular time. Obviously going from 150 rnA to zero rnA of current entering the ground is very
different than going from 30 rnA to zero rnA when disconnecting the primary neutral grounds. This can
significantly impact research results. It is unfortunate that the typical conditions for this dairy farm did
not exist for this research project. It is important to note that the greatest number of acute effects occurred
in the dairy herd after the March 18 and 19 excursion. Why did this abberation specifically occur during
this research period?
Researchers must consider the methods used in measuring for stray voltage. Variability in the ratio of the
primary neutral to remote ground AC voltage and current entering the earth on the primary neutral at the
transformer pole points out the unreliability of the neutral to earth voltage as a predictor of the amount of
current reaching the barn from the primary neutral grounding. In addition, the measurement of both AC
and DC currents in the earth and conducted through the barns and homes must be a priority since current
directly and indirectly determines EM exposure of cows and people.
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CHAPTER IX

MUL T/-CASE STUDY

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
As discussed previously, for various reasons adequate methodology for researching the perceived
relationship between EM energies and dairy problems was wanting. Consequently field procedures,
modes of electrical assessment, measurement of perceived effects, and modes of analysis needed
developing for this research.
It has been helpful, in researching EM currents and their effects, to view the interaction process as
systems. Systems analysis is used within and across research disciplines, and linkages may occur within
and among these disciplines as is required when dealing with diverse variables related to stray voltage and
dairies. It permits the researchers, who must invariably represent different disciplines, to view variables
that seem important, interactive and mutually influential. It allows for input from factors that otherwise
might be excluded because they are poorly understood by individual researchers. Systems analysis is the
research method guiding this research.
A two part questionnaire elicited information from dairy farmers. Part one of the questionnaire received a
good deal of testing prior to its administration in this survey. It consisted of items about health
experiences of cattle, pets, persons and equipment. Originally, the twenty-seven items on cow health were
gleaned from prior research reflecting problems perceived by dairy operators. Items include such behavior
as restlessness of cattle while in milking stalls, refusal to eat or drink, lapping at the water cup, pressing
noses against stalls while milking, distended eyes, kicking the operator, kicking off milkers, difficulty in
getting up or walking, uneven milking and letdown, sudden onset of mastitis, and reproductive problems.
Standard statistical measures assessed the inter-association of these individual items.
Twenty-three items assessed health characteristics of dairy operators. These are mostly derived from
research suggesting a tie between EM energies and human health. It is noted that the majority of these
systems also typify characteristics of the human stress syndrome, a hypothetical and not well understood
health phenomenon. Eight additional items assess problems with equipment around the dairy farm and
home that could be tied to EM energies as correlated in previous studies. Prior research indicates a high
correlation among cow and human health characteristics and equipment problems.
The second part of the questionnaire was more open-ended asking about specific electrical measurements
along with experiences in dealing with electrical problems on the farm. In part it expanded on items
responded to in the first part of the questionnaire and provided opportunity for respondents to elaborate on
their experiences. It also included more questions about mitigative experiences and whether they worked.
A copy of the questionnaire is in the appendix E.

RESEARCH SAMPLE
The criteria for the selections of the farms to be included in the case studies were the quality of
information, the ability to identify the dairy operator and the location of the farm, and special
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characteristics which would be especially useful for this study. The sample was purposive in that persons
were included who were known to have some problems wiill what they perceived to be a consequence of or
related to stray voltage. The questionnaire was distributed by a designated information manager
through a network of interested dairy farmers. As is not unusual, delays occurred in getting returns due to
seasonal farming responsibilities. However, 75 of the cases contained sufficient information to include in
the analysis. General infonnation about respondents age, gender and duration living in present home is
included.

DATA ANALYSIS
Much of the infonnation from part one of the questionnaire was pre-coded for input into a standard data
analysis package. Other open-ended items, particularly in part two of the questionnaire, were categorized
and also coded for input. Data were then entered onto computer disks for analysis. Various methods are
employed to ascertain the data implications. Each case is presented separately in appendix D, and
summary data is presented in tabular fonn.

DATA SUMMARY
Interpretation of these data necessarily is considered in the context of persons who believe they have stray
voltage problems and have so indicated as participants in this study. This discussion of findings is based
on seventy-five cases with sufficient data to include in the compiled case analyses. A summary of this
infonnation along with the item codes are in Table 1.
Twenty-seven items in the questionnaire assess problems with dairy cattle and are subdivided, in this
analysis, into production, behavior and health. These items were used in earlier surveys and are based on
item correlational analysis. Four items assess observed cow behavior, and all four are reported to occur on
more than 75 % of the seventy-five dairy farms with "cattle pressing their noses against stall pipes, water
cups or cement curbs," "cattle kicking off milkers," and cattle dancing back and forth in stalls reported on
84 or more percent of the farms (See figure 1).
Thirteen items assess cow health (See figure 2). Recurring mastitis and trouble with cattle getting up are
reported on nearly 90 % of the farms. All but four of the thirteen health problems occur on more than
half of the farms including cattle with swollen legs, high veterinarian bills, cattle maintaining weight in
cold weather, stress rings on hoofs, tough hides and immune system failures. Also occurring are
leukemia/anemia (27 cases), inflamed sphincter valve (33 cases), tanish discharge about face (34 cases)
and excessive teeth found in feedbunks (23 cases).
Production is the third category assessed with seven items, and all production symptoms are reported on
47 or more of the 75 dairy operations (See figure 3). Uneven or slow milkout and breeding problems are
reported on 92 percent of the fanns. The least frequently reported, poor water consumption, is reported on
63 % of the farms. Poor milk production, breedback difficulties, production peaking early and high
somatic cell counts are reported for 84 % or more of the farms.
Three items specifically identified problems with calves. All three are reported in 38 (50 %) or more
cases (See figure 4). These include problems with poor survival, retarded growth, and variety of
symptoms including abscesses, sore gums, burnt knees and diarrhea.
In summary, these dairy farmers report high occurrences of cattle behavioral, health and production
problems as assessed by the 27 questionnaire items. It is reasonable to determine if the three categories of
behavioral, health and production problems occur independently of each other or together. Correlational
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analysis assessing these associations indicates that to a large degree they do occur together. Table two
shows these associations to be significant (P < .001).
.
Earlier research indicates that health problems among cattle often has its counterpart among other
animals living on the farm. Since many farms have pet cats, three items assess cat health and behavior
(See figure 5). Over 43 of the 75 farms report that cats appear to be sickly, have no, small or unhealthy
litters, die or leave the farm. This indicates that problems with cattle often accompanies problems with
cats as well.
Previous research also indicates that problems with equipment may also occur on farms with animal
health problems. In this study, equipment problems are correlated with cattle symptoms as a single
category and also with each of the three sub-eategories of cow production, behavior and health. All
correlations are significant (See table two) as is consistent with previous findings. Equipment problems
are not reported as often as animal problems, among these cases, though they are frequently reported (See
figure 6). Incandescent lamp failures are reported in 42 of the 75 cases. Least frequently reported are
increasing motor burnouts and radio and TV failure (27 cases). Other occurrences are high battery failure
(34 cases), occasional shocks from pipes and furnace (39 cases), noisy telephones (42 cases), and
accelerated pipe corrosion (33 cases).
Dairy farmers are not only concerned about the health of their livestock and pets, but their own health as
well. Twenty-three items assess the health of persons living on the farm. The questionnaire provides
opportunity for the respondent to report on his/her health and the health of up to two additional persons.
Two of the items specifically assess women's health problems. The age distribution of the respondents is
shown in figure 7, indicating that the modal age is in the 40's. Fourteen of the 75 respondents are female.
Health problems are presented, first, with only the respondent's reported characteristics, second, with
characteristics of the 2nd and/or 3rd person, and third, the two additional characteristics for the female
respondents. Health characteristics of respondents are presented in figure 8. Frequency of reported
characteristics range from two (neurological illness and malignant body tumors) to 64 (excessive fatigue).
Also reported in more than 50 cases are tingling and numbness, excessive fatigue, frequent irritability,
often feeling under stress, and weakness and pain in legs, and forgetfulness. Frequent headaches, vision
problems, ears ringing and generally not feeling well are reported in 40 or more cases. Flu-like
symptoms are reported in about half of the cases.
The pattern of reported human health problems does not change appreciably when symptoms of additional
persons are included (See figure 9). Excessive fatigue is the most frequently reported and malignant body
tumors is least frequently reported. Beside fatigue, tingling and numbness, often feeling under stress, and
weakness and pain in legs are reported 100 or more times.
Eight of the fourteen female respondents report feeling bloated and retaining body fluids and an equal
number report problems with menstrual cycles. Since 61 of the respondents are male, the characteristics
of the 2nd persons are likely to be female, and the total frequency for these items increases to 35 and 23
cases respectively (See figure 10). In summary, 11 (13 if the two female items are included) of the health
problems reported by these respondents occur in half or more of the cases.
Since previous studies find that respondent's health problems are correlated with cow symptoms, this
association is re-assessed in this sample and found to be significant. Correlations with cow symptoms are
significant whether related to cow symptoms as a single category or subdivided into cow production,
behavior and health (p < .001). And as with cow symptoms, respondent's health correlates significantly
with equipment problems as well (p < .001)(See table 2).
The literature, discussed elsewhere, identifies stress syndrome characteristics, and items in this survey
tend to correspond with those characteristics. However, stress symptoms may not be sufficiently great to
induce persons to seek medical treatment. Nonetheless, 27 of the 75 respondents indicate that they sought
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treaunent for one or more of the listed symptoms. Also 40 of the 75 respondents indicate that human
health problems tend to occur at the time animals are experfencing health problems. The total number of
cow symptoms differs little between persons having received health treaunent and those not having
received treaunent (See figure 11). However when the t-test is used to assess differences between those
having and not having been treated by cow production, behavior and health problems, the treated category
has the higher means (See table 3). And this is true with equipment problems as well. Of course, persons
receiving treaunent would be expected to report a greater number of health symptoms, and this is found to
be true as well.
Respondents vary considerably in the length of time living on their farm ranging from one to sixty years
(See figure 12). As a check, respondent's number of reported health symptoms were correlated by length
of time living on their present farm, and this was found not to'be significant (Spearman's rho = -.051, p>
.05). This is not surprising since levels of exposure, prior experiences before moving to present farm,
exposure at other sites, differential levels of exposure and various other factors complicate this
relationship.
Respondents indicate whether they are near an electric or pipe line. Frequency of cow and human
symptoms are reported relative to their saying they are near these lines. Symptom frequency varies some
according to persons saying they are near an electric or pipe line. The lowest frequencies-for both cattle
and humans is where no line is near (See figure 13). Table 3 summarizes t-test assessments for presence
of an electric or pipe line for cow, human and equipment symptoms (See table 3). For those near an
electric line, higher frequencies are reported for cow production and behavior problems, and cow and
respondent's health symptoms. However presence or absence of an electric line does not affect frequency
of reported equipment problems. Mean differences do not occur among these symptoms for presence of a
pipeline, though the relatively small number of respondents living by pipelines affects this assessment.
These dairy operators have taken various actions in dealing with their perceived stray voltage problems,
and some more than one. Fifty-one respondents indicate using an isolation device, and eight an
equipotential plane or electric grounding system. Eighty-eight percent using a grounding system or
equipotential plane report no improvement in their problems, and fifty-five percent found none with an'
isolation device (See figure 14). Reported symptoms, for cattle and respondents, reflects this pattern in
that mean cattle symptoms are highest with use of a grounding system and lowest with use of an isolation
device. Among respondents, isolation device is lowest with equipotential plane being highest, though the
mean number of symptoms reported does not vary much among the three mitigation procedures (See
figure 15). The number of symptoms, particularly for cattle, remains relatively high. It is an
understatement to say these data suggest a need for continuing experimentation with alternative
mitigation systems.
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WIRECHANGE
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~
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I CORRELATION
:<!::
z u: TREATMENT
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~
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\J _ # CAT SYMPTOMS
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CASE #

,~

\i

I

MITIGATION TYPE
MITIGATION CHAN GE

[J]

I
o

'>j

g

,

[J]
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VARIABLE CODES
CASE # = Case numbe r
# COW SYMPTOMS = Total numbe r of cattle sympto
ms check ed
# CAT SYMPTOMS = Total numbe r of cat sympto ms
check ed
OTHER PETS = Healt h proble ms in other pets; Y=yes ,
N=no
PERSON A SYMPS = Total numbe r of sympto ms check ed for
perso n one
PERSON B SYMPS = Total numbe r of sympto ms check ed for
perso n two
PERSON C SYMPS = Total numbe r of sympto ms check ed for
perso n three
CORRELATION • Healt h proble ms occur ring with an~l
proble msJ Y=yes , N=no
TREATMENT = House hold members regul arly treate d; Y=yes
, N=no
MACHINE PROBS - Total numbe r of machi ne proble ms check
ed
YEARS LIVING = Number of years having lived in prese
nt locati on
PROBLEMS = Feel there is a stray voltag e proble m; Y=yes
, N=no
TRANSLINE = Trans missio n line near liVing /work area;
Ysyes , N=no
PIPELINE = Pipel ine near living /work area; Y=yes , N=no
ISOLATION = Elect rical isolat ing devic e near; Y=yes
, N=no
WIRECHANGE = Chang es in elect rical wiring
NEW LINE = Recen t additi on of elect rical lineJ Y=yes
, N=no
NEW PIPE = Recen t additi on of pipe lineJ Y=yes , N=no
STOCK BEHAVIOR = Chang es in livest ock behav ior; Y=yes
, N=no
HUMAN CHANGE = Chang es in human health ; Y=yes , N=no
ELECTRIC CHANGE = Chang es in elect rical equipm ent;
Y=yes , N=no
MITIGATION TYPE = Types of mitig ation chang es; l=neu
tral isola tion,
2=equ ipoten tial plane, 3=Ele ctric groun ding system ,
4=oth er
MITIGATION CHANGE = change s in anima l, human health
or in equipm ent,
I-impr oveme nt, N-no improv ement , S-sho rt term impro
vemen t
D=dis impro vemen t, P=imp rovem ent in produ ction only
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Table 2: spearman's Rho Correlations for Relationships
Among Cow, Human and Equipment Symptoms

Cow
Production
Cow
Production

Cow
Behavior

Human
Health

Cow
Health

1.000

Cow
Behavior

.632***

Cow
Health

.635***

.501***

Respondent's
Health

.468***

.409***

.565*** 1.000

Equipment
Problems

.368**

.392***

.492***

N '" 75,

1.000

* = P < .05,

Total Cow
Symptoms

.375***

1.000

*** = P < .001

Respondent's
Health

Equipment
Problems

1.000

Respondent's
Health

.522***

Equipment
Problems

.446***

= 75,

1.000

** = P < .01,

Total Cow
Symptoms

N

Equipment
Problems

*

=

P < .05,

**

1.000

.375***

P < .01,
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1.000

***

P < .001

Table 3: Compa rison of Cow and Human Effec ts
by Respo ndent 's
Healt h Treatm ent, and Presen ce of Elect ric and
Pipe Lines
Respo ndent Havin g Had Medic al Treatm ent

Means
Yes

No

t-valu e

Signif icance '"

Cow produ ction

5.48

4.96

~.973

.025

cow Behav ior

4.56

4.13

1. 755

.040

Cow Healt h Proble ms

5.07

4.23

2.079

.019

Respo ndent s' Health

12.04

8.69

3.324

.001

4.37

3.35

2.100

.018

Equip ment Proble ms

Presen ce of Elect ric Line
Means
Yes

No

t-valu e

Signif icance 1\'

Cow Produ ction

5.42

4.86

2.198

.015

Cow Behav ior

4.55

4.00

2.386

.009

Cow Healt h Proble ms

4.95

4.11

2.156

.016

Respo ndent s' Health

10.95

8.81

2.120

.018

3.82

3.62

0.406

ns

Equip ment Proble ms

Presen ce of Pipe Line
Means
Yes

No

t-valu e

Signi ficanc e'"

Cow Produ ction

5.32

5.08

0.850

ns

Cow Behav ior

4.14

4.34

0.773

ns

Cow Healt h Proble ms

4.41

4.58

0.347

ns

Respo ndent s' Health

9.59

10.02

0.355

ns

Equip ment Proble ms

3.46

3.75

0.409

ns

"'Base d on one-t ailed t-tes t for indep enden t
sampl es
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FIGlJRE 1: TIMES PROBLEM INDICATED
BY KIND OF COW BEHAVIOR PROBLEM
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ITEM tiJM3ER
Total number of cases = 75
5. cows reluctant to enter barn and/or stalls
9. cattle dancing back and forth in stalls
10. cattle kicking off milkers
11. cattle pressing their noses against stall pipes, water cups or
cement curbs
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FIGURE 2: TIMES PROBLEM

I~DICATED

BY KIND OF COW HEALTH PROBLEM
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ITEM MJM3ER

18

20

23

24

Total N = 75
4. multiple or recurring mastitis (not responding to treatment)
8. swollen legs and joints
13. high veter inar ian bills
14. leukemia/anemia
15. inability to maintain weight in cold weather
16. poor hair coat, constant lice problems
17. inflamed sphincter valve (even among unmilked heifers)
18. tanish discharge under eyes, nostrils, and ears
19. stress rings on the hoofs (excessive growth)
20. heifers and cows have trouble getting up (legs seem numb)
21. tough hides which result in bent and broken injection needles
23. immune system failures resulting in Chlamydia, pneumonia, and Bovine
Viral Diarrhea
24. excessive teeth found in feeders and feedbunk
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FIGURE 3: TIMES PROBLEM INDICATED
BY KIND OF COW PRODUCTION" PROBLEM -
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ITEM NUM3ER
Total number = 75
1. uneven, incomplete and/or slow milkout
2. poor milk production
3. poor water consumption
6. breedback difficulties
7. cow production peaking early and not holding
12. high somatic cell counts
22. breeding problems, such as: silent heats, absorptions, and
spontaneous abortions
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FIGURE 4: TIMES PROBLEM INDICATED
BY KIND OF CALF PROBLEM
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ITEM NLM3ER

Total number of cases = 75
25. calves having poor survival rate
26. calves unable to grow at normal rate
27. calves with symptoms such as abscesses, sore gums, burnt knees,
unable to suck, rolls, tongue, diarrhea, and/or loose hair
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FIGURE 5: TIMES PROBLENI I)JDICATED
BY KIND OF CAT PROBLE11
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ITEM t-liMBER

1. cats sickly with rough, dull and shaggy coats
2. cats cease to bear litters or give birth to small, unhealthy litters
3. cats leave farm or die
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FIGURE 6: TIMES PROBLEM INDICATED
BY KIND OF EQUIPMENT PROBLEM
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ITEM t\UvffR
Total number of cases = 75
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

incandescent lamp failures (sometimes in groups, explosions)
unusually high rate of battery failure
radio and TV set failure (non-lightening related)
increasing motor burnouts
occasional shocks from water lines or furnaces
noisy telephone requiring frequent service calls or having false
rings

7. accelerated corrosion of well casings or other buried pipes
8. unexplained fluctuations in electric bills
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FIGURE 7: AGE DISTRIBUTION
..
OF 75 RESPONDENTS
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FIGURE 8: TIMES PROBLEM INDICATED
RESPONDENT INDICATING OWN PROBLEM --
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ITEMS ON HUMAN HEALTH PROBLEMS
1. tingli ng or numbn ess in arms or legs
2. frequ ent headac hes
3. frequ ent flu-li ke or cold sympto ms
4. vision proble ms (e.g., blurre d or heavy eyelid
s)
5. proble ms with breath ing
6. exces sive fatigu e
7. freque nt irrita bility
8. often feelin g under stress
9. weakn ess & pain in legs
10. forge tfulne ss
11. allerg ies
12. neuro logica l illnes s
13. ears ringin g
14. pressu re behind eyes
15. unexp lained nausea
16. unexp lained gener al feelin g of not being well
17. reheum atoid arthr itis
18. high incide nce of non-m aligna nt body tumor s
19. occur rence of malig nant body tumor s
22. having an illnes s that medic al profe ssion als
canno t diagno se
23. occur rence of heart relate d ailme nts
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FIGURE 9: TIMES PROBLEM INDICATED
PROBLEMS INDICATED FOR ALL PERSONS··
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FIGURE 10: TIMES PROBLEM INDICATED
FOR FEMALE RESPONDENTS AND TOTAL
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Female respondents = 14
21.
22.

(females) feeling bloated/retaining body fluids
(females) problems with menstrual cycle
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FIGURE 11: MEAN COW SYMPTOMS
"

BY PRESENCE OF HEALTH TREATMENT
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FIGURE 12: NUMBER YEARS liVING--

ON PRESENT FARM
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FIGURE 13: MEAN HEALTH· SYMPTOMS

BY PRESENCE OF liNE
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FIGURE 14: MITIGATION TYPE ..
BY PERCENT NOT IMPROVING PROBLEMS
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FIGURE 15: MEAN HEALTH, SYMPTOMS
BY MITIGATION TYPE
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CHAPTER X

ELECTRIC CURRENT MEASUREMENTS AND TRANSFORMER LOADING
Farms were chosen that had primary and secondary neutrals separated. The farms were disconnected
from the transfonner at the disconnect box, the fann was on a four wire connection and the
load was put on the system between the disconnect box and electric meter.
The following conditions existed with no load on the fann and the primary grounding connected:
0.01 -0.02 mg 60 Hz vertical field throughout the bam and fann yard area.
Ground to stall Fluke 87 measurements were 2.50 rnA and 88 mV DC; 3.1 mV and 0.08rnA AC.
Using a 240 V load with fault produced the following changes:
82 mVDC; 0.36rnA and 8.5 mV AC
With three wire system, Swain clamp-on meter on secondary grounding wire at the bam:
0.2 to 0.3 rnA when the transformer is loaded with fann off. Turning on the load with a fault the
current on the grounding wire went up to 16 rnA AC. Other tests indicated that the only
connection was the current from the case of the load into the ground and into the fann grounding
system. The load was in a conducting case on the ground at the meter pole. Electrically
isolating the load from the earth reduced the current to 0.3 rnA.

For the second fann, the conditions are described as follows:
With the fann off:
1.4mV and 0.04rnA AC; 200 mY and 3.3 rnA DC between the steel wall and the stall divider.
0.2 rnA AC on wire connecting the water line connected to ground grid as measured with the Swain
meter.
Fann off, transfonner load on:
6.8 mY and 0.15 rnA AC and 203 mY and 3.15 rnA DC
1.6 rnA on wire as measured with the Swain meter.
Fann off, Ihp load added to the transformer:
With transfonner ground connected 2rnA AC on the wire and 0.18 rnA between stall and metal wall.
With ground rod disconnected there was 1.5 rnA AC on the wire and 0.05 rnA between the two contact
points.
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Adding the 240 V fault load the current in the wire decreased from 1.6 to 1.2 rnA
Whenever 240 V loads were added to the system under four wire conditions, the currents increased in
all wires connected to ground rods or grounding grids.
A third fann was also analyzed because of its quite different system.
Fann is not isolated and has an EGS system operating.
With the fann electricity on and the EGS system off AC currents were present in all grounding wires
and steel stall dividers at levels between 25 and 150 rnA AC. These same values were present
with the fann electricity turned off. Some changes occurred from one place of measurement to another.
With the farm electricity on and the EGS system on, current measurements on grounds and
stall dividers in the barn were reduced to values ranging around 1 rnA AC. Under these same conditions
1400 rnA AC were entering theEGS grounding grid. As loads were added on the fann the current
going to the EGS grid increased to over 2000 rnA AC. With the EGS off, 260 rnA AC entered the barn
neutral from the primary neutral. Turning the barn electricity off, the current was 220 rnA entering
the barn neutral and therefore going into the earth. Disconnecting the electricity to the entire farm did
not change the results. On the primary grounding wire there was 25 rnA with the
EGS on and 44 rnA with the EGS off.
CONCLUSIONS
The measurements were all made at low use time to more easily observe the changes.
Electricity does reach the barn directly through the earth as demonstrated by the changes when loading
the transformer.
Disconnecting the primary grounding wire significantly decreasing the current in the ground in the barn
and around the farm.
Isolation decreases dramatically the quantity of primary neutral current going through the farm grounding
system. The current going directly from the primary to secondary neutral goes into the entire
grounding system and everything connected to that system and finally into the earth to return to the
substation.
Through phase control the EGS puts large quantities of current into the earth on its grounding grid
which neutralizes or counters the electricity coming into the barn from the primary neutral. The overall
consequence of this technology is to increase the current discharged to the earth.
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CHAPTER XI

THE TYPICAL STRA Y VOL TAGE FARM
While every stray voltage story is different, the infonnation gathered from many dairy fanners and their
consultants shows striking similarities among affected fanns. This infonnation fonDS the basis for the
following description of a "typical" stray voltage fann.
The typical owner battling stay voltage on the dairy fann is first of all a good fanner, with a history of
successful experience in the dairy business. While the fanner may have recently purchased the fann, or
recently have made significant modifications in equipment or buildings, there may be no apparent reason
for the appearance in the dairy herd of effects that are serious enough to require some type of immediate
response. The cows develop new and undesirable behaviors, such as not eating and drinking in
appropriate quantities, dancing back and forth in their stalls, and kicking off milkers. They refuse to enter
the parlor or stalls, and they show signs of stress in the bulging of their eyes. At about the same time the
cows develop multiple or recurring mastitis that does not respond to treatment. There is uneven,
incomplete and/or slow milkout and the somatic cell count begins to rise.
As the problems persist, milk production begins to decrease, as cow production peaks early and does not

hold. The fanner encounters breedback difficulties and breeding problems such as silent heats,
absorptions, and spontaneous abortions. Heifers and cows have trouble getting up, and their legs seem to
be numb. Many cows have swollen legs and joints.
At the same time a variety of health problems develop in the herd, resulting in high veterinary bills. The
cows experience immune system failures resulting in chlamydia, pneumonia, and bovine viral diarrhea
(BVD). They are susceptible to leukemia/anemia, are unable to maintain weight in cold weather, and they
experience inflamed sphincter valve (even among unmilked heifers).
As the fanner continues to observe the cattle closely, stress rings on the hooves are seen. Also noticed, are
the cows pressing their noses against stall pipes, water cups or cement curbs.
As these effects are observed in the cows, an alarming set of effects may also be taking place among the
calves. They may have a poor survival rate, and those who live seem unable to grow at a nonnal rate.
Symptoms such as abscesses, sore gums, burnt knees, and loose hair are common. The calves are often
unable to suck nonnally, and they may experience debilitating diarrhea.

Even pets on the fann are affected. Cats seem to be more commonly affected than other pets. They often
become sickly, with rough, dull and shaggy coats. They often can no longer bear litters, or they give birth
to small, unhealthy litters. Some cats leave the fann and die. The dogs may develop stiff joints and
become skittish at certain places on the fann property. Dogs, too, may have trouble bearing litters, and
they seem to have an increased susceptibility to cancer.
Electrical problems may also begin to occur more frequently. Incandescent bulbs blowout, radios and
TVs fail, there is an increase in electric motor burnouts, people occasionally receive a shock from water
lines or faucets, and there is unexplained fluctuation in electric bills. Under certain conditions, especially
near DC transmission lines or pipelines, the fanner may experience an accelerated corrosion of well
casings or buried pipes, and an unusually high rate of battery failure.
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Most alannin g to the farmer are the effects that are observ ¢ among the
family members. These effects
are most numerous and most severe among the members of the family
who are the most involved in
milking and work in the barn for extended periods of time. Family membe
rs, including, on some fanns,
those members of the family not often associated with the milking, experie
nce excessive fatigue. It has
become common for them to feel generally unwell, with no specific apparen
t cause. They often feel under
stress and are frequently irritable and forgetful. Some have tingling or
numbness in their arms and legs,
and sometimes weakness and pain in their legs. They have frequent headach
es, and some vision problems
such as blurred vision or heavy eyelids; sometimes they feel pressure behind
their eyes. Some family
members have problems with breathing and with ringing in the ears.
They have frequent cold and flu
symptoms, unexplained nausea, and an increased problem with allergie
s. One or more of the members of
the family may have developed rheumatoid arthritis. The women of the
family complain that they feel'
bloated, and they appear to be retaining body fluid. Most disturbing is
the fact that one or more of the
family members may have developed an illness that health professionals
have not been able to diagnose.

As each of the effects in the dairy herd is noted, the farmer treats it in the
accepted manner. As is usually
the case with problems in a dairy herd, the farmer suspects that improv
ed management can resolve the
problems. Like all good dairy farmers, there is a lifetime of experience
to draw from in analyzing
management causes. Soon the farmer exhausts all options for manage
ment sol~tions, but conditions
continue to deteriorate. In growing frustration, the farmer calls in a series
of farm consultants and
experts. These individuals are asked to analyze the feed, check for any
unusual disease, test the milking
equipment and look for any management deficiency. The focus of attentio
n is always on the dairy herd,
since it is the dairy herd that provides the income for the farm operatio
n. The consultants make
suggestions ranging from procedural changes to buying their equipment
or special services. The farmer
acts on the information immediately, spending a considerable amount
of money having new equipment
installed, introducing a more expensive feeding system, and beginning
an extensive vaccination program.
Most often none of these approaches resolves the problems, and the conditio
ns continue to deteriorate.
After spending a considerable amount of money making changes, the
farmer continues to lose cattle and
production. The consultants have no more suggestions, and so now the
subject of stray voltage arises.
The farmer brings in the electric utility, electricians and other experts
to determine if a stray voltage
problem exists. If a possible stray voltage problem is identified, based
on cow contact voltage of greater
than 0.5 VAC with a 500 ohm shunt on the meter, the electric utility installs
an isolation system. At the
same time additional grounding is often added to the farm to reduce the
cow contact voltage. The farmer
is also advised to add mitigation systems such as the equipotential plane.
The farmer may experience a number of results from these installations.
There may be noticeable
beneficial changes in cattle production, behavior and health. These change
s may continue to be beneficial
for a long period of time, or they may be temporarily beneficial for a week,
a month or a year or more.
Then, with no change in operation of the mitigation systems and with
cow contact voltages below 0.5
VAC, the effects appear again, as serious as before any electrical mitigati
on was carried out.
When additional electrical measurements are made on the dairy farm,
it is observed that certain electrical
conditions tend to prevail. Even if electrical power is turned off on the
farm, both alternat ing and direct
currents are measured in conducting parts of the bam. Also AC electric
potentials are present between
two independent ground rods in the region around the bam. Both alternat
ing and direct currents in
conducting parts of the bam change as either 120 or 240 VAC loads are
turned on. In bams where the
problems are especially bad, alternating current in the range of 10-20
rnA will appear in conducting parts
of the bam when either 120 or 240 VAC loads are turned on. These conduc
tors are not connected to
either the secondary or the primary neutral.
Approximately 65% of the of the dairy farmers using an isolation system
or other mitigation method
experience no change or only a temporary change in the stray voltage
effects. The changes resulting from
mitigation efforts can also be detrimental. Adding grounding or installin
g an equipotential plane, for
example, are options that are unlikely to cause any improvement in the
problem; in fact, they more often
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aggravate the seriousness of the effects. Even though the problem has not been solved by any of these
mitigation methods, however, the experience of the daily'fanner clearly demonstrates that there is an
association between the effects on the fann and changes in the electrical system.
As the fann family continues to observe and analyze the effects on livestock, they learn to expect
conditions to be worse when the cattle spend more time in the barn. The effects usually become more
severe when ground moisture increases, when electric use in the region around the fann increases, and
when there is an increase in underground installation of pipes or cables. The effects decrease when cattle
spend less time in the barn and when there is a decrease in electrical usage near the fann Conditions
usually improve significantly when primary grounding wires are disconnected.

Although the fann family has been preoccupied with the stray voltage effects on the livestock, eventually
they take notice of the human health problems that are being experienced by the family members. Even
though the family members recognize a connection between their health problems and the problems on
the fann, their expert consultants continue to insist that it is impossible for stray voltage to have any effect
on human health.
The operators of this typical stray voltage fann have not only experienced considerable financial losses,
but have also spent thousands of dollars attempting to get the problem solved. They reaIize that when a
fann is labeled as a stray voltage fann, it will no longer have value as a dairy operation. The family faces
the prospect of losing their fann and their future.
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CHAPTER XII

STRA Y VOLTAGE MITIGATION

ISOLATION
Isolation is the most common choice for mitigating.stray voltage. The electric utility decides the need for
isolation on the basis of the magnitude of the cow contact voltages resulting from electric currents
reaching the dairy bam by ways of the primary neutral. The magnitude of the cow contact voltage which
determines the need for isolation is dependent on the specific utility. Many have selected 0.5 VAC as the
minimum voltage for installing an isolation device. If cow contact voltages are less than 0.5 VAC, the
farmer is informed that there is no stray voltage problem on the farm. Consequently a number of farms
are not isolated eventhough they have documented the stray voltage effects and have not been able to find
any other source of the problem. Many of these farms are forced to quit their dairy operation. In the
preparation of this report approximately ten such cases were identified.
In addition, 126 cases with isolation devices were identified. The impact on the dairy operation after
isolation is as follows: On 4 of the farms the problems became more severe, on 82 of the farms the
isolator had either a temporary or no overall beneficial effect and on 40 of the farms there was a small to
significant improvement.
In studying the individual cases it became clear that more than one electrical factor was involved.
Especially for farms near natural gas and oil pipelines, DC transmission lines and sometimes AC
transmission lines, the isolation devices were less likely to be effective. Most often if the farm is more
isolated from other users or sources of electricity, the isolator is likely to be more effective. Unfortunately
even these observations are not conclusive and exceptions occur. The presence of open neutral
underground distribution lines complicate the picture.

EQUIPOTENTIAL PLANE
Only 11 farms using equipotential planes were identified. Farmers have in general received no help from
the equipotential plane. Because farmers share information, there has been a reluctance to spend money
on this mitigation method. The information for the 11 supports this contention. For 3 the problems
became worse, for 7 there was no change and for I there seemed to be an improvement but a number of
other changes had been made at the same time of adding the equipotential plane. In nearly every case a
short term improvement was experienced but this condition did not persist. In order to continue milking
cows on the equipotential plane, farmers discovered that it was necessary to disconnect all contacts
between the equipotential plane and the primary or secondary neutrals.
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ELECTRONIC GROUNDING SYSTEM
20 farms were identified that owned or had owned the EGS. The results experienced by the dairy farmers
was mixed. For 3 farms the problems became worse requiring the removal of the system, for 9 there was
either a temporary improvement no change in the problems experienced and for 8 farms there was some
or a significant improvement for the dairy cows.

DISCONNECTING PRIMARY GROUNDING WIRES
"

Over the past number of years, fanners, in desperation, have disconnected the primary grounding on their
farms and sometimes even off their farms. The infonnation is limited for these cases because the farmers
fear retribution for this action. In most cases the fanners have documented the changes associated with
the disconnection of the grounds. In additional measurements have been made on these farms which
demonstrates that electricity entering the earth at the primary grounding is reaching the barn. These
measurements have demonstrated that not only the primary grounding on the farm but the primary
.
grounding off the farm also contributes to the electricity in the ground.
Infonnation has been obtained for 12 dairy farms where this action is known to have been taken.
CASE 1
Disconnecting the grounds were associated with an immediate increase in water and feed consumption, a
longer term and steady increase in milk production, a decrease in the sec and general overall
improvement in health. In addition those working on the fann experienced an improvement in health.
Upon reconnection all of the positive aspects of the disconnection returned. The adverse effects returned
very quickly. Even with the grounds disconnected the problems were still not totally eliminated.
CASE 2
On this farm disconnecting the grounds improved the production and health of the cows but only
continued for a short period of time.
CASE 3
The results of disconnecting the grounds on this fann were remarkable. When the grounds were
connected cows were actually dying in their stalls, water and feed consumption were very low and all of
the stray voltage problems were especially serious. When the grounds were disconnected the water and
feed consumption went up immediately as well as the behavior of the cows improving. Milk production
increased and sce decreased, there was a general improvement in the health of the cows. For the people
. living on the farm there was also a clear and significant improvement in health. If the grounds were
connected again all the effects reverted to the original severe state. When the grounds are connected,
there are times when the farm family is forced to live elsewhere for a day or a few days until conditions
improve.
CASE 4
On this farm the disconnecting of the grounds has an immediate and beneficial effect on behavior, milk
production. sce, water and feed consumption and general health of the animals. Within approximately
one week after the grounds are disconnected. the benefits are no longer observed. This process can be
repeated after the grounds are again connected for a period of time.
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CASES
For this farmer the disconnection of the grounds was dramatic for both
humans and animals. The water
and feed consumption would increase immediately, the improvement
in the behavior of the cows was
significant and immediate and those working in the bam noticed an immedi
ate improvement in their
sense of well being. The production would increase and the SCC would
decrease. The grounds were
never allowed to be disconnected for a long period of time but it appeare
d as if the beneficial effects of the
disconnection of the grounds would probably not continue indefinitely.
Upon connection of the grounds
the problems returned to the same level as before they were disconnected.
CASE 6
At the time of disconnection of the grounds, an immediate change occurre
d for both the animals and the
people on the farm. Milk production increased and SCC decreased steadily
until reaching a level never
known on this farm during the time of dealing with stray voltage. The
health of both animals and humans
has improved significantly since the disconnection of these grounds.
CASE 7
This farmer experienced improvements from the disconnection of the
grounds but not sufficient nor
sufficiently long to save his dairy operation.
CASE 8
On this farm the beneficial impact was most noticeable when grounds
associated with a nearby
transmission line were disconnected. As for previous cases the benefits
were associated with all aspects of
the well being of both the cattle and people on the farm.
CASE 9
When all other electrical changes had been made and still no help for
the animals or people, the farm
disconnected the grounds. The beneficial effect in behavior of the cows
and sense of well being of the
people was immediate. The grounds were reconnected by the utility
within a few days of disconnection
so no long tenn effect could have been observed.
CASE 10
The problems became extremely serious on this farm for both animals
and humans. The farmer
disconnected the grounds and experienced immediate beneficial changes
. The behavior, health and
production as well as human health improved. This farm did not have
a long period for recording the
benefits because the electric utility disconnected his power.
CASE II
On this farm survival for humans and animals required the disconnection
of the grounds. Even some
secondary ground ing could not be connected. This farm had an unusual
and unbelievable set of problems
for both animals and humans which were unmanageable even with the
grounds cut but incomprehensible
if the grounds were connected.
CASE 12
This fann also has problems which can only be associated with electric
ity and electrical changes which
are beyond comprehension. The fann family has lived and does on occasio
n live off the farm for periods
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of time as a means of survival. The disconnection of groW).ds is necessa
ry on this farm simply to continue
operation. The disconnection, however, does not solve the problem but
does provide some relief.

NEUTRALIZING DIRE CT CURRENTS
On five fanns 12 VDC batteries have been used to mitigate the behavio
r, production and health effects. In
all cases short tenn positive changes were accomplished. In only one
case was the improvement
significant over a longer period of time. The connections were made
differently on each farm. Only by
trial and error were the most appropriate points for connecting the batterie
s detenm ned. Each farm is
different.

ELEC TRIC AL ISOLATION FROM THE EARTH
Farmers discovered that raising animals off the floor with electrically
resistive material separating the
animals from the floor had beneficial effects. Two specific methods were
used. One was simply allowing
the buildup of a straw pack for dry cows and calves and a second was
deliberately placing the cows in a
trailer which was electrically isolated from the earth and some distanc
e (1-2 m) above the surface. Both of
these method were quite successful in reducing the loss of calves and
improving the health of dray cows.
The straw pack method was used for calves at the old University of Minnes
ota dairy bam in 81. Paul. One
dairy farmer had recorded success in significantly increasing milk product
ion and improv ing cow health
by using a trailer electrically isolated from the ground. Other dairy farmers
had used this method for
improving calf survival and growth. Eventhough the positive impact
of this mitigation procedure is
sufficient to encourage its use, the cost both in dollars and time is too
great to make it realistic on a
commercial scale.
This particular method of mitigation did not eliminate the exposure of
the cows to all electromagnetic
fields. The 60 Hz magnetic fields, for example, could reach the animals
.

TRAP
The trap was developed by Vulcan Engine ering for the purpose of control
ling ground currents on dairy
fanus. The detenm nation of trap location is based on the measurements
between a set of five copper clad
steel grids which are buried in the ground. The currents measured between
the grids provides the
information the major directions of current in the flow. When the directio
n of major current flows in the
earth is determined, a wire grid is dug into the earth between the current
flow and the farm. The grid is a
series of wires which appear to be able to create a resonant effect for 60Hz
and its hannon ics. When
functioning as designed, the grid absorbs the electrical currents in the
resonant circuit and actually
become hot. Again when functioning as designed grass does not grow
above it (this may be partially
caused by the salt used) and cattle will not cross the grid.
Of the five farms known to have a trap, three experienced an unusual
improvement for both animals and
people. The length of time that these improvements persisted ranged
from a few months to approximately
one year. As additional traps on different sides of the farm have been
added for two fanns, there were
renewed improvements. Again these improvements did not persist for
more than a few months.
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The fact that this approach has had some success sugge~ ~t the current traveling through the earth is
accessing the fanns. It is important to point out that the traps are not connected to the neutral of any
electrical system. The trap is a free standing unit not connected to any energy source or anything else.
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CHAPTER XIII

SUMMARY
THE SHOCK
In considering the general nature of the stray voltage problem, it is important to begin with a fundamental
principle. A well known incident that occasionally occurs in any electrical system is a ground fault by
which a bare 120 VAC wire touches the earth. The electrical result of a fault is current traveling between
the bare wire touching the earth and the neutraJlground.. In the dairy operation this current can and does
reach the barn and the cow environment when the fault occurs on the fann or even at a nearby location.
Ground faults are the classic and historic source of ground currents and also the classic and historic cause
of stray voltage effects on dairy cows. The ground fault is responsible for ground currents and these
ground currents enter the cow environment. Whether the electric currents from the ground fault primarily
cause the animals to be shocked or cause them to be affected in other ways has never been experimentally
determined.
From historic records, the ground fault is probably the fundamental reason for the origin of the stray
voltage problem. The effects on dairy cows which have been associated with ground faults are the same as
those identified today as occurring on stray voltage dairy farms. This correlation has been known and
experienced in the dairy industry for nearly 50 years. When a farmer requests assistance for identifying a
stray voltage problem, the fault is usually the first cause considered.
The decision process connecting the fault and effects determines the approaches for understanding how
electricity might interact with the cows. The basic model of interaction was connected to the electrical
shock. Except for some Eastern European research, very little information was available relating other
models for interaction at the time of first encountering stray voltage. The dairy industry and the research
institutions chose to use the shock model to explain the effects of stray voltage. Consequently up to the
present the shock model has prevailed and has been the basic model for all investigations, mitigation and
research. Although research institutions may have considered other models. none has been forthcoming
in the dairy industry.
The ground fault can introduce sufficient currents into the cows environment to cause the cows to be
shocked but the basic impact of ground faults is to cause currents to flow in the earth and produce ground
currents. These ground currents can, of course, increase the cow contact voltages and the neutral to earth
voltages which can provide opportunity for the cows to be shocked in the barn.
For at least ten years, dairy operators have been able to eliminate the potential for cows to be shocked in
the dairy barn but have not been able to eliminate the effects of stray voltage. A number of observations
made by dairy fanners can be used to evaluate the feasibility of using shock model to explain the stray
voltage effects. The possibility for shock is associated with contact between the floor and a conducting
member in the barn. These conducting members are usually stall dividers and water cups. With the
exception of the water cup, the cow rarely needs to touch any conducting member in the barn and its only
contact in the barn is the floor. If water consumption were decreased because of receiving a shock. there
could be health and production problems. One would not anticipate that the cows would dance in their
stalls. for example, if their water intake were low. Surprising is the fact that cows will frequently press
their noses tightly against water cups, stall dividers, and curbing. While the cows are engaged in such an
action they will stop dancing in the stalls. Again when removing their noses from the metal. they will
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begin dancing. Electrical changes in the cows environm~nt have been associated with this action. If the
shock is what the cow is avoiding, this action is not logicai.
The type of barn should be able to predict the impact of the shock model because the parlor is quite
different from the stall and for wooden stanchions. Stray voltage effects are common in all types of
facilities from the old barns constructed from wood to the most modem parlor facility. There has been no
documented differences in severity in stray voltage effects related to bam type.
There is sufficient information available today to suggest the need to expand the modeling of stray voltage
problem. One of the pwposes of this report is to suggest other models. Following some general summary
statements models will be discussed.

GENERAL
There are at least two basically different effects that EM energies can have on living organisms. One
effect is to regulate the spatial orientation and the rhythm of physiological processes. A second effect is
changing behavior and vital processes. Both natural and technologically produced EM energies can
produce effects. For example, natural earth and atmospheric EM fields may be basic forces synchronizing
the rhythms of biological processes. The regulatory system of living organisms seems to respond to
variations in these apparent major controlling natural EM fields. One may expect technologically
produced fields to interfere with an organism's regulation system because these EM energies are of
entirely different frequencies and intensities from the natural ones. Therefore, introduction of these
foreign EM noises into the organism's environment have potential for producing hannful effects.
EM energy interact with living organisms in a number of possible ways. Photon absorption is especially
important at higher frequencies. Induction currents, mainly from magnetic fields, capacitive currents
from electric fields and contact (resistive) currents are important for lower frequencies and direct currents
(DC). Magnetic and electric fields may also interact directly with or independent of induced currents.
For example, electric fields cause currents in conductors. The biological systems have conducting
regions. and within these regions there are currents and current densities to consider when they are
exposed to either an electric or a magnetic field. When exposed to a higher frequency EM field, the
electric field component generates an electric current of the same frequency, and that current is
concentrated nearer the surface of the conducting region. For these higher frequencies, the effect of the
magnetic component is considered less important because, alone, it produces a much smaller current in
the same conducting region. It is possible, as well, for the magnetic field to produce intrinsic effects apart
from the effects of the current induced into the conducting materials.
The earth carries about 65% of the return current in the 60 Hz transmission/distribution system. As a
consequence, electric current is in the earth as well as in water pipes, sewer lines, ground wires or any
other conducting materials in the earth. Everything touching the earth, including all structures such as
buildings or parts of buildings, carry 60 Hz AC currents because the uncontained current is free to seek
the easiest path to its destination. The presence of currents in all materials has become normative. but it
certainly is not appropriate. This condition is essentially true for all EM sources. Whether the source is
micro or radio wave transmission, 60 Hz AC or DC, each uses the earth as a reference in its ground
connection. Therefore. the earth is connected to all sources of EM energy, and currents associated with
each of these sources is in the earth. EM fields and currents in the earth, whether of natural or human
origin, will access most living organisms because these organisms touch the earth or some solid material
connected to the earth. As currents and fields in the earth change through natural fluctuations or human
activity, so also will change the currents and fields experienced by living organisms in contact with them.
There are EM energies in the earth and atmosphere which are naturally present and originate from a
number of sources. EM energies from technological activities add to or subtract from the natural fields
and currents and increase the complexity of EM fields and currents. These changes have significantly
affected the level of EM exposure for living organisms.
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Since the EM profile of both the atmosphere and earth lu!v~ changed, living organisms who live at the
boundary of the atmosphere and earth are experiencing new and greater currents and fields interacting
with their bodies. For example, the floor of a building can be that boundary so that changes in either the
EM energy in the floor or the region above the floor can affect the currents in living organisms in contact
with the floor. It is also possible for an interaction to occur even when the organism does not make
contact with the floor. The EM fields caused by charges and currents in the floor can induce currents in
living organisms. So additional currents and fields in the earth can appear as additional currents and
fields in living organisms. Just as currents exist and ions migrate in the earth, so can currents exist and
ions migrate in living organisms in contact with the earth. It is now nearly impossible to locate a region
in the world with only the natural EM fields because of the proliferated use of EM energy. As a
consequence, it is more difficult to research the possible effects of EM energy because of the problem of
identifying an unaffected or natural control space.
..
The human body is a complex array of materials with various electrical and magnetic characteristics.
Materials range from good conductors, such as liquids, to good nonconductors, such as the fibrous
materials. Other materials include semiconductors and combinations of semiconductors which can act as
diodes. Bones have piezoelectric characteristics. In the bending of bones electrical potentials and
currents are generated. The reverse effect also occurs. in that bones bend as electrical currents pass
through them. The heart. of course, functions by electrical impulse. The entire nervous system transmits
information through pulses of electrical energy. Sensory perception, such as vision, is the conversion of
one form of EM energy to DC that is transmitted and read in the central nervous system.
When metal from implants is dissolved in tissue through corrosion, it can be carried off and encapsulated
in fibrous tissue. Such ions as sodium, calcium and potassium are positively charged, and as they move
through the body they create an electric current. These ions can be carried through the body by moving
fluids. or they can be transported as if they were part of an operating battery creating an electric current.
Electrical polarization of tissue produces electric fields, the only known force capable of producing long
distance structural effects through an existing tissue matrix. The resistivity of the various areas of the
body determines the electric current densities. In the regions of the body with low resistivity larger
currents will be present in regions of high resistivity smaller currents will exist. Tissue and fluid
resistivities depend upon frequency. Cells are dielectrics which have increasing resistivity with lower
frequencies. For example, in some body materials resistivity is different in different directions. suggesting
that it is non-isotropic material. Resistivity seems to be quite variable, but the appearance of variability
could be an artifact of the measurement process.
Physiological effects on living organisms have been correlated with small direct currents. extra-low
frequency (ELF) fields at volts/meter, low power radio frequency and microwaves, and combinations of
these. Radio frequency fields modulated at ELF's, for example, demonstrate significant effects because
the radio frequency fields appear to be the best carrier for most effectively exposing cells to the ELF fields.
There is no clearly defined lower limit at which EM energy affects organisms. However, the levels at
which effects are observed continues to go down. Research shows that different results occur under
cellular or segmental exposure as compared to whole body exposure. Sometimes effects are frequency
dependent and sometimes frequency independent. Pulsed EM energies seem to produce greater effects
than steady state energies. Higher frequency EM energies can affect molecular states which may cause a
biological or health effect. Lower frequencies likely interact more as separate magnetic and electric fields.
Each can produce electric currents in the conducting areas of the organism. These currents can produce
effects either by polarizing charge at cell boundaries or by transporting ions through the electric circuits in
the body. DC can cause negative effects under some conditions and positive effects under others. In
some cases magnitude windows characterize the effects in such a way that greater effects can occur at low
intensity levels and not at higher.

If biological processes depend on electrical signals for appropriate functioning, the magnitudes of 60 Hz
fields. as well as higher frequencies produced in human technologies, can overwhelm the natural signals.
Natural electric fields at frequencies above 50 Hz are very small. on the order of 0.00 1 Vim. Because of
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modem technology, the AC electric fields in the environmc:nt of living
organis ms are much higher than
they were prior to the industrial age. At some level these fields may
produce environ ments that exceed the
coping capabil ities of living organisms.
There is very little research to guide theory and model constru ction
for some types of EM exposure.
Among these exposur es are the effects of direct current electric fields,
the effects of transien ts. and the
effects of continu ous currents at levels similar to those that are naturall
y present in the body. Living
organis ms rarely experie nce only one externa l source of EM energy,
and for now researc h results do not
help in analyzi ng the effects experienced from combin ations of these
pararne ters-sy nergist ic effects.
Models based on physical principles, used successfully with non living
systems, are not adequa te to
explain physical change s in biological systems. Living organis ms
apparen tly involve interact ion
mechan isms that are both nonline ar and interactive (Szent-Gyorgyi
1960). Among biologic al systems, a
small gradien t over a long period of time may produce signific ant effects
even when the potentia l for
change seems small.
We have suggest ed the term electromagnetics ecology for the study
of the overall interact ion of
environ mental EM energies with living organisms. The develop ment
of electrom agnetic s ecology as a
viable area of study will require address ing a number of issues.
One issue is the importa nce of conside ring the multipl e sources of
EM energies. The design of our
electric transmi ssion/d istribut ion system is especially importa nt. Over
the North Americ an contine nt the
earth is used as a major current carryin g conduct or in the system. Because
dairy farms are so well
grounde d, electric ity can and does reach these farms as it travels in
the earth. For populat ion centers
electric current in the earth is found concent rated in water pipes and
other conduc tors in contact with the
earth. These electric currents are not limited to wires and are free to
interact with humans and animals
whethe r in schools, homes, offices and factories or on dairy farms.
The tendenc y to separat e stray voltage effects on the dairy farms from
effects associa ted with transmi ssion
lines, electric blanket s, and transformers cannot be supported. In reality
it is the same electric ity
interact ing with humans and animals , whethe r it derives from cellular
phones. police radar or any other
electric al usage. There certainly can be some differences in the effects
from each source, but there seems
to be a general effect that we can best refer to as "stress like."
Researc h method ologies which can deal with multipl e effects from
multipl e sources will be importa nt in
the investigations. In addition the possible effects of continu ous current
s at levels similar to those that are
naturall y present in the body requires careful study. Exposures of greater
magnitu des may not necessa rily
produce the greatest effects. Living organisms rarely experience only
one externa l source of EM energy,
and at present researc h results do not help in analyzi ng the effects
experie nced from synergi sms.
No suitable theories and models emerge from extant literature to guide
amelior ative action in dealing with
undesir able EM effects. The gap between theory and applica tion continu
es to allow an informa tional void
that is in many respects costly for living organisms. There may be
a commo n set of health effects that can
occur because of the interaction of any form or combin ation of forms
of externa lly produce d EM energie s
with the natural fields and currents in the body. This certainl y does
not exclude some of the known
specific health and biological effects, but in addition there may be a
mechan ism which fits with more
recent underst anding of the functions of EM currents and fields in
the bodies of living organis ms.
It is possible that researc h results will only be reproducible when more
of the individ ual inadver tent EM
exposur es in each researc h laboratory is taken into account. Two research
laborato ries could not be
expecte d to have the same ambient EM environment. That ambien
t state is where the control group lives.
In laborato ry researc h using animals, it is also importa nt to determi
ne the EM environ ment under which
the animals were raised. The accumulative differences between individu
als do affect their sensitiv ities to
such factors as EM energies. Survival of experimental animals may
be determi ned more by the EM
environ ment in which they were raised than by their inheren t sensitiv
ity to EM energy.
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There is a political side to these knowledge shortfalls. The establishing of correlations between health
and EM energies has far reaching impacts. The electrical industry, whether associated with delivery or
emission of EM energy or with the consuuction or marketing of electrical equipment, is likely to be reo
quired to undergo significant changes. In many cases organizations with the highest vested interest
control the acquisition and dispensing of infonnation related to the effects of EM energy. The public
often feels threatened by any possible loss of electrical service or any other perceiVed retribution. In additiar.. individuals may face choices of relocating their residence, changing employment and revising
lifestyles in order to reduce exposure to EM energy. Each can represent economic costs which may be
beyond available resources. Consequently, there may be a public reluctance to discuss perceptions of
effects of EM energies on health and/or the health of livestock. Many adversely affected persons also feel
that neither the electrical industry nor governmental agencies are willing to support a serious program to
discover cause and effect relations suitable for developing solutions.

INTERACTION MODELS
Models exist for objects as large as quasars and as small as atoms. Models have also been proposed
which portray energy forms. The interaction model attempts to describe the processes occuning as energy
and objects interact. Two interactions which have special significance in this research involve EM energy
in the earth and EM energy in living organisms.

THE EARTH AND ELECTROMAGNETICS
The earth is made up of diverse materials which differ in electric and magnetic properties. These
differences influence the electrical and magnetic dynamics of the earth. The magnitude of electric
currents in specific regions of the earth, for example, is greatly affected by the electrical conductivity
profile of the earth materials. The sources of natural EM energy in the earth result from electrical activity
the atmosphere, the ion currents brought about by the rotation of the earth and induction currents from
magnetic field variations produced by solar charged particles. The distributions of these EM energies
create the basic natural EM dynamics of the earth.

Dowsing-a Tool for Detecting EM Distributions:
There is evidence to suggest that dowsing can be used to detect EM energy in the earth. Throughout
history there has been research demonstrating that the human body senses a changing magnetic field as it
moves through a magnetic field anomaly. In the case of dowsing for water the natural electric currents in
the aquifers produce a variation in the earth's magnetic field around the aquifer. Those individuals who
are especially sensitive to the changes in magnetic field will respond in some way as they walk through
the magnetic field anomaly associated with electric currents in the water. Obviously these changes in
magnetic field are very small resulting in an unconscious internal effect that is apparently visualized by
using a prop of some type. Historically the prop has been a tree branch or a pair of conductors bent into
the shape of the letter L. Electronic insuuments do not appear to be sufficiently selective in their response
to the specific change in magnetic field to measure what is sensed by humans.
Dowsers have recognized, while searching for water, that materials other than water carned electric
currents, and that magnetic materials in the earth also could produce magnetic field anomalies. These
factors have influenced the success of the dowser but also have encouraged different applications of
dowsing. The concept is applied by employees of city and state water departments for locating buried
water lines and by employees of electric utilities for locating underground electrical cables. The magnetic
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field anomal ies resultin g from electric current s in the pipes and cables
can be detected by the dowsin g
methodology, and no expensive equipm ent is required. '.
Anothe r applica tion of the dowsing technique is for the purpose of identify
ing the ley lines in the earth.
The state of the earth before the additions of industri al EM energy has
been described as a network of
lines of EM energy within the earth (Leviton 1989). Historically a
segmen t of society, usually associa ted
with the artistic community, has had an interest in the ley lines of the
earth because of the sense that they
are associa ted with human well being. Ley lines are detected by dowsin
g method s and are conside red to
be regions of electromagnetic energy in the earth. Public interest seems
to acknow ledge the value of
knowin g the locations of the ley lines in the earth when the Seattle
Arts Commi ssion funded a project to
locate the ley lines throughout the city of Seattle (Leviton 1989). There
may be other applica tions of the
dowser methodologies, but this diverse group certainly encourages a
study of the signific ance of
infonna tion obtaine d through dowsing.

Natur al Conducting Paths:
Certain ly the fact that the earth is a diverse conduc tor suggests the possibil
ity of a well developed system
of electric current paths within the earth. These current paths would
be the primary carriers of electric
current in the earth. They are primary because they most likely represe
nt regions of normall y highest
electric conductivity. Within the context of the ley line model, these
conduc ting paths would be the ley
lines. Knowle dge of earth materials predicts that underground water
bodies would play an importa nt role
in electrical conduction. Because the earth is continually evolving,
one expects some variatio n in the
location and the intensity of the earth's ley lines. Within this model
the ley lines may also have a
connect ion with electric currents in the aunosphere. As mentioned
previously, the aunosp heric electric
field drives an electric current between the aunosp here and the earth.
Under fair weathe r conditio ns the
current flows to the earth whereas under stonny conditions the electric
al current s can either go into the
earth or out of the earth depending on the electrical charge at the base
of the clouds. Surface conduc tivity
detemti nes the locations of greatest intercha nge of electric current between
the aunosp here and the earth.
These points may well be the beginnings or ends of the ley lines.

The Effects of Technological Growth on the Conducting Paths:
Electrical conduc tivities within the earth have changed in the era of
industrialization. Conduc ting
materia ls such as natural gas and oil pipelines and electric cables have
been buried in the earth. Railroa d
tracks have been laid on the earth. Mining operations and drilling for
oil, natural gas, and water have
also affected conductivities. Consequently in many regions of the earth
the natural current s have had to
adjust to those change s in conductivity. The adjusun ents include changes
in the locations and intensit ies
of the ley lines. Change s also occur in the electrical conductivity on
or above the earth's surface, such as
in steel buildin gs or structures with steel embedded concrete.
Imagine for a momen t the additional electrical currents which have
been added to the circuits in the earth
as a result of industrialization. Any calculation of these currents in
the earth is complic ated by an
inability to know how the earth materials affect the characteristics of
this EM energy. The relative phases
of the current s in the earth will be especially importa nt in determi ning
electric current levels at specific
points in the earth. The largest addition is the 60 Hz electric current
which results from the use of the
earth by electric utilities as a current carrying conductor. Radio
transmitters also use the earth as part of
the antenna which connects the circuits in the earth to RfEM energie
s. In addition, over the years
concern over military defense of the country has led to the utilization
of the earth for transmi tting low
frequency signals to submarines and other military equipment. The
perceived need to connec t all
electrical equipm ent to the earth for safety reasons has added many
sources of EM energy to the circuits of
the earth. If the ley lines are the regions of greatest electrical conduct
ivity, one would expect that much of
the technol ogically produced electrical energy would travel in the ley
lines rather than in other areas of
the earth. The magnitu de of the technologically produced currents
dwarfs that of the natural current s at
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most times, except at specific locations during thundersto,nns. Overloading the circuits in the earth can
lead to changes in these circuits such as enlarging those in'existence and/or adding more circuits.
Overloading the circuits will cause the currents to spread more extensively so that currents will be present
in all regions of the earth. The detection of the natural ley lines in the earth has now been complicated by
the effects of the additional currents in the earth. Dowsing methods may not be able to distinguish
between natural and technologically produced currents. Thus ley lines may become indistinguishable
from other current carrying paths in the earth.

Measurement ofEarth Current Flow:
Historically currents in the earth have been measured by placing three specially designed rods in the
ground which would simultaneously provide a measure of the electric currents in the North-South and
East-West directions. These electric currents are DC with low frequency oscillations caused primarily by
the ion fluctuations in the upper atmosphere. Measuring these same currents today has become a
formidable task. The 60 Hz currents in the earth overwhelm the natural currents making it difficult to
recognize the natural currents. Because natural 60 Hz currents are nearly nonexistent, all 60 Hz currents
that are measured can be assumed to be from technological sources.
Although the existence of ley lines has been already established by the dowser, the scientist requires
reproducible measurements such as those provided by electronic meters to validate the existence of ley
lines and to use them as a basis for further understanding. Using the observation of two crossing rods
cannot give numbers which are required for computer modeling and mathematical equation. In principle
the changes in magnetic fields experienced by the dowser could be assessed by measuring the electric
current induced in an appropriate conductor or by measuring the force on charged particles moving
through the magnetic field. Instmments can be built to measure extremely small magnetic fields and
changes in magnetic fields for either of these techniques. The problem encountered with electronic
devices is to separate changes in a magnetic field that one would like to measure from all the other
changes in a magnetic field that are encountered in the measurement environment. At a specific location
the earth's natural magnetic field is nearly constant and DC in character. Direct currents in the
conducting areas of the earth such as aquifers produce small DC magnetic fields which add to or subtract
from the natural magnetic field of the earth. These additions or subtractions are the anomalies which
apparently create the response of the dowser and the rods. Electronically distinguishing the anomaly from
the natural field is a significant limiting factor for measuring the magnetic field produced separately by
direct currents in the conducting areas of the earth.
Although indirect, one possible means for electronically locating the ley lines is to measure the 60 Hz
magnetic field. If the EM model of earth can be characterized as having an electronic circuitry with
preferred regions for current flow, called ley lines, the 60 Hz currents are also concentrated in the regions
of the ley lines. These 60 Hz currents produce 60 Hz magnetic fields, and these magnetic fields can be
measured by electronic instruments. The 60 Hz magnetic field produced by the 60 Hz electric currents are
unique to technological production and can easily be distinguished from magnetic fields naturally
occurring in the earth.

Galvanic Cells in the Earth:
Another important characterization of the earth's EM energy involves the interaction of the EM energy
with earth materials. In the earth are natural galvanic cells that can be produced by differences in
chemical composition at different points in the earth and by migration of ions through water. A galvanic
cell is similar to a flasWight battery, These galvanic cells can be sources of low level DC in the earth.
Galvanic cell production is enhanced both by adding solid conductors to the earth and increasing the ionic
content. The necessary components for the galvanic cell are two different metals with a suitable ionic
path between them. Steel posts. steel pipelines, copper electric cables. copper ground rods, etc., are buried
in the earth as part of the industrialization of the world. All of these materials. as well as many chemicals
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added to the environment, create a new set of conditions for the galvanic cells. One consequence of these
changes is the corrosion of buried metallic materials. Part"ofthe process in the galvanic cells is the
migration of the metal ions from the solid pipe or cable (commonly called corrosion). The technological
solution has been the addition of anode fields around the buried conductors. The anodes are sacrificed.
rather than the buried cable or pipe. This is called passive cathodic protection and essentially sets up
galvanic cells or DC in the earth opposing the pipe corrosion process.
AC in the earth certainly is interacting with the earth materials. One observed interaction is the
rectification of a portion of the 60 Hz and other AC to direct currents. Materials in the earth. such as
water and combinations of conductors and semi-eonductors, can partially rectify the AC. Another
observed interaction involves the AC on the metal conductors buried in the earth. Any oxidation of the
metal conductors or coatings on the conductors creates a reCtifier. The rectification of the AC on the
conductors. unfortunately, not only produces an additional DC but increases the corrosion of the
conductors. In addition to the DC cells, associated with chemicals and metallic conductors in the earth.
the presence of AC increases the requirement for cathodic protection to avoid the corrosion of the
conductors. This additional current decreases the effectiveness of the sacrificial anodes. To overcome this
difficulty, electronic DC power supplies are used that basically add a direct current to the conductor. This,
procedure is called active cathodic protection. The negative side effect of cathodic protection is to add
another source of electricity to the earth to overcome the AC which is already in the earth. The DC is
quite free to travel great distances in the earth. This may solve the problem of conductor corrosion, but it
creates another problem by adding DC to the earth.

Effects of Galvanic Cells in the Earth:
AC in the earth can be rectified to DC by earth materials. By means of rectification or other processes in
the earth it is possible that the natural chemical cells can be driven or enhanced. The cells are likely
driven more vigorously if DC is present from sources such as buried natural gas or oil pipelines, DC
transmission line return or cathodic protection rectifiers on the pipelines. Driving of the cells or DC
resulting from all of the known sources will undoubtedly affect the electric charge state in various regions
of the earth. The process may be compared to the charging of a battery. One area of the cell will become
positively charged and another negatively. Ion migration, and/or chemical reactions, are the most likely
charging mechanisms. One could speculate as to how these direct currents might affect the mineral
content of the soil. for example, the migration of metal ions from the soil to aquifers or water bodies.
Currents in the earth can also change the electrical character of materials in contact with the earth such as
floors and walls of buildings. The model of the electric cell suggests that the electrical charge of the floors
and/or earth can differ in polarity and intensity according to the location of the electrodes of the cell. It is
a simple step to expect also that direct currents in the earth are affecting concrete floors and walls of
buildings as the electric charge of the concrete is changed as a result of the forced migration of ions away
from or into the concrete. Of course. the neutral of the distribution system will be a part of earth circuits
since it is connected to the earth through ground rods at so many locations.

LIVING ORGANISMS AND ELECTROMAGNETICS

State ofModel Development:
A number of models have been used over the years to suggest how EM energies affect living organisms.
As discussed previously, two models were most often used in the United States to assess EM effects. One
is based on the shock current. If a living organism experiences a short duration current through its body
of sufficient magnitude to cause a shock. which is a perceived response. an effect can occur. Smaller
currents are assumed to cause organisms no negative effects. A second model is associated with the effect
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of temperature increase in an organism as a result of expqsure to EM energy that is absorbed by
molecules. The assumption is that effects are produced only if the energy absorbed causes an intema!
temperature increase sufficient to affect the organism.
Eastern European research proposes a general model suggesting that EM energy interacts directly with the
electrical system of the living organism. The effects of radio and micro wave frequencies are referred to
as the microwave syndrome which is much like the stress syndrome. A model developed in Sweden
associates effects with appropriate direct currents in the electrical circuits of the organism. Various
additional and more specific models are associated with synergistic effects from two or more EM energies
and their effects on specific organs such as the pineal gland.
No suitable model exists in research literature to account for the observed and perceived effects found in
field investigations. In most investigations, the magnitudes of the EM parameters in the space occupied
by humans and animals are small compared with those predicted by accepted models to be able to cause
the observed health effects. More recent research involving EM energies and health effects, however, is
pointing toward effects at levels below those considered hannfu1 by earlier models. More recent research
also reveals a broadening of models relating cause and effect so as to include non-traditional mechanisms.
At present, however, there is no scientific consensus concerning health effects from EM energies. In
general, research investigates a single form of EM energy, such as the 60 Hz magnetic field, as it may
affect living organisms through a very specific mechanism with a specific health effect, for example,
cancer. Most certainly the fewer the variables in a study, the more easily statistical significance can be
established. However, as the exposure to environmental factors increases, evidence is mounting that
points to a set of causes and a set of effects which may be quite difficult to separate. For example the
causes might be a collection of chemicals along with a physical factor such as EM's and noise. The
effects might be all of or anyone of the health problems connected with stress.

Suggested Model:
Measurements made investigating problem areas, surveys of affected people and industries and a study of
relevant literature have led to the development of the following interaction model. This model is
macroscopic and general. A physical analogue is used to illustrate how this interaction model works.

Physical Analogue
:The body of a living organism can be compared to a complex electronic circuit which is dependent upon
specific electric currents, potentials and fields, as well as magnetic fields, in order to function as designed.
An external energy source, with the appropriate format, is provided for the circuit so it can perform its
purpose. The circuit, including its energy source, becomes a viable operating system that functions as
long it has energy and the parts function as designed. Information is, in general, provided to the circuit by
a variety of means, and the circuit will perform a task and possibly produce other information. In
diagnosing problems in a physical circuit, some measuring instrument is used to detennine the electric
currents, potentials, resistances and waveforms. If the system is functioning as designed, these measured
parameters must lie within prescribed boundaries, and if they differ from the allowed tolerances, a repair
or correction of the system is required. It is possible for some correcting to be performed by the circuit
itself, by using appropriate feedback mechanisms. In general, if the circuit is not perfonning as designed
some repair is required. Depending upon the sensitivity of the circuit to outside EM influences, certain
shielding is required. This protection or shielding has become a more important requirement. Greater
complexity and sensitivity to EM radiation and noise requires more physical shielding. Greater amounts
of EM energy reaching the electronic circuits through the grounding paths requires electronic shielding.
Electronic circuits, for the most part, can be understood, and the external interferences can, in principle,
be controlled.
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The Living Organism:
The electric and magnetic nature of living organisms such as is exemplified
in EKG and EEG monitoring
has been recognized for years. and specific EM characteristics are used to determi
ne a person's state of
health. In a much more complex way, a living organism has EM characteristics
similar to an electronic
system, and in fact, has components that perform functions similar to compon
ents in electronic circuits.
Many of the electrical circuits and components are still to be identified and
understood. but they are
known to exist. Enough is known to at least speculate that what happens electric
ally in living organisms
may be modeled by comparing these systems with electronic systems.
An important difference in the circuits of living organisms is their ability
to create their own electrical
energy. In healthy living organisms a feedback mechanism ,automatically
repairs a problem in a system.
Of course. external assistance is provided when a system or component is not
able to repair itself. Most
often in Western cultures the repair is accomplished through providing chemic
als or performing surgery.
Whether the electrical systems or something else has malfunctioned, the treatme
nt puts the system back
on track. A living organism receives energy mainly from chemicals in the
form of a food which the
system processes. As the food is processed both the chemical and electrical
systems can receive energy.
The chemical and the electrical characteristics are closely interconnected.
Chemical changes produce
electrical changes, and electrical changes can produce changes in the chemist
ry. For example. chemicals
in processed food provide the appropriate energy that charges batteries in order
that the electrical circuits
can function. It seems natural that supplemental chemicals could affect the
chemical balance of the body
and also affect the functioning of the electrical circuits. As a consequence.
appropriate mineral
supplements provided in the diet could actually be the necessary ingredients
for improving the electric
current flow in the circuits of the body or the electrical potentials at the surface
s of cells.

Interaction between Living organisms and EM Energy:
It is probable that circuits of the living organisms interact with the natural
EM energies in their

environments, either receiving information or energy from them or attempt
ing to exclude their influences
through appropriate shielding, Faraday shields are often provided for sensitiv
e electronic circuitry.
Living organisms most often rely on their own natural components to provide
shielding. Even so,
changes in the natural EM fields do have their influences on living organis
ms. Because living organisms
are internally electrically driven, mechanisms exist for external EM energy
to interact with the organism's
circuits. A number of mechanisms have already been suggested. EM energy
interacts with the pineal
gland and affects the manner in which it functions. Laboratory research has
demonstrated a resonance
effect connecting ELF EM energy and the DC magnetic field exposure with
calcium efflux from cells.
EM exposure can affect the electric potentials on cell surfaces. Electric current
s can increase or decrease
bone growth. An electric current is used as an anesthesia in dental practice
. Indeed, a sufficient number
of research findings suggest that living organisms are influenced by their EM
environment. Electric fields
can influence the surface potentials of organisms which in tum can affect the
currents in the circuits
connected to the surface potentials. Magnetic fields can induce currents directly
into the electrical circuits
of the organism. Contact with electrical sources. including the earth, can create
current flow through the
organism.
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CHAPTER XIV

RECOMMENDED RESEARCH PROJECT
The purpose of this research is to develop protocol for measuring electromagnetic parameters, identify
health parameters, utilize the mobile barn for comparing electromagnetic (EM)panuneters of an elevated
space to that of a conventional bam and to compare and correlate health and production data of a selected
group of dairy cows in the two spaces.
The proposed project will be divided into two sections. The first is to design and construct the Mobile
Experimental Barn (MEB) and develop equipment and protocol for measuring the EM parameters. The
second phase is a continuous monitoring of EM parameters and the behavior, health and production
effects among the dairy cows. The EM parameters and the health, production and behavior records of the
cows will be analyzed comparing the two sets of cows and searching for correlations.
Developing the MEB as a major research tool for studying the stray voltage problem results from
pragmatic experimentation and consequential information provided by dairy farmers. Dairy farmers have
experimented with housing animals in trailers isolated from the ground. Their findings indicate a
dramatic improvement in the health and production of dairy cows and the swvival and health of calves
and hogs when housed in the elevated trailer. In addition, farmers have determined that the electricity in
the earth associated with the overall distribution and transmission grounding system can have a
significant influence on the health and production in the dairy operation. Specifically, the MEB would be
constructed to test the effect of housing and milking a set of eight cows in a more or less earth EM fieldisolated facility.
The MEB would be a conventional wood structure, 14' x 40', and would be built upon a reinforced mobile
home frame. It would contain eight tie stalls to house eight milk cows, and the equipment would be
comparable to that of a conventional barn. The barn would meet the requirements of a Grade A facility so
the milk from the test cows could be sold.
There would be minor changes for test purposes. For example, individual drinking cups would be
equipped with water meters to monitor water intake. The floor would be steel with divisions in it to aid in
experimentation. The MEB would also have a metal ceiling (totally electrically insulated from the rest of
the structure) to assist in the creation o~EM fields.
Present knowledge suggests the following parameters be measured: a) Alternating current (AC) magnetic
fields and static magnetic fields; b) AC and direct current (DC) electric fields: c) Electric currents
accessing the cows; d) Air ions; e) radio and microwave radiation fields. As an additional body of
information, the meteorological parameters should be monitored at the research site.

An entire data gathering system has been developed and tested with the exception of sensors for
measuring DC electric fields. In addition, TERF and its consultants have had experience preparing
appropriate measurement protocol and would prepare one for this research project.
Sixteen dairy cows will be selected for the research. They will be chosen in pairs, each pair having very
similar health and production histories. One set of eight will be housed in the MEB and the other eight in
the conventional barn for a full lactation cycle. The cows in each facility will be managed in a
comparable manner. They will be tested for diseases and problems known to have an impact on health
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and production. Equipment used in the dairy operation 'Yi~1 be carefully checked, compared and
maintained throughout the research project.

An example of a stray voltage effect is uneven milk let-down of the dairy cow. Although a biological
reason may exist for this effect among dairy cows, the more likely cause is a physical parameter.
Behavioral changes, because they can have a physical cause, are also to be carefully analyzed and
compared. Production, health and management records are to be maintained for each individual animal
in order to be able to compare other parameters in the event that anyone correlates with EM
parameters.
A carefully screened "problem ,I' fann will be selected as the location of the research. A concerted effort
will be made to find a fann which has a bam where reliable and reproducible measiJrements are possible
and which is physically comparable to the MEB. The entire operation (Le.: nutrition, exercise, etc.) will
duplicate the conventional. except for its electrical isolation from the earth. The MEB will be set up on
the selected fann in close proximity to the conventional dairy bam. It will, however, be established, as
much as possible, as a free standing unit. The bam will be raised off from the ground and electrically
insulated from EM fields and electric currents which either originate with the electrical power system
itself or are present in the earth as a result of the complex transmission-distribution sy.stem.
The research project is projected to span a period of two years and will be divided into two phases as
discussed previously. The first six months will be the set-up phase. First, the bam will be designed and
built and equipment assembled. Second, the bam, monitoring equipment, and data collection system will
be installed and tested.
The second phase will span 18 months extending beyond an entire lactation cycle of the cows. During
this phase there will be a continuous monitoring of EM and health, production and behavioral parameters
which are to be correlated with each other and with the records on health, production, and behavior of the
cows. The data collected will be statistically analyzed to detennine the degree of correlation between EM
parameters and health, production and behavioral effects. Later in this phase, EM parameters in the MEB
will be systematically changed in order to examine possible causal relationships to physiological and
behavioral effects.
The investigative team is to consist of qualified persons experienced in multidisciplinary research. The
team is also required to be familiar with some aspect of the stray voltage problem. For problem solving
research involving both biological and physical systems, and in order to establish a model relating
physical and chemical effects on biological systems, a multidisciplinary approach is mandatory. In
addition. professional people from a cross section of disciplines offers a check and balance, and provides
for greater objectivity. The primary team will include: a) Dairy fanner; b) ElectricallElectronic engineer;
c) animal physiologist; d) Physicist (EM fields); e) Veterinarian. Other specialists will be invited to
participate as needed.
The research team will establish the research protocol, monitor research progress, and analyze, interpret,
and report the results. In order to most effectively accomplish the proposed objectives, the team and its
associated consultants will be required to meet regularly as a group and discus specific research problems
with the consultants. The research needs will detennine the frequency and time of meetings with the
basic research group and with consultants.
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CHAPTER XV

FINAL THOUGHTS
The solution to the problem is, of course. the desire of the fanners and everyone else in the dairy industry.
To suggest a solution at this time is inappropriate. For the stray voltage problem the first requirement is
to detennine cause and effect relationships. Research to provide such infonnation requires time. The
dairy fanners do not have much time. however. A plan, based on present knowledge and which will
improve conditions for the dairy fanners should and can be initiated. Experience with other
environmental changes encourages us to act when there is the appearance of ill effects: .Certainly we can
have an electrical transmission/distribution system which is not required to use the earth as one of the
conductors. With present knowledge the process of decreasing the electric current in the earth must be a
serious goal of the electric suppliers
It is of general concern then to understand how external sources of EM energy induce changes in current
flow in living organism and to consider how these changes might affect the infonnation and functioning
of the systems. Energy would be required to counter the change in order for an organism's system to
regain normality. A correction toward normalcy might require a sufficiently large amount of energy so as
to place additional stress on the organism. especially if the external source continued to feed extraneous
currents into the organism's circuits. Such added stress can result in many responses. Hostile EM energy
environments may be creating additional stress for living organisms thereby increasing the potential for
unwanted physiological consequences.
A number of mechanisms may exist for modeling the interaction of environmental EM energy with living
organisms. One hypothesis that needs testing is the concept of additional currents in the body's electrical
circuits capable of producing a stress on the organism. Research is urgently needed to clarify
understanding of electrical circuits in living organisms, to study the EM environment of living organisms
and to develop on-site research methods where perceived problems exist. An international survey of
research into all areas of EM effects would be especially helpful in providing an infonnational base for
guiding all future research.
The discovery of knowledge is a shared enterprise, and this especially applies to EM research. It is argued
here that EM energies have the potential for affecting living organisms, both animal and human, in
important and as yet poorly understood ways.. If that is the case, it is important to recognize the global
importance of these effects. By implication, then, this research requires involvement and input from many
diverse cultures, many areas of expertise and many human occupations, with all available skills united for
understanding this complex phenomenon. You are invited to participate in this endeavor.
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EFFECTS ON DAIRY HERD HEALTH AND
PRODUCTION RESULTING FROM PRIMARY
NEUTRAL GROUNDING PRACTICES
Interpretations of the Measurements on
the Lusty Farm
by
The Electromagnetics Research Foundation, Inc
The issue to be investigated in this study is the suggested connection between the ground currents in the electric utility
transmission/distribution system and stray voltage effects in
dairy herds. More specifically the study was to determine whether or not the behavior, health and production of the dairy cows
were affected by changes in grounding of the primary neutral on
the farm owned and operated by Dave and Sue Lusty.
This report
will be divided into interpretations of electrical measurement
data, interpretations of animal and human issues and general conclusions.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT DATA
1.
In
field follow
magnitude of
in the water

a general way, the variations in the AC magnetic
the primary current.
There are some shifts in the
the AC magnetic fields which correlate with changes
line to gutter chain currents.

2. The AC magnetic field appeared to be slightly correlated with on farm variations in electrical use.
The major component seemed quite independent of on farm electrical use. This is,
of course, also true of the primary current going into the
ground.
The sources of currents on the primary neutral and the
sources of currents producing the AC magnetic fields in the barn
were a mixture of on farm use of electricity as well as off farm
uses.
3.
values.

There were a number of abrupt changes in measurement
These will be listed and evaluated later.

a) at 6:00, 3.17. the WL--FH ACV increased, the RH--FH
ACV decreased, the SN to RG ACV decreased, the PN ACV and ACA
rose and the AC magnetic field increased.
b) The same changes occurred on 3.18 except the WL--FH
ACV decreased.
Some of these changes occurred on other days but
the changes were smaller.
c) A shift in nearly all measured parameters occurring
between approximately 18:45, 3.18 and 10:50, 3.19.
The PN--RG
ACV went from 1.5 V to 0.2 V to 1.5 V, the PN ACA from 20 rnA to
1

175 rnA to 10 rnA (both of these are averages because of large
variability), the SN--RG ACV from 20 mV to 120 mV to 10 mV, the
WL--RH ACV up by factor of 4; the RH--FH ACV up by a factor of 4,
the WL--GC ACA increased for about 125 minutes then dropped to a
very low value for the remainder of the period, the RH--FH DCV up
and erratic, the WL--RH DCV went from -300rnA to -420 rnA to -380
rnA (held at the more negative value), the PN--RG DCV remained
virtually unchanged, the PN DCA significantly increased negatively and erratic.
d) At 8:40 3:22. the AC magnetic field doubled, became
less variable and remained fairly constant until 3:31, the WL--GC
ACA increased and held fairly constant in the 25 rnA range until
3:31 and the RH--FH ACV went up and remained fairly constant.
e) At 14:49, 3.24, all secondary parameters became less
noisy except for AC magnetic field.
f) The RH--FH DCA slowly decreased between 3-24 and 331.

g) At 12:17, 3-31. WL--RH ACV became noisier and higher, the SN--RG ACV became noisier, the WL--GC ACA went from 17rnA
to nearly zero, the RH--FH DCV became noisier and increased at
about 16:10, 3-31, the RH--FH ACV increased and became noisier.
h) On 4-3 and 4-4, the operation of a 10 hp motor
correlated with a significant increase in both PN--RG ACV and
ACA, and a small increase in secondary parameters except for the
AC magnetic field which decreased.
i) For 4-4, 4-5, 4-13 and 4-15, there were large excursions of the PN--RG DCV and PN DCA.
The only association on
secondary parameters was a more rapid fluctuations of the WL--GC
ACA.

j) Between 9:25--15:40, 4-7, AC magnetic field doubled,
the WL--RH ACV, SN--RG ACV, WL--GC ACA all decreased slightly and
changes occurred for both the primary and secondary DCV,
k) At 12:10, 4-8, the PN--RG DCV changed pattern, all
of the AC parameters showed a slight increase but the increase
was delayed by as much as one hour, the AC magnetic field decreased and the WL--RH DCV appeared to slowly become more negative.
1) At 15:00, 4-14, the PN--RG DCV increased negatively
and became noisier, the PN DCA increased negatively, the WL--RH
ACV and SN--RG ACV went up slightly and became noisier, the AC
magnetic field went down slightly, the WL--RH DCV became more
negative and noisier. At 11:30 something occurred causing an increase in the WL--RH ACV, SN--RG ACV and RH--FH ACV and DCV and a
decrease in the same quantities at 21:10.
4.

Except for high use times, the PN--RG ACV averaged about
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1.0 V or less and PN ACA averaged about 30 rnA or less.
The
3-18--3-19 excursion increased the PN average current to about
175 rnA and the PN--RG ACV decreased the voltage to an average of
about 0.2 V.
5. The average value of the PN--RG DCV was in the range of
from -500 to -600 mV.
6.
The WL--RH DCV began on 3-16 at -250 mV
and ranged
between -300 and -450 mV for most of the study period. In general,values were less negative when the grounds were connected than
when disconnected.
On 3-18 the DCV went from about -300 to -400
mV when the PN--RG ACA suddenly increased.
The Value went back
to about -300 mV on 3-19 when the PN--RG ACA decreased again. The
DCV values also varied much more before 3-24 than after and again
during the second connection of the grounds.
7. The RH--FH ACV ranged between 5 and 10 mV on 3-16 and 319 and between 2 and 5 mV on 3-17 and 3-18. After the excursion
on 3-18 and 3-19 the RH--FH ACV was hardly above 1 .mV throughout
the test. Something occurred which caused a significant increase
in RH--FH ACV at about 5: 50, 3-16 which did not appear to be
connected with power use on the farm or change in the PN parameters.
8.
The RH--FH DCV increased in variability as well as
magnitude during ACV increase on 3-16. The DCV did not decrease
as the ACV decreased.
The same occurred during the excursion of
3-18 and 3-19. Consequently the DCV reached its maximum value on
3-19 and decreased throughout the test period.
9.
The three phase and neutral current graphs for the OTP
Parkers Prairie Substation show nearly constant currents between
22-23 A for the entire period and for each day. No increases and
decreases which followed daily and seasonal energy use appeared
with the exception of the first three days of the test and except
for the neutral~ The neutral current graphs showed some of the
typical variations for the entire test period. Since the current
on the neutral should partially reflect the differences of the
currents on the phase wires, one can only speculate that these
variations represent currents picked up from other distribution
lines.
In comparing these data with electric current data from
other lines in the area, one notes significant differences and
there is no way to determine actual load variations during the
test period.
10.
The number of impulses on the phase wires on the farm
were quite regular until 4-5 after which the number was nearly
zero. Interesting is the fact that the largest number of impulses occurred near the midnight hour. Equipment for users of electricity should more likely be operating during the normal time of
farm activity.
11.
The primary neutral to remote ground AC voltage has
been accepted as the true voltage of the primary neutral.
The
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primary neutral voltage of the primary neutral is considered to
be a measure of the current that would go into the secondary
grounding system and affect the EM exposure on the farm.
In this
analysis the remote ground is accepted as the zero point for
referencing the primary voltage.
In the study, measurements are recorded simultaneously for
both the current going into the ground on the primary neutral at
the transformer pole and the voltage on the primary neutral
relative to the earth. In principle, the ratio of the voltage to
the current will be a measure of the resistance to the flow of
current into the earth.
If currents did not exist in the earth
from distant sources, either at the transformer.pole ground or
the remote ground, the ratio would be a constant, varying only
with variations in soil characteristics in the region of the
ground rods.
calculating these ratios for the days the grounds were
connected revealed variations for each day of from 20 to 30% with
wild excursions at times.
The largest excursion was the 15 hour
period on March 18 and 19, where the ratio decreased by a factor
of approximately 20.
The variability of the ratio of the primary neutral to
remote ground AC voltage and the current going into the earth on
the primary neutral can not be assumed to be the true voltage of
the primary neutral.
The fact of the variability suggests that
current in the earth from many different sources are affecting
the measurements.
In addition, the measure of the primary neutral to remote ground AC voltage may be only a rough indicator of
the potential for effects from the current going into the earth
on the primary neutral.
These results make it very clear that
the true measurement is the current that goes into the earth with
isolation or the current going onto the farm ground with no
isolation. The electric current directly and indirectly produces
the affects on the animals and people.
ANIMAL AND HUMAN ISSUES

1,
On 3-19 Dr. Beehler noted unusually strange behavior in
the dairy herd which he thought could be attributable to stray
voltage.
On 3-24 behavior was more normal but there was beginning to be a greater incidence of swollen hocks and redness
erythema.
The swollen hock problem was often discussed throughout the study period.
The restlessness decreased after 3-24 and
increased again 4-8 and 4-13. Milk production was lowest at the
beginning of the study period with the most milk being dumped
between 3-17 and 3-22 and on 3-31. The increases in milk production began on 3-25 and continued through 3-15. Water consumption
also increased through the test period with low points on 3-19,
4-2, 4-5 and 4-7 and a drop on 4-14.
Plateaus in the increase
coincided with the ground connections and the 3-18 and 3-19
excursion.
The largest fraction of the cows being treated occurred between 3-19 and 3-23 which is immediately after the
excursion while the grounds were connected.
On 3-26 and 3-27 a
4

smaller maxima occurred.
Overall treatment became less through
the test period. Blood tests revealed high CPK levels throughout
the test period. The total protein was high throughout the test
period for 80% of those tested and the white blood count was
elevated for the entire test period for 5 cows and periodically
elevated for others.
Other blood parameters increased and decreased during the study period but no clear pattern developed.
2.
Dave and Sue Lusty maintained records of dairy herd for
the entire test period as well as additional information of
conditions before the test period began.
This information is
helpful in analyzing the possible as'sociations.
The red feet
problem began to be noticed for many cows on 3-2land were noted
to be less red on 3-22.
During the morning milking on 3-25 cows
were not as cranky but much tail switching. On the morning of 326 the majority of cows Were up in milk.
On 3-28 it was noted
that the feet for all of the cows in the tie stalls were very red
as well as for some in the stanchions.
The cows' behavior had
been average to calm between the evening of 3-26 and the evening
of 3-31. On the morning of 3-30 the cows' behavior. had been the
best of the entire winter.
Conditions changed especially at the
evening milking on 3-31.
More problems for the cows and calves
4-5 which might have been associated with the grain drying.
Behavior of cows was average to cranky until evening of 4-8.
Behavior average or better for the duration of th test period
until the evening of 4-14.
During the test period one cow was
noted to fall to the floor and after getting up demonstrating the
behavioral resposes associated with stray voltage.
Anything
other than electricity causing such an event is unlikely.
In general the comments seem to lean in the direction of
more problems when the grounds were connected than when not
connected.
The highest level of effects appeared to be during
and shortly after the excursion of 3-18 and 3-19.
On the final page of the report by Sue and Dave Lusty are
General Comments by Dave Lusty which are quoted:
"Behavior of this herd got much more calm for milking and
not near as much kicking by February 1.
This change occurred
during the last half of January.
Three heifers that freshen~d
last fall and early winter all foundered within hours after
having to live in the dairy barn (stiff legs and hard to walk).
This severe foundering was confirmed by vets.
Not a single
heifer that freshened just before
and during test time had
symptoms of severe foundering.
As usual the herd health problems were more severe during
the Spring thaws.
Swollen legs were the worst during the first
two weekends of the test and some rainy days. Suggest the cathodic protection practices on telephone lines be investigated
because the dc voltage from WL-RH was sometimes higher when this
occurred.
My observations of cows was very limited timewise.
5

I'm sure

if time permitted many more behavior problems would be detected.
One full-time person with the proper knowledge of dairy cows and
working with the farmer to gather information is very necessary
for any future testing such as this."
From the farm measurements milk production was at the lowest
level between 3-15 and 3-20.
An increase in milk production
occurred after that and declining again to 4-3.
After 4-4 there
was a steady increase in milk production.
Throughout the period
milk production rose from about 23 to 28 (units uncertain).
Water consumption increased from about 15 gallons per cow per day
on 3-8 to 24 on 4-13.
A sudden increase in water consumption
occurred on 3-25.
Between 3-25
and 4-6 water consumption remained fairly constant.
On 4-7 water consumption reached a low
point and increased rapidly to its highest point on 4-13 and
dropped on 4-14.
SCC was above 300,000 on 3-23, 3-29, 3-31, 4-6
and 4-8 and below 100,000 on 3-9, 3-15, 3-25 and 4-14.
3.
As the stray voltage effects on dairy herds are being
increasingly recognized, so also the effects on the dairy operators who work with the cattle.
During this study, Sue and Dave
Lusty recorded some of their health experiences.
On the morning
of 3-19 Sue's legs ached while in the milk house.
Sue had been
in the barn much of day on 3-26 and her foot was in such pain
that she could hardly stand.
Dave experienced severe aching in
shoulders and hips during milking on the evening of 3-31 and
morning of 4-1. Dave became very sick with cold and flue on 4-1.
No recording of events was made for 4-2 and 4-3.
Sue's legs
ached very badly again during the morning of 4-7
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
1.
This study is certainly a first in the quality of the
data collected by the manager of the project and the diversity of
parameters included. Because of these two factors a large amount
of information is available which helps in the understanding of
the electric energies in and around the dairy barn.
Some of the
observations are:
a) Numerous connections exist between primary and
secondary electrical parameters. Most of these have been pointed
out.
Important is a connection between the amount of AC going
into the earth and DC levels in the barn.
DC levels sometimes
respond immediately to the change and other times very slowly.
b)The AC measurements on the secondary system indicate
many sources of the electrical energy.
Some of the sources are
on the farm and many others are off farm.
In all the data there
are ever present electric potentials and currents which are not
associated with either the primary grounding on the farm or
electrical use on the farm.
connecting and disconnecting the
grounds on the primary neutral do not signif icantly affect the
existence of this AC electric energy.
Measurements have been
made on the Lusty farm at the time of an outage of the entire
6

three phase line.
AC potentials and currents were present
throughout the barn and all other buildings on the farm. On this
farm the secondary neutral is electrically isolated from the
primary neutral. The electrical energy is also reaching the farm
by other conducting paths in the earth from other distribution
systems, from other substations and perhaps from any part of the
transmission/distribution system anywhere in the country.
The
term ground currents has been used to describe this source of
electrical energy in the dairy barn.
c) There are large fluctuations in the DC levels measured between points connected and not connected to the neutral of
the electric systems.
If DC potentials and currents were solely
from the natural chemical interactions with soil and metal, the
rapidity of the changes should not occur.
It is likely that the
AC in the earth is connected to these changes.
At least two
possibilities exist.
One is the rectifying of the AC by the
naturally occurring rectifying materials in the earth.
A second
is the possibility that the AC electric energy is driving the
natural chemical cells in the earth. Because it is .expected that
high ionic chemical levels will be present around barns and in
water, additional electrical energy could affect the functioning
of chemical cells.
d) Cow contact voltages as measured from WL--RH were,
in general, below 10 mVAC and between -300 and -450 mVDC and from
RH--FH were in the 1mV range for AC and less for DC. In addition
to cow contact voltages, the electric and magnetic fields present
in the barn can also add to the electric current and fields in
the cows.
The only change in the measured electric parameters
which consistently occurred at connection and disconnection of
the neutrals was an increase in the noise associated with the
measurements when connected and the decrease in noise when disconnected.
e) The measurement data reveal that the barn is a complex electromagnetic environment which is continually changing.
Consequently, the determining of specific associations between
the measured electric parameters and the increase or decrease in
effects for the dairy herd is difficult.
The excursions on 3-18
and 3-19 as well as the other electrical events which produced
random short term changes complicate the establishing if a meaningful statistical analysis. In addition, the periods of connection and disconnection of the grounds were respectively 8 days
and 6 days which is to short for many effects to appear in the
dairy herd.
f) The high CPK and TP provide important information
concerning the cause or causes of health problems in the dairy
herd.
since at no time during the test were the cows free from
the effects of stray voltage, the pattern for each cow should be
separately considered.
In studies of effects of EM energy on
humans, it has discovered that time is an important parameter and
is, in general, different for each person.
The beginning of
effects and the specific effects occur at different times for
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each individual, after the beginning of the exposure.
The same
is probably true for the dairy animals. As a consequence the time
required for the change in the blood parameter for each cow may
be different and the direction of change can be dependent on both
the individual animal and the time of the test.
For example
increases and decreases for lymphocytes and neutrophils can
indicate different health problems and, therefore, can change
quite differently for different cows.
The small changes in
current going into the ground at the times of connecting and
disconnecting could likely not provide very conclusive information.
In addition the short duration of each test was probably
not sufficient to provide definitive results. Especially significant is that the grounds were disconnected fora maximum of 6
days as opposed the long time of connection of grounds before the
test and 8 days during the test.
In addition to the farmers the
veterinarians expressed the concern that one week was not sufficient to observer measurable changes in blood parameters, health
and production.
It was unfortunate that agreement wasn't possible for the test period to be divided into a period of two weeks
on and a period of two weeks off.
The change that occurred
during the 3-18 and 3-19 excursion was far more
significant in
changing the electrical environment of the cows than the connecting and disconnecting of the grounds.
A study was done on the
Lusty farm in 1992 in which blood tests were done before and
after connecting the grounds.
Blood tests were done before the
grounds were connected and 17 days after.
The changes in blood
parameters are quite significant in this study and the report
from this study will be included.
2.
Consideration must be given to the methods used for
measuring for stray voltage. The variability of the ratio of the
primary neutral to remote ground AC voltage and the current going
into the earth on the primary neutral at the transformer pole
points out the unreliability of the neutral to earth voltage as a
predictor of the amount of current reaching the barn from the
primary neutral grounding.
In addition, since the current directly and indirectly determines the EM exposure of the cows and
people, measurements of currents, both AC and DC, in the earth
and conducted through the barns and homes must be s priority.
3.
A number of inconsistencies exist in the recorded data
which need both discussion and explanation.
In some cases the
effect of the inconsistencies can jeopardize the very purpose of
the study.
Since the issue of ground currents and their potential effects was thought sUfficiently valid by the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board and Public utility commission to
warrant funding, every effort should have been made to test the
concept that the change in current going into the earth on the
primary neutral affects the behavior, health and production of
dairy cows. The following are some observations:
a) Every day of the test period the OTP Parkers Prairie
substation three phase line was perfectly balanced.
Not only
were three phases perfectly balanced at 22-23 A but also those
currents were maintained 24 hours of each day for every day of
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the test period.
At the same time the current on the neutral
wire which is normally sensitive to the imbalance varied during
each day and from day to day.
In the Minnesota Public utility's
hearings information was provided that indicated that perfectly
balanced three phase lines was not a possibility. An explanation
is needed' to show how and why the constant currents were maintained on the Parkers Prairie line and why the neutral current
did not correlate with phase currents.
b} An unexplained excursion occurred on the primary
neutral system on 3-18 and 3-19 which affected nearly all parameters in and around the barn.
No change was made in electrical
use on the farm which could have caused the current going into
the ground on the PN to triple and the PN--RG ACV to decrease by
a factor of five. Something occurred on the primary system which
had a very specific lifetime.
The cause of this event must be
known.
c} Changes occurred very suddenly in some secondary
measurements which were significant but correlated with no change
in normal electric use on the farm.
Because these changes did
not appear to be associated with changes in the recorded data for
the primary system, other sources of electricity must reach the
farm through other conducting paths.
These sources need to be
investigated.
d} The measured current going into the earth on the
primary neutral averaged about 20 to 30 mA with the exception of
high use time when the current could reach 50 mA and the excursion.
During the excursion on 3-18 and 3-19 the current going
into the earth on the primary neutral was between 100 and 200 mA.
Measurements of the current going into the ground on the primary
neutral have been measured on the Lusty farm over a period of a
number of years.
The only time
20 to 30 mA has been measured
was for a period before the test began and during the test period.
The normal current going into the eart'h on the primary
neutral has been and is about 150mA.
On a rare occasion the
current may go as low as 40 to 60 mA but has never remained at
those low levels.
A number of times the current has been over
200 mA and even when the entire three phase line serving the farm
was down, the current in the PN was 130mA. Electrical use on the
farm does not and can not produce these changes.
A description
of the method by which currents can be maintained between 20 and
30 mA should certainly be a priority both for knowing how to
reduce the current reaching farms and to clarify the reason for
these changes at this time.
4.
This research proj ect was developed and conducted to
test a possible association between the disconnection of the
primary grounding 'on and near the farm and stray voltage effects
in the dairy herd on the farm.
Obviously going from 150 mA to
zero mA of current entering the ground when disconnecting the
primary neutral grounds is very different than going from 30 mA
to zero mA and can significantly impact the discoveries.
It is
unfortunate that the typical conditions for this dairy farm did
9

not

exist

for this research project.

For a period of approximately 15 hours an electric excursion
occurred during which time the magnitude of the current going
into the earth on the primary neutral was in the normal range for
this farm. During this period, the secondary parameters changed
significantly in response to the additional current going into
the earth. Also the greatest number of acute effects occurred in
the dairy herd during and for a period of a few days after the
excursion. considering the amount of money provided by the state
and all of the extra work required of the Lustys and the
team
that set up the test, these apparent discrepancies require investigation and explanation.
Even under the best experimental
conditions establishing causes of health problems for living
organisms in the presence of environmental toxins is very difficult.
When a level playing field isn't even available, progress
is that much slower. For the many tragic cases such as the dairy
operations of Dave Lusty, Lonnie Nelson, Darrell Franze, Art
Borgerding, Harold Johnson, Joe Kenning and Roblee Johnson delays
in dealing with the cause of the problems mean, most probably,an
end to their dairy operations.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON LUSTY FARM TEST
obtaining a significant instantaneous change in electrical
parameters on the farm at the times of connection and disconnection is not too likely because the connections and disconnections
were made during low use time and the currents going into the
ground on the primary neutral were unusually low during the
entire test period.
All one hour averaging of the data has a
tendency to destroy potential correlations because mUltiple
sources make up the levels of AC and DC measured in the barn.
These sources can change from one second to the next.
Any connection between one source and measured parameters in the barn
would best be determined when the one source was dominant.
During two periods of the test for which the grounds were connected the AC going into the ground at the primary transformer
ground rod was considerably higher than the rest of the test
period.
These periods were the excursion on 3-18 and 3-19 and
the use of the drying fans on 4-4 and 4-5.
When considering the
correlations between the secondary parameters, it is important to
keep in mind that the measurements are made by connecting to
different parts of the farm ground circuits.
These, therefore
would be expected to show a greater degree of correlation.
The
fact that the correlations are not especially good would also
imply a complexity of sources. Some of the sources are associated with the secondary neutral currents on the farm and some from
currents of other sources that are not associated directly with
the secondary electrical system.
This characteristic of the
electrical system has been demonstrated numerous times on the
Lusty farm.
Electricity to the farm is turned off and measurements made between points on the farm and in the barn.
When
current measurements are made, the values not only remain significant but actually have increased when the power on the farm is
10

turned off.
AC involves phase factors and different sources can
have different phases.
At times the different sources can tend
to cancel and lower values will be recorded by the meters.
The wave forms of currents that are in the earth and grounding system are rarely a pure 60 Hz sine wave.
Most often the
wave form indicates a mixture of frequencies with the fundamental
60 Hz.
Again the measuring equipment sees only the sum of the
electricity at the points of measurement.
The fact that it is
very complex implies both the possibility of effects on the electricity by the earth materials and outputs of electronie circuitry going into the earth through the grounding system.
One of
the possible effects by the earth is the rectification of AC to
DC.
During this test there were sufficient correlations between
changes in AC and DC to indicate that they are not totally independent.
They problem is that not only is rectification in the
earth possible but the AC energy could affect the chemical interactions occurring in the earth.
One way to consider the water consumption data .. is to determine the average daily water consumption for each of the four
periods.
The results are 17.0 gallons per cow during connection
period 3-16--3-24; 19.3 gallons per cow for the disconnection
period 3-25--3-31; 19.4 gallons per cow for the connection period
4-1--4-8; and 21.6 gallons per day for the disconnection period
4-9--4-14. There was an increase in water consumption during the
month of testing with the greatest increases during the periods
of disconnection.
When looking at the daily water consumption,
increases occurred after disconnection and decreases after connection.
Milk production per cow had a similar upward trend during
the test period.
Averaging over each period separately, the
daily milk production for the first period of connection was 47.6
pounds per cow, for the first period of disconnection was 49.5
pounds per cow, for the second period of connection was 49.5
pounds per cow and for the second period of disconnection was
53.4 pounds per cow.
Similar to water consumption, milk production had its largest gains during the periods of disconnection of
the neutral grounding wire and a leveling of production during
the second connection period.
Because all cows are different it
is also valuable to consider the milk production for individual
cows.
A record was made of the daily production of some of the
cows which covered the entire month of testing.
Averaging over
the entire herd does not take into account the fact that the cows
are at different points in their lactation cycle. Averaging over
each of the periods for each cow individual revealed a somewhat
different picture.
For over 50 % of the cows for which daily
production measurements were made, the production was lower for
both periods of connection compared with the periods of disconnection.
Except for one case the production for the other cows
increased throughout the month and had a leveling of milk production during the second period of connection. There were two time
periods in which the current into the ground was measured to be
considerable higher.
These times were 3-18 and 3-19 and 4-4.
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For nearly all of the cows for which daily measurements were
made, production was down on those specific days and/or sometimes
for a day or two after these times.
The short period, six days, for which the grounds were
disconnected and the two periods of measured significant increases of current going into the earth would confound the blood
parameter results.
Blood tests can provide information about a
number of health patterns including immune response and stress.
According to veterinarians, the blood patterns can be quite
different for different cow conditions.
For example a stress
leukogram, showing animal stress consists of a reduction in the'
lymphocyte level resulting in a reversal of the normal lymphocyte
neutrophil ratio.
During this test period a number of cows at
different times had blood results indicative of stress.
Some of
these were explained as being associated with illness.
If the
lymphocyte count goes up and the neutrophils go down the cause
can be the beginning of a total immune system breakdown and/ or
indicative of a dangerous precancerous condition.
Opposite
changes in blood parameters reveal quite different causes and
each cause detrimental to the well being of the animal.
In
addition the effects of electricity on this farm were present
before, during and after the test period.
Understanding these
complications, it is probably most important to consider the
blood parameters that.were abnormal during the test period and
spend less time searching for correlations between blood parameter levels and connection or disconnection of the primary grounding wires.
Elevation in CPK implies muscle trauma or damage.
Observations by Dave Lusty and veterinarians suggested an ongoing leg
and hock problem among the cows during the period of the test.
The CPK levels for all cows throughout the test period were
significantly above the normal values. Tests on other dairy cows
under stray voltage conditions have shown the same high CPK
levels. Dairy operators who have required medical attention have
also experienced CPK levels which are significantly above normal.
In addition it is well known that people experiencing electrocution will show a significantly elevated CPK level. This information should encourage some studies to discover the connection,
if any, between stray voltage and high CPK levels.
Such a study
should be important whether or not the high CPK levels directly
affect the production of the dairy cows.
Total protein, another blood parameter measured, was high on
the average for 62 % of the dairy cows for the test period. High
values of total protein are associated with dehydration and/or
with inflammation caused by illness or disease.
Fibrinogen is a
specific protein which connects to long duration disease.
Although the number of cows with high Fibrinogen was not large, a
few cows maintained a high fibrinogen level for the entire test
period.
The Lusty farm is known as having significant stray
voltage problems which are especially serious when the primary
grounding wires are connected.
The high protein levels may
provide a clue to the effects of stray voltage.
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The white blood cell count is probably the most complex to
analyze.
The information provided in the report by Dr. Ryder is
very helpful.
The graphing of the leukocyte count provides a
picture of the stress levels for each of the cows for the test
period.
As was mentioned previously, the opposite of a stress
leukogram, a decrease in neutrophils and increase in lymphocytes,
points to the possibility of immune system effects.
Does exposure to electricity more likely produce a stress or immune system
effect?
Research from Eastern Europe indicates that both are
possible.
It is possible that duration of exposure or type of
electricity may influence which is more likely.
On the average
25 % of the herd had high white blood cell counts .during the test
period. That percentage implies that stress and/or immune system
problems was a significant factor in the health of the dairy
during the test period.
A comprehensive examination of the blood parameters suggests, at a minimum, that a health problem exists in this herd.
Even though the test procedure was less than desirable, the individual cows are different, and the blood parameters are complex,
the blood tests provide valuable information concerning the
overall health of the individual cows.
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Electromagnetic Fields and CurrentsAn Emerging ~vironmental Issue
Duane Dahlberg, Ph.D.
Concordia College
Moorhead, Minnesota 56562
An overwhelming body of evidence has been generated over a
period of at least one hundred years that links various forms of
electromagnetic (EM) energies to biological changes and health
effects on living organisms.
since the pUblication of the results of the New York state Power Line Project, an increasing
quantity of information has been presented in various journals,
magazines and books relating various health effects to EM energies.
One of the most recent is "Currents of Death" by Paul
Brodeur published in 1989.
On October 6, 1987, The U.S. House
Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources held a hearing, "Health
Effects of Transmission Lines."
On March the 8, 1~90 a hearing
before the U. S. House of Representatives, Interior and Insular
Affairs Subcommittee on General Oversight and Investigations
considered implications of recent research into health effects of
electric power lines and associated
EM fields.
For many reasons, specific cause and effects links have been difficult to
establish.
One reason is the complexity of EM energies to which
living organisms are exposed and the rapid increase in machines
emi tting EM energies with which people work and play.
Another
reason is that we have tried to separate the health effects of
the various electromagnetic fields (EMF) and currents, expecting
drastically different mechanisms. In reality there may be only a
relatively few mechanisms, and synergistic health effects between
the fields and currents may be very significant.
Also, complex
forms of the EM energy may be more closely correlated to health
effects than simple forms.
The effects include all those aspects of health which are
part of the stress syndrome - effects on the central nervous,
cardiovascular and immune systems. We should not be surprised by
these associations because it is known that all of the functions
of the bodies and minds of humans and animals work as a result of
electrical, magnetic, and chemical energies.
In all regions of the earth, electricity and magnetism
exist.
They hold things together and push things apart.
They
make candles burn and cause the photosynthetic process in the
leaves of plants.
They are part of our weather process.
They
light our day and heat our planet.
All living organisms are
engulfed in various EM energies. It is a primary and fundamental
force of nature.
We use the term electric current when we refer
to charged particles streaming from one point to another. We use
the terms electric, magnetic and EM fields to specify those areas
where charged objects will experience forces.
We also at times
interchange these terms even though we should always be exact.
From our experiences we would expect to find no region of space
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in which only one electric or magnetic force were present.
Examples are the electric field of the atmosphere, the magnetic
field of the earth and the EM radiation from the sun.
Living organisms, being a part of the natural world, are
dependent upon the various natural forces and certainly including
the EM.
EM radiation heats our bodies, stimulates our eyes to
see, regulates cyclic processes and probably enhances our total
well being.
In the plant world, EM radiation is the key to
growth and therefore the key to feeding the world.
The earth and the atmosphere can be pictured as a large EM
dynamo.
There exists a dynamic equilibrium -- dynamic because
the electric and magnetic fields and currents are continuously
changing; equilibrium because there is a pattern dictated by the
nature of the system.
Living organisms, again, are on the earth
or in the atmosphere so must share in that EM dynamic equilibrium.
We walk along on a carpet, especially of synthetic materials, and, if the air is dry, we have a shocking experience.
How
does the electricity get into our bodies?
Why does it only
happen when the humidity is low?
What does that tell us about
our general interaction with the earth-atmosphere EM system?
In our industrialization we are introducing large amounts of
EM energy into our world. We have done this because of the great
benef its in human comforts.
We surround ourselves today with
mUltiple EMF's: the 60 Hz electric and magnetic fields emanating
from transmission and distribution lines; direct current (DC)
electric and magnetic fields associated with DC transmission
lines, ion fields, batteries, welders, electronic systems, etc.;
60 Hz and DC currents in the earth resulting from our utilization
of the earth as a sink for electricity and the ultimate ground;
60 Hz electric and magnetic fields present around all electrical
devices and electric wiring in homes and the work place; radio
frequency (RF) and microwave fields from sources such as microwave relays , military communications, commercial satellites,
direct broadcast TV satellites, microwave ovens, medical diathermy, weather satellites, AM and FM radio, military satellites, ham
radios, CB's, electrical power lines, VDT's, and radar systems.
In the US alone we generate nearly 300 billion watts of
60 Hz power which is moving through the extensive electrical
transmission and distribution system and the earth.
The major portion of electricity is generated at coal fired,
oil fired, hydro and nuclear facilities.
The electricity is
transported by a complex system of transmission/distribution
lines in the form of either DC or 60 Hz AC.
On the transmission
lines 60 Hz AC is usually in a three phase format.
Substations
are established for switching the electricity on the transmission
lines to other transmission lines and finally to distribution
lines.
Usually the potential of 7200 volts beginning as three
phase system.
Distribution lines are usually separated into
three single phase lines, each of which provides electrical
energy to a group of users.
As we humans have developed our 60
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Hz power system for providing the energy in our homes and industries, we have learned that certain care is required.
standing
in a filled bathtub holding onto a bare wire coming from an
outlet will probably be lethal.
Sometimes we have experience
touching a toaster which has not been properly grounded and feel
as though we are going to light up.
We take these experiences
seriously and therefore in the development of our electrical
power system have recognized a mandatory grounding requirement.
A good but very complex system has evolved which uses the earth
as a necessary current carrying conductor.
Electrical
engineers
expert
in
electrical
transmission/distribution systems claim that the earth carries
between 60 and 75 % of the return flow.
The neutral wire is in
the system to carry the return current but actually carries only
a minor percentage of it. There are many reasons for the current
being in the earth rather than on the lines.
As the transmission/distribution system has evolved, the earth has inadvertently
become a more critical component. The earth is being used as the
reference ground for the entire transmission/distribution system
which is laterally interconnected over the entire continent.
It
is not surprising, therefore, that the earth, being the reference
and a conductor, carries current.
Over a concern for protecting
against shock and electrocution, codes have been established
which require ground rods in the earth to have a certain low
resistance.
One side of the distribution system, referred to as
the neutral, is interconnected with the grounding system and
consequently connected to the earth through the ground rods.
At
the location of each user, at least one ground rod is connected
to the neutral. Usually a number of ground rods are used as well
the neutral being connected to other conductors in the earth such
as wells and water pipes. MUltiple connections of the neutral to
the earth occurs at all homes, businesses, factories, substations, electric generation facilities and along distribution
lines.
The earth can then become the path of least resistance
for the current on the neutral side of the distribution system.
Electricity is induced in the earth by the AC magnetic field
associated with all alternating currents through inductive coupling and conducted into the earth by electric fields through
capacitive coupling and by means of all resistive paths such as
towers, poles, vegetation, etc.
The major generators of electricity maintain a constant output of electrical energy irrespective of demand.
Consequently, during times of lower use it is
possible that more electricity is generating than is needed.
Al though every attempt is made to avoid such events, they do
occur which requires the surplus electrical energy to be dissipated and the earth can be used for that purpose.
The electrical currents in the earth are affected by their
interaction with earth materials and objects' embedded in the
earth such as natural gas and oil pipelines.
Through general
knowledge of earth material and the nature of electricity, one
would expect non linear materials, differences in conductivity
and polarizability, and rectifying systems to affect the manner
in which electricity moves in the earth and also to affect the
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physical make up.
AC in the earth, of any frequency, has the
potential of being altered.
Problem solving research conducted
on dairy farms and in the laboratory provides preliminary information.
An observed change is the rectification of a portion of
the 60 Hz and other AC to DC.
Materials in the earth such as
water and combinations of conductors and semi-conductors can
partially rectify AC.
DC cells associated with chemicals and
metallic pipelines in the earth as well as the presence of AC on
the pipelines requires cathodic protection to avoid corrosion of
the pipeline.
specifically DC is supplied to the pipeline by
means of an electronic DC supply.
Experimental data suggest the model of the charging of a
battery.
Cells appear to develop which are driven by the presence of AC in th earth.
Ion migration and/or chemical reactions
are probably the charging mechanisms.
The possibility exists
that the natural chemical cells can be driven or enhanced by the
electrical current in the earth; obviously if DC is present from
sources such as natural gas or oil pipelines in the earth, DC
transmission line return or cathodic protection rect.ifiers on the
pipeline in the earth, the cells are probably driven more vigorously. Both the AC and DC in the earth will also use the neutral
wire and other conductors in the earth.
In addition to DC the
harmonics of the 60Hz AC, such as 120, 180, 240 HZ, etc. can be
generated in both components of the transmission/distribution
system and also in earth materials.
Transients in the currents
of the neutral-grounding system occur in the process of changes
in electrical usage such as motors being started or stopped, etc.
these transients likewise can and do travel in the earth.
Currents in the neutral-ground and, consequently, in the earth,
therefore, are, in general complex and rarely retain the simple
60 Hz sine shape.
The currents of the earth can also change the electrical
character of the materials in contact with the earth such as
floors and walls of buildings.
The model of the electric cell
would suggest the electrical charge of the floors and/or earth
can differ in polarity and intensity according to the location of
the electrodes of the cell.
The model also suggests that direct
currents can be present in the earth and other conducting materials in contact with the earth.
since most living organisms are in contact with the earth or
some solid material connected to the earth, the EM fields and
currents present in the earth, whether natural or of human origin.
will access them.
As currents and fields in the earth are
changed through human activity, so will the currents and fields
experienced by living organisms be changed.
There are EMF's
of the earth and in the atmosphere which are naturally present
and complex.
Additional EM energies change the natural fields
and currents increasing the complexities. Those complexities can
include changing the electrical character of the floors of buildings.
Again, since most living organisms are attached to the
earth, additional currents and fields in the earth can appear,
then, as additional currents and fields in the living organisms.
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As currents exist and ions migrate in the earth, so can currents
exist and ions migrate in living organisms that are in contact
with the earth. All of these EMF's surround the living organisms
and the very difficult question, for which we would like an
answer, concerns possible biological and/or health effects caused
by these additional fields.
Since present research considers
very specific and well defined fields, cause and effect in laboratory work is probably quite different from cause and effect in
the real world.
In the space occupied by people and other living systems
there exists today a significant diversity of EMF fields (EMF)
which are produced because of human activity.
Research results
which connect relatively small EMFs and electrical currents to a
number of human and animal physiological effects are more frequently appearing in the pUblished literature. In many cases the
effects may be caused synergistically by more than one EMF or in
connection with
toxic chemicals or other energy forms.
In
addition, a large quantity of experimental work and anecdotal
information is being reported which links uncontrolled EMFs and
change in electromagnetic parameters with a set of '~hysiological
problems in animals and humans. These effects are connected with
both direct radiation from sources and also with EM energy present in the earth.
Professionals have known for years that ground faul ts--a
bare electrical wire in contact with the earth--on dairy farms
can cause a set of production, health and behavioral effects in
the dairy herd.
They are also familiar with similar cases for
horses, hogs, turkeys and beef cattle. Today many are experiencing and/or have experienced the association of this set of effects with electrical distribution problems on the farm and off
the farm. Professionals do not question these facts.
Some 'of the effects on dairy cows which have been observed
and reported are: restlessness when in stalls or parlor, unwillingness to enter barn parlor or stall, leaping into the stall
and crashing to the floor, refusal to eat or drink while in the
stall, lapping in the water cup, pressing their noses against
stalls, especially while being milked, dancing in stalls or
parlor, kicking at farmer when being washed, kicking off milkers,
difficulty walking and getting up, distended eyes (appeared to be
under stress), uneven milkout and letdown (some quarters will
release milk well while others will not), long milking time,
peaking in production in the first weeks of the lactation cycle,
poor production, sudden onset of mastitis (which often appears
unaffected by antibiotics), unusually large number of a variety
of health problems which resulted in high veterinarian bills,
leukemia, spontaneous abortions, breeding problems, and leg sores
which do not heal nor respond to accepted treatment methods.
A partial list of associated human health effects include:
tingling, numbness and/or pains in arms and legs, chronic fatigue, aching and swollen knees, dizziness, frequent headaches,
vision problems, disorientation, memory loss, irritability under
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stress, swollen abdomen, nausea, open sores unable to heal,
allergies for females--problems with menstrual cycle, other
effects more difficult to assess are high incidences of cancers
(especially leukemia and brain), neurological disabilities, and
cardiovascular problems.
Correlations are being reported which connect effects in
both animals and humans with electrical changes.
Farm records
and other information provided case histories correlating changes
in the level of health effects to: additions of substations, rerouting of electrical loads, changes in routing of distribution
lines, changes in the grounding systems on and off the farm,
changes in the farm protection equipment electrical system,
addition of transmission lines, active cathodic for oil and NG
pipelines, buried telephone cable, isolating transformers, spark
gaps, saturable coils, etc.
other information suggests additional EM connections.
Changes in level of effects correlates with the following parameters: weather changes (humid weather often caused greater effects), ground moisture, location of barn, long weekend especially in areas of lakes with vacation homes, summer weekend often
associated with lakes areas, proximity of animals to operating
electrical equipment, location of animals in the barn.
We could expect that all dairy farm problems do not have a
single cause.
A number of surveys have been conducted, however,
to attempt to assess the perception of the dairy operator.
The
results indicate that somewhere between 20 and 40 % of the dairy
farms in the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin experience effects
on dairy cows from some form or forms of electromagnetic energies.
The dairy operators estimate the yearly loss from each
farm experiencing "stray voltage" problems is between $20,000 and
$30,000.
Imagine the economic loss to the states of Minnesota
and Wisconsin alone.
Some of the surveying dealt with the perceived association between effects in the dairy herd and human
physical health effects.
These surveys included responses from
125 dairy operators.
The correlation was overwhelming--nearly
100%. Where effects were experienced in the dairy herds, physical health effects were experienced by those working in the barn
especially while in the barn.
Throughout the country, accounts are being given of homes,
office buildings, businesses, whole regions and villages where
unusual and sometimes unbelievable health problems for both
humans and animals exist. In some cases experts have investigated and in most cases the conclusions concerning cause are inconclusive.
No cause can be linked to the observed health effects,
General labels have been attached such as sick buildings, indoor
air pollution, tight buildings and environmental illness. scientifically the cause or causes for these conditions are in the
category of speculation.
The associations appear to involve
location as opposed to genetic make-up.
In searching for the
cause or causes, logic would encourage the examination of all
physical, chemical and biological parameters which are character6

istic of location. All of these parameters require investigation
because living organisms are sensitive to and can be affected by
anyone or all. Most often an investigation centers on pathogens
and chemicals because their influences are better understood
whereas the physical parameters are largely ignored because the
effects are not well understood. An analysis of energies used in
the functioning to living organisms, draws our attention to EMs.
Of all the parameters that could influence the appropriate functioning of living organism, EMs should be near the top. For that
reason, l'ogic again would suggest that the EM environment of
living organisms would be crucial for well being.
Investigations by The Electromagnetics Research Foundation
(TERF) and Concordia College faculty are in process at locations
perceived by residents to have unusual health problems.
In some
cases chemical and biological causes have already been investigated. In this work the assumption is that EM energy is at least
one of the parameters capable of causing the perceived effects.
Consequently a special effort is made to identify and measure the
various EM parameters as well as conduct a health survey.
Some of the preliminary results are now available.
Where
significant health problems exist, one or more of the following
physical characteristics also exist: 1) electric transmission
line in the general area; 2) distribution lines close by; 3)
substation close to area affected; 4) area directly between two
substations; 5) buried cables; 6) buried NG or oil pipeline near
by; 7) high ground water table; 8) certain soil conditions and
electrical transmission and distribution system grounding.
The
seriousness of the problems is connected to the number of characteristics that allow a specific presence of EM energy in the
space occupied by the living organism.
specific implies some
combination of DC and AC.
60 Hz magnetic fields external to
buildings will persist in the range from 0.2 to 1.0 mg and inside
the buildings the range is usually somewhat higher.
The sources
of the EM energy can be either by direct radiation, by conduction
through the earth or a combination of the two.
60 Hz electric
currents from human sources are measured between any two points
in the earth.
The magnitudes of these currents vary from one
place to the next.
Incorporated in the 60 Hz in the earth are a
number of harmonics as well as radio frequencies.
In addition
spikes of transient currents are observed to be present in the
earth even when measurements are made which are independent of
the neutral of the power system.
DC in the earth varies in an
oscillatory manner and the magnitude of the oscillations appears
to be correlated to the magnitude of AC in the ground.
In essence, AC and DC in the earth are somehow connected and affect
the observed nature of each other.
Health information provided reveals that a number of serious
human illnesses are possible, including neurological disabilities, various types of cancer and cardiovascular problems.
Chronic fatigue becomes a serious problem for all people, young
and 0 ld, in these areas.
Most often, observed hea 1th problems
are not age dependent.
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In most areas investigated, the magnitudes of the 60 Hz
magnetic and electric fields in the space where people live and
work are small compared with those predicted by research to
potentially be able to cause the investigated health effects.
The expected response is to assume the cause or causes, therefore, cannot be EM. Such a conclusion, however, may be irresponsible.
Since nearly all living organisms spend the majority of
their time connected to the earth or solid objects on or in the
earth, careful consideration must be given to the level of exposure to EM energy from direct and indirect contact with the
earth.
In addition, further studies delving into "window" and
synergistic effects are necessary.
The observed correlations
appear to be more closely associated to the state 'of EM energy in
the earth than to energy which is radiated.
Experimental evidence which supports this correlation for cattle has been generated on a number of dairy farms.
Dairy operators have experimented with housing dairy cows and calves about 5 feet off the
ground and electrically isolated from the earth.
Consistently
both the cows and the calves are much healthier when housed off
the ground as compared with on the ground.
In addition the cows
increased in milk production by nearly 50% when housed off the
ground.
One dairy operator had approximately a 30% death rate
for calves when housed on the ground and less than a 5% death
rate when housed on a trailer which was electrically isolated
from the earth.
As previously described the dairy industry does not question
the recorded fact that ground faults in the electrical system
produces the set of health effects associated with "stray voltage" .
Only anecdotal information is available relating ground
faults, caused by a high potential electrical wire driving AC
into the earth, and human health effects.
The number of documented cases showing a connection between ground faults and
health effects in humans is growing, however. When the number of
documented cases becomes sUfficiently large a statistical analysis will be made to assess the significance of the information.
Evidence is surfacing in all areas of society implicating EM
energy in human and animal health.
As one reads the research
literature relating EM's and health, no clear model has evolved.
There is, in fact, a sense of something missing.
In general the
research has dealt with the investigation of a single form of EM
energy, such as the 60 Hz magnetic field, as it may affect living
organisms through a very specific mechanism and cause a specific
health effect, for example, cancer.
Most certainly the fewer
variables in a study, the more easily statistical significance
can be established.
As complex environmental problems are being
exposed, evidence is mounting which is pointing to a set of
causes and a set of effects.
For example the causes might be a
collection of chemicals as well as physical parameter as EM's and
noise.
The effects might be all of or anyone of the health
problems connected with stress.
Perhaps the methodology for
investigating environmental problems requires a fresh approach.
Consider the possibility of treating an environmental problem
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within the context of a systems, problem solving study.
Very
briefly, an interdisciplinary team would be established to investigate case studies and anecdotal information for the purpose of
identifying the problem.
After the problem has been determined,
the team would prepare a research protocol for determining its
association with specific EM energies, if it exists.
Better
models can then be proposed and tested and research recommend
that hopefully can determine cause and effect.
Since it is the
interaction of the living organism with the foreign environment
that has the potential of causing effects, field studies will be
required to more quickly establish the most productive approach
to research.
For the case of the perceived connection between
various EM configurations and human and animal health, a significant quantity of anecdotal information is available relating
specific geographic areas as having the perceived connection. In
order to legitimize this approach for studying the potential
impact of EM's on health, perhaps a name should be established
for this field of study, such as "Electromagnetics Ecology".
In the background paper, "Biological Effects of Power Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields," prepared for the US Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, the following conclusions
were presented: ... ", there is now a very large volume of scientific findings based on experiments at the cellular level and
from studies with animals and people which clearly establish that
low frequency magnetic fields can interact with, and produce
changes in, biological systems. While most of this work is of
very high quality, the results are complex. Current scientific
understanding does not yet allow us to interpret the evidence in
a single coherent framework. Even more frustrating, it does not
yet allow us to draw definite conclusions about questions of
possible risks or to offer clear, science-based advice on strategies to minimize or avoid potential risks.
Of the effects discussed, the central nervous system effects
including circadian rhythm changes in animals and the possibility
of cancer promotion appear most worthy of concern with respect to
pUblic health consequences.
From the final report, "Biological
Effects of Power Line Fields," of the New York State Power Lines
Project: "In conclusion, results of the New York funded projects
document biologic effects of electric and magnetic fields in·
several systems.
The variety of effects of magnetic fields have
not been previously appreciated.
Several areas of potential
concern for pUblic health have been identified, but more research
must be done before final conclusions can be drawn.
Of particular concern is the demonstration of a possible association of
residential magnetic fields with incidence of certain childhood
cancers.
Further study of this possible association and mechanisms to explain it are important.
The variety of behavioral and
nervous system effects may not constitute a major hazard because
most appear to be reversible, but they may impact temporarily on
human function.
Further research should also be done in this
area."
These are examples of the concerns expressed by many scien9

tists and panels asked to assess the health risks of electromagnetic fields.
Recognizing the health issues associated with EMFs on dairy
farms, a group of people organized The Electromagnetics Research
Foundation Inc.
The Electromagnetics Research Foundation (TERF)
is a non-profit corporation dedicated to understanding the role
of EMs in living systems.
The corporation was conceived at the
"grass roots" level in the state of Minnesota, is incorporated in
the state of Minnesota has expanded to include an active chapter
in Wisconsin and Missouri as well as all who have an interest in
EMs as it relates to living systems.
The major functions are
research and information management.
Information management
includes collection and dissemination of EMs information as it
relates to life, and research emphasizes field investigations and
problem solving.
At the present time there is no scientific consensus relative to EMF effects.
The newer research in all EMF's, however,
is pointing toward effects at much lower levels than even considered in the early research in this country.
The more recent
research also reveals a broadening of the models relating cause
and effect so as to include non-traditional mechanisms.
Small
direct currents, extra-low frequency (ELF) fields at volts/meter,
low power radio frequency and microwaves, and combinations of
these, have been correlated with physiological effects on living
systems. Radio frequency fields modulated at ELF's, for example,
have demonstrated significant effects because the radio frequency
fields appear to be the best carrier for most effectively exposing cells to the ELF fields.
Although there is no clearly defined lower level for effects from any EMF, the levels at which
effects are observed continues to go down.
One of the most
disconcerting aspects of research in EMF effects, is the problem
of reproducibility.
This is especially noted in the utilization
of EMFs in health assist activi ties.
Traditional statistical
methods are difficult to apply when individual differences in
specific effects in living organisms are so great. In spite of
the uncertainties, electric field and currents are used for bone
unions, anesthesia and pain relief.
The human body is a complex array of materials of various
electrical and magnetic characteristics.
Materials range from
good conductors such as liquids to good nonconductors such as
walls of the blood vessels.
Other materials include semiconductors and combinations of semiconductors which can act as diodes.
Bones have piezoelectric characteristics, that is bending of
bones can produce electrical potentials and currents as well as
the opposite--electrical currents causing bones to bend.
Such
ions as sodium, calcium and potassium represent positive charges
that can move throughout the body. We know that the heart functions by electrical impulse. The entire nervous system transmits
information at least by pUlses of electrical energy.
Sensory
perception such as the vision of the eyes is the conversion of
one form of EM energy to DC which is transmitted and read through
the CNS. These are known facts that are not disputed.
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David Cohen of MIT has been a pioneer in the development of
equipment for measuring magnetic fields produced within the human
body.
The sizes of these magnetic fields which he measures are
from a million to a billion times smaller than the earth's magnetic field.
They are present in various areas of the body from
the heart muscles to the brain.
Robert Becker, a medical researcher formerly from the New
York state University system has measured different potentials at
different points on the human body.
He says that all living
organisms carry a complex electric field.
The more complex the
organism the more complex the field. His book The Body Electric,
pUblished in 1985 presents his research and model~~
Ross Adey, Medical physiologist from the Jerry L. Pettis
Memorial Veterans Hospital, Loma Linda, CA, says that cell membranes contain protein strands that are activated by packets of
EM energy perhaps generated by another cell or at the membrane by
a chemical reaction.
The weak signal embodied in the EM energy
rapidly spreads across the cell surface, is amplified and passes
across the membrane to the cell's interior . . . . A thorough understanding of how EM "whispering" among cells is amplified into
louder "talking" will shake up assumptions about all sorts of
cell processes, says Adey, including those involving memory.
A book published in 1983, Biological Closed Electric cir~
cuits:
Clinical, Experimental, and Theoretical Evidence for
an Additional circulatory System by Dr. Bjorn Nordenstrom will
undoubtedly have a significant impact on biomedicine.
Dr. Nordenstrom's book draws together his and others' research which
substantiates his theories that all living systems contain numerous functioning electrical circuits. Electric fields produced
wi thin the body provide the force and energy which maintains
these currents for whatever purpose is required. These circuits,
he maintains, exist in all bodily functions and the DC currents
present determine the well being of the body.
He speaks of
circuits that are switched on by an injury, an infection, or a
tumor, or even by the normal activity of the body's organs.
His
measurements indicate that electric currents course through
arteries and veins and across capillary walls, drawing white
blood cells and metabolic compounds into and out of surrounding
tissues.
These currents are maintained in the body by electromagnetic fields for whatever purpose is required.
This electrical system, says Nordenstrom, works to balance the activity of
internal organs and, in the case of injuries, represents the very
foundation of the healing process.
Dr. Nordenstrom writes, "Simple electrotechnical analogues
imply that a local decrease or increase of transported current
may give rise to undesired as well as useful effects.' A local
change in density of current anywhere in a biologically closed
circuit might lead to anesthesia, or produce pain or other undesired effects far away from the site of the driving force for the
closed circuit transports.
Clinical consideration which can not
11

simply be understood by the known and accepted mechanism of
referred pain might be explained in this way.
For example,
degenerative alterations in the cervical spine may not only give
rise to pain in the distribution of an affected nerve but also
to symptoms of local peripheral injury associated with pain,
e. g., tenderness to local palpation or active contraction of a
muscle or muscles."
Dr. Nordenstrom discusses the possible role of biological
closed electric circuits (BCEC) in biogenesis, including carcinogenesis.
"strong currents will destroy cells and tissue.
Weak
currents, on the other hand, will more gently create new internal
and external environments for cells.
The currents will also
directly interfere with cellular metabolism and modify structural
elements of cells."
A large variety of chemical, physical
and biological factors can induce cancer.
The capability is not
surprising.
Many chemicals should have the capability to activate BCEC systems with different magnitudes of energies, either
primarily by their own
electro-(physico)chemical potentials or secondarily over a chronic injury polarization. It is therefore possible to understand that BCEC systems
under certain circumstances may function as a common mechanism in
carcinogenesis."
The specific physiological effects from ELF fields are
critically summarized by Andrew A. Marino researcher, at the
Louisiana state university Medical Center, in his contribution to
the Assessments and Viewpoints on the Biological
and Human
Health Effects of Extremely low Freguency Electromagnetic fields
1£ compilation of commissioned papers for ELF literature review
project) under the direction of the American. Institute of Biological sciences.
The summary of the nearly 200 research reports
which Dr. Marino reviewed is:
"1. EMFs can alter the metabolism of all body systems, inclUding
the nervous, endocrine, cardiovascular, hematological, immune
response, and reproductive.
2. The effects on each tissue or system are largely independent
of EMF frequency.
3. An organism's response to an EMF is determined in part by its
physiological history and genetic predisposition; individual
animals, even in an apparently homogeneous population, may exhibit changes in opposite directions in a dependent biological
parameter.
4.
EMF-induced biological effects are best characterized as
adaptive or compensatory; they present the organism with environmental factors to which it must accommodate."
Even though this study did not completely exclude effects
from higher frequencies there is another body of research concentrating on radio and microwaves.
Both western and eastern nations have contributed to this research but let me highlight
12

information provided at a conference in Warsaw in 1971 by Zinaida
Gordon and Maria N. Sadchikova of the USSR Institute of Labor
Hygiene and Occupational Diseases.
They identified a comprehensive set of symptoms which they called microwave sickness.
Its
first signs are low blood pressure and slow pulse. The later and
most common effects are chronic excitation of the sympathetic
nervous system (stress syndrome) and high blood pressure.
This
phase also often includes headaches, dizziness, eye pain, sleeplessness, irritability, anxiety, stomach pain, nervous tension,
inability to concentrate, hair loss, plus an increased incidence
of appendicitis, cataracts, reproductive problems, and cancer.
The chronic symptoms are
eventually succeeded by crises of
adrenal exhaustion
and ischemic heart disease (blockage of
coronary arteries and heart attack).

v.

EM energies can cause adverse effects in the central nervous
system, cardiovascular system, and immune system.
The levels
which induce these effects is debated; the exact mechanism is
uncertain; and the specific effect on an individual species does
vary.
The real impact from EM energy can only be assessed
through an open acknowledgment of a number of interaction mechanisms which have potential for causing
biological and health
effects.
The conclusion always expressed is the need for more and
independent research.
Today only the Electric Power Research
Institute, the research arm of the Electric Utilities, the Department of Energy and the Navy provide funding for research on
electromagnetics and health. The Environmental Protection Agency
eliminated its EMs division about seven years ago.
Drawing from all available information, we must conclude
that EMFs at low levels affect human and animal health. The
scientific proof requires: 1) that research money be made available to independent teams; 2) that better models for the interaction of electromagnetic fields on living organisms be used; 3)
that consideration be given to electricity reaching living organisms through direct contact with the ground, floors of buildings
and other
solid objects carrying electricity and; 4) that
the totality of EM exposure be recognized in determining health
correlations
and in locating appropriate control
regions.
We need to reconsider our rationale for not seriously utilizing mechanisms of interaction other than thermal or shock in
determining potential biological and health effects.
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tissues (Udintsev & Khy~nin, 1978), and catecholamines of the brain (Grin',

1978).
Most of these studies were initiated to discover positive EMF applications
in health and healing. However other studies focus on the possible negative
effects of ~Ws particularly in stimulating cancer (Vagero and Olin, 1983;
Lester and Moore, 1982; and Wertheimer and Leeper, 1979, 1982 'and 1987). Other
studies examine' EMFs in relation to cardiac disease (Rea, 1978), human reaction
time (Hamer, 1968 and Persinger, et al., 1975), sensitivity to the electrical
environmen~

(Marino, et al., 1980), and suicide rates (Park and Helliwell,

1978; and Perry, et al., 1982).
Various health benefits and dangers of

electri~al

current continue to be

discussed both inside the academic community and in the public press. A report
on DOE activities, given at the American Public Power Association National
Conference (Gyuk, 1988), suggests that even though no proven health hazards
have emerged, there are biological effects. The stance suggested in this report
is concern but not alarm and a need for further scientific research.
Perhaps the most ambitious research project to date is the New York
POI.erlines Project. It suggests that thresholds for biologic effects of

~\Ws

be

examined, that field effects on learning ability be examined and that the
association between B·Ws and cancer, particularly leukemia, be investigated
(Ahlborn, et al., 1987). Morgan, et al. (1987) suggest that regulatory dilemmas
will likely orbit around such issues as ho\. calcium ions attached to neural
tissue are released after E:"fF exposure, how ?JIFs affect the rate of DNA
synthesis, specific effects on endocrine hormonal processes and the
proteinkinase activity in cells following field exposure.
"lost research is carried out in laboratorics. lfo\o,'cvcr, since persons live
in other than controlled laboratory settinss, it is im?ortant to assess
effects on humans in the cont2xt of daily activities.

~

~!F

significant diversity

of :-':>W' s are produced today, dnd humans ;nay live ;lr.:icst u variet)' of

":\1':'

-4outside the area. The research attempts to establish an exploratory association
between EMF levels and self-reported health complaints. It is anticipated that
health complaints, or a specific complaint, will occur more frequently in those
locations, or side of street, where 60 Hz EMF frequencies occur in greater
magnitude, i.e., nearest the power line. However, it is noted that only the
width of a two-lane street distinguishes differences in housing distance from
the power line since the line runs in front rather than behind the houses on
the even numbered side of the street. In so far as possible, loeational
parameters are established to determine if EMFs might be a logical explanation
for self-reported health problems.
RESEARCH

~UITHOD

As a result of these concerns, a research project was initiated in
October, 1988 and continues to the present. Research exploring EMF health
effects entails a variety of problems both in establishing EMF frequencies and
magnitudes and tying these to specific health problems.

Basic research

conditions vary greatly in the natural setting as compared to laboratory
research because of difficulties in controlling for possible intervening
variables. For example, there are important distinctions in measuring surface
as compared to ground

~W's.

Furthermore, measuring DC currents is more

difficult than measuring AC currents, and portable specialized equipment for
use outside the laboratory is expensive and difficult to acquire. Also, EMF
magnitudes are variable and are likely subject to time, weather, soil and other
conditions.
Establishing a tie to specific health conditions is also difficult, though
earlier studies suggest a link between EMF levels and some health problems,
such as cancer (Ivertheimer and Leeper, 1979, 1982 & 1987). In these cases, ties
may be made more precisely since there is a larger data base about the
particular forms of cancer being studied. This study could not be so focused
since it originates from general Ilealth complaints seeming to arise in a

-0-

with such levels are controllable in the laboratory but must be found to exist
in the external environment before long term health consequences can be
assessed in living areas.
Even with these important limitations, health concerns stemming from EMFs
and a growing accumulation of general, and some specific, information seemed to
warrant exploratory research.

A questionnaire was devised to-assess health

factors that includes a list of such symptoms as frequent headaches, feeling
stressed, feeling as if one had the flu, numbness, memory loss, visual
problems, fatigue, irritability,

and among women. fluid retention and painful

menstruation. Beside gender. control factors included age. length of residence,
time of day and season when feeling best and worst, and whether other persons
in the home also displayed any of the symptoms indicated.
EMF assessment focused on 60 Hz magnetic fields. The first was taken at
earth surface level on the sidewalk directly in front of the home (Ml). A
second measure consists of a summed directional location of electric currents
producing the 60 Hz field (Dl). Third and fourth assessments repeated the first two
measures but at two meters above the ground (M2

& D2). A fifth assessment taken

at ground level estimates the 60Hz electric field at the earth's surface which
perhaps indicates the quantity of current in the ground (El). A few homes were
selected for additional measurements.
The sample site includes approximately fourteen blocks adjacent to a
65 kilovolt AC electric power line in the city of Moorhead. Each household in
the selected area was contacted for personal interviewing by a student research
team.

In some cases, more than one person per household

\~as intervie~ed,

though information about other household members was also assessed via the
primary respondent in each household. Research teams of students also completed
the

~1F

measurements. Assessments were completed in 1989. The total

nu~ber

of

cOlnpleted questionnaires from primary respondents is 77.
In spite of some inherent problems in linear analysis, various statistical
metllods are used in assessing and interpreting the data. PROBIT (predicting a

-tl-

The strategy for estimating EMF relations to health symptoms is to
determine if symptoms and EMF measures predict side of street.
Model: (EMF---> Side of Street <----Health Symptoms).
The five EMF measures were discussed above. All five EMF measures taken
together do predict side of street (P < .001). However directional measures (Dl

& D2) tended to be highest on the side of the street where magnetic measures
were lowest (Ml, M2

& El). When magnetic measures were separated from the

directional ones, they continued to predict side of street (P < .001). This
supports the notion that EMFs do differ by side of street with magnitudes being
greatest nearest the lines.
Next we 'determined if symptoms,also predicted side of street. The
following symptoms for the whole group were used in this determination: pain in
limbs, headaches, flu-like symptoms, fatigue, irritability, anxiety, stress,
feeling weak and having allergies. First, all items were individually analyzed
to determine if their frequency of reporting

differ~d

by side of street. Only

one item is found to be significant. Allergies are more likely to be reported
on the side of street nearest the line (P = .049)
Since those health symptoms possibly related to EMFs are likely not
consistent among individuals, two composite variables were created by assigning
symptoms to the side of street where they were the more likely to be reported
and summing them (indexing). The two variables are then used to predict side of
street. For the whole sample these symptoms do predict side of street
(P

=

.049). Those symptoms more likely reported nearest the power line are

pains in limbs, headaches, irritability, stress and allergies.
Separating men and women and predicting side of street from symptoms
improved slightly the level of significance for men to P

=

.042 but not for

women (P = .148) and is not significant. For women, the index included fluid
rctcntion and menstruation problems. t'lcn Ii ving ncarest thc lines I,'cre marc
likely to report having pains in limbs, hcadaches, being irritable, anxiety,

,

..

,

.
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STRAYVOLTAGE AND THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

STRAYVOL'rAGE IN THE DAIRY BARN.
DISCOVERV AND RESPONSE

INTRODUCTION

Human activities have significantly diversified the earth's already
existing electromagnetic fields (EMFs). Various researchers and technicians in
a variety of disciplines (here referred to as the literati) are currently
examining the effects of EMFs in numerous settings around the world. Persons in
the dairy industry are voicing concerns reflective of various beliefs and

by

assumptions that electrical transmission lines and other sources are creating

Laurence L. Falk
Conc~rdia College
Moorhead, Minnesota 56560

fields of stray voltage that effect output in their dairy operations. This is
leading dairyists to seek verification of their beliefs and develop stratogies
to cope with these perceived problems.
Collective behavior and social movement analysts have long been interested
in the process of emergent leadership (LaPiero, 1938.281-2931, thoir
legitimation (Lang' Lang, 1961.236-253), and the process of developing

val~Q

credibility within social movements (Turner' Killian, 1957.331-359). The
Midwest Sociological seciety
Annual Meeting. Minneapolis, "innesota
March, 1988

technical nature of EMFs is forcing dairyists to seek out specialists, the
litorati, to help clarify, explain and legitimate beliefs about the problem or
stray voltage in the dairy industry in order to diminish supposed EMF
consequences. These EMF literati include scientific researchers, agricultural
extenaionists, agricultural product technicians, and others.

Since the

literati are neither belief nor value homogeneous about EMFs, it seems
worthwhile to

ana~yze

thu role of the literati vis-a-vis dairyists as dairyists

attempt to formulate a constructive knowledge system for ameliorating EMF
proble..s.

Belief that £HFs Are Part of the £Conomic Problem.
reconstitution of a component of action.· Therefore, beliefs about structural
Agriculturalists have a history of resisting condemnation of their land

strain are central to establishing the basis for collective outcome.

for such uses as water control, wildlife mitigation, road-building, urban
The resource mobilization theory of collective behavior suggests that
acquisition, etc., and this includes electric power line construction. Even

social strain is not always necessary for collective action to occur (Hiller,

though electric lines are important in the modernization of rural life,

1965,3151. However, there are numerous general conditions perceived as inducing

transmiaaion linea are perceived as inconveniences to farm operations. They
strain in the dairy industry such as over-production of dairy products,
chop up fields, pose hazards in the movement of equipment and present barridra

deflation of land values, increased automation and labor costs, dependence on

~

to field cultivation. Therefore it is not a great leap for dairypeople to

governmental price supports, energy cost fluctuation, and competition in an
internation~l

associate their problems with perceived power line residues (EMFsl.

market. More specific inducements to perceived strain include

Dairy operators attribute a variety of problems to stray voltage. These

increascd sanitation require.ents in production, and complex record keeping of

_include such cattle behavior as unwillingness to enter the bern or st~lls,

herd acquisition, their maintenance and production. Dairyists tend to perceive

refusel to eat and drink, unable to clean feed off the celllent floor, danciug in

a lessened personal control over a widening sphere of external influences. Thie

the stalls and kicking the handler while being washed.

occurs parallel to notions that the ·family farm" and its commensurate personal

attributed to stray voltage are breeding problellls, spontaneous abortion, longer

aupport systea i. giving way to Ie•• personal external control sy.tems.
Smelser (1963.511 suggests that ambiguity is a basic component of strain.
Collective action aight be expected in a situation where decreasing personal
control, accompanied by erosion of the personal support system, accompanies
economic strain. Ambiguity occurs when existing remedies are perceived as
inadequate and alternatives are not apparent. This is precisely the condition
~

for dairyists perceiving that EMF factors decreasm their dairy herd production.
There is ambiguity both in defining the problem and in seeking ameliorative
action. Thus general strains in agriCUlture provide a broad context within
I
~ich

specific EMF fa 7tors produce additional strains. This idea is now

discussed more zpeciflcally.

...---milking

I

timo snd general reduction in milk production (Dahlberg, 19671.

Complaints from dairy people concerned with electromagnetic fields
prompted the Minnesota Department of Agriculture to salllple dairy farmers'
proble.s. The author was able to obtain the raw data and analyze 1075 returned
questionnaires. Approximately 37.5 percent of the 20,000 dairy farms in
Minnesota received the questionnaire left by inspectors at the time of their
regular dairy inspection. Fourteen percent of the questionnaires were returned
representing just over 5 percent of all dairy farms. Basic controls such as
dairy herd size, gender of the respondent, years in the diary industry, etc.
were not part of -the questionnaire. Findings are discussed keeping in mind
problems of sample quality and aecondary data analysis.

4

More serious problems

5

tends t? be short-circuited leaving the perceived problem in a state of

environmental issues, support is diffuse and tends to cut across more

ambiguity.

traditional coalition lines. This would seem to be the case here particularly

Diary people only gradually associate £HFs with dairy problems. This
situation differs somewhat from the earlier quarrel between agriculturalists

as it inVOlves the literati as defined earlier.
Credible causal evidence must be transmitted amongst a broad social

-J

and electric power companies when media kept the public informed. Data from the

network in order to mobilize action. The chain of influence includes other

J

~

Minnescta and pl1rposive study suggest that the suspected tie between cattle

dairyists, other agriCUlturalists, political figures local and national, the

-,~
-,

behavior and dairy prOblems is diaseminated primarily through peraonal networks

electrical power industry, electricians and electrical engineers, persons

'J

and secondarily through concerned persons using available media. Only 7 percent

aervicing dairy equipment, other users of electricity, and the acientific

of the respondents in the purposiva sample think that the general pUblic is

community. As indicated in discussing the purposive aample, a trade journal was

aware of the probleme with stray voltage. At present, brief statements about

used to elicit support and share information about EMFs, and the importance of

EMFs are beginning to appear in newspapers.

such strategies has long been recognized (Schettler, 1960.251-2671. To date

~

"

~

this represents a limited beginning in the process of creating a generalized
Mobilization of Resources.

belief.

Smelser's value-added theory rests of the premise that positive steps
toward problem amelioration occur when there is generalized recognition and
acceptance of a particular problem. As discussed above, many dairy people and
the general public do not perceive a tie of £HFs to dairy problems. Concerned

ROLE OF THE LITERATI
Becauae of the technical nature of EMFs, it is expedient that actionista
utilize specialists to demonstrate causal relationships between EMFs and dairy

I

dairyists and som. literati are in the process of mobilizing resources to

problems and to provide public testimony. In the past, the literati have

gsneralize the belief that £HFs and dairy problems are related. Ellig indicates

figured in the process of power legitimization (Roberts and Kloss (197?,219-

that rosource mobilization is a necessary component in maintaining farm protost

2261. Dairyists recognizo the need to mobilize literati if they are to deal

(198SI. In this context mobilization seems less oriented toward protest than it

successfUlly with the electrical power industry. Use of literati also entails

is toward direct amelioration of perceived EMF consequences. McCarthy and Zald

raising the necessary research funding. Without industry wid. consensus,

I

(19771 suggest, among other things, that resource mobilization includes

funding must come through the initiatives of interested persons and smaller

transforaing the mass and elitss into syapathizers. Dealing with EMF effects

groups rather than:from the primary dairy organizations or governmant agencies.

specifically requires mobilizing resources, both human and economic, in and

Knowledgeable researchers are necessary to lend technical credence to the

outside the dairy industry. Buttel and Flinn (19761 show that particularly in

funding proposals.

a

9

levels might produce ill effects.

Some studies specifically examine negative

topics such as shielding effectivenass of concrete (Bruhin, 1984), establishing
EMF effects. Harino, et al. (1900) studied sensitivity to change in the

I

models for grounding (Kikuchi, 19B4), compatibility in telecommunication
electrical environment and Hamer (1968) and Persinger, et al, (1975) its effect
networks (Larke, 1984), development of green algae (Yankyavichyus et al.,
on human reaction time. Vagero and Olin (1983) utilized the Swedish Census
1978), effects on the nervous system (Gorbach, 1982 and Toroptsev , Soldatova,
Environment Registry to study cancer in the ele~tronics industry. Lester .nd
1981), lung disease (pyntkin , Semenov, 1982), .ntibody reproduction in the
Hoore (1982) also examined cancer incidence and electromagnetic radiation.
spleen (Hel'nikov, et al., 1982). cell division (Hamontov , Ivanov., 1971), the
Power line effects are specifically studied by Park and Helliwell (1978), and
liver (Dumanskiy , Rudichenko, 1976), metabolism (Oumanskiy , Tomashevsk.ya,
Perry, et al, (1981) correlated exposure to power lines with suicide rates
1978)~'

testicular tissues (Udintsev , Khlynin, 19781, and catecholamines of the
(United Kingdom). Important studies by Wertheimer and Leeper, (1979, 1982 ,

brain (Grln', 1978).
1987) established. correlation between electrical home wiring .nd c.ncer. Re.
Emergence of

Intern.tlon~l

Perhaps this sample of

Dialogue,
t~pics

(1978) examined another EMF problem. that of environmentally triggered cardiac

demonstr.tes that intensive investigations

in EMFs continue on both sides of the iron curt.in. Judging from published

disease.
Other studies investigate low voltage effects on anim.ls. Delgado, et al.

materi.ls, it appears that research in Russi. has been more broadly he.lth

(1982) in Spain examined the effects on chicken eggs, Jaffe and Stern (1979)

oriented while research in the west is more diffuse. It is .lso apparent that

the path of electric flow in chick embryos (U.S.), and Krueger, et al. (19751

research is being shared across political boundaries, and that there is an

effects on chicken fecundity. Fischer, at

emerging convergence and assimilation of findings. An example of this is an

effects on neural systems of rats and Karino, et al., (1976) (U.S.). the

article wherein Ivanhoe (1982) (Dept. of Pharmacology, U. of Calif. San

generational effects on mice.

Francisco), on the ba.i. of 169 reforence., .peculate. that the e.ergence of

As

.1.

(1976 , 1978) (Germ.n) examined

in positive effects, EMF researchers are not consen.ual on negative

human brain si.e paralleled g.om.gnetic intensity. Perhaps. the fund of

eff.cta. Thi. was appar.nt when the dialogue among r •••• rch.rs mad. public the

information .ccruing .bout electromagnetic field. is beginning to move the

differ.nces over the Seafarer Project (Boffey, 1976 .nd Larkin, 1977). This

publjc view, from that of mystery and suspicion to a recognized, though highly

project was a proposed large communication system that fu.led the con~roversy

technical, body of knowledge.

over whether electricity flowing through the ground was quite different in its

Huch research focuses on the positive uses of electricity in health

consequence. fro. line transmission. Political sides were taken, and scientists

and healing, and they est.blish rather exact parameter. of electromagnetic

for and against the project entered the controversy, a controversy directly

intensities for maximum effect in treatment while recognizing that incorrect

relevant to stray voltage in dairy barns.

12

13

3. Generalized Belief. Since research on EMFs is highly

segmen~ed

and

political proc•••• Horgan, et al., (1987) discuss problem. in regulating
specialized, individual knowledge may not be perceived as relevant to the dairy
power companies when such informational amblgulty exlsts.
barn

m~ch

less It belng a problem there.

3. In tradltional academic research. The Ilteratl and the market-place are
4. Delief In Negatlve Effects. There Is a lack of consensus on negatlve
not always well acquainted. Often laboratory research is viewed as "hard"
effects of £MFs specific to dairy cattle. Amidst ambiguous and sometimes
science and applied science a. ".oft" .cience or even pseudo-science. Such
inconsi.tent findlng., the literati are unable or unwilling to advise dairylsts
5

views tend to inhibit amelioration of assumed EMF problems when they are

~:;

not easily .tudied in traditional laboratory confines. The literati are

]

divided, then, not only on what is consensual information but also on the valid

2

"~
;:
~

~

on amelioratlve action.
5. Researching EMF Affects. Funding constraints, alternative research
interests, and methodological problems inhibit doing relative research speciflc

locus of research and its commensurate methodology. Nonethelees there is
to the dairy barn. Funding for adequate resedrch is subject to the values of
gro~ing

awareness that there are effects IAhlbom, et al., 1987).
persnns controlling the purse strings, and these persons may feel SUfficiently

LITERATI AND THE SIIORT-CIRCUITING PROCESS I

threatened by possible EMF effects to withhold or frustrate research support •

.

f

I

'f

Uslng Smelser's concepte, we can say that there are a number of ways in

Persons and groups most profiting from ameliorative action do not have

whlch the literati serve to short-circuit ameliorative processes. That is, the

sufficient funds for research leven when recognizing the need for it) or are

scientific and academic community perceives EMFs relative to their own

not SUfficiently organized to obtain funding from external sources. In the

specific situations thereby removing their scientific relevance from the more

midst of scarce resources, literati have been known to engage in strategles of

generalized body of knowledge suitable for application in the dairy barn

boundary maintenance that tend to inhibit sharing information and cooperating

Imovement up and down the vertical axis). Figure 1 diagrams this process

in applicable research.

through Smelser's several stages.
1. Conduciveness.

6. Research Not Applied. Rosearch is carrled out but it ie not applled to

Persons are limited in action by thelr perceptions of

the amelioratlve process or communicated effectlvely to persons seeklng usc or

normative restraints. Literati may feel that institutional, national and other

relevant information. Scientific journals tend to appear esoteric to persons

identities limit their involvement in collective processes and events

outside the discipline and to most dairyists. On the whole, the literatl have

particularly if events are controversial.

not been sufficiently communicative

2. Strain. Literati operate in their own system of structural strain.

w~th

into adequate ameiioratlve actlon.

Strains in academic and other research institutions may limit interest and
concern for strains in other systems such as in the dairy industry.
16

17

dairyists to translate research needs
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RESEARCH PROBLEMS IN RELATING PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
ON ANIMALS AND HUMANS: AN EMERGING FIELD IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Introduction
This paper reviews the emergent perceptive process that stray voltage
affects animal and human health.

Three cross-disciplinary research projects

are reviewed to indicate specific kinds of problems associated with attempts
to link stray voltage and human health.

This discussion is couched in the

context of Smelser's value-added theory to locate current research in its
broader social context.

Briefly discussed are continuing needs for cross-

disciplinary research and suggestions for overcoming "short-circuiting"
processes in problem amelioration.
Problems in the Dairy Barns
There is growing awareness in this and other countries that "stray
voltage" may be causing animal and human health problems.

Particularly this

awareness is growing among dairyists and is now extending to human communities
as well.

Stray voltage is a term used, particularly by dairy farmers, to

describe a particular kind of low level electricity.

It is electricity lost

as current flows through wires or any other source of resistance, inclUding
ground rods (Paul 1988).
earth voltage,"

One technical term for stray voltage is "neutral-to-

but this is not a sufficiently inclusive term in light of

more recent research efforts and investigations.
lines and current carried in the earth.

The main sources are power

It is a common phenomenon in most of

the nation's utility systems to use the Earth as a conductor in returning
electrical power to its source.

Instead of the electricity going back to the

source in wires it becomes lost or stray.

As a consequence of the stray

electricity living organisms can be exposed to various electric currents and
magnetic fields.

Living organisms can also be exposed to electromagnetic

1

'reported effects include stress-related behaviors such as stall walking and
weaving, inability to gain weight, dull coats, dull eyes, loose manure and
sinus problems (Smith 1984).
Collective behavior and social change models are useful in analyzing
perceptions of environmental problems ( e.g., Buttel and Flinn 1976; Ellig
1985; Kroll-Smith and Couch 1989; and Ungar 1992). Dahlberg and Falk (1991b;
Falk 1987, 1988, and 1990; and Falk and Dahlberg 1991)

have traced the

growing awareness of perceived problems associated with stray voltage through
application of Smelser's Value-added collective behavior model. Since space
does not permit an in-depth discussion of the Smelser model here, the
dimensions are summarized as follows:
1. Structural conduciveness: Sufficient latitude exists in the American
society to permit persons to take a variety of actions when they perceive
factors threatening their livelihood, in this case the health of dairy
animals.
2. Structural strain: strain exists at various points in the dairy industry
even without EMF effects. These include maintenance costs, increments in
equipment costs to meet production regulations, animal health treatment costs,
decreasing profit margins, etc.
3. Belief that EMFs pose economic and health problems.

An important core of

dairy operators believe that EMF effects are detrimental to their dairy
operations as exemplified in public and privately organized surveys,
andarticles in trade publications.
4. Precipitating action: Dairyists have organized, attend public hearings,
correspond with relevant agencies, and pressure perceived influentials to seek
ameliorative action.
5. Mobilizing resources:

Some of these activities have stimulated more

research and funding of research and systematic sharing of knowledge that may

3

Delga do et al. 1982; Gorba ch 1982; Grin 1978; Norde
nstrom 1983; Perry et al.
1981; Pool 1990; Rea 1978; Torop tsev and Solda tova 1981;
Vager o and olin 1983;
and Werth eimer and Leepe r 1979, 1982, and 1987) . A
parti al list of perce ived
human health effec ts includ e: tingl ing, numbn ess and/o
r pains in arms and
legs, chron ic fatigu e, achin g and swoll en knees , dizzi
ness, frequ ent
heada ches, vision proble ms, disor ienta tion, memory loss,
irrita bilit y under
stres s, swoll en abdom en, nause a, open sores not healin
g, allerg ies, and among
femal es, proble ms with the menst rual cycle .

other effec ts more diffi cult to

asses s are a high incide nce of cance rs (espe cially leukem
ia and brain ),
neuro logica l disab ilitie s and cardi ovasc ular proble ms
(Dahl berg & Falk 1990) .
If the Smels er model is used, one might sugge st that
under stand ing the
relati on of human health to EMFs lags the perce ption
of the relati on of dairy
cow health to EMFs.

There seems to be an emerg ent belie f that EMFs do affec
t

human health as this discu ssion is enter ing the publi
c arena .

For examp le, a

recen t artic le in the The Wall stree t Journ al sugge
sts a link betwe en the use
of elect ric razor s and cance r (Rund le 1992) .
The role playe d by resea rch speci alists in this proble
m have not been
stella r.

A varie ty of academ y chara cteris tics serve to delay
ameli oratio n of

these perce ived proble ms, a proce ss which Smels er (1963)
calls "shor tcircu iting ." Here the assum ption is that under stand ing
EMF effec ts and
facil itatin g ameli orativ e action requi res a dimin ution
of short -circ uitin g
proce sses in the academ y.

It is sugge sted that these activ ities includ e less

academ ic bound ary maint enanc e, lower ed susce ptibi lity
to polit ical press ures
in proje ct fundin g and findin gs, and incre ased cross
-disc iplina ry resea rch as,
e.g., discu ssed by Campb ell (1986 ).

In this conne ction three low-c ost,

interd iscip linary resea rch proje cts are review ed.
a physi cist and a socio logis t.

5

The prima ry resea rcher s are

frequencies, e.g., at 60 Hz., and not at other frequencies.

Experiments with

such levels are controllable in the laboratory but must be found to exist in
the external environment before long term health consequences can be assessed
in living areas.
A questionnaire assesses health factors that includes a list of such
symptoms as frequent headaches, feeling stressed, feeling as if one had the
flu, numbness, memory loss, visual problems, fatigue, irritability, and among
women, fluid retention and painful menstruation.

Items derive from prior

studies and case histories of persons thought to be affected by EMF presence.
Beside gender, control factors include age, length of residence, time of day
and season when feeling best and worst, and whether other persons in the home
also displayed any of the symptoms indicated.
EMF assessment focused on 60 Hz magnetic fields.

The first was taken at

earth surface level on the sidewalk directly in front of the home.

A second

measure consists of a summed directional location of electric currents
producing the 60 Hz field.

Third and fourth assessments repeated the first

two measures but at two meters above the ground.

A fifth assessment taken at

ground level estimates the 60 Hz electric field at the earth's surface which
perhaps indicates the quantity of current in the ground.

Each household in

the selected area was contacted for personal interviewing by a student
research team.

In some cases, more than one person per household was

interviewed, though information about other household members was also
assessed via the primary respondent in each household.
students also completed the EMF measurement.

Research teams of

The total number of completed

questionnaires from primary respondents is 77.
The strategy for estimating EMF relations to health symptoms is to
determine if symptoms and EMF measures predict side of street.

The primary

statistical method for this assessment was PROBIT (predicting a dichotomy form

7

questions raised about EMF effects on humans, a laboratory

experiment was

undertaken to estimate short term effects on select aspects of human behavior.
The object of the study was to examine and quantify the effects of short
duration exposure to electromagnetic fields in terms of short term recall,
reading comprehension, and reaction time.
to the subjects (N

= 35),

In addition, two surveys were given

one to determine conscious sensitivity to EMF's, and

the other to gauge long-term conditions that could be linked to excessive
exposure to EMF's.

Subjects were not informed about the nature of the study

until the last figures were gathered.
A summary of the research procedure follows:
Time I---------------------> Time II---------------- Time III
Mercury Vapor
Lamp Off

Mercury Vapor
Lamp On

Memory Test I

Memory Test I

Memory Test II

Memory Test II

Comprehension
Test
(6 items)

Comprehension
Test
(6 items)

Reaction Tests
(5 tests)

Reaction Tests
(5 tests)

Post Test
(15 items)

Post Test
(15 items)

Exit
Questionnaire

A small room (psychology laboratory) with a mercury vapor light in an
adjoining room was mapped to find the point of greatest field intensity of
EMFS.

The field was found to be not uniform in its variation throughout the

room.

The experiment was set up in two parts so that the same variables could

be assessed with the light off and the light on.

The subjects were

individually administered the tests while seated at the point of greatest
field intensity [6

milligauss (mg) and head level and 2.2 mg at foot level].

At this placement, the field measured .43 mg at head level and .63 mg at foot
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identical to the one given with the light off.

Finally, the subject was given

an exit questionnaire designed to elicit any long term conditions or
circumstances that might be related to excessive exposure to EMF's.
Data derived from this research project are analyzed using standard
statistical techniques.

As in much research, probability of .05 is considered

the acceptable error level.
and light on conditions.

= .018)

and fifth tests (p

Differences in reaction times between light off

They are significantly faster in the second (p

= .009).

difference is also significant (p •

When all reaction times. are summed the
.034).

General learning theory would suggest that persons would perform second
experiments more quickly.

Therefore one cannot simply account for changes in

response to the presence of the lights.

It is possible that equal or more

learning could take place without lights producing an equal or even lower
reaction time at Time II.
account.

Future experiments will need to take this into

There were no significant differences between Time I and Time II

tests on either of the two memorY'tests or the comprehension test using
correlated t-test estimations.

However on the 15 item post test, persons

responded affirmatively more often to ten of 15 physical symptom items in the
light on or Time II condition.

This finding is significant when differences

are estimated with the sign test (p
Project 3.

=

.006) (Dahlberg & Falk 1991).

An assessment of electromagnetic ecology in a California

elementary school (Dahlberg and Falk 1991a):

Complaints by persons working in

an elementary school led to inviting a physicist to make an EMF assessment to
determine if adjacent utility lines might be the cause of health symptoms
associated with EMFs.

The school consists of five pods, four in each corner

of a rectangle and a central office and work area.

This pod arrangement

facilitated research in that each pod could be treated as a separate
analytical unit.

EMF assessments were made in each of the five pods and also
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Discussion and Conclusions
This paper assumes that environmental research requires input from
diverse fields of knowledge and academic disciplines.

Experience in

researching health effects of electromagnetic fields certainly confirms this
assumption.

The primary researchers in these investigations were a

sociologist and a physicist.

However even this low budget reaearch required

information from biology, psychology, ecology, soils, etc., and firsthand
experience reporting from an array of persons attempting to-explain their
health symptoms.
of researchers.

First then, this research requires a cross-disciplinary team
That entails dealing with such things as acquiring a minimal

understanding of one another's technical language, the kinds of scales used in
measurement, and statistics appropriate for assessing these measurements.

It

also requires reaching a consensus on a satisfactory theoretical base and
research methodology.
Second, it is necessary that researchers have some first hand experience
with the nature of the-problem (in this case with perceived EMF effects on
health) acquired through meetings with concerned persons discussing their
experiences, representatives of electric utilities, relevant political
figures, representatives of governmental agencies, and other interested
persons.

In this instance, it requires some understanding of political

structure and organization, particularly if researchers are to have access to
facilitating agencies both in information acquisition and ameliorative action.
Third, the complexity of this problem requires a number of different
approaches that combine knowledge acquired through controlled laboratory
experimentation and on-site assessment.
has its advantages and disadvantages.

As previously indicated, each method
Variables may be much more carefully

controlled in a laboratory setting lending a precision not possible on site.
However the laboratory does not reflect the array of synergistic effects that
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INTRODUCT ION
Several years ago the firm of A. B. Brogden Ltd. was retained to
provide expertise in a stray voltage investigation. During that
investigat ion and severa I that fo llowed it became apparent that
existing literature on stray voltage was inadequate to explain many
of the observations being made in the dairy industry. Starting about
November 1987 articles from various disciplines were collected
and reviewed.
I

l

1

The conclusions reached is that pulsed waveforms and translents are
the most likely cause of biological effects.
This presentation is a summary of experience and literature __
searches that lead to that conclusion.

2

CASE HISTORY

#

1

Mr. Lee Montgomery} a dairyman and purebred Holstein breeder near
Chatham} Ontario} with a tie stall operation} milking 20 to 25 cattle
experienced a progressive increase in many symptoms from the early
1970's unti I the first week of March 1988.
Cattle Symptoms included; Low production} slow milkout} uneven
milkout} poor conception rate} high abortion rate} mastitis; swel1ing
in legs and joints} rough coats} high somatic cel1 count} sudden
jumpiness} kicking off the milk machine} two unusual cattle deaths}
broken neck straps, mangers not cleaned out} and numerous signs of
stress. Stress included; flaring nostri Is} bugged eyes} tense
musc les}.~w itching or f1 inching} be Ilowing and sw iShing tai Is.
There was vIrtually no measurable voltage. The utility had
separated the transformer neutra lin 1980 and the barn had been
supplied by an isolating transformer since 1982. Mr. Montgomery
had trIed both total bonding of metal stantlOn} waterbowls} vacuum
line, etc. and total unbonding. In every attempt} unbonding resulted
in better herd performance.
Other cOIncidental occurrences included; short incandescent lamp
life (lamps were generally 130 Volt While the maximum measured
voltage rarely exceeded 125)} telephone interference} televislOn
interference} and farm cats that became sterile, Several neighbors
reported frequent incandescent lamp fai lure and one neighbor about
two miles away experienced two electric furnace failures} three TV
set faIlures and one light fixture within seven years, Line crews
indIcated there was a high number of pole fires in the area for
severa 1years pri or to 1988.
Investigation by technicians} engineers and others spanned several
years. Pen recorders and osci Iloscopes were tried but nothing
definltive could be found. In late 1987 an ordinary radio speaker
was connected between primary neutral and a remote ground. Clicks
and sharp bursts of buzzing sounds soon made us aware that there
was much more than 60 hertz on the neutral of this rural
distributIon. This simple device was really a very cheap transIent
monitor which proved to very effectlVe within its frequency range .
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Simultaneous monitoring with an osci 110scope worked even better.
Watching and listening revealed there were many transi~nts so short
that the speaker was unab Ie to respond. In an attempt to get a
better picture of what was happening a 8MI 4800 power monitor was
set up in early March of 1988. Our intention was to familiarize
ourse Ives for a few days with the instrument and then launch into a
orgamzed investigation. During the familiarization step, the 8MI
recorded transients between grounded objects. Values exceeding
200 volts were recorded twice. See appendix 1. In several. cases the
transient occurred exact Iy when there was a change in the low leve I
background 60 Hz. These transients lasted only 1 to 3 microseconds,
Meanwhile the Utility began to make repairs to insulators, loose
neutral and grounding connections on the rural distribution system
in response to complaints of TV interference. Repairs were not
local to the farm but occurred two to ten miles distant. Several
subsequent observations were made; the ground transients ceased,
I ight bulbs at Mr. Montgomery's and his neighbors lasted longer
despite the RMS level remaining constant, milkout time decreased
from 1 hr, 20 min. to 55 min. over the next month, m i lkout became
even In all quarters, production increased by 25 %, the conception
rate climbed back toward normal, and no abortions occurr.ed in the
year followlng, Television interference subsided as did noise on the
telephone system, No Change was made in feed, equipment,
personnel, farm wlring, for months before or after March of 1988,
One question to be answered was,."Could short duratlon pulses of 3
to 4 mlcroseconds have aHected the cattle?". POSlng it to several
people in the veterlnarian and medical fields did not yield an answer.
Tocheck whether the transients might be responsible, a simple
pu lse generator was constructed to do fie Id tests of short pul se
eff ects on catt Ie. Resu 1ts are in appendi x 2, but bri ef ly, slngle 4 to
6 mlcrosecond pulses of 30 volts are definitely sensed by cattle
when applied between front and rear hoofs. The most significant
observations were mi lk letdown and disrupted breathing and/or
abdomlnal activity.
A second question was, "Could lncandescent lamp I ife be affected by
power system translents?" The service departments of several lamp
manufacturers were contacted from Whom we learned of a lamp
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failu re mode calle d" filam ent arcin g" caused by overv oltag
e in
varyi ng degrees. Spec ifical ly) a very short spike does not
have
enough RMS powe r to cause overh eatin g of the filam ent and
its
fallur e. But if the spike is high enough) the hot) near ly ioniz
ed gas
near the filam ent may ioniz e and break into cond uctio n, At
thlS
point a large curre nt may flow through the hot gas caus ing
an arc. If
the arcin g curre nt is large enough) a fuse bui It into the base
of the
lamp usua lly blows , The curre nt flowi ng through the gas finds
the
path of least resis tance whic h turns out to be along a path
'from one
end of the fi lame nt to the other throu gh the ioniz ed gas. If
the
arcin g is stron g enough) it will seve r the filam ent right at
the point
wher e the fi lame nt is attac hed to the supp ort at one end and
very
often at both ends, Where this. type of fai lure occurs) some
t imes the
entir e filam ent lies in the glass envelope in one piece leavi
ng only
its weld beads on the support. We were unable to obtai n value
s at
which this happens, A large r pulse gene rator capable of 1900
V
pulse s WhlCh could be placed acros s a 120 V AC circu it was
cons tructe d. A typic al pulse decays to 0 volts in about 5
microseconds. Filam ent arcin g failur e has been found to occu
r with
spike s of 1200 volts and higher, Lowe r overv oltag es can cause
simil ar failur e if the pulse is suffi clen tly long In durat ion.
220 V
60Hz can cause this fai,lu re withl n a few cycle s of 60 Hz) but
not
have enough detai l is avail able to make any conc luslve state
ment .
With thlS knowledge) seve ral lamps which failed prior to MarC
h 1988
were re-ex amln ed) in parti cular ) two lamps WhlCh had failed
under
unusua I c Jrcumstances. In February 1988) a fam i ly mem ber
retur ned
home from an evenlng shift at a retai l store and was watc hing
a late
nlght mOVle. In the TV room) the cellin g fixtu re conta ined
three
lncan desc ent lamps. At about 2:30 AM, all three lamp fai led
slmu ltane ously wlth a POP! One was repla ced imme diate ly)
but the
other two were recov ered for exam inatio n, Both of these lamp
s had
total lY severed filam ents and blow n fuses. In all prob abilit
y a
stron g powe r syste m trans lent was respo nsib le,
This stray volta ge case appeared to be the resu lt of trans ients
) a
powe r qua I ity prob lem caused by one or more defec ts In the
uti I ity's
distr ibuti on system,
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CASE HI STORY #2
We were not invol ved with this case) but it has been document
ed and
is presented here as it prese nts an inter estin g aspe ct of stray
voltage.
Mr. Amos Marti n) a dairy farm er near Cambridge) Onta rio)
experienced low produ ction ) high abort ion rate) feedi ng probl
ems)
drink ing probl ems and other stray volta ge symp toms in his
herd. Mr.
Eric Johnson work ing for the Onta rio Milk Mark eting Board
and Mr.
Bob white of Alfa- Lava l in 1981) diagnosed his probl em as
stray
voltage. There was only one serio us probl em with this diagn
osis in
the class ical sense of stray volta ge. That was) Mr. Mart in
is a
MennonIte and had no elect rical servi ce to his farm at all.
A Voltage
gradi ent could be measured acros s the barnyard. Mr. White
designed
a ground grid for the barn. The herd recov ered soon after the
insta llatio n of the grid.
This case stron gly sugg ests ground curre nts were respo nsibl
e.
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Case history #3
We were not involved with this case either but it is noted here
because of its particular conclusion. A report, written by the
foreman in charge of the utility's service crew, is unavailable,
probab ly due to its age. The few detai Is were re lated to us by the
crew foreman from memory.
In the late 1960's a rural distribution system near Strathroy,
Ontario was found to have a high harmonic content. The correction
of the harmonic situation corrected a stray voltage problem in a
nearby dairy herd. The crew satisfied themselves that the
harmonics on the distribution sysem had affected the herd adversely.
We do not know if the utility's investigation was prompted by a
stray voltage complaint.
Harmonic are also well known in power quality problems.
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Case history #4
The name of this farmer and his location is withheld per his wishes.
His case is nearing a critical point in negotiating a settlement.
. The farmer maintained a dairy herd and harness race horse stable.
He was successful in both endeavors for many years. The dairy herd
'was 25 to 35 head. Horses were bred, raised, trained and raced. In
about 1980 a 230 kv tower line was constructed across his property
about 500 to 700 ft from his house, barn and stables. The line
consists of two parallel runs of 230 kV feeders on a single row of
towers. It crossed direct ly over the south end of the traming track.
Minor problems developed at first, but these grew worse during the
next few years while, coincidently, the audible corona discharge
grew perceptibly louder until it could be heard quite clearly at the
house, In 1986, stray voltage was suspected and tingle voltage
filters were installed in the barn and in the stable.
At the peak of the problems, cattle symptoms included; Low,
irregular production, slow milkout, uneven milkout, low conception
rate, high abortion rate, birth deformities, mastitis, swelling in
legs and JOlnts, rough coats, high somatic cell count, mangers not
cleaned out, sudden kicking at milking attendants, lapping at water
In water bowls, sudden kicking off of the milk machlne, several
unusual cattle death, and undiagnosed neurologlcal problems.
Horse problems included; abortion, birth deformities, stillbirths,
low blOOd hemoglobin, aggresslveness In the stable but not in the
fleld and sudden uncontrolable bolting off the south end of the
training track taking driver and sulky over fences or Whatever
Obstacles lay in its path,
Other prob lems encountered were; short incandescent lamp 1ife,
breakdown of electrlcal wirlng and fallure of motors and appliances.
Severa 1specific items and events were documented or wi,tnessed by
several people.
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Two silo unloaders with moto rs that were contr olled
through magn etic start ers and mom entar y conta ct push '
butto ns would start spontaneously,
At the well, which was about 200 feet from the barn and
fed with an under ground cable, several people
experienced shocks, even if the powe r to the we 11 was
shut off at the barn. There was no separate ground rod
at the well,
Daily , lamps would fl icker durin g the noon hour and again
from 5:00 PM to 8:30 PM. The flicke r occu rred as singl e
bIinks spaced anyWhere from a few seconds to a few
minu tes apart. The cattl e could not be handled durin g
these times so evening chores had to be comp leted
befor e 5:30 PM.
Neighbors who occupied a house prac ticall y under the
powe r line repor ted three failur es at their elect rical
panel, one of whic h resul ted in a fire.
In August 1987 a combine parked overn ight adjac ent to
the 230 kV line caught fire and burned. Appa rently , this
was caused by elect rical breakdown of the alter nator ,
In July 1988 two tract ors and an elect ronic contr ol on a
baler experlenced elect r1ca I prob lems whi Ie parked near
the power line,
In July of 1988 the cattl e suffe red from so much
neuro IOgl ca 1 damage that the herd had to be destroyed.
rical
In the events listed above, the combine fire, the tract or elect
rical
fallur es and house panel failur e bear a resemblance to elect
fai lures experienced in EHV subs tation s and swich yards . 1,2,3
nt
Basic ally, high volta ge combined with high short circu it curre
g
capa bilitie s can creat e extre mely large trans ient curre nts durin
capa citor SWitChing, flash over of prote ctive gaps and restr ikes
cally
durIng airbre ak switc h opera tion, which couple elect roma gneti
for
to equipment in proxi mity, Here was a poss ible expla natio n
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events that occurred near the power I ine, since this farm was on ly
about two miles from a SWitchyard/transformer station at one end
of 230 kV line, .
The rural feeder (a grounded Y system probably 13.8/8 kV) ran under
the 230 kV almost at right angles. The branch service to this farm
is almost parallel to the 230 kV line, about 600 ft away and 500 ft
in length terminating at a pole mounted transformer. The Farm
240/120 V service extends in three directions from this point With
the barn run extending another 200 ft., nearly parallel to the 230 kV.
The neutrals are connected at the transformer. To examine the
effect of transients from the 230 kV on this 700 ft. parallel run,
calculations developed for inductive coordination-ordination (the
practice of calculating and reducing induced voltages on
communication systems from power systems) were used. Magnetic
coupling was the easiest to calculate and is usually responsible for
induced voltages at the distance involved (500 ft.). We made several
assumptions; the high frequency impedance of the 230 kV line was
500 ohms, the highest transient voltage of the line was its zero to
peak voltage (162 kV) and ground resistivity was 100 meters-ohms.
Calculations were done assuming a 5,000 Hz ringing transient and a
50,000 Hz rlnging transient. (Inductive Coordination is usually used
up to 5000 HZ., so extrapolation to 50,000 Hz entails some risk,)
The results were that the open circuit voltage induced end to end
along the 700 ft. branch neutral from the rural distribution to the
barn was 300 volts at 5,000 Hz and 3,000 volts at 50,000 Hz.
Although thlS is a very rough estlmate, it told us What we needed to
know. Even lf only 1% of a 50,000 Hz translent of 1/2 cycle (a pulse
of 30 vo lts for 10m i croseconds) actua l1y got to the cow in the barn
it would reach values we knew would produce observable effects.
The bllnklng lights coincide to perlOds of the day when changing
loads cause step regUlators to be most active.
I t appears the norma I operations (perhaps combined with equipment
problems) at the switchyard could have been a major source of
severe tranSl ents.
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MEDICAL INFORMATION
The transient or impulse test performed on two cows in case # 1
lead to a search of literature on the subject of biological effects of
pulses and other waveshapes.
The effects of very large magnitude single pulses was collected by
Charles Dalziel when he related the hazard of short duration pulses
to their energy content. 4 He presented a history of human accidents
and many of the effects suffered by the victims including; sudden
pain, temperature abnormality, prolonged headaches, dizziness,
semiconsciousness, strong muscle reaction, partial loss of sight
(temporary and permanent), temporary paralyses and of course death.
Neuro logy and Electrotherapy te 11s us that nerves transm it
information by pulses of electro-chemical action along the
membrane of the nerve axon. A nerve is more easily triggered by a
changing stimulus than steady one. 5 After each impulse the cell
must recover its electro-chemical potential. There is a period of
about 1 mi 11 isecond during which the ce 11 cannot be made to send
another i mpu 1se called the abso 1ute refractory peri od. The ce 11 goes
through a relative refractory period as its sensitivity to stimulus
returns to normal and is often followed by a brief period of
supernormal sensitivity.6 These factors can help explain the
frequency response of nerves. At DC the only change occurs at the
applicatlOn and removal of voltage. Otherwise DC current must be
high enougn to stimulate the nerve by its magnitude on ly. At low
frequencies, 20 to 1000 Hz, the alternating current presents one
Change of st imulus after another with enough time for all nerve
cells to recover sensitivity between stimuli. As the frequency is
increased, the cells only have time to partially recover sensitivity
(relative refractory period) and magnitudes of the current must be
increased to continue stimulation.
Another factor in electrical stimulation is the duration over which
the stimulus must be applied in order to stimulate a cell. Pulse
durat ions of 500 microseconds or longer st i mul ate nerve ce 11 s
equally well but shorter pulses require higher levels of current. At
about 50 mlCroseconds the current necessary to stimulate the nerve
will be about double that at 500 microseconds. At Shorter durations
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the current requirement rises rapidly, at 10 to 20 microseconds the
current wi 11 have to be 4 to 5 times the current of 500
microseconds} (In the cow impulse test of case #1 muscle
reactions were observed with pulses not exceeding 6 microseconds
at the 30 volt level. If cattle nervous system responses are similar
to those of humans, the cattl~ should be much more sensitive to
longer duration pulses. It is likely that at 10 or 50 microseconds
cattle may sense pulses as little as 5 to 10 volts. These voltages
are below the minimum threshold setting of a 8MI or Dranetz power
monitor and at too short a duration to be recorded on a Waverider. In
short, cows are I ike ly sensi t ive to transi ent vo Itages which cannot
be measured by equipment in common use during stray vo ltage
invest i gat ions,)
Another factor of nerve sensitivity is accommodation, the ability of
a nerve cell to adapt to a slowly rising potential so as to require a
higher stimulus. Roughly, a rise time of 50 milliseconds or less will
avoid accommodation. A nerve may double it threshold if allowed to
accommodate,
In electrotherapy, the contraction of a muscle through stimulation
of its motor nerve is often sought in treatment. When all of the
factors in the above paragraph are cons i dered it he Ips account for
observations like "The ideal current for stimulating normal muscle,
then, is one whose individual impulses are relatively short, whose
frequency is between 50 and 200 per second, ... A stimulus that
reaches its maximum intensity abruptly and then dies away less
rapldly ( exponentially), is probably idea1."8 and "The sine wave
form of the ordinary alternating house current is not as well
to lerated. 50 much uncomfortab Ie sensory st imulation is produced
by this current that the muscular contraction tolerated is not
effective."9
Another response of the nervous system is habituation (appendix 3).
When a repetitive wave pattern is used for long periods, it becomes
less effective. 10
Another response of nerve cells is called temporal summation. When
a very brief subthreshold stimulus is applied to a neuron the
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potential along its membrane 1s affected though the cell does not
transmit a pulse. The potential then returns to normal very quickly.
If before the membrane potential returns to normal a second
subthreshold stimulus is applied, the second stimulus value is added
to the remainder of the first, possibly exceeding the threshold. I I In
this way short bursts of small electrical pulses at high frequency
may be able to stimulate a nerve just as well as a long duration
single pulse.
Electrical stimulation to nerves may not only cause muscle
contractions and sensations. For instance, "The autonomic nervous
system controls the internal activities of the body such as
circulation and di gest ion." 12 and "i t is a fact that your nerves
control the diameter of your blood vessels; therefore, if you-nave
something wrong with a nerve, the size of the blood vessels may be
altered and the flow of blood will be affected."13 Both
vasoconstriction and vasodilation have been observed as effects of
electrical stimulation in medical research.14
Whenever the nerves to a muscle are stimulated, the muscle
undergoes a contract ion but the mechanica I processes conti nue very
brl efly after st imul ation ceases. If very brief st i mull are repeated
rapldly enough, the muscle Will, in effect, have a continuous tetanlc
contraction. 1S This relates to the levels of 60 Hz sine wave current
commonly referred to as "no-let-go" which occurs at 6-9 mao
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MEDICAL APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY
liThe application of electrical stimulation to relieve pain dates back
to 46 AD. when Scribonius Largus described the use of the torpedo
fish and electric eel to control pain." 16 This statement catches
most people by surprise. Electricity in medicine is supposedly
something new.
Applications of DC current are electrolysis, iontophoresis, ..
cataphoresis and electro-osmosis. Electrolysis is the separation of
ions in solution and is most commonly known for removal of hair.
liThe result of migration of charged particles produces specific
physiochemical reactions ... The increased alkal inity of the cathode
produces liquification of protein and the softening of tissues ..; At
the anode, ... increased acidity brings about a coagulation of protein
and a hardening of tissue." l7 Iontophoresis is the introduction of
various ions into tissues through the skin by electricity."l8
Iontophoresis is not a common technique, but there is a fair bit of
research on the sUbject. Drug which have been introduced through
the skin include vasodilators, local anesthetics, astringents and
enzymes. Cataphoresis is the movement of "". nondissociated colloid
molecules, such as droplets of fat, albumin, particles of starch,
blood cells, bacteria, and other single cells, all of which have an
eIectri ca I Charge due to the adsorpt i on of ions, under the influence
of a direct current toward the negat ive po Ie. Electro-osmos i sis the
shifting of the water content of the tissues through membrane
structures with an electrical charge."l9
Promotion of bone repair using constant DC, pulsed DC and induced
currents from pulsed electromagnetic fields has been demonstrated
but the mechanisms for such promotion is not known. 20 Similarly,
repair of soft tissues has been demonstrated With DC current.2l
Pain re I ieve can be accomp 1ished through transcutaneous electrical
nerve stimulation (TENS). A wide variety of TENS stimulators are
available with a wide variety of outputs. Pulse magnitUdes ranging
from 30 to 160 ma, pulse widths from 9 to 400 microseconds and
repet it i on rates from 1 to 200 pu Ises/ second are avai 1ab Ie from a
wide selection of TENS units. Some stimulators offer rapid bursts
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of pulses repeated at a slow rate. There are several theories about
how TENS accomplishes analgesia. One is that these train of pulses
causes a blockage of the nerve signal that transmit pain. A second
is that the pulses activate the bodies natural mechanism for
suppressing pain such as the release of hormones called
endorphins. 22 Other work indicates that electroacupuncture, the
replacement of manipulation of needles in standard acupuncture
With stimulation by low frequency high-intensity electrical pulses,
stimulates the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland to release
adrenocort i cotropi c hormone (ACTH) which acts on the adrena I
glands to release cortisol (appendix 3). It is important here to
realize that the pituitary gland is particularly important in the
endocrine system. 23 (This brings up the possibility that other
endocrine- activities may be stimUlated by electrical pulses. -Oxytocin, the hormone responsible for milk letdown, is released
from the posterior lobe of the pituitary. Recall one observation in
the cow impu 1se test of case .# 1 was mil k Ietdown,) Other
observations that have been made is that patients using TENS
experience an increase in peripheral skin temperature and that
temperatures distal to the stimulation site increased.24 (This may
be related to changes in blood flow caused by stimulation of the
nerves controlling vessel diameter.) In TENS supervised, controlled
medical application limits the effects to selected sites on the body,
whereas stray currents may travel through much of a cows body}
from mouth to feet thereby stimulating many nerves and possibly
producing many undesirable effects. Contraindications for TENS
include pregnancy.25
Electro convulsive therapy (shock treatment) is the highest profile
electrical treatment. Years ago sine-wave voltage was used but this
have given way to pulse waveforms.
Magnetotherapy is a not very we 11 known form of therapy which uses
alternating magnetic fields to induce current within a patient's
bOdy.26 At least one manufacturer of magnetotherapy equipment
uses near square wave current to induce short pul sed currents, The
beneficial medical effects may be exaggerated but it appears certain
physiological effects are produced (appendix 4),
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OTHER PULSE APPLICATION
A recent development in electronics is the "stun gun or electric gun".
These devices are claimed to disable a person for several minutes
after a bri ef app 1i cat i on of supposedly non-hazardous e1ectri c
current. These devices generate a series of high frequency, damped
sinusoidal waves (pulsed) from about 70 kilohertz to 250 kilohertz
depending on the design. The output of these devices is in the
thousands of volts and the pulses are applied from 13 to 50 times
per second depending on the design. One pulse of the stun gun has a
similar description to the transient created by capacitor sWitching.
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POWER QUALITY
Stray voltage is beginning to be treated as a Power Quality
prob lem. 26 Whenever current disturbances occur on the 1ine side of
a system, a corresponding disturbance will occur on the neutral or
ground side. Delta systems in distribution are not immune from
causing ground disturbances. Every insulator, lightning arrestor,
switch, transformer and capacitor has a ground connection. It is
well known that a single fault to ground on large delta distribution
systems carri es amperes not mill i amperes due to capaci tance and
leakage to ground. In fact delta distribution systems have
experienced extreme transient voltage, especially with arcing
faul ts.27
Transients are caused by switching of; motors, solenoids, lights,
transformers, capacitor banks and distribution lines, and by;
lightning, insulator flashover, incipient faults, and induced
disturbances from larger nearby system. Another source, rarely if
ever mentioned, is intermittent neutral connections on a
multigrounded system. Transmission and distribution systems use
many connectors and sp Ii ces. If a loose connect i on occurs on the hot
side, the added resistance will heat the connection eventually to the
point of failure. Customers will notice power quality problems.
Infrared scanning can be used to find these bad connections. But
what rlappens when a neutra I connect i on becomes loose. So often the
neutral current has alternate paths; common neutral with alternate
feeds and earth return especi ally at end-of -1 ine servi ces. Because
the current can take alternate paths, the hot connect i on will not
occur to the same extent if it occurs at a11. But at the moment of
switchover of neutral current from the neutral wire to an alternate
path, another mechanism takes place. Self inductance and the
interrupt ion of current on the neutra I causes transi ents, moreover
mutual inductance with the line conductors, will also cause a
transi ent in these conductors as we 11. The para 11 e1conductors of a
distribution systems simply represents a huge air core transformer.
di I dt on the neutra 1 creates a vo Itage 1engthw i se along the line and
neutra 1 conductors. If the loose .neutra 1remains open, standard
neutral to earth voltage readings can be used to locate the open, but
momentary opens will be more difficult to locate. We suspect that
the translents in case :# 1 may have been caused by this mec.hanism
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as we 11 as insulator flashover.
Pulsed waVeforms occur when non-1 inear loads or elements are used
in the power system. For example, a DC power supply, powered from
120 volt 60 Hz., using a full wave rectifier and capacitor filter,
draws current in a short burst every 1/ 120th' of a second. Other
items which contribute to pulsed currents are electronic
incandescent light dimmers, fluorescent lights, high intensity
discharge 1ights and saturated iron cores of transformers, subjected
to overvoltage. Pulsed waveforms are most commonly analysed
using Fourier series. The Fourier series represents the distortion by
a series of harmonics. Weighing these harmonic frequencies against
the equivalent 60 Hz (usually 1: 1 for frequencies below 1000 Hz) it
is usually determined that the harmonics are less significant than
the fundamental. Understanding that Fourier analysis is a
mathematical representation by constant magnitUdes of a
fundamental frequency and constant magnitUdes of its harmonics is
important in understanding any effects harmonics may have. Fourier
analysis is a very useful mathematical tool but the harmonics, in
reality, are modulated by the fundamental frequency. This
phenomena has long been known to occur in high frequency work
when frequency multipliers are used. Harmonics obtained from a
non-l inear device are modulated at the frequency of the fundamental.
In the case of current into a DC powersupp ly, the harmoni cs are
"pulsed", Harmonic analysis may be misleading if only the amplitude
is considered. In electrotherapy waveforms are not described in
terms of harmonics, but in terms of; duration of pulse, peak value,
rlse time and pulse frequency, Case #3, Where harmonics on a
distribution system were blamed for stray voltage symptoms, may
be eaSler to understand if we knew the nature of the waveforms.
The example of a DC power supply reveals another point worth
noting, The current waveform is far more pulsed (distorted) than
the voltage. Generally, this is true in distribution systems as well
(We strlve for constant voltage and leave the current variable). This
being the case, we would expect the magnetic field to contain more
distortion than the electric field and if it is these distortions that
are responsible for biological effective, we would expect
epidemiolgic studies to relate health effects more closely with
magnetic fields than With electric fields. Wertheimer and Leeper
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produced some of the most famous studies showing a connection to
human health from magnetic field~.
For the electrical utilities an important source of pulsed
waveforms is overvoltage on a distribution system with the
associated saturation of iron core transformers. Since most
distribution systems have transformers as 100% of their load this
can become a significant power quality problem.
l

l

Appendix 5 1 24 dead starlings on a power line was blamed on many
things from poison to collision with the line. Electrocution has been
ruled out. The most outstanding thing is that the birds have gripped
onto the line as if they experienced a tetanic contraction.
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EARTH CURRENTS
Most people in the electrical industry have heard the statement that
current entering the earth through rods dissipates rapidly, When
that statement relates to step and touch potentials, it is absolutely
true. Close to large sources of earth currents such as ground rods,
the resistivity of the earth is the main factor governing current
distribution, But at a distance other forces come into play; skin
effects and proximity effects.
Skin effect is the self coupling of a current in a conductor which
forces the current to crowd itself to the outer surfaces. It applies
to all conductors, including the earth, It is frequency dependant and
providing earth resistivity is constant for a great depth, 60 Hz
currents will occupy a great depth. As frequency increases, the
corresponding depth i·s shallower. Skin depth is that distance below
the surface of a conductor where the current density has diminished
to lie of its value at the surface. Frequencies over 10 MHz are
consldered to have practically no depth, Any steep wavefront
tranSlent 1n earth current will have its a high frequency component
crowded close to the Earth's surface.
ProXlmlty erfect is the magnetic coupling of two parallel currents
Which forces them together if they are 1n opposite directions and
apart if in the same dlrection, The return earth currents of
transmlSSlon lines are always opposite to the line current so that
the earth current is crowded toward the transmisslOn line. The
equivalent return current depth which must be calculated in
inductive coordination studies is given by
De = 2160 [p/f] 1/2 ft,28
where p = ground resistivity in meter-ohms
and f = frequency in Hz
for uniform conductivity earth (which never happens). The formula
gives the depth of the return current as if it was on a conductor
buried at that depth. In reality, the current is spread out, with
highest density at the surface and lesser density as depth increases.
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Both skin effec t and prox imity effec t cause the earth curre
nts to be
conc entra ted near the surfa ce of the earth , along pipel ines,
fences,
railw ay track s, etc. Altho ugh this has been known for many
years, it
seems only rece ntly that any poss ible relat ionsh ip to healt h
effec ts
has been recognized.29 AC ground curre nts With high frequency
components wi 11 have these components conc entra ted at the
earth
surfa ce even more than the fundamental making the curre nts
near
the surfa ce riche r in high frequency than the source. The sharp
spikes of volta ge visib le in appendix 1 may be the high frequ
ency
component of a very rapid change in earth curre nt conc entra
ted near
the Earth's surfa ce by these effec ts.
The poss ibility of EMF from ground curre nts and pote ntials
must be
considered. Sharp wave front s curre nts have stron ger induc
tlve
powers than powe r frequ encie s and Slnce they are crowded
to the
earth surfa ce, they will have an influe nce on the elect roma gnetl
c
environment along that surface.
"I t can be conc 1uded that the retur n curre nt (not if it exi sts
but
where it exist s) is the most cruci al influe nce on the magnitude
of
the magn etic field of the powe r syste m in areas Where huma
n
exposure is most likely ,"30
Earth resis tivity plays an impo rtant role in deter minin g earth
curre nt locat ion. Appendix 6 indic ates a measurement meth
od that
may be usefu l for plott ing resis tivity around farm sites , powe
r
1ines, wate r courses, etc.
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ELECTROMAGNET IC FIELDS
During the inves tigati on in case # 1 some obse rvatio ns were
made
which led to the unde rtakin g of some simp le EMF tests . In
Janu ary
1988, the vacuum 1ines in the barn which were supposed to
be
total ly isola ted from ground, were found to be inadv erten tly
grounded at one side of the barn near an underground stee 1
wate rl ine
conn ectin g the house and barn. The inadv erten t conn ectio n
was
removed and unex pecte dly a sligh t impro veme nt in herd per·fo
rmance
was observed. Since there was a smal l volta ge impo sed on
the
vacuum line from this ground conn ectio n, the ques tion arose
whet her
the smal l volta ge could have enough elect ric field to affec
t the
cattle . The logic al answ er was "no" as the elect ric field creat
ed by
this volta ge would be far less than those found from ordin
ary.w iring
and appliances. But just in case, it was decided to try a field
test.
This barn was laid out in three rows of; 4 stant ions + 3 box
pens, 12
stant ions, and 12 stant ions respe ctive ly. The pulsa tor elect
rics
from the vacuum 1ine over the third row was disco nnec ted.
They
would be recon necte d only at milki ng time. To this third row
vacuum line, now isola ted not only from ground but from the
vacuum
1ines over the other rows exce pt for about 1 hr. per day, 0.7
volts
was app 1i ed through stepd own trans form ers. The trans form
er
assembly was powe red from 120 volt and the ground side of
the 0,7
volts was at a remo te rOd about 100 feet from the barn. The
test
start ed Sunday aftern oon. As expected, there was no chang
e on
Monday. On Tuesday, Mr. Montgomery was away for the day.
The
hlred hand notic ed the third row milke d out sligh tly slow er
in the
morn mg and notic eably slow er in the evening. On Wednesday
mornmg) the third row was in such a mess Mr, Mont gome ry
phone our
offic e m desp eratio n, Four out of ten lacta ting cows in the
third
row had let their milk out on the floor, The other six were
dras ticall y down in produ ction . The other two rows of cattl
e were
not affec ted. Of course the test was dism antle d. The cows
took
about three days to recov er.
It did not seem reasonable that these effec ts could be cause
d by 0.7
volts AC sine wave and the effec ts were too dram atic and
too
local ized to have been coincidence. Line volta ge trans ients
coupled
through the trans form er or ground gradi ent trans ients betw
een the
remo te rod and the barn floor were suspected. The early Marc
h BMI
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recordings (appendix 1) confirming transients eXisted in the earth
current} ~nd the fact that sharp microsecond power transients could
cause incandescent lamp failure, leaves both possibil ities open.
In June 1988 another field test was performed. After morning
milking, one cow was left in her stantion in the second row. About
four hours later the vacuum line was isolated and using the pulse
generator designed for lamp failure tests, individual pulses in 50
volt increments were applied to the vacuum line. At 500 volts, the
cow exhibited several sign of stress. The voltage never exceeded
1500. At the end of the test (about 20 minutes) the cow had had a
full milk letdown. It was not certain wether the electric field
caused the effects or if some stray leakage was allowing current to
reach the cow. In July} using the same cow in the same stantion we
performed a similar test using a short, well insulated pipe fnstead
of the longer vacuum line. The pipe was about three feet long and
was placed parallel to the vacuum line and slightly behind the
vacuum line. No significant effects were observed. Later the test
was repeated with the pipe placed at a right angle to the vacuum
line directly over the cow's back but once again no slgnificant
effects were observed. No conclusions were reached because so
many possibil1ties exist.
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PULSED EMF
Finding information about pulsed EMF was easier than finding
information about pulsed stray voltage.
Pafkova states "Independently it was found and published in the
USSR) USA and in Czechoslovakia that pulsed fields are significantly
biologically more effective than non-pulsed fields." Pafkova found
significant changes in fetal development of mice when the pregnant
female was exposed to pulsed fields of 285 V/cm, 10 microsecond
width and 300 pulses/sec. for four hours/day from the first to the
17th day of pregnancy. (Appendix 7)
Baum, Ekstrom) Skidmore, Wyant and Atkinson found no effects when
rats were exposed pulsed fields of 447 kV/m) 5 nsec. rise time, 550
nsec. lie fall time and 5 pulses/sec. for 23 to 24 hour/day for 94
weeks (2.5 X 108 pulses) beginning 4 months after birth. They also
found no effect on fertility or neonatal abnormalities of progeny of
rats exposed in pairs to 3.4 X 107 pulses from 4 Months of age. 31
These two studies seem to have found contradictory results
from pulsed electrostatic fields. Albeit) there are
differences in methods and intensity, the exposure time per
day may have significance and the habituation response
noted in MEDICAL INFORMATION may offer a clue. Could the
almost continuous exposure in the Baum) Ekstrom,
Skidmore, Wyant and Atkinson stUdy have elicited a
habituation response in the rats which prevented
development of observable effects while the shorter 4
hr.lday exposure of Pavkova's did not?
Wever found effects on human circadian rhythms using 10Hz., 2.5
Vim square wave electric fields.32 Further stUdy by Sulzman and
Murrish found effects in monkeys using 60 Hz., 26 and 39 kV/m sine
wave electric fields accompanied by 60 Hz., 100 microtesla sine
wave magnetic fields. The differences in methods between the
stUdies make comparisons very difficult, but can these d1fferences
account for the ratio of 10.000: 1 of electric fields? Even if each
study were in error by one order of magnitude, the ratio Is still
100: 1. Could low value pulsed waveforms be many times more
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effective than the sine wave? In retrospect, 1t might be advisable
to investigate whether normal power contains components similar in
biological effect to those of the square wave.
Recent work strongly indicates that the often reported ill health
effects of exposure to fluorescent lights may be due to the pulsation
of light caused by the zero crossing of current and subsequent restrike or the arc (appendix 8),
From DC to microwave to light, is it pulses or pulse trains that
trigger biological responses?
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MISCELLANEOUS BIOLOGICAL ITEMS
It has been noted several times that a very few humans have the
ability to "hear" certain types of electromagnetic radiation
(appendices 9 and 10). Blrds have long been known to be sensitlve to
microwaves (appendix 10) and many animal species are known to
have electromagnetic senses (appendix 12).

EFFECTS ON CATTLE
The effects of the usually referred to stray vo ltage (60 Hz) was very
we 11 summed up by App leman and Gustafson in 1985.33 But the
conclusion that "stray voltage effects are behavioral and not
endocrine or physiological might better be restated to say "low
magnitude, 60 Hz vo ltage effects are behavioral. Future research
should include distorted waveshapes and transients known to be part
of the current, voltage, electric fields and magnetic fields.

INVESTIGATION PRACTICES
When a stray voltage situation cannot be remedied by the dairyman,
his vet, his electrician or the power company a thorough
investigation should be undertaken. A complete history from the
herdsman is essential. Nothing is above suspicion. In one recent
investigation a monitor detected bursts of 200 kHz. signal over 20
volts in magnitude, in the milk parlor. There are several possible
source of such a signal, but the one source that electrical utilities
should be concerned with is their own power line carrier
transmission.
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RESEARCH DIRECTION
Suppose that a parti cular popu lation has been found to have
a
signi fican tly highe r incidence oJ some illnes ses than the avera
ge
population. And suppose that epide miolo gic studi es found the
only
common facto r was their wate r supply from a parti cular river
. A
research program migh t be set up to study the poss ibilit y of
ill
hea lth effec ts caused by the wate r. If the resea rch team uses
wate r
from their local dome stic wate r supply, whic h happens to have
no
connection to the suspected source, the study woul d obvio usly
be
fault y and would probably find no effec t. And certa inly it would
find
no effec ts if the wate r were di st ill ed and charcoa Ied filter ed.
The
stUdy would be critic ized as being unsc ientif ic.
Yet... this is exac tly what is happening in stray volta ge and
in healt h
effec ts of EMF resea rch tOday. Our powe r lines are river s of
elect rical energy, and each one has its own char acter istics .
Each
one has its own parti cular pollu tion or level and type of Powe
r
Quality. When an epide miolo gic study impli cates the magn etic
fields
of a power line, resea rch is so often done in labs with fields
generated by equipment plugged into their local dome stic elect
rical
supply, which happens to have no connection to the suspected
source.
And as far as fi lterin g, you are hard pressed to find even a footn
ote
in most research papers about whet her there are fi 1ters , powe
r
condltlOners, etc to elimi nate distu rbanc es of vario us kinds
. But It
may be these distu rbanc es which are biolo gical ly signi fican
t.
Elect rical/ EMF healt h issues are envir onme ntal concerns just
like
chemlcal pollu tion. The majo r differ ence is that unlik e chem
ica]
pollu tion which can be detec ted after the event (som etime s
decades
later ), elect rical/ EMF pollu tion can be turned off insta ntly
by the
flick of a switc h leavi ng only foren sic evidence of its previ
ous
presence.
Stray volta ge and healt h effec ts are relate d. And both are relate
d to
powe r quali ty, elect rothe rapy, neurology and enVironmental
.
concerns. Research must include all disci pline s that relat e
and the
field obse rvatio ns of the agric ultur al community.
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CONCLUSIONS

Pulsed waveforms are biologically more significant than sine wave.
Exposure to pulsed voltages and EMF occur in association with power
systems) earth currents and wide ranges of radio/radar
transmission. The exposure limits based on steady state sinusoidal
waveforms are probably inappropriate and may be several times
higher than is safe.
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TEST OF COW REACTION TO IMPULSE VOLTAGE

INTRODUCTION
During the investigation of stray voltage at Lee Montgomery's farm,
voltage impulses were recorded from 20 volts to over 40 volts, lasting
from one microsecond to several microseconds. The recordings were
made on a BMI 4800 power monitor. To answer the question "Are cows
affected by, or feel, such impulses, when applied to contact points?"
tests were carried out on April 9 and 12, 1988, in the barn at Lee
Montgomery's Dairy Farm.

CONCLUSIONS
Cows do feel impulse voltages as low as 30 volts 'J,nd durations of 4 to 5
microseconds.

SETUP
The circuit to apply impulse voltages is shown in figure 1. A small
capacitor is charged to a controlled voltage by a DC voltage source. A
double throw switch in the circuit is used to remove the charging
source, and apply the charged capacitor across cow contact points. The
peak of the voltage impulse is controlled by the voltage on the DC
source, while the duration of the impulse is a function of the capacitors
size and the resistance through which it discharges. In this case the DC
source was 9 volt batteries connected in series to give between 9 and
63 volts in 9 volt steps. The resistance through which the capacitor
discharged was either a test resister of 560 ohms or the cow front
hooves to rear hooves pathway.
Two mats of 1/4" soldered mesh were placed in front of the manger in
the large box pen in Lee Montgomery's barn. Wire leads were run from
the two mesh mats to the impulse generating circuit. The cow was fed
grain in the manger to attract it into position with its front feet on one
mat and its rear feet on the other. On April 9, 1988 the test of the Mary
cow was observed by Lee Montgomery and Alex Furo. On April 12,
1988 the test of the Nina cow was observed by Lee Montgomery, Vern
Osborne, Art Groenewegen and Alex Furo.

The impulse generator was tested across the wetted fingers of the
observers. Two could feel the impulses, two could not. Page 7· and 8 of
appendix 1 shows the voltage pattern when applied across wetted
fingers. These patterns differ markedly from the pattern generated
across a 560 ohm resister or through contact with a cow.

MARY COW - OBSERVATIONS
The Mary cow is an older, quiet dispositioned animal.
1.

Flinching occasionally close to the application of impulse.

2.

Stopped eating at times.

3.

Became suspicious and uneasy.

4.

At the end of the test Mr. Montgomery's inspection of the cow
revealed that she had had a milk let down.

5.

At no time during the test did the Mary cow try to pull herself out
of the standtion.

6.

Upon release from the standtion the Mary cow immediately
moved to the far corner of the box pen, and became extremely
relucted to be moved from that position. When she was finally
encouraged to leave the box pen she smelled the floor towards the
manger before venturing through the box pen gate.

NINA COW - OBSERVATIONS
On April 12, 1988 the test was repeated with Vern Osborne and Art
Groenewegen from the Ridgetown College of Agricultural Science as
witnesses. It was the intent to use the Mary cow again, but Mr.
Montgomery reported that the Mary cow. exhibited such reluctance to
go near the box pen manger that he felt it better, for the benefit of the
cow and the test, that a new subject be used.

The Nina cow is a younger more high strung animal, more prone to
milk let down. She was placed in the box stall a few hours before the
test to allow her to accommodate herself to the new surroundings.
A safety resister had been added to the charging circuit, but this
caused a second set of impulses on the closing of the switch. (the exact
cause of the second set of impulses was not determined, but from the
timing of these impulses it appears to be related to contact bounce on
the reclosing action.) The results of this is that the Nina -cow was
subjected to somewhat more impulses than the Mary cow. Part way
through the test, the leads would be disconnected before the switch
was reclosed, and later the resistor was simply by passed.

1.

Reactions of the Nena cow was similar to those of the- Mary cow,
but less severe.

2.

Upon release from the stantion after the test, the Nenfl cow did
not rush to the far corner of the box cow, but moved through the
box pen more or less normally.

3.

After a few minutes she was given more grain mix at the manger
and here it was observed that she did have reluctance to re-enter
the stantion. She did enter after some hesitation and took the
feed in such a manner that after ever mouthfull she held her head
up in a position of awareness or anticipation while she chewed.

4.

It is well known that short impulses do not register on either
analogue or digital meters and out of curiosity a Data Precision
model 935 digital volt meter on the two volt AC scale was
connected in parallel with the BMI 4800. The digital meter
measured a peak voltage of .003 volts during an impulse of over
30 volts.
Mr. Osborne and Mr. Groenewegen are issuing separate
observations.

DISCUSSION
Since the voltage wave forms with the 560 ohms test resistor and with
the cow are similar in magnitude, shape and duration it is valid to
conclude that a front hoof to rear hoof pathway is basically resistive
and approximately equal to that of the test resister. This value is in
agreement with those reported by Appleman and Gustafson in the
Journal of Dairy Sciences, Volume 68, #6 1985, page 1557. We can
deduce from this, that the pathway was indeed through the cow, and
not over the skin as is sometime noted with. high frequency electrical
currents.
Of particular importance to Dairymen and Electrical Contractors is that
the instruments, recommended by most publications of On'tario Hydro,
Ministry of Agriculture and concerned' Organizations, do not indicate
with any accuracy whatever the presents of impulses.
In almost all laboratory tests, cattle response to stray voltage is
evaluated by applying a regulated voltage or current with very little
chance of impulses being included. This differs greatly from field
conditions were voltages on cow contact points are caused by load
imbalance, leakage current, motor switching, etc., all of which have
impulses associated with them. For instance a running motor that
causes 1/2 volt to appear at a cow COijtact by unbalancing the neutral
would cause approximately 2 1/2 volts surge during start up and
significally higher impulses at the closing and opening of its starting
switch.
This may explain why research on voltage sensitivity often
indicates 1 volt 60 Hz as satisfactory but experience with "dirty or
noisey" field conditions dictates that anything over 0.35 can cause a
problem. When we realize that every farm is different, with different
wiring arrangements, different grounding, different equipment, etc. it
is not surprising that different levels of maximum stray voltage may be
tollerable, depending on how clean or dirty the farm electrical system
IS.

Research into cattle response both behavioural and endocrine, as
summarized by Applemen and Gustafson in their above mentioned
article, indicates that cattle response is totally behavioural and
endocrine response is practically non existent. We can safely say that
cattle will have behavioural response to impulse voltages as well. Since
we know of no study made using impulse voltages to test for endocrine
response we cannot comment on this. (It has been suggested to us
though, by people in the biomedical field, that a condition know as
"nerve block" initiated by electrical stimulation be investigated as this
could lead to endocrine response, internal disorders, and other effects.)
A review of the existing literature on stray voltage reveals cases were
impulses or surges have affected dairy herds. This is reported again by
Applemen and Goustoffman in their above mentioned report under
"Induced voltages on electrically isolated conductive equipment" and in
the publication 155 by the Ontario Ministry of Agricultural and Food,
titled "Stray Voltage Problem with Dairy Cows" (1.982?) on page 10,
under the heading "Stray Voltages not Related to N-E Voltages." The
stray voltage in these cases appear to be caused by a condition where
an isolated metal system became charged with a voltage, and it
scapacitance to ground was sufficient to store a signifigant charge.
Cattle touching this metal would experience the sudden discharge
through their body to ground identical to the method used in this test
to generate impulses.
The traces of the discharge through wetted finger of observers
(appendix pg 7, 8) are markedly different, owing to the fact that the
resistance through human skin is so much higher than through the hoof
to hoof pathway of cows. As a comparison of the traces clearly
demonstrates, the discharge through the observers fingers is much
longer in time, therefore lower in current.
Peak current value occurred through the Nina Cow, Appendix Page 25
I = 65V ; 560 ohms
= 116 rnA.
Time of impulse to decay to near

a=

6 microseconds.
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Note I Resistor added) for Nina test) as a precaution to limit curTent
in case accidental contact was made across the poles of the switch)
was found to cause impulses on the return action and was
removed toward the end of the test

Date:

May 13, 1988

To:

Whom It May Concern

From:

Vernon R. Osborne and Arthur R. Groenewegen

Re:

Animal Response to Electrical Shock

On Tuesday, April 12th, 1,988, we were asked to observe a
demonstration test (conducted by Alex Furo), designed to simulate
the stray voltage conditions on the farm of L. Montgomery in
Dover Township.
A lactating Holstein dairy cow was subjected to
short duration electrical pUlses ranging in voltage levels.
Behavioral responses are usually the quickest and most
easily noticed changes when an animal is in an adverse situation.
considering this, we concentrated on looking for any unusual
behavioral signs from the cow as a consequence of anxiety. We
observed the following behavioral and/or physiological responses
of the animal on test:
-

flaring nostrils;
front leg twitching;
slight arching through the shoulder;
ears pointed; .
disrupted breathing and/or abdominal activity;
milk let down.

If you have any questions on what we witnessed
demonstration please do not hesitate to contact us.
Yours sincerely,

V. R. Osborne

A. R. Groenewegen

at

this

DRAFT REPORT
INVESTIGATION INTO PROBLEMS
AT THE FARM OF

S. BARRY M:X)RE -

LINDSAY, ONTARIO

History of events and electrical problems as related to us,
along with existing knowledge of power system transients, lead
us to conclude that large power system transients from a 230,000
volt line across Mr. M:Jore's property are the likely cause of
damage to his dairy cattle, horses and electrical-equipment.
STRAY

VOLTAGE

The principles of stray voltage as outlined by the Ontario
Ministry of Agricultural and Food, Ontario Hydro and others is
well documented and will not be repeated here. It will be
sufficient to say that stray voltage is usually thought of as
that voltage created by return current on a multi grounded
neutral conductor. It can be applied to cattle whenever they
make contact between objects bonded to the neutral and ground.
The usual understanding of stray voltage though is only part of
the story. Return currents along the neutral conductor take
many forms. Although some stray voltage information includes
voltages of short duration, See Appendixes Al and A2 ,few
include the very short duration pulses of currents caused by
switching of motors, solenoids, lights, transformers, capacitor
banks and distribution lines. These short durations pulses
(transients) are well known in the electronics/computer industry
as being responsible for a wide range of data losses and
equipment failures. Appendix B1 and B2 are copies of
manufacturers literature which has a good layman's description
of transients. .Many of these transients show up between the
neutral conductor and ground with magnitudes into the hundreds
of volts. These transients take many forms, including pulses of
various time durations, rates of rise, rates of decay and
oscillations or ringing.
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Quality voltmeters and recorders, commonly used by investigators
of stray voltage, do not respond quickly enough to indicate
transients. Instruments with response time of even one quarter
second cannot properly respond to transients of such short
duration. Appendix C is an article from Otter Tail Power
Company. Otter Tail is the only utility known to us that
routinely investigates for transients in stray voltage.
EFFECTS CN CAITLE
The effects of the usually referred to stray voltage is very
vJel1 sumned up in Appendixes Dl and D2. These articles
summarize the research on stray voltage. The conclusion is that
"stray voltage effects are "behavioural" and not endocrine or
physiological." A close examination of the tests procedures
show that no consideration is given to the complete spectrum of
conditions that exists on neutral to earth voltages as discussed
atove.
The only research found on the effects of short duration
exposure to voltage is shown in ~.ppendix D3. The time duration
of 0.0167 seconds is a far cry from transients that can exist
for 0.000001 seconds. The conclusions of these research papers
should be restated to say "the effects of low magnitude, steady,
60 Hz current on cattle are behavioural". Because of the
differences between controlled application of 60 Hz currents in
the lab and the uncontrolled application of neutral voltage
containing a whole spectrum of transients, these studies cannot
conclude that the effect of stray voltage is only behavioural.
Conducted tests did not simulate field conditions.
Interestly enough, an indication of biological response to short
duration currents is available through human experience. In
medical science, electrotheraputics is the application of
electricity to create physiological effects. Very small
currents or pulses are used to assist the healing of nonunited
bone fractures. Pain relieve is accomplished through
transcutaneous nerve stimulation which creates a condition
called 'nerve block' . The pulses for this pain relief are about
100 millionths of a second long, are 20 milliamp to 50 milliamp
maximum in magnitude and have a repetition rate of 4 to 185
times a second. The different reactions of nerves and muscles
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to various wave forms and pulses is routinely used in diagnosis
of nerves and muscles damage.
Electro convulsive therapy (shock treatment) is the most
cornnonly known but much concern about side effects has reduced
the use of this treatment.
Appendix E gives us some insight into the effects of larger
pulses. These effect's are obviously ~ than behavioral.
Reference materials citing both vasoconstriction and
vasodilation as effects of electrical stimulation demonstrate
the possibility of contradictory observations. Contradictory
observations by dairy workers does not invalidate their
observations. Contradictory observations are consistent with
similar observations in research. The concluding statement of
Appendix E "The physiological mechanisms involved in the
circulatory changes observed in this study remain unclear"
clearly demonstrates the lack of present day knowledge. If
nothing else, this study should make clear the effect of short
high level pulses are different from the effects of continuous
low level application of voltage or current.
Some direct human experience of ~ large magnitude single
pulses was collected by Charles F. Dalziel when he related the
hazard of short duration pulses to their energy content.
Appendix F, starting on page 1036 lists a history of human
accidents and many of the effects suffered by the victims
including; sudden pain, temperature abnormality, prolonged
headaches, dizziness, semi consciousness, strong muscle
reaction, partial lost of sight (terrporary and permanent),
terrporary paralyses and of course death.
A recent developnent in electronics is the "stun gun or electric
gun" . These devices are claimed to disable a person for several
minutes after a brief application of supposedly non-hazardous
electric current. These devices generate a series of high
frequency, damped sinusoidal waves from about 70 kilohertz to
250 kilohertz depending on the design. The output of these
devices is in the thousands of volts and the pulses are applied
from 13 to 50 times per second depending on the design. One
pulse of the stun gun has a similar description to the transient
created by capacitor switching.
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The above listed appendicies certainly suggest many more effects
of electricity then just behavioural. In fact field observation
from dairymen and many investigators list "low consception rates
and high abortion rates" as syrrptoms of stray voltage. Note
page 7 of Appendix D2. These syrrptoms are sometimes attributed
to the stress caused by the stray voltage but it should be
obvious that much more research is needed.
HIS'IDRIC8L

DATA AT THE B.ZffiRY M:X)RE

FARM

The events as related to us are as follows:
A.

In 1979 and 1980 Ontario Hydro erected a 230 kV tower line
through the property of Mr. MJore. See Fann layout sketch
Appendix G.

B.

Mr. MJore soon noted afterwards the following conditions in

his herd;
- Milk let down problems
- Asinemia
- Some cows collapsed in their stalls
- Increase in calf abortions
- Lower conception rates
- Increase in mastitis
- Increase in the somatic cell count to approximately
300,000.
- Inter.mittant feed problems,' cattle did not clean up the
rrenger.
These conditions were more or less continuous until
approximately May 1986.

c.

During the same time interval as B electrical problems were
experienced with the pump for th,e well.

D.

During the same time interval as B there was an increase in
incandescent lamp failure.
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E.

From 1982 on, the horses experienced the following
problEmS;
- Lower conception rates.
- Would not work out well on the track.
- Blood hemoglobin down from 13 to 9.

F.

Heifers in pastures did not experience problems until after
they were in the barn for the winter.

G.

About M3.y 19 or 24, 1986 during a storm, lighting struck
the chimney of the house. The motor of the swirrming pool
circulating punp and the corrpressor motor of the milk
cooler in the barn failed.

H.

The next day (after Item
months.

1.

The rate of aborted calves increased dramaticly in the
months following Item G.

J.

Several people received shocks from the cover of the
disconnect switch at the well, even when power had been
shut off at the barn. (There is no ground rod at the
well. )

K

Sometimes a cow would kick unexpectedly and violently,
occasionally injuring a milking attendant.

L.

Cows would collapse and die within five days, no
terrperature to indicate fever or infection.

M.

calves and foals would be born deformed, many were born
breach.
Long period of no live births in 1987.

N.

M3.ny symptoms increased in frequency and severity in 1986.
This coincided with growing industrial development around
Lindsay.

O.

Milk productivity was noticeably down and irregular.

P.

Somatic cell counts went up to 400,000.

G)
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a calf was aborted at eight

Q.

The incident of lamp failures increased.

R.

Lamps would flicker, especially during the noon hour and
then again in the evening from 5:00 pm until 8:30 pm.
During these periods the cattle were difficult to handle.
Mr. Moore reported that if he was not able to finish his
dairy chores by 5: 30 pm he might not be able to finish them
at all that evening due to the severe reaction on the
cattle.

S.

The Silo unloader in the barn (using a magnetic starter
with a hold in contact or a latching circuit) would start
on its own. No electrician could find the cause.

T.

Horses being trained on the track would suddenly become
uncontrollable as they rounded the end under the 230 kV
line.

u.

On August 7, 1987 a combine parked adjacent to the tower

line for the night caught fire and burned, apparently due
to an electrical failure involving the alternator.

v.

At one point the utility increased the grounding along the
neutral of the rural distribution line in an attempt to
reduce the problems on the farm. But instead the problems
become worse in the barn and the house, which had been
relatively free of effects, began to experience electrical
problems.

w.

In April 1988, a light fixture in the dining area of the
house burned the electrical cord from which it hung and
crashed to the floor.

x.

Two tractors and an electronic control on a baler
experienced electrical problems while parked near the tower
line on July 1, 1988.
On the same day the milk machine experienced an electrical
failure.

Y.

The utility had replaced the pole transformer. Mr. Moore
had the overhead service lines replaced along with new
panels and new wiring in the stable.
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z.

Mr. l'vbore indicated that the tower ground rod was driven

into the underground water stream that fed his well. He
felt that electricity from the tower had traveled through
the underground water stream and reached the barn through
the subnersible prnp and wires from the well.
AA.

In October 1986 Dr. Cody of the University- of Guelph
determined the problem experienced by the cattle was
electrical and recommended the installation of tingle
voltage filters. This was done in the barn and the stable.

AB.

Neighbours who occupy a house close to the power line have
reported three failures at the electrical panel, one of
which resulted in a fire.

le.

Other neighbours along the power line have reported no
incidences.

ID. After item 'X' on July 1, 1988 the cattle deteriorated.
the end of July disposal of the herd was necessary.

By

INVESTIGATICN
On

the evening of M3.y 19, 1988 a preliminary visit was paid to
The following observations were made;

Mr. l'vbore' s farm.

1.

Standing just outside the south patio doors at the house
approximately 500 ft. from the tower line the audible high
voltage discharge could be heard clearly. The weather was
humid with intermittant showers early that evening.
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2.

At about 8: 10 pn the most westerly horse stable was being
examined. At this time the entire row of lights in the
stable was engaged in periodical flickering. Standing
outside the stable it could be seen that lights at the
house were not flickering. The flickering appeared as a
sequence of slight blinks spaced anywhere from about 10
seconds to a few minutes apart. There was seven lights
(approximately) of 60 to 100 watts each. The radio in the
stable was on as well and at each blink of the light there
was a single distint click from the radio. A bad
connection was suspected but no sound of arcing light
sockets, switches, fuses or wires could be heard. A bad
connection is usually indicated by crackle over the radio,
not single clicks. The light switch was operated a few
times to detennine whether dirty or worn contacts on the
light switch might be causing the problem. There was no
change as a result of this operation.

3.

The second stable was visited where only one light was
blinking. (This was later found to be a worn socket which
was detected by its audible arcing while standing
underneath the light) .

4.

At about 8:25 the barn was visited, but no similar
phenomena occurred.

5.

Shortly after 8: 30 the first stable was revisited. The
phenomena observed in item 2 did .oot re:r;eat. (This is
partial substantiation of historical data item R.) Chores
had been completed hours before so the flickering could DQt
be caused by gutter gleaner, silo unloaded (which had been
disconnected), vacuum pump or milk cooler.

Five samples of failed lamps were sent to us. One is
characteristic of failure by over voltage, ie. the filament is
severed at the supports and the internal fuse was blown. It
cannot yet be concluded from the lamp whether the over voltage
was small over a long period or very high (thousands of volts)
over a very short period (microseconds).
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October 25 and 26 1988 a second visit was paid to the farm
with a EMIT 4800 power scope to analyses the power system. The
following observation were made.
On

1.

The high voltage discharge was no longer audible at the
house. The noise level was decreased so that one had to
stand approximately 100 to 200 ft. away from the line in
order to hear the sound at approximately the same intensity
as in May. The weather was hood with int€rmittent
showers.

2.

No lights flickered or blinked anywhere on the farm. The
radio in the stable never repeated the clicking heard in
M3.y.

3.

Recording of effects of various barn loads are in Appendix
ID.

4.

Characteristics of the well purrp disturbances on the
electrical system were recorded, See Appendix H2. As a
result of these observations thresholds for the EMIT MOnitor
were set for the recordings made later.

5.

Twelve hours of recording during the morning hours of
October 26 are in Appendix H3.

DISQJSSIGJ
In the historical data, as related to us, there are many items
of interest. Item U, the combine fire and Item X and AB,
electrical failures on equipment near the high voltage line
bear a remarkable resemblance to failures of low voltage
equipment in high voltage substation. Jl..ppendix' s I -1, I -2 and
I -3 refer to low voltage electrical equipment failure due to
transients induced by high voltage systems.
Appendix 1-1
refers to substation of 345 kV and above but it rmlst be pointed
out that systems of lower voltage can have the same phenomena
occurring but porportionally less. These studies and tests
were done within the substation property, but it rmlst be
pointed out that once a transient has been produced on a
transmission line it will travel as a wave for some distance
before it eventually dissapates it's energy.
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Unshielded wiring is especially susceptible to inductive
effects. 'Farm equipnent wiring is not shielded wiring. In the
case of the combine, a standard alternator has semiconductor
diodes as part of their power circuitry. The reverse voltage
rating of the diodes is usually 50 volts to 100 volts.
Appendix 1-2 page 1081 makes reference to the susceptibility of
diodes to reverse over voltage. It is therefore quite
possibile that an induced voltage in the combine wiring was
applied to the alternator diodes to cause them to fail.
Failure of the diodes could result in a short circuit which
would allow the battery to discharge through the wiring and the
alternator.
Item AB:
The failures and fires reported at a neighbour's
service panel ~ also be related to induced transients.
Appendix J is a draft document by Ontario Hydro, which makes no
mention of the possibility of damage by high frequency or steep
wavefront transients from high voltage transmission lines. The
date of Ontario Hydro's demonstration is five to six years
after the studies of Appendices 1-2 and 1-3.
Could transients be responsible for other historical phenomena.
Looking at the sketch of the fa:rrn, Appendix G, we see that the
service line to the farm and overhead tripiex to the bam form
500 ft. of parallel conductor approximately 500 ft. away from
the 230 kV line. If an induced transient occurred on the
overhead farm service, the line itself would become the voltage
source. In effect, the 230 kV line forms the primary winding
and Mr. tvbore' s overhead service fonns the secondary winding of
a large air core transformer. JI..ppendix Kl is an attempt to
show how the voltage might be distributed along the overhead
conductor. Since the neutral is grounded at many points, one
end of the overhead conductor would experience a positive
change in voltage while the other end would experience a
negative change in voltage. A point somewhere inbetween would
have a zero potentional. The actual voltage distribution
depends mainly on the impedances to ground of each grounding
point. If one of the impedances to ground is changed, the
voltage pattern along the overhead conductor with respect to
ground will be altered accordingly. For exarrple in Appendix K2
the grounding at the road is increased thereby reducing the
impedance to ground at the road end of the overhead conductor.
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This in effect ties that end closer to the ground potential and
forces the bam end of the line higher in potential. The extra
grounding at the road allows more current to flow in the
overhead conductor as a result of the induced transient. More
current on this overhead conductor means larger voltage drops
across the inpedances to ground at the house, stable and bam.
This agrees well with Item V of the historical data, the house
was relatively free of effects until the utility installed
extra grounding along the road.
It can also be seen that the
wiring at the well would experience the induce voltage and
would explain the historical item J, shocks received at the
well even though power was turned off.
Historical data Item R, the time of day when distUrbances were
noticed is especially iJnportant. At noon and at late afternoon
to early evening there is usually an increase in demand for
power. There is a high rate of change of demand (ie. shifts
from industrial to commercial or residential can raise or lower
the demand very quickly.) During these times of changing
demand automatic voltage regulation is most active. Regulation
usual consist of on line tap changing, line switching and
capacitor switching, all of which cause transients. It is
known that irrproperly sized (undersized) switching equipnent
can lead to ~ severe transients.
Transients are different from the normal 3 phase current on a
transmission line. Normal 60 cycle currents will nearly
balance, so that at a distance from the transmission lines,
there is effectively no 60 Hz magnetic field. Transients have
significant g~ound currents through substation components or
stray capacitance. This is usually refered to as zero sequence
or residual components. In addition, transients caused by 3
phase switching may not only not balance but there may be a
possibility of mutual reinforcement due to minute differences
in the separation time of contacts on the switches.
Consider a ringing transient. The highest frequency which
would be expected to produce this effect would have a quarter
wave length equal to 500 ft. This is be approximately 1. 9
megahertz, a high frequency but not impossible as pointed out
in Appendix's r-1, r-2, and 1-3.
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The highest transient voltage that could be expected under
normal operation would be the zero to peak voltage of the 230
kV. This is 162 thousand volts.
The current produced by this voltage at this frequency will
depend on the high frequency impedance of the line. Without
actual numbers to use we will use 500 ohms. (500 is often
used) This gives us a transient peak current. of 324 arrps .
Page 44 of Appendix 1-4 shows a calculated current of 830 arrps
peak and a frequency of 1.3 megahertz in a loop around a high
voltage substation. We can therefore conclude that our
calculations are reasonable.
In order to calculate the voltage induced
on the overhead conductors of Mr. t1:)ore' s
the principles of inductive coordination.
section north to south across Mr. t1:)ore' s
the return current is given by;
De=2160 [p/fJl/2 ft.

by magnetic coupling
property, we will use
Appendix' L' is a
fann. The depth of

where p=ground resistivity in meter-ohms, ( ranging
fram 10 to 1000, 100 is used where the actual value is
not known. )
and f=frequency in Hz.
Because the highest frequency considered by the inductive
coordination calculations is 5000 Hz, we will use this figure
initially.
De=2160 [100/5000] 1/2 ft
=305 ft.
The induced voltage is given by;
V=Ia(f/60) [0.0954+jO.2794xlog(Dex/Dax)] volts per mile
where Ia=current in the 230 kV line
&

Dex and Dax are the distances shown in Appendix 'L'

V=324 (5000/60) [0.0954+jO.2794xlog(Dex/Dax)]
=3180+j635
=3242 volts/mile
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Or 307 volts along the length of the overhead conductor.
As pointed out many transients contain components of much

higher frequencies. Although using inductive coordination
beyond 5000 Hz entails some risk, the values at 50000 Hz are
presented until more exact methods are found.
De=97 ft

V=31800tj720
=31808 volt/mile
Or 3012 volts along the length of the overhead conductor.
Both of the above calculated voltages would be severely reduced
because of circuit loading through ground inpedances and wire
impedances, but even if this voltage were reduced to 10% of the
calculated value it is obvious that the transients are
. 'f'lcant .
Slgnl
Similar calculations for even higher frequencies would result
in distances to the return ground current less than tower
height, so calculations would seem to be invalid.
Mmy factors would affect the actual voltage;
Factors which would reduce the voltage are,
Parallel conductors which also experience induced currents
and in effect reduce the magnetic field or provide
shielding. The tower ground conductor and the other phase
conductors may be considered.
Transients on other phases cancelling the effect.
Stray capacitance to ground which could effectively reduce
high frequency transient voltages.
Factors which may increase the voltage are;
Higher frequency transients or transient waves with very
steep wavefronts than considered in the calculations.
Transients on other phases actually reinforcing the effect.
Resonance effects of the 500 ft. length of overhead, the
rural distribution, or of the 230 kV line itself.
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The Lindsay end of the 230 kV transmission line acting as a
reflecting point and thereby providing the possibility of
two steep wave fronts reinforcing each other at a point
over the l'1::)ore Farm.
Switches which allow restrikes during opening. This
phenomena can effectively multiply the initial voltage
considered. Appendix I-I indicates most of the severe
transients are caused by switching. Switching is
controlled by the utilities.
Ground waves which arrive out of phase with induced
waves from the electrical distribution system. Waves
propagate along transmission lines at a velocity of 984
feet/microsecond and waves on buried counterpoise (wire,
pipe or. other conductor) propagate at 408
feet/microsecond. A ringing transient having both power
lines and ground components could be alternately in
phase and out of phase (with respect to distance along
the power line from the source of the transient). This
could give the impression that the transient skips
along, affecting some locations signifigantly while
areas inbetween are less affected. See historical items
F and AC.
The survey conducted O::tober 25, 26, 1988 did not record any
such phenomena. But nn.Jst be pointed out that operational
changes may have been made in the 230kV line as the amount of
audible discharge had been greatly reduced. Also our
observation of the blinking lights, which verifies the owner's
historical data to us, did llQt occur during the O::tober
investigation.
Considering the historical data, known effects at substations
and possible effects as shown in the discussion, all further
investigation should include:
1.

Complete equipment details of the 230 kV line as it
was constructed in 1979 or 1980.

2.

Equipment changes made over the years and the date of
change.

3.

Operating records, or logs, from the first day of
operation to date.
I4

4.

Independent evaluation of the above data by experts
familiar with power system transients.

5.

Mechanics reports, Insurance Investigators reports,
etc. on the combine fire and other farm equipment
failure.

6.

Insurance Investigators reports on the neighbour's
panel failures.

7.

Coordination study between buried pipelines or
other metalic runs in the vicinity of the 230 kV
line and ground connections back to the-230 kV

--

equipnent.

8.

Interviews with high voltage operators.

Appendix M is a graph which shortens some of the standard noise
frequency inductive coordination calculations. Using it to
'ballpark' the inductive effects of the power line to the
overhead conductors, we see that at 500 ft. separation the
inductive coupling factor is about 15 microhenrys per 1000 ft.
so that we have 7-1/2 microhenrys of mutual coupling. We also
see that at 50 ft. the coupling factor is almost 10 times as
great, 130 microhenrys per 1000 ft. Therefore a 50 ft.
conductor 50 ft. away and parallel to the transmission line has
6-1/2 microhenrys of mutual coupling. The irrplication here is;
50 ft. conductors placed 50· ft. from the transmission line will
experience nearly the same magnitude of transients as 500 ft.
conductors placed 500 ft. from the transmission line.
Therefore if we conclude that exposed wiring within 50 ft. of
the transmission line (such as the combine wiring) can be
affected we must therefore logically conclude that the longer
more distant overhead conductor will likewise be affected.
It is interesting to compare again Appendixes 1-1, 2, 3 and 4
to Appendix J. An attitude of the power utilities becomes
awarent;
When damage occurs to utilities systems, costly long term
investigations are undertaken to solve the problem and find
solutions.
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When damage occurs to other than utilities systems, there
is nothing on their systems which could cause such damage.
The locations of many observed events happened in close
proximity to the 230 kV line; item T, horses becoming
uncontrolable on the track; items U and X, electrical failure
on farm equipnent; and item AB, the panel failures of a
neighbours house. These items are in contrast to; items F,
heifers in the back pasture having no symptoms and item AC,
other neighbours not reporting problems. Interestingly, items
F and AC occur on opposite sides of the items T, U, X and AB.
This strongly suggests impulses reinforcing each other at some
locations and cancelling each other elsewhere, such as might
occur with a ringing transient.
Item'S', the silo unloader starting spontaneously has two
possibilities. Appendix 'N' is a representation of the
arrangement of the controls. Where control wires are very long
to a remote station, capacitance between conductors has
allowed enough current flow to prevent the circuit from being
shut off from the remote stop button. This raises the
possibility that a severe transient may find enough capacitance
to energize the starter in the first place. In this type of
control the starter needs only be activated momentarily and it
will 'hold' itself in causing the motor to run. Secondly, a
severe transient might cause flashover between conductors of
the circuit and energized the starter. As soon as the starter
energizes, the hold in contacts effectively 'shorts out' the
flashover (Contrast to item W, the ceiling fixture which
burned its electrical cord. In this case a flashover between
conductors through insulation can have destructive follow
through current.) The contacts of the barn push-button station
showed no sign of arcing and were designed with wide, double
contact gaps. The 100 ft. or so of flexible cable IIlQ¥ have
eh~rienced flashover through deteriorated insulation.
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In appendix HI the effects of various barn loads were recorded
on the cow contact point. although some equipnent, such as the
milk cooler and exhaust fan caused some disturbance on the line
to neutral (L N BARN) and Neutral to ground (N G BARN) no
effects could be seen on the Water Bowl to Gutter cleaner chain
(WE GTR C) •
In Appendix H2 the impulses caused by the well pump shutting on
and off were recorded. These did not cause disturbances on the
water bowl to gutter cleaner chain.
From Appendix H2 a threshold value above those disturbances was
chosen for a 12 hour monitoring period. Appendix H3 contains
charts and graphs from the monitoring. Corrparing- summary
charts of line to neutral impulses (L N IMPULSE) to neutral to
remote ground impulses (EN RG IMPULSE) we can see that neutral
to ground disturbances are nQt related to the line to neutral
disturbances. Looking at the Neutral RMS voltage (BN BG Rms)
we ~ see that the neutral to remote ground RMS and Impulses
are related.
The line to neutral impulses are very regular suggesting a
regular cycling load. A refrigerator or freezer would be
sUSPected.
On the other hand the neutral impulses are closely tied to
the neutral RMS. Since the fa:rm was nQt opertional during
the monitoring, ie. the load did not change, the neutral RMS &
impulses must be related to the Utility distribution system!

It can also be seen by comparing the summary of the Water BowlGutter Cleaner (WE GTF RMS) to the summary of neutral RMS (BN
RG RMS) that there ~ a relationship. The Water Bowl-Gutter
Cleaner RMS has a barely perceptible rise from 7:15 AM on, the
same time that the neutral RMS rose signifigantly. We can
conclude neutral RMS voltage shows up across these metal points
in the barn. Whether this is due to leakage through the Tingle
Voltage Filter, ground currents or other causes has yet to be
detennined. Logically, there is also the possibility that
transient voltages on the neutral system also show up across
the Water Bowl-Gutter Cleaner. The PMI 4800 has a minimum
threshold setting for impulse voltages of 20 so impulses below
this value would not be recorded.
17

REVIEW OF CWARIO HYDRO REPORT

In November of 1988, the report of Messeurs: Baljet and Lat
was received and reviewed with the following comments:
Ontario Hydro's Investigation concerned itself-with three
areas; live stock problems, incandescent lamp failure, and well
pump switch failures. They neglected such basic items as:
when the problem started, the daily pattern noticed by Mr.
Moore, the problems with his horses in the stable, the
uncontrolability of horses on the track, the combine fire, the
two tractors and baler electrical failure, panel--failures at a
neighbouring house, pump motor failures, compressor motor
failures, lamp fixture failures, spontaneous starting of the
silo unloader, the worstening effects after extra grounding was·
installed on the rural feeder, and similarities to other
failures recorded across the continent.
Considering the length of time Ontario Hydro spent at this
study it is surprising that they did not come up with a better
history. When researching any phenomena it is imperative to
interview witnessses at length. Investigations into unusual
events usually involves a combination of intuition, analysis,
and adherence to certain common sense rules but first you must
detail the events. In contrast, Appendix 'C' by Otter Tail
Power the most experienced utility in stray voltage
investigations stresses listening to the Fanmer.
On page 7, Ontario Hydro described narrow spikes with
relatively large voltages, lasting up to several millionths of
a second, as being harmless. This is absolutely incorrect. We
have demonstrated to representatives of the Ontario Ministry of
Agricultural and Food that short duration spikes in the range
from 30 to 60 volts which decayed exponentially to 0 volts in 5
to 6 microseconds causes stress and behavioural response in
cattle. The representatives even notice disturbances in rumen
movement and breathing patterns. These last observations may
offer some explanation for long term observations by many
Dairymen.
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It is not surprising that Ontario Hydro did not measure more
severe transients. This t:Y'}?e of observation has been made
before. It is well know that candid monitoring can change the
results. A cornmon example of this is the "speed of highway
traffic changes depending on whether or not police radar traps
are in place."
Ontario Hydro's investigation should have co-ordinated
switching on the rural distribution and 230 kV systems exactly
as was done in Appendices 12 and 13. Representative for Mr.
Moore should review the procedure and attended the tests.
CDRRECTIVE ACTICNS

The following suggestions are Offered to reduce the possibility
of induced transient voltages from the 230 kV line at Mr.
MJore 's Fann;
1.

Redesign of 230 kV transmission system to reduce severe
transients.

2.

Relocate 230 kV transmission line away from Mr. Moore's
prOf€rty.

3.

Replace 230 kV tower line with shielded cable in the
vicinity of Mr. Moore's farm.

4.

Resupply Mr. Moore's farm with an underground primary
feeder, padmount transfolJTter and underground secondary
feeders to the house, shed and barn.
This would not eliminate problems with horses on the race
track, equipment in the field or problems at neighbouring
properties. The problem with horses on the track could be
solved by relocating the track to another part of the
prOf€rty.
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THE EFFECTS OF GROUND CURRENTS ON DAIRY COWS:
A CASE STUDY
Daniel Hartsell, D.V.M., Duane Dahlberg, Ph.D., David Lusty,
and Robert Scott, D.V.M.
INTRODUCTION
Before the advent of air monitoring systems, coal miners
would take canaries into the mines to warn the miners of impending danger from low oxygen or the presence of gasses which might
be toxic to the miners themselves.
When the canaries stopped
singing the miners knew that the air was unsafe.
Today dairy
cows may be inadvertently serving a similar role.·· On dairy farms
throughout the country, electricity is adversely affecting the
health and life of cows, especially while they are in the
barn (Bodman, et aI, 1981; Dahlberg 1986; Fairbank 1977; Rodenburg
1984).
Not only the cows but the people who work in the dairy
barns are also experiencing adverse health effects (Dahlberg and
Falk 1993).
One can only wonder how many other buildings and
locations may be similar to those in the dairy barn~
An overwhelming body of evidence has been generated over a
period of at least one hundred years that links various forms of
electromagnetic (EM) energies to biological changes and health
effects in living organisms(Barnothy 1969; Presman 1970).
Since
the pUblication of the results of the New York State Power Line
Project, (Ankloom, et al,1987)
an increasing quantity of information has been presented in various journals, magazines and books
relating health effects to EM energies(Brodeur 1990; McAauliffe
1985; Edwards 1987).
specific cause and effects links, however,
have been difficult to establish.
The complexity of EM energies
to which living organisms are exposed and the rapid increase in
electrical use in all areas of society have complicated the
determination of cause.
In addition there is a large number of
health effects that could be caused by the various electromagnetic fields (EMF) and currents, and the mechanisms may be very
similar.
On dairy farms and in other livestock confinement operations
there is a problem called "stray voltage".
This problem is
considered by professionals in livestock operations to be serious
and associates electrical conditions with behavioral, health and
production effects in animals and health effects in humans.
Some
temporary corrective procedures have been attempted, but the
problem continues to drive farmers out of business and no effective solution has been suggested nor successfully implemented.
In the dairy industry there has been a general belief that if
cows receive shocks (perceived responses) from electric current
through the body, behavioral, health and production problems can
result.
Traditionally, the assumption has been that if electricity is causing effects in a dairy herd only shock currents can
produce the effects (Phillips 1962).
Consequently, onlyalternating current (AC) potentials between a reference rod and the
neutral ground point, and contact potentials have been measured.
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Although shock currents are inflicting a certain level of misery
for the dairy cow, the cow may choose whether or not to make
contact with conducting parts of the barn which might be grounded. In some barns where the AC potential on the conducting parts
of the barn are especially high one notes that the cows do stay
away from all conducting parts.
In most. stray voltage barns,
however, cows will tend to press their bodies including mouths
and noses tightly against conducting parts in the barn.
Such
action should imply that it is not the shock that the cow wishes
to escape.
Even so, the model of the shock current as the only
possible cause of electrical effects has so shaped opinions about
stray voltage problems that it is difficult to deal with the fact
that reducing the shock currents below perceivable levels does
not necessarily eliminate the stray voltage effects.
Many mitigation concepts have been introduced and implemented.
From studying the mitigation methodologies on a few hundred
farms, The Electromagnetics Research Foundation, Inc (TERF) has
concluded that none of the present mitigation methods resolves
the stray voltage problem as measured by the behavior, health and
production of the dairy herd. Measurements reveal ,·however, that
the remedial methods of isolation and the equipotential plane can
reduce the shock current below the point of producing any perceived response.
Also each of the mitigation methods, in general, can be correlated with changes in the behavior, health and
production of the cows and the health of the operators.
On
approximately 30% of the farms, the change has been beneficial
and continues to be beneficial. For the other approximately 70%,
the changes have been beneficial for a short time, have had no
real beneficial impact, or have caused more serious problems for
the cows and operators.
The equipotential plane has rarely
improved conditions and often appeared to be associated with an
increase in the adverse effects.
Isolation has been the most
beneficial of all suggested mitigation procedures.
All of these
are primarily focussed on the reduction in the AC that can intermittently shock the cow when it drinks water or touches conducting parts in the barn with its head, mouth or other part of the
body.
Isolating devices can only be temporary since they redirect the current that enters and is in the earth (Aneshansley,Gorewit 1992; Appleman 1987).
Over the past ten years the perceived associations between
electromagnetic (EM) energies and the health of animals and
humans in field settings have been investigated.
Attempts have
been made to quantify the total EM environment of the sUbjects.
An important discovery was the presence of significant EM energies moving through and emanating from the earth.
Investigations
have revealed that in the existing national electric transmission/distribution system, a large fraction of the current on the
neutral side of the system has inadvertently ended up in the
earth rather than in the neutral conductor.
Therefore about 65%
of the current on the neutral side of the transmission/distribution system flows in the earth (Gonen 1986; Morrison 1963).
No
one has assessed the total impact of this amount of current
continually flowing in the earth.
In addition it is well known
2

in the dairy industry that dairy cows experience a set of behavioral, health and production effects when an electrical ground
fault occurs in the region of the dairy farm in which electricity
is short circuited into the earth.
Consequently, dairy farmers'
attention has been directed toward the electricity that reaches
humans and animals through the earth and its effects.
Dairy
farmers have, in fact, discovered an association between the
effects in dairy herds and the grounding of the electric utility
neutral on or near the farms.
Although the discovery was serendipitous, many measurements have been made of the alternating and
direct currents which are entering and leaving the earth by means
of the primary and secondary grounding systems.
These measurements show, in most cases, a significantly smaller resistance for
the electrical grounding on the farm than on the primary neutral.
The implication is that under non isolation conditions, considerably more of the primary neutral current will reach the earth on
the farm grounding system than on the electric utility grounding
system.
with isolation more current will enter the earth on the
primary neutral because the farm grounds can no longer be used.
The loss of the lower resistance grounding system causes an
increase in the primary neutral voltage.
.'
STUDY CASE

In recent years professionals have associated a significant
number of health effects in dairy animals with electrical conditions on the dairy farm.
Noted especially is the appearance of
effects from a continuous exposure which can impact the animal
chronically.
The general well being of the animals degrades in
direct relationship to time spent in the barn.
One of the authors of this paper has discovered specific cases in which the
blood chemistry of the cow changes with exposure.
subtle responses are also documented, such as the cows' inability to drink
from the water cups. The obvious consequence is dehydration. In
order to detect the effect in the dairy herd, farmers have begun
installing water meters to record water intake of the animals.
Over a period of time dairy farmers have observed that
changes in the grounding of the secondary and primary neutral
lines affect the behavior, health and production of the dairy
cows.
One of the changes is the installation of an isolation
device which prevents the current on the primary neutral from
going directly onto the farm neutral grounding system. Often the
use of the isolator is ineffective, however, and additional
changes have been examined. Empirical evidence has convinced many
dairy farmers that disconnecting the primary grounding at the
transformer pole and at adjacent electric utility poles affects
the well being of the dairy cows noting immediate improvements in
the cows.
They report water consumption increases, cows relax
and milk out better and appear less agitated, as evidenced by a
marked reduction in tail switching and repeated moving about in
the stall.
The real tragedy is that when the ground wires are
reconnected to comply with national electric codes, the cows'
condition degenerates again.
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On a dairy farm owned and operated by David and SuAnn Lusty,
Miltona, MN. stray voltage has been a problem for years. They
have a modern operation, milking about 30 Holstein and Ayrshire
dairy cows.
Dave has trained himself in basic electricity and has become
an expert in the "stray voltage" problem, assisting other farmers
throughout the region.
He has tried every solution suggested by
the university specialists and has done all he could to change
everything on his farm to prevent the cows from being shocked.
Since the isolation device was ineffective on his farm, he finally resorted to disconnecting the primary grounding wires. The
results of this final action were especially beneficial for his
dairy cows. The longer the grounding wires were disconnected the
greater the improvement in the herd.
The electric utility company serving the farm, however, informed the Lustys by letter that sometime during the week of
April 10, 1992 they were going to reconnect the ground wires and
that service would be discontinued if the wires were disconnected
again.
This impending connection by the power company provided
a perfect opportunity to see how the simple act of connecting the
grounding wires might affect the health and production of his
herd.
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this research proj ect was to test the hypothesis that the grounding of the electrical utility neutral on
the Lusty farm is affecting the behavior, health and production
of the diary cows owned and managed by Lustys on their farm.
This farm offered an especially valuable opportunity to test the
hypothesis because Lustys had a record of being in the upper 20%
in milk quality in the milk processors first district and known
to be excellent dairy operators.
For a number of years previous to the beginning of this
test, the wires connecting the utility neutral to ground rods
were disconnected.
The methodology consisted of three tests
involving a body scoring procedure and a blood analysis.
One
test was conducted on April 2, 1992 while the ground wire was
still disconnected.
On April 14, 1992, the utility company·
returned to the farm.
The ground wires were reconnected and the
system was grounded according to the power company specification.
One week later, on April 22, 1992 only the body scoring procedure
was done on the herd.
The body scoring and the blood analysis
were done again on May 1, 1992, 17 days after the ground wire on
the transformer was connected to ground by the power company.
The body scoring was done on the entire herd on all three test
days, and blood analyses were done for the same ten cows on the
first and third test days, separated by almost one month. During
the entire test period Lusty's maintained the same management
practices.
The cows received the same rations, the milking
routine was kept the same, and the farm was held to the same
daily schedule.
The only known change on the farm was the con4

necting of the electric utility ground wires. Of significance is
that Lusty' s have an isolator at the transformer which disconnects the utility neutral from the farm neutral.
The only path
available for the electric current on the utility neutral to
reach the farm grounding system and/or the barn, therefore, is
through the earth.
On April 2, 1992, Dave installed a water
meter in his barn in order to determine the water intake of the
dairy herd.
During the month of April the Lustys maintained
their own cattle records and asked the creamery and milk processor to measure the SCC for each milk pickup.
Dr. Daniel Hartsell, one of the authors of this paper,
carried out the body scoring procedures.
This procedure is done
by veterinary clinicians and nutritionists as a service for cli~
ents as a way to evaluate the flesh and condition of their animals.
In the test the entire herd was body scored. In addition
some comments were recorded for some individual cows.
Dr. Hartsell also drew the blood samples.
These blood
samples were taken from 10 cows which were selected at random to
assure a truly representative sample.
In this case 1/3 of the
herd is more than an adequate statistical sample.
These blood
samples were then sUbjected to 17 different types of tests.
The
tests are devised by scientists and medical persons to measure
the liver and kidney function and to evaluate the numbers, percentages and kinds of blood cells in the sample.
Some of the
tests were done by the Alexandria Veterinary Clinic, and some
were performed by the Douglas County Hospital.
The Douglas
County Hospital is a full service human hospital.
The tests
which were run on the cows' blood are also tests which are used
to measure human blood cells and are an accepted procedure recognized by both human and veterinary doctors.
To assist the lay reader, a short description of the blood
tests is offered to aid in interpreting the results of the tests.
The description is in many cases short but inclusive and may be
enlarged upon by the skilled medical reader.
Test

Normal Cow

TP Total Protein
Protein content in the blood

Value

6.7 - 7.5

TP Heat Heated Total Protein
The difference between the TP and TP heated leaves fibrinogen which is an indicator of animal health
FIB Fibrinogen (expressed in g/dl)
0.3 - 0.70
Fibrinogen is a soluble protein in the blood plasma.
When elevated, it can be a sensitive indicator of an inflammatory process.
BUN

Blood Urea Nitrogen
Measures Kidney and liver function
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20 -26.3

.28 -1.24

CREA creatinine
Measures Kidney function.
WBC

White Blood Cell (Counted in thousands/cubic mm)
9
The first line of defense against insults or invaders.
WBC's are the "policemen" of the blood

RBC Red Blood Cell (Counted in thousands/cubic mm)
7
Red Blood cells are the Oxygen carrying vehicles in the
blood containing an iron compound called hemoglobin.
HgB

Hemoglobin (grams/deciliter)
The iron bearing chemical in the Red Blood Cell.
ries oxygen.
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HgB car-

30-40
Hematocrit (%)
Packed Cell Volume. This test gives an indicator of how
many cells are present in any given time. Variations from normal
are a signal to look for insults to the individual.
Very valuable test for quick comparisons.
HCT

MCV

Mean corpuscular Volume (picogram)
40-60
The average 'volume of RBC.
The number gets bigger if the
animal is anemic. Decrease with iron and copper deficiency.

MCH Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin (picogram)
Amount of Hemoglobin by weight.

no standard

MCHC Mean corpuscular Hemoglobin concentration
(expressed in grams /deciliter)
26 - 34
Ratio of weight to volume or concentration of HgB in the
average RBC.
This number can never increase but decreases
when Copper or Iron are deficient.
SEG segmented or Immature Neutrophils
(%)
30
The neutrophil is a White Blood Cell. The larger number in
this test means more segmented cells are being manufactured.
More segs are evidence that the number of these cells is being
increased. This test measures stress or infection.
Lymph

Lymphocytes (%)
60
A white Blood immune cell which will decrease because of
systemic stress. Lower than normal numbers here mean stress.

Mono

Monocytes (%) Scavengers for bacteria
5
These cells literally pick up bacteria and remove them from
circulation. An increase in Mono cells is evidence of infection.

Eos

Eosinophils (%) Deactivate Histamine
5
Eosinophils increase when allergies or parasites are present. Decrease is evidence of stress.
BASO Basophils
(%)
0 - 1
Basophils carry enzymes to initiate inflammatory response
and cellular immune reactions.
They are literally messenger
6

cells and an increase indicates an attempt on the part of the
body to mobilize the defense system.
All of these blood parameter numbers will increase with
dehydration.
Therefore, if cows cannot drink water, the numbers
are expected to be higher.
The TP, TP Heat, FIB, BUN, CREAT,
tests were done at the Alexandria Vet Clinic with a "Vet Test"
8008 Analyzer machine which is a standard in the industry.
The
WBC, RBC, HgB, HCT, MCV, MCHC, SEG, LYMPH, MONO, EOS, BASO tests
were done by the Douglas county Hospital lab in Alexandria, MN.
Body scoring was based on condition and "fleshiness" of cows
using a scale of 0 - 4.
The 0 cow is an extremely thin cow with
no external fat or flesh over the ribs and pelvic bones.
The 4
cow is the other extreme with a roll of flesh almost completely
covering and concealing the ribs and pelvic bones.
RESULTS
In this study both qualitative and quantitative results are
presented and considered valuable.
The blood tests and body
scoring results are reported in two tables with the identifiers
as follows:
Blood Tests
A
B

blood drawn 5/1/92
blood drawn 4/2/92

Body Score and Comments
A taken on 4/2/92
B taken on 4/22/92
C taken on 5/1/9
Of the ten cows for which blood work was done, two,
#36 and
#31, could not be used because insufficient data were available.
Either the data were lost or the blood samples were not of sufficient quality for running a worthwhile test.
The information on
the other eight cows revealed that for 5 of the cows the FIB
dropped with two dropping significantly when the grounds were
connected; for three there was an increase in FIB with two being
significant; for five cows there was a decrease in WBC with three
being significant; and for three of the cows the WBC increased
with none being significant.
In addition seven cows had a decrease in segmented neutrophils and for six the decrease was
significant; all eight cows had an increase in lymphocyte count
with six being significant; and six of the cows had a significant
decrease in monocyte counts while one had a significant increase.
In Dr. Hartsell's body scoring analysis, he observed that
the cows became more restless and were having more diff iculty
getting up and lying comfortably after the grounds were connected
on April 14. The results of the body scoring showed that even a
week after the grounds were connected,
cows were beginning to
have some rubbed and hairless spots on their hocks and carpal
joints. Seventeen days later more than one-third of the cows had
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either swollen or scrapped hocks or carpal joints.
This condition should cause an increase in fibirinogen and an increase in
monocyte counts.
In the blood tests, however, the opposite
occurred. There was a greater tendency for a decrease in fibirinogen and a significant decrease in monocytes for six of the
eight cows tested. Additional investigations will be required in
order to understand this reversed condition.
From the milk processor's records, the SCC went from 141,000
for the first one half of April to 758,000 for the milk picked up
on April 20. By the end of April the ·scc had dropped to 355,000.
While the grounds were disconnected, the SCC count was significantly lower than after they were connected. Milk production was
difficult to monitor during this period because of the number of
fresh cows.
The Lustys, therefore, were unable to provide any
clear data on how much milk production decreased after the neutral wires were connected.
Water consumption, however, could be
carefully monitored revealing a drop in water consumption from
16.3 gallons per cow for the period of April 8-14 to 13.1 gallons
per cow for the period of April 15-21.
This reduced water consumption is significant because 16.3 gallons is" already low.
After the neutrals were connected the cows also ate 25% less hay.
The behavior of the cows changed abruptly after the neutrals were
connected becoming very difficult to manage. Most of cows showed
signs of stiffness and developed sore and swollen legs within a
few days after the reconnection.
In· addition a significant
increase in electric spikes from the turning on and off of 240
VAC motors in the barn were measured after the reconnect ion of
the neutral.
Of general interest also is the observation that
during the year following the reconnection, production has decreased, herd health problems have increased and Dave and Sue
Lusty are experiencing more health problems associated with the
time spent in the barn.
Also of interest is the fact that when
the cows can spend the majority of time, night and day, away from
the barn, they are healthier and produce more.
All voltages measured in the Lusty barn, over many years of
testing, have revealed that, except for transients, the cows
cannot receive a shock voltage of over 0.25 VAC, much less than
the shock voltages used in university research. At the same time
electricity from the utility system is reaching Lustys' barn,
probably directly through the earth.
On the Lusty farm many·"
measurements have been made of current reaching the barn as a
result of electricity traveling directly through the earth and
emanating from the primary neutral and other more distant sources.
As an example, Dave made some measurements of currents in
the grounding system during a power outage on June 22, 1993
beginning at 11:35 AM and lasting about 30 minutes.
The entire
three phase line feeding the area around the Lusty farm was out.
While the power was off, there was from 110 to 120 rnA AC in the
primary neutral ground wire and from 100 to 110 rnA after the
power came back on.
On the secondary side the current in the
ground wire at the transformer pole was between 18 and 20 rnA when
the power was off and 16-18 after coming back on.
All wires
connected to ground rods had currents both when the power was off
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and when it was on. Therefore, even when the entire three phase
line was not energized, there was AC' in the barn. Obviously, the
currents measured when the power was off had to come from sources
not only other than the farm but beyond the region served by this
three phase line. The fact that the current decreased when the
power was on again related to the phase relationships of the
various sources.
Measurements made in the barn also show increases in voltages and currents when 240 VAC loads are turned
on. Again because the 240 VAC loads do not add to the current on
the secondary neutral system, the only source for this increase
is from the primary neutral system.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It is evident that these behavioral, health and production
effects are being caused by electrical exposures which go beyond
the traditional shock voltages characterized by neutral to earth
voltage measurements.
The only change made in this test was the
connection of two ground wires to the ground rods on the electric
utility system.
Nevertheless these cows showed very definite
negative responses after the connections were made, which was
also reflected in the significant changes in some of the blood
parameters.
since more current was entering the earth on the farm after
April 14 when the grounds were connected to the neutral, one
might postulate that the cows were being exposed to more electricity and , consequently, placed under greater stress. Acute
stress or infection are, however, expected to cause significant
increases in segmented neutrophils and decreases in lymphocytes
which is totally opposite of the results of these tests.' The
fact that the blood samples were taken 17 days after the connection of the ground wire and the beginning of greater exposure of
ground currents suggests that by then the blood should not show a
picture of acute stress. The fact that the blood tests revealed
significant increases in lymphocytes and a significant decrease
in segmented neutrophils at the time of the second blood test,
would, most likely, indicate that electricity can also produce
other effects on the cows.
These changes in blood parameters
could be pointing to the beginning of a total immune system
breakdown and/or indicative of a dangerous precancerous condition.
This possibility is significant because, as veterinarians'
have worked with the stray voltage problem, they are more often
expressing their concern that electricity appears to be breaking
down the immune system of cows.
An experienced clinician recognizes that the values of the
blood parameters fluctuate in all living animals. On any specific day the values of the parameters will depend on the response
of the animal to insults experienced.
Since, in this case, the
insults were from EM energies, it is realized, after the fact,
that additional measurements were necessary.
A single blood
test, as was performed in this stUdy, represents only one point
in the dynamics of the body of the animals. This particUlar test
could be analogous to the "lag" phase following a vaccination.
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The immune system is showing a change and from a clinical point
of view, the change means a worsening condition for the animal.
This study was developed to determine if connecting two
wires from the primary neutral to ground rods could effect the
health and production of dairy cows.
No other change was made
during the entire test period except connecting the neutral to
ground rods (one on the farm and one a short distance from the
farm) .
SUMMARY

These results are especially important since the majority of
studies on stray voltage have concluded that there is no noticeable effects on cows' production, health, blood chemistry, SCC or
water consumption when the cows are exposed to shock currents as
they touch the metal parts of the stall or waterer (Southwick
et. al. 1992).
In the work discussed in this paper the only
change on the farm was the connecting of the electric utility
grounds to their neutral.
This was an electrical change that
increased the electric current going into the ground on the farm
by means of the primary neutral.
The results included both
observed and measured changes in health, blood chemistry, SCC and
water consumption.
New models are needed which can better match the behavior,
health and production of the dairy cows to their electrical
exposure. Simply an analysis of the information already generated would greatly assist in this process.
It is hoped that this
study will trigger new research and additional debate in connection with stray voltage and the effects of EM energy with a
special consideration to the effects of the electricity that gets
into the earth from the multi tude of sources.
The results of
such research and debate could reveal significant effects for all
living organisms that go far beyond what is known about the
effects of electrical shock.
An understanding of the effects
discovered in this test could be the key to dealing with the many
dairies in the country that are experiencing the erosion of their
profits and health. If we ignore the canaries that stop singing,
we can only blame ourselves for the inevitable results.
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Stray Voltage and Developmental, Reproductive
and Other Toxicology Problems in Dogs, Cats
and 'Cows: A Discussion
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and
Christine C Ratke, DVM, PhD, Diplomate ACVP
Allegan Study Group, 9919 Springwood Drive, Kalamazoo MI 49009
and
William O. English, BSEE, PE
610 South Cochran, Charlotte, MI 48813

ABSTRACT

Ten years ago, after 3 y of investigations under trying field conditions, attempts to
determine the cause(s) of reproductive and developmental problems, at a dog kennel
in Allegan County, Michigan, were suspended. This kennel had lost more than 120
litters of Shetland Sheepdogs (Shelties) over the preceding 12 y; many of the puppies
that died were deformed as were several that survived. Similar effects occurred in
Persian cats, although on a much smaller scale, and later in German Shepherds and
Golden Retrievers. Such problems began after drilling a deeper water well and the
building of a new kennel of concrete and metal fencing in 1969. Prior to that the
kennel owner had successfully bred and raised at least 15 litters/y of mostly shelties
in an old wooden chicken coop. Health problems in the kennel owner prevented her
from breeding dogs in the late 1980's. She gradually resumed a more regular breeding
schedule in 1989, initially with some success.
problems returned.

However, in 1992 reproductive

Female dogs ceased cycling or had abnormal "unbreedable"

seasons. Sperm checks revealed a lack of sperm in four males. Concurrently, neither
the Persian nor mongrel female cats in the kennel showed signs of cycling. Two dairy
farmers in Allegan County, who reportedly had similar health, reproductive and
management concerns in cows, were contacted. Tests performed at the two dairy
farms had revealed the presence of what has commonly been termed stray voltage.
Equipment brought by the farmers to the kennel revealed the presence of AC and DC
currents on the premises, which were later confirmed by a Staff Engineer expert of
the Michigan Public Service Commission (PSC). Such current was detected even when

2.45 volts AC and .
the electr ical power to the premi ses was shut off. For examp le,
ts detect ed at
0.150 volts DC were detect ed at the well head, with variab le amoun
variou s locatio ns in the kenne l.

The

curren t was not consta nt with transi ents

Buren Count y, at
(spike s) freque ntly detect ed. Simila r proble ms were eviden t in Van
l in Allega n Count y.
a recent ly constr ucted kenne l, about 15 miles south of the kenne
usly experi enced by
Shortl y after movin g to the prope rty, health proble ms, not previo
power compa ny, the
the breede r, began croppi ng up in the dogs. Exper ts from the
remen ts on the
PSC, and two indep enden t consu ltants have taken a variet y of measu
..

voltag e (AC and
prope rty. The numer ous tests have confir med the presen ce of stray
and electri c fields.
DC), with period ic voltag e spikes , as well as electr omagn etic fields
at fault. To date no
None of the extens ive tests have prove n the prope rty owner to be
Bone and muscl e
litters have been produ ced in any of the dogs kept on the proper ty.
interd igital cysts
proble ms contin ue to arise, partic ularly in young dogs. Occas ionally
to electro cution still
appea r and then heal sponta neous ly. Death s appea ring to be due
literat ure led to this
occur. The dearth of refere nces on stray voltag e in the toxicology
on dairy farms, as
review. The relatio nship of such curren ts to the proble ms found
well as the two dog kenne ls, is discus sed.

3

One does not need to be a toxicologist to recognize that there is much concern
in the world today about environmental pollutants. The media regularly informs
us of the risks and the resultant reaction of special interest groups, governmental
regulatory agencies and concerned citizens. We presume and trust that, in our
best interests, appropriate action will be taken in such matters- in a timely fashion.
Although it is unlikely that serious problems will be ignored altogether, often, to
our dismay, corrective measures take time. Thus, to us, it is surprising that a
major pollutant, stray voltage, known to be present for decades now, has been
ignored by, not only the appropriate authoritative agencies, but toxicologists in
general.

As a result, in spite of the fact that public health and safety appear

major concerns in our society, one would be hard pressed to find a local or federal
agency willing to accept responsibility in the area involving the methods used in
the distribution of electricity.
Because of the lack of effective action in this area, in face of solid evidence that
stray voltage continues to cause harmful effects in several species of domestic
animals, or animals used for agricultural purposes and possibly humans as well,
the authors have joined in an effort to bring this subject to the attention of the
toxicology community. We do so fully aware of the reluctance of governmental
agencies, utilities and academic institutions to admit stray voltage exists to any
great extent and to investigate and resolve the problem. Much of such reluctance
may come from the lack of cross-expertise and diversity in disciplines such as
physics, physiology and electrical engineering. Thus, it took the combined efforts
of a biochemical pharmacologist, a veterinary pathologist and an electrical engineer
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process, some of which
to put this positio n paper togeth er. We learne d a lot in the
ms associ ated
came as a surpri se. We have made every effort to descri be the proble
we feel we are'
with stray voltag e and to review the area in some detail. However,
intera ction of
not in a positio n to study this issue. Such an effort will requir e the
ces if we hope to
indivi duals and agencies with appro priate backg round s and resour
y on and in
ever come to a better under standi ng of the role of electri cal energ
mamm alian homeo stasis.

BACKGROUND ON THE ALLEGAN DOG KENN EL
Ten years ago, after 3 y of invest igatio ns under trying field
develo pment al
condit ions, attem pts to determ ine the cause(s) of reprod uctive and
nded. This
proble ms at a dog kenne l in Allega n County, Michigan, were suspe
ies) over the
kenne l had lost more than 120 litters of Shetla nd Sheep dogs (Shelt
were severa l that
preced ing 12 y; many of the puppi es that died were deform ed as
much small er
surviv ed. Simil ar effects occurr ed in Persia n cats, althou gh on a
proble ms
scale, and later in Germ an Sheph erds and Golden Retrie vers. Such
kenne l of
began after drillin g a deepe r water well and the buildi ng of a new
had
concre te and metal fencing in 1969. Prior to that the kenne l owner
in an old wooden
succes sfully bred and raised at least 15 litters /y of mostly shelti es
ng furnac e, a
chicke n coop. In contra st to the new kenne l, which has an oil burni
scent lights and
kitche n area, indoo r plumbing, a hot water heater , overh ead fluore
lightin g, an oil
a water evapo rating air conditioner, the old kenne l had minim al
pment al
fueled space heate r and no indoor plumb ing. Repro ductiv e and develo
proble ms were virtua lly absen t betwe en 1953 and 1969.
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In an effort to address the problems occurring in the Allegan kennel, several
interested and concerned citizens (including several scientists) formed the Allegan
Study Group. As the result, several investigations were carried out in the early
1980's. For example, in a carefully controlled two-year reproduction study, 24
Shetland Sheepdogs (4 males and 20 females, all of which had good reproductive
histories) were brought into the kennel from many sources throughout the
northeast. Within six months the reproductive performances of these dogs were
comparable to those of the dogs kept regularly at this kennel, regardless of what
dog food they ate or the source of the water they drank [1]. Fluoride was included
as a variable in this study, as dog food containing rock phosphate contaminated
with sodium fluoride had caused exostoses and mottled teeth in some of the dogs in
the kennel [2]. However, it did not matter whether or not the dogs received
fluoride in their diets. Attempts to duplicate the reproductive problems in rats,
housed in metal cages and racks (with rubber wheels) in this kennel, were
unsuccessful even though 100% of the rats receiving fluoride in the dog food they
were fed experienced teeth problems as compared to a complete lack of such effects
in the rats that were not given fluoride in their chow [3].

In the early 1980's, reproductive performance at this kennel came to a
virtual standstill as the females (cats, as well as dogs) either stopped cycling or
experienced difficulties resulting in disruptions in their cycles that precluded
conception. Sperm counts in the males also fell dramatically. During this period
contacts were made with experts in academia, government and industry in an
effort to obtain insight as to what was going on at this kennel. Such consultations
6

r elucid ate
did lead us to check out variou s possibilities, but all attem pts to furthe
substa nce
what was going on were unsuccessful. It was concluded that no toxic
l cessat ion in
known could be introd uced into that kenne l and result in a virtua
ls. Altho ugh
reproduction witho ut causin g marke d signs of toxicity in the anima
in this kenne l,
health problems and unusu al behav ior in the dogs were observ ed
be shippe d to
consis tent clinical signs were not evident. The fact that bitche s could
we were dealin g
other locations and with time produce viable litters indica ted that
appea r to be
with a localized enviro nment al problem. Even so, the effect did not
in the kenne l or
season al and it didn't seem to matte r wheth er the dogs were kept
fenced in yard
house, or wheth er or not they were ever allowed to exercise in the
three breed s of
(dirt, vegeta tion) or only in their outsid e dog runs (cement). Since
ly. The only
dogs, as well as Persia n cats, were affected, geneti c factors were unlike
was the air.
appar ent variab le we knew of at the time that we couldn 't control
air. Havin g
However, we didn't have the exper tise or equip ment to monit or the
volun teers, for
run out of ideas, along with time restra ints (the memb ers were all
Allegan Study
the most part partic ipatin g in this project in their spare time), the
Group suspe nded formal study at this kenne l in 1984.

dogs in
Healt h proble ms in the kenne l owner preve nted her from breedi ng
schedule in 1989,
the late 1980's. She gradu ally resum ed a more regula r breed ing
ms return ed.
initial ly with some success. However, in 1992 reprod uctive proble
s. Sperm checks
Femal e dogs ceased cycling or had abnor mal "unbreedable" season
Retriever; all
reveal ed a lack of sperm in four males (two Shelti es and a Golden
month old
proven studs, 2112, 6 and 10 years old, respectively, as well as a 10112
female cats in
Germ an Sheph erd). Concu rrently , neithe r the Persia n nor mong rel
7

the kennel showed signs of cycling. Other clinical signs, recently observed in the
dogs in this kennel, included virtually complete loss of hair in three dogs, with
another three dogs having lost the hair on their tails in the last few months. Four
dogs, including two (a greyhound and a Springer Spaniel) that were temporarily
boarded at the kennel, died or were sacrificed in extremis with bloat; another, a
female German Shepherd, with bloat was saved after extensive surgery (one foot of
intestine was removed, along with

th~

s2!.een). The dogs experienced gastric

torsion (similar problems have been reported in cows exposed to stray voltage); the
twisted stomach would not allow food or resultant gases to pass into the intestine.
In a related area, several litters were lost in the 1980's as the pyloric valves of the
puppies appeared to be paralyzed and milk would not pass into the intestine. The
puppies screamed and died in apparent pain, in spite of heroic efforts to keep them
alive. Very often bitches did not have milk and/or would not nurse (similar effects
are common in cows who often will not "drop their milk"). More recently, nasal
deformities in adult dogs (4 Shelties and a Golden Retriever) have occurred. The
nose curves upward (concave) and the teeth become loose and fall out.
Histopathological examination of one of these dogs revealed that a fibrosarcoma
had replaced much of the bone in the nose. The heads of two other dogs, both less
than two years old, tip sideways as the dogs can not hold them up. Several other
dogs in this kennel have developed cancer, at an age far younger than those who
have gotten cancer in past years. In addition, several apparently healthy dogs,
including two in the past year, have been found dead after being seen shortly
beforehand to be in apparent good health.

In the spring of 1992, the kennel owner contacted the Study Director of the
8

her problems
Allegan Study Group (T.A. Marks), the team that had invest igated
at this kennel,
ten years previously. Still at a loss as to what caused the problems
to contac t two .
but willing to track down any possible lead, the decision was made

, reproductive
dairy farme rs in Allegan Count y who reportedly had simila r health
and manag ement concerns, along with other problems in. cows.

of what
Tests perfor med at the two dairy farms had revealed the presence
neutra l to earth
has commonly been terme d stray voltage, but also has been called
and metal
voltage (NEV), tingle voltage, extran eous voltage, transi ent voltage
ent, capable
struct ure-to -earth voltage (4J. The two farmers agreed to bring equipm
of measu ring altern ating curren t (AC), direct curren t (DC) and EMF's
ce of AC and
(electromagnetic fields), to the kennel. Such tests reveal ed the presen
Engin eer
DC curren ts on the premi ses, which were later confirmed by a Staff
[5J. Such
exper t (W.O. Englis h) of the Michigan Public Service Commission
was shut off.
curren t was detect ed even when the electrical power to the premi ses
well head
For example, 2.45 volts AC and -0.150 volts DC were detect ed at the
The curren t
with variab le amou nts detect ed at various locations in the kennel.
was not consta nt with transi ents (spikes) frequently detected.

BACK GROU ND ON GOBL ES DOG KENN EL
at a
At this time, simila r problems were evident in Van Buren County,
Allegan County.
recently constr ucted kenne l, about 15 miles south of the kenne l in
ogist and
This kenne l was built on the prope rty of C.C. Ratke, a veteri nary pathol
other locations.
dog breed er with a 18 year histor y of successfully breed ing dogs at
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Shortly after moving to the property, health problems, not previously
experienced by the breeder, began cropping up in the dogs [6]. Included in these
problems were foot problems - interdigital cysts, which would not heal despite
treatment. Anecdotal reports from dairy farmers experiencing problems with stray
voltage indicated similar foot problems in their cattle. There was a high incidence
of urinary tract infections. This was thought to be a consequence of decreased
water consumption. The dogs probably were reluctant to drink if they experienced
shocks when they attempted to drink from their metal water buckets which were
attached to the chain link kennel fencing. Behavioral problems were noted in the
dogs. They were reluctant to enter the kennel building. The dogs would also
stand over their full food dishes appearing hungry, but they seemed unwilling to
touch their food. All these strange behaviors might have also been caused by
shocks. The dogs could have experienced shocks when they entered or left the
kennel as well as when they attempted to eat from their metal food dishes.
Puppies and young dogs raised on the property have had a high incidence of bone
problems and other lameness with no apparent underlying cause. Muscle pain
resembling cramping has occurred in several adult dogs without any preceding
injury or activity that might explain the soreness. Reproductive problems have
been extensive and include irregular cycles in the females, failure to conceive, and
abortion. These problems have occurred in dogs that, at their previous location,
had normal cycles and had produced litters. The only litter produced since the
move to the current location was from a female who was sent off the property for
most of her gestation. To add to these other problems, at least 5 unrelated dogs
have died suddenly from what appeared to be electrocution.
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ission,
Exper ts from the power company, the Michi gan Public Service Comm
remen ts on
as well as two indep enden t consu ltants have taken a variet y of measu
stray voltage (AC
the prope rty. The numer ous tests have confirmed the presen ce of
fields and electric
and DC), with periodic voltage spikes, as well as electr omagn etic
fields [7].

at
None of the extensive tests have prove n the prope rty owner to be

to faulty
fault. A 4 volt readin g on the house was discovered to be due in part
The lines
connections and groun ding by the cable TV and teleph one companies.
on groun ds
from these source s were bringi ng electrical curren ts from their comm
back to the house.
l owner in
Much time, money, and energ y was spent on the part of the kenne
menda tions of
an effort to protec t the anima ls at the site, according to the recom
but little was
both the power company and the Public Service Comm ission Staff,
lying problem.
done on the part of any of the utility companies to correc t the under
house, but it
The teleph one company reluct antly chang ed their groun ding at the
still is not in accordance with the Public Service Commission's Staff
Shortl y after that
recom menda tion. The power company isolate d the transf ormer .
up sponta neous ly
the interd igital cysts, witho ut furthe r medical treatm ent, cleare d
er, at least
in severa l dogs who had been suffer ing chronically from them; howev
perma nent
one dog who was a champion show dog has been left with unsigh tly
bed behav ioral
scars. The high incidence of urinar y tract infections and the descri
according to the
abnor maliti es ceased after the owner "ultra" groun ded the kenne l
menda tions.
Public Service Commission Staff exper t and power compa ny recom
l both inside
This involved interc onnec ting all the metal fence panels of the kenne
the four corner s
and out, then furthe r connecting these to 4 groun d rods at each of
ely 150 feet
of the kenne l and then ultima tely to a common groun d rod appro ximat
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away from the kennel. This measure protects, only to a limited extent, the dogs
while they are in the kennel, and does nothing for them outside of these confines
on the property.

It is obvious that the problem is still there, based upon the electrical
evaluations performed after the corrective measures were employed. There are
indications that problems associated with stray voltage still exist in the dogs. To
date no litters have been produced in any of the dogs kept on the property. This
represents nearly 5 years of lost breeding potential. Bone and mu.scle problems
continue to arise, particularly in young dogs being raised on the property.
Occasionally interdigital cysts appear and then heal spontaneously. Deaths
appearing to be due to electrocution still occur. With much of her finances tied up
in the property, which now is essentially worthless due to the electrical"pollution",
even leaving the site is no simple task. This leaves the owner feeling helpless,
extremely frustrated and in a constant state of worry over the health and safety of
her animals together with the thought that if the animals are being so affected,
what about the potential dangers for humans on the property?

BACKGROUND ON STRAY VOLTAGE
The dearth of references on stray voltage in toxicology literature is
surprising considering the extensive information in agricultural journals going
back more than 40 years. For example, current from electrical equipment in the
milking area was implicated in 1948 by an Australian researcher as the cause of
problems in cows [8]. Similar conclusions were reached in New Zealand in 1962 [9]
while Craine et al [10, 11] first reported stray voltage in the USA (Washington) in
12

then, stray
1969 with simila r report s coming out of Canad a in 1975 (12]. Since
and
voltage proble ms have continuously been report ed in the Unite d States
operat ions .
Canad a with estima tes as early as 1980 that 20% of all milkin g parlor
io, Canad a dairy
were so affected [13, 14]. It has been concluded that 80% of Ontar
a poten tial
farms had voltages on the electr ical neutra l sufficiently high to be
en cow contac t
problem with 29%-36% of these farms havin g a voltage drop betwe
p on the
surfac es suffic ient to be of concern (4]. Altho ugh the electr ical makeu
been estim ated
farms is respon sible for some of the stray voltage problems, it has
of all problem
that off-farm sources may be involved in appro ximat ely two-th irds
of stray voltage
farms , and one comm unicat ion report ed that the princi pal sources
nce of the
in the Ontar io farms survey ed were attrib utable to the neutra l resista
distrib ution system and only 5% to on-far m sources [4],

INDIC ATIO NS OF STRA Y VOLT AGE ON DAIR Y FARM S
to
Altho ugh signs of stray voltage proble ms in cows may vary from farm
farm, the following list includ es most of the problems cited [4]:
1)

interm ittent period s of poor production,

2)

unexp lained poor production,

3)

increa sed incidence of mastit is,

4)

elevat ed somat ic cell counts,

5)

increa sed milkin g times,

6)

incomplete milk letdown,

7)

extrem e nervo usnes s while in the milkin g parlor ,

8)

reluct ance to enter the milkin g parlor ,

9)

rapid exit from the parlor ,
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10)

reluctance to use water bowls or metallic feeders,

11)

altered consummatory behavior ("lapping" of water from the
watering device."

12)

breeding problems

13)

inflamed feet at the hoof line

14)

unexplained tumors

15)

ineffectual medical treatment

16)

apparent reduction in the immune response [15]

Efforts toward solving stray voltage problems in dairy cattle have led to
several symposia and a rather extensive series of publications. Unfortunately most
of the citations have been published in sources that are not routinely monitored by
toxicologists [e.g., 16-19], although more easily attainable articles have been
published [e.g., 20-24]. Thus, there is ample evidence that stray voltage is a
problem on dairy farms, especially in the major dairy farm states (e.g., Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio and Michigan). Several of these states have high water
tables and numerous inland lakes, as well as the Great Lakes. However, the
problems are not limited to dairy farms as farms that raise pigs and/or horses have
had similar problems. Any situation where liquids are present on the floor or
ground, in the proximity of electrical service, is a candidate for stray voltage
problems.

APPUCABLE BACKGROUND ON ELECTRICITY
To better understand the problems associated with stray voltage, it is
important that certain facts about the distribution of electricity be addressed, some
14

on knowledge
of which may come as a surpri se to biological scient ists. It is comm
also genera lly
that for electr ical curren t to flow, power lines are necess ary. It is
city to be
under stood that these lines must be unbro ken in order for the electri
t that leaves
utilized. However, it is now realize d that much of the electr ical curren
l line), but
the power plant does not return via an electrical line (i.e. the neutra
s via
rather secon dary condu its [25]. Estim ates of how much curren t return
or more [27,
secon dary circui ts have been stated as at least one-th ird [26] to 65%
e is using the
28]. Thus, the most signif icant common denom inator to stray voltag
earth as a secon dary condu it or neutra l [5].

ded. For
Most electri cal circui ts throug hout the world are repeat edly groun
means that
example, homes are routin ely groun ded to the cold water pipe, which
s. Thus, the
return ed groun d curren t has direct access to drinki ng water source
therei n, work in
neutra l wire and the earth, with all the conductive objects buried
ver, the earth
conjunction as an earth groun ded netwo rk for return curren t. Howe
ed with the
canno t be viewe d as a bottomless pit where in energ y can be dump
liquid into a
thoug ht that such energ y will simply disapp ear or be absorb ed like
loop betwe en
sponge. Energ y is either conve rted to work, stored in an excha nge
nment , or
reactive compo nents, radiat ed or emitte d into the atmos phere or enviro
t is contin uously
return ed to its point of origin. Much of the world's electric curren
of least
flowing either deepe r in the earth or near the surfac e, taking paths
. Readily
resista nce back to electri cal distrib ution center s and power plants
ctor includ e
availa ble paths of least resista nce parall eling the neutra l return condu
s, fences,
metall ic pipeli nes [26], under groun d and above groun d water source
used rivers as
railro ad tracks , etc. [5]. In fact, electrical compa nies have purpo sely
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secondary neutrals in order to easily disseminate not only lighting but man made
ground currents. It is these grounded currents, regardless of the source, that most
likely are responsible for the problems found on dairy farms outlined above. When
such currents enter a barn or kennel, through for example the well water, and then
pass into cement floors reinforced with metal rods, etc., a potentially dangerous
situation exists. In such a setting, should some animal or human come in contact
with a conductor charged with sufficient current, then simultaneously touch a
second conductor of lower potential, that living being then becomes the path of
least resistance between these two conductors. Several things can happen,
depending on the sustainable current (voltage) and the resistance inherent in that
animal and its contact resistance. The lower the resistance, the higher the current
(Ohms law).

BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS IN DOGS
One of the features common to the two dairy farms in Allegan County and
the two kennels described here, is the sudden demise of apparently young, healthy
animals. Without any outward appearance of ill health, animals have been found
dead within an hour of being observed as normal. Peculiar behavior, which made
little sense before we became aware of stray voltage, often was observed in kennel
animals over the years. For example, some dogs would refuse to come back into
the kennel from their run, even when food was placed inside in a dish. Often they
would approach the opening to the building in a cautious manner and sort of test
the small opening, apparently for some inconspicuous danger. One dog (Golden
Retriever), recently brought to the Allegan kennel, had had a good appetite and
was overweight. However, soon after its arrival, this dog refused to eat out of a
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switch ed to a
metal dish, althou gh it would gulp down treats . When this dog was
about eating
plastic dish, his appeti te return ed, after an initial appre hensiv eness
water out of
out of this dish. Similarly, in some runs, the dogs refuse d to drink
We have
metal pails and appar ently surviv ed by drinki ng out of puddl es.
metal fences
measu red altern ating and direct CUITents on dog dishes , and on the
d to cross
along the runs. On at least one occasion severa l dogs sudde nly refuse
where formerly
throug h a puddl e of water betwe en the outsid e yard and the house
they eagerl y travel led at feeding time.

ALLEGAN DOG KENN EL ENVI RONM ENT
n
The Allegan kenne l is located in a rural settin g, adjace nt to the Allega
is a
State Fores t and Lake Allegan (part of the Kalamazoo River). There
an electrical
hydroelectric plant less than three miles due west of the kenne l and
n is located
power substa tion, one mile east. The Palisa des nucle ar power statio
at the dog
on Lake Michi gan less than 25 miles southe ast. There are some things
in spite of dog
kenne ls that seem more peculi ar by their absence. For examp le,
rarely seen.
food being stockp iled in the Allegan kenne l, evidence of vermi n are
ings were not
Not only are anima ls such as mice and rats not seen, roden t dropp
of dog food
found, even with a thorou gh search , e.g., under pallet s (wher e bags
ns in the
were stacke d) that hadn't been moved in years, as well as other locatio
marsh es on the
kennel. Mosquitoes are not a proble m in spite of the presen ce of
a mosquito
property. The Gobles, Michigan dog kenne l owner also does not have
and kennel. In
problem, althou gh a pond is located within 50 yards of the house
gh years ago
additi on, at the Allegan dog kennel, frogs no longer dwell there althou
er nights by
the kenne l owner remem bers guests being kept awake during summ
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the noise generated by the spring peepers. As has been reported to us by dairy
farmers plagued by stray voltage, the kennel, house and nearby property have
frequently been hit by lightning strikes. Such strikes have burned out multiple
electrical items including telephones and over the years three electric water
heaters (two in the kennel). Interference on the phone is also a persistent problem.

The most common element associating all of the experiences above is the
bonding of the primary neutral to secondary service neutrals, water lines,
telephone cables, gas lines and TV cables. Power companies and communication
companies have been encouraged (by codes) to common bond their equipment to
reduce electric shock by allowing more paths for the dispersing of electric currents
into the earth. Codes have also dictated that equipment should be grounded back

to the electric neutral, preferably by a fourth ground wire. This has created the
situation where a lightning strike or fault to the ground on the electric utility
primary follows that ground back through the connection to the secondary service
neutral, then on to customers equipment destroying it. It also allows for any
disturbance on the electric primary neutral system, for any reason, to be
experienced by the customer in the vicinity of the disturbance. Any deep earth
currents can thus flow through wells and use the electric neutral for a return path.
The whole situation is linked to using the earth as part of the electric circuit and
interconnecting the primary and secondary neutrals.

PROBLEMS IN HUMANS ASSOCIATED WITH STRAY VOLTAGE
We scientists generally dismiss undocumented information as anecdotal;
somehow anything that isn't obtained in a laboratory setting, under carefully
18

However, after
controlled conditions, is not worth y of being taken very seriou sly.
that somet hing
years of checking out such input, there is no questi on in our minds
ts, makin g
is presen t at these locations that has detrim entall y affect ed the habita
kenne ls and dairy
norma l living difficult. Other educa ted people have visite d these
itants .
farms and come away higWy conce rned about the health of the inhab
and memb ers
Farme rs with stray voltage proble ms have report ed to us that they
farms includ ing
of their families have experi enced severe physical traum a on their
son of the same
the near electrocution of one son while taking a bath, with anoth er
d the farm
farme r suffer ing severe contra ctions while moving a wire lead aroun
creati ne
during a "pie signat ure test" using the well as the center point. The
measu red in
kinase (CK or CPK) levels of reside nts at this dairy farm have been
of muscle
the thousa nds (norm is less than 200 unitsIL); CK is an indica tion
damag e and a prognostic indica tor of electrical injury [29, 30).

ESTA BLISH ED EFFE CTS OF ELEC TRIC ITY ON HUM ANS
e is the
One of the biggest proble ms to overcome in dealin g with stray voltag
biological
lack of knowledge about the physiological effects of electri city among
ugh huma ns
scient ists includ ing physic ians and other health care providers. Altho
ped nervous
are very sensit ive to very small curren ts because of their higWy develo
l has been
system s [31], it is often difficult to prove wheth er a huma n or anima
the body [32].
electrocuted. Death from electr ocutio n can occur with no marks on
for secon dary
Death at nomin al voltages, such as the 120 to 240 volts often used
cular
service system s, can be attrib uted to one of three causes ; (1) ventri
icular
fibrillation (most common), (2) respir atory arrest , (3) asphy xia. Ventr
death [32].
fibrillation leaves no charac teristi c evidence for the pathol ogist after
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Also, the victim may have time after being electrocuted to move away from the
source of current, or the current may no longer be present, or the dangerous
circumstances may have occurred only temporarily and thus no longer exist at that
site. Another complicating factor, making it difficult to determine that
electrocution is the cause of death, is the fact that ventricular fibrillation is often
the terminal condition in death from natural or other accidental.causes. Someone
found dead may have died of electrocution, but heart failure will most likely be the
cause of death listed, unless burns are present or other evidence makes
electrocution the obvious cause.

Currents too feeble to be perceived on the sensitive fingers may produce
electrocution if they flow in the immediate vicinity of the human heart [33].
Admittedly this circumstance may be unlikely outside a hospital, but in more
common surroundings, a current of approximately 150 mA for one second can cause
ventricular fibrillation [32]. Ventricular fibrillation is life threatening since the
only real relief requires the use of a defibrillator. It has long been recognized that
deaths can occur from casual contact involving electric currents deemed to be safe
for less susceptible individuals. Thus, "for such susceptible persons it

IS possible

that contact with any electric circuit, which permits currents in excess of the
threshold of sensation, might result in a fatality" [31].

STRAY VOLTAGE AS AN ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANT
It is incomprehensible that a society that is so concerned about parts per

billion concentrations of chemicals, most of which have never been proven to cause
fatal effects in humans [34], can simultaneously ignore the overwhelming evidence
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poten tially could
that stray voltage is havin g a major impac t on anima l health , and
dog kenne ls
be a major huma n health hazard . Dairy , pig arid horse farms , and
stray voltag e
may be just the tip of the iceberg. The time is long overd ue to view
ing huma n
as an enviro nment al pollut ant with far greate r poten tial for affect
. The major
health and the qualit y of life than any chemical conta minan t known
event
difference is that unlike chemicals, which can be detect ed after the
off instan tly by
(sometimes decades later), electricallEMF pollution can be turne d
presen ce [35].
the flick of a switch leavin g only forensic evidence of its previo us
pipeli nes at
The fact that neutra l curren ts have been shown to flow throug h gas
ntratio ns
levels suffic ient to explode metha ne, should volatile air:me thane conce
are known to
occur [26], is also reason for concern. Since under groun d curren ts
pipelines, the
corrode gas pipeli nes and since gas is often under pressu re in such
poten tial for an explosion is very real.

AGE
TYPE S OF ENER GY THAT CONT RmU TE TO STRA Y VOLT
to a
In any scientific invest igatio n it is impor tant that variab les be kept
stray voltage are
minim um. However, studie s involving enviro nment al expos ure to
system s
very difficult becau se of the inconsistencies, and the vastne ss of the
transi ents and
involved. Stray voltages are far from consta nt (stead y state) with
electri c system
variat ions occurr ing randomly. Levels vary within a location as the
r curren ts
loads vary with the curren t following paths of least resista nce. Highe
lines (including
occur near entry paths, such as wells, overh ead and under groun d
etc. To
teleph one and cable TV lines), metal pipes (gas as well as water lines),
are involved in
furthe r complicate matte rs, DC curren ts and electro magne tic fields
to the effects.
the overal l effect [36]. On site, as well as off site sources, contri bute
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On site sources include, or are the result of, unbalanced use of the service, bad
wiring, faulty and/or deteriorated equipment, long inadequately sized wire runs,
bad connections, improper use of the neutral, and using the earth as a path for
return currents [5]. Ironically, off site sources develop for the same reasons.
However, on site sources are easily located and remedied by the process of
elimination involving fmite possibilities. Off site remedial meas:ures involve much
more complex solutions because of the nearly unlimited possibilities and the
involvement of numerous personalities and the expanse of the utility systems
involved. Many times when a problem appears to be resolved changing factors can
introduce more complex and confounding situations that cause the problem to
reappear. Making the problem even more complex is the fact that little is lmown
about how stray voltage and animal physiology interact under all circumstances.
No subtle or long term effects have been studied as to how electric currents
interact with living cells, outside of the short-term shock hazard situations
reported by Dalziel [31, 33].

Stray voltage manifests itself as alternating and/or direct currents, by
inductive or capacitive coupling, and/or conduction. Inductive coupling is
accomplished by transferring energy using electromagnetic waves or fields that
couple energy on to and/or through a conductive body. Capacitive coupling is the
transfer of energy by varying the electric field and electric charge relative to two
conductive bodies separated by a dielectric substance. Conduction is accomplished
by using the molecular lattice of free electrons in a body or material as a path in
which currents travel either directly, indirectly, passively or actively as an electric
charge displacement. Where stray voltage exists, conduction is of primary concern
22

with induction and capacitive coupling usually having a lesser role. Mediums of
conduction include earth grounds, electric cable, telephone cable, TV cable, gas
pipe, sewer pipe, building materials (e.g., reinforcement rods, metal support
frames, concrete, metal siding, metal roofmg, foil back insulation, metal conduits),
metal equipment grounded or touching earth (e.g. vehicles, harvesters, plows,
fences), live tree and shrubbery, wet wood products and products saturated with
conductive solutes, solutions containing electrolytes, capacitive bodies, animal
tissue, bodies of water, chemicals, gases, etc.

When AC and DC voltages appear simultaneously on the network, the
response of the common network to their presence is governed by the superposition
principle. This means that the effects are additive, not independent [37].
Situations involving different metals and electrolytes in the earth can cause AC to
be rectified to DC with some of the AC riding through as ripple. The earth
conducts DC voltages, both man-made and natural in origin. Some of the natural
origins are electrokinetic processes, static charge migration, piezoelectric and quasi
DC phenomena [5]. Man-made DC voltages originate from the transfer of energy
by DC power lines, telephone and cable TV systems, DC operated equipment such
as railroad signaling, cathodic protection of buried metals or submerged equipment,
AC power line control equipment, and processes of manufacturing.

No one can verify the path of all neutral currents. The common ground
arrangement is, to that extent, uncontrollable. The paths of conductivity are left to
nature to determine. It is assumed and intended that the currents will follow the
path expected (i.e., the neutral return conductor) but, there is no guarantee that
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things will happen the way expected. For example, in the Allegan kennel the well
appears to be the source for ground currents that are dispersed through the
complex before being able to return onto the neutral conductor [5]. The neutral
may be the attracting medium for the earth currents, which then might travel up
the well to the utility primary neutral network. This could explain the surges of
over 3 volts measured on the well and the surges on the cages, when no power was
being used on the site. Some devises, used by some utilities to separate the
primary and secondary neutrals on a grounded ''V' network, do not provide
absolute separation and thus are capable of passing currents under certain
conditions.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
No attempt has been made here to separate EMF's from other aspects of
stray voltage since it is believed such fields playa role in the overall effects of
these forces on living animals making sorting very difficult. Unfortunately the
literature tends to concentrate on EMF effects on health while ignoring ground
currents. We feel this is a major error, which could, at least partially, explain the
inconsistent results obtained thus far, especially in cancer studies that studied the
role of EMF's in cancer incidences. Rather than attempt to review the extensive
literature on EMF's here, interested readers are referred to recent reviews on this
subject [36, 38-42]. The complex nature of studying the effects of EMF's on human
health are evident and involve an exposure pattern of intensities, durations, wave
shapes and frequencies that have yet to be elucidated [36]. Adding the other
aspects of stray voltage into a study can only raise the level of complexity even
more. Clearly such studies will be costly. However, the appearance of clearly
24

simplify the
identifiable and quant itative effects on dairy farms could greatl y
problem.

which
There are additi onal confounders to studie s on EMF's and cancer,
variat ions in
have not been menti oned in any of the literat ure, that relate to the
oned about
duplicate studie s and even in the base study. Nothi ng has been menti
ed or the
the orient ation of the result ant magne tic field to the reside nces involv
about the wire
subjects as they are orient ed during sleep. Usual ly the fields rotate
s on the
as they travel along it. Nothi ng is menti oned in publis hed studie
distrib ution
rotatio nal aspec t of the fields. There also is no menti on on how the
mediu ms, such
lines are orient ed to the domicile or how other curren t conductive
not as obvious as
as buried cable, water lines, sewer lines and gas lines, which are
t they carry.
the overh ead lines, are orient ed to the homes or how much curren
, fasten ed on the
Anoth er common oversi ght is the orient ation of the electr ic meter
addition, no
side of the house, to bed headb oards and places of freque nt use. In
,
menti on is made of the type of distrib ution service, wheth er looped
secondary/single feed prima ry, looped secondary/looped prima ry, looped
type of service
prima ry/rad ial secon dary or radial prima ry-rad ial secondary. The
l verses the
can make a difference on the amou nt of curren t on the common neutra
going throug h
amoun t of curren t travel ing on the water pipes and other condu ctors
residence has
homes. There appea rs no menti on of how much static electri city each
s publis hed thus
and how that may be confounding the study outcome. The studie
somet hing is
far do not appea r rerme d enoug h to come to a conclusion other than
create stray
happe ning. The subtle variab les must be addre ssed - some of which
voltage.
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DAIRY FARMS AS PROGNOSTAGATORS
Milk. production and somatic cell counts (indication of mastitis) are routinely
monitored by dairy farmers and companies that purchase their milk. Since milk
production falls and somatic cell counts frequently rise in the presence of stray
voltage on dairy 'farms [4], residents of dairy farms with stray voltage problems can
readily be identified and compared with residents of dairy farms without such
problems. The role of stray voltage in milk production has been thoroughly
documented. Even the electrical companies accept the association, although they
tend to dismiss it as being the primary result of on site misuse of electricity. There
is ample anecdotal information on human health problems on farms with stray
voltage. Whether or not problems such as cancer, infertility, and miscarriages can
be traced to stray voltage await the results of appropriate investigations. Clearly,
physical, as well as mental, trauma, associated with exposure to stray voltage, is
evident on these farms. Its only a question of time before such effects can be
thoroughly documented.

Whether or not one believes that stray voltage is a human health hazard,
one can use similar methodology to test (i.e., prove or disprove) either belief
(hypothesis). The fact that health officials at all levels (local, state and federal)
have failed to take this potential problem seriously fly's in the face of the
overwhelming evidence that stray voltage continuously has an effect on farm and
other domestic animals. If one doesn't believe the farmers one should at least talk
to the veterinarians and electricians who have attempted to deal with the effects
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and causes of stray voltage. Talking with such people, has made us wonder why
this problem has not been thorougWy investigated by agencies responsible for
public safety and having the mandate to monitor the potential effects of
environmental factors on human health.

SOLVING THE PROBLEMS
The extent of perceived control tends to play an important role on the level
of concern that people have about risk factors and perceived risk [43]. For
example, driving a car is clearly risky but we generally feel we are in control and
that governmental standards are being enforced. Familiarity also plays a role as
we tend to ignore the risks involved in things we do every day, especially if harm
hasn't been experienced personally. Thus, it is not surprising that we accept the
risks associated with electricity and have become confident that modern technology
has eliminated much of the danger. It also is generally believed that the earth is a
vast sink that can absorb all the current that we now, and in the foreseeable
future, put into it. Thus, it may come as a surprise to most people that local
grounds can serve as pathways to bring current out of the earth and back onto the
vast utility neutral network [5], causing stray voltage to be a condition for using
the earth as a return path, not a phenomenon beyond our control as indicated by
Surbrook and Reese [25, 44].

One way to reduce or eliminate the problems associated with stray voltage
is to eliminate or reduce ground neutral currents [26]. This option may be
accomplished through lowering the electric system impedance on the neutral
return conductor or by increasing voltage thereby reducing current (e.g.,
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substituting 220 volt lines for 110 volt lines in electrical equipment). Even the
power companies have suggested that this could be done by using larger wires,
additional grounding or increasing voltage levels. However, the suggestion that
more neutral return circuits be employed [26] seems most plausible but not
necessarily a final solution,especially when maintenance of the electric system is
lax. A solution could be accomplished by placing an isolated unearthed neutral
return wire on the poles along with the present phase wires and the present earth
grounded network. Obviously this would be expensive as the entire electrical
network would require an additional wire as well as the changing. of other pieces of
equipment.

Other proposals to eliminating the problems associated with stray voltage
have thus far not worked. For example, the proposal of Surbrook and Reese [44]
doesn't cure all problems associated with such currents. Another proposed solution
[45] relies heavily on the power companies doing good maintenance (e.g. ground
rods must be well separated) and could increase problems if not done well. A
viable option would be to not ground the neutral return line of a "y" network to
earth while at the same time increasing its size to reduce the losses. This method
was originally used in providing electric service [46]. Another option would be to
use ungrounded delta networks to the point of service. This requires no return
neutral. Cost of safety components appears to have generally ruled out delta
systems [37]. However, with today's technology and mass-production capability,
along with the problem of neutral currents, it appears delta would have been the
cheaper route.
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USES OF ELEC TRIC ITY IN MED ICINE
the
If it is true that low levels of stray voltag e have profou nd effects on
, as seems likely
immu ne respon se [15], development, and reprod uctive perfor mance
others report in
based on what we have observ ed in dogs and cats, as well as what
are poorly
cows and other anima ls, then there clearly are many things that
is going on have
under stood in this area. Our attem pts to try to under stand what
curren t has
led us to severa l intere sting articles. For examp le, low-in tensity direct
ted as a
been shown to affect sperm motili ty [47] and has actual ly been paten
been induc ed
potent ial birth control device [48]. Weak electri c curren ts have also
effects on
in bone with pulsin g electro magne tic fields result ing in successful
ous electrical
ununi ted fractu res and failed arthro deses [49]. Also, transc utane
try [50] and
nerve stimu lation has been used successfully to reduce pain in dentis
ating curren t
medicine [51]. In additi on, pulses of relativ ely high voltage altern
overactive
have been successfully utilize d to treat patien ts with uninh ibited
sion is anoth er
bladde rs [52]. The emplo yment of electro shock treatm ent for depres
electric
well known use of electri city in medicine [53], while exper iment ally
to excite
curren ts have been coupled with acupu ncture , as well as being used

muscle in compu ter assist ed walki ng for patien ts with parapl egia.

ELEC TRIC ITY AND HOM EOST ASIS
p of
Clearl y electrical curren ts have an effect on the physiological makeu
all aspect s of
living things . Consi dering the impor tance of electr on transp ort in
Altho ugh the
cellul ar physiology and biochemistry, such effects are not surpri sing.
chemi stry of life
integr ation of physics and biology has not been an easy task, the
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has been shown to be based upon the underlying forces of electricity and
magnetism [54]. For example, the probable role of free radicals in toxicology [55],
including aging and cancer [56], is clearly electron mediated, further suggesting
that bioelectroenergy has a major role in homeostasis. It has even been proposed
that the body has biologically closed circuits, which comprise another circulatory
system that switches on as the result of injury, infection or a tumor, or even the
normal activity of body organs, with electric current coursing through arteries and
veins and across capillary walls, drawing white blood cells and metabolic
compounds into and out of surrounding tissues [57, 58]. Evidence !las been
obtained that local electrical currents and voltages control healing and it has been
suggested that such phenomena may be part of a larger total-body DC system
serving as a morphogenetic field [54]. Thus, it has been speculated that there may
be a second nervous system, one that controls the most primitive functions and
probably predates in evolution the nervous system with which we are so familiar.
It has been further postulated that the perineural cells of the central nervous

system generate DC electrical activity, with electrical potentials being passed along
from one perineural cell to another. It is possible that the perineural-cell system,
extending throughout the body in conjunction with nerves, functions as a primitive
communication system [54]. It has been suggested further that such electrical
circuits may be responsible for the seemingly inexplicable effects of acupuncture
[54, 57], and, if present could be responsible for the effects resulting from
electromagnetic forces and the other electrical components associated with stray
voltage. In spite of the likely role of electrical currents in such phenomena, much
of recent research in this area has focused on the effects of electromagnetic fields
on cellular events [59-63], Although EMF's and/or EF's are present wherever stray
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ther and focus
voltage exits, it makes no sense to us to ignore such curren ts altoge
ation [64] to
entire ly on the fields. For examp le, a recent attem pt by a lay public
one house can .
addre ss electro magne tic forces clearl y points out that curren t from
a neighb or's
travel via the groun ding wire and the under groun d water pipe to
le dange rs
house. However, the curren t is then completely ignore d while possib
under groun d
associ ated with magne tic fields, are discussed. Thus, the fact that
ds, and can be
curren ts (stray voltage) can enter one's home via secon dary groun
pipes are
presen t on one's cold water pipes, and/or one's water even if plastic
energ y is
employed, is ignore d while the presen ce of magne tic fields of low
a clear and
proposed as a probable dange r. Altho ugh stray voltage may not be
that EMF's are
presen t dange r in such situat ions, one should not ignore the fact
a greate r
gener ated by such curren ts and contac t with the water may have
poten tial for harm.

STRAY VOLT AGE AND HUMAN HEAL TH
uctive
Attem pts to associ ate illnes ses such as cance r [36, 38], and reprod
have failed to
and develo pment al toxicity [39] with electric and magne tic fields
id leukem ia,
show consis tent results . Altho ugh leukem ia, especially acute myelo
ed electri cal
and brain tumor s have been implic ated in some studie s that includ
such studie s are
worke rs and/o r proximity to source s of electricity [65, 66], clearl y
ure in the
hamp ered by problems in measu ring exposure, the ubiqu ity of expos
bly are
comm unity, and a lack of under standi ng of other variab les that proba
t by utilizi ng
involved. These problems could be overcome to at least some exten
encing
dairy farme rs and other families living on sites shown to be experi
also accept the
consis tent exposure to stray voltage. This would requir e that one
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premise that EMF's are not the only electrical components that have to be included
as variables. Although AC and DC, as well as EMF's, probably playa role in the
effects associated with stray voltage, this likelihood should not be a difficult
problem as all three of these variables can be measured. However, these variables
are hardly constant, and not all physiological indications of their presence are
known. In fact, controlled research studies on the effects of such factors on dairy
cows [67-70], most likely have been unsuccessful because constant currents have
been used. Although exposure to EMF's at sites having stray voltage problems, AC
and/or DC, may be constant, the levels of such exposures vary as intermittent
spikes, sags, surges and load changes frequently occur. The fact that the female
animals may be at various stages of gestation, or lactation, or in their estrous
cycles further complicates such studies. Since electromagnetic energies contribute
to the existing national electric transmission/distribution system such energies also
cannot be ignored when studying stray voltage conditions as this radiated EMF
energy from alternating and direct currents, along with the currents themselves,
make up the components of stray voltage. Thus, EMF's and EF's from overhead
AC power lines can induce electricity in solid metallic objects near them, such as a
fence or metal siding. The resultant electric current in such objects can be
expected to pass through any animal that touches that object while simultaneously
touching a conductive object of lower potential including the earth or something
connecting to the electric neutral ground.

Since a large fraction of the current on the neutral side of the system
inadvertently ends up in the earth rather than the neutral conductor, it is probable
that humans as well as animals may be at risk. Dog kennel owners and dairy
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presen ce on
farme rs may be more visibly affected by stray voltage, thank s to the
tible four-legged
such locations of large numb ers of more sensit ive and more suscep
ored they also
anima ls. At the same time, since dairy cows are consta ntly monit
ation. In
may provide us with readil y availa ble and/or easily measu rable inform
es such as
addition, some dairy farme rs may be more suscep tible to huma n illness
r risk than the
cancer, as it has been report ed that farme rs in gener al are at greate
incidence [71,
popul ation as a whole for those cance rs that may be increa sing in
r increa ses in
72]. Consi stent with this premi se is the recent propo sal that cance
Thus, if it is
farme rs may result from some as-yet-unrecognized risk factor [73].
e study with the
true that the Natio nal Cance r Institu te is plann ing a collab orativ
0 farme rs and
Envir onmen tal Protec tion Agency that will enroll more than 100,00
stray voltage be
their spous es [72], we recom mend that the presen ce or absen ce of
routin ely monit or
includ ed as a variab le. Since dairy farme rs and dairy compa nies
es in the forme r
milk produ ction and somat ic cell counts (masti tis), and since declin
e, it should n't be
and increa ses in the latter have been associ ated with stray voltag
ms with
that difficult to compa re dairy farms experi encing stray voltag e proble
and other
those that do not have such problems. Certai nly pestic ide usage
ver, just as
exposures should be includ ed in any study involving farme rs. Howe
be seen (e.g.
looking up at high voltage wires may lead one to ignore what can't
is
under groun d curren ts), the exclusion of stray voltage in such a study
and Leper [74]
incons istent with what is happe ning on many farms. Werth eimer
sted that there
for one looked beyond high voltage lines in their study that sugge
ood cancer. One
was an associ ation with electrical wiring configurations and childh
high voltage
should not lose sight of the fact that when distan ce from overh ead
c meter will
lines are taken into consideration, the EMF's surrou nding one's electri
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be higher than those reaching the ground from overhead lines. Maybe the time
has come to accept the proposal that our present priorities, in our efforts to
understand the causes of cancer, haven't been consistent with the reality of the
situation [75,76]. Even the former administrator of the EPA, William K. Reilly,
has seriously questioned the way governmental funds are allocated to control the
incidences of cancer [77]. It probably will cost billions of dollars to upgrade our
electrical distribution system (e.g. to exclusively use neutral return ground wires
on the power poles instead of using the earth as a ground conductor). We could
shift the funds from our monumental effort to clean up federal facilities such as
Department of Energy Sites. This cleanup has been estimated to cost hundreds of
billions of dollars, in spite of the negligible risks of such sites [77].

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
In science, one's prestige is often associated with the amount of grant funds
awarded and/or the presence of modern laboratories and expensive modern
equipment. In toxicology studies, every effort is made to keep animal rooms
maintained in a way that will not allow environmental factors, such as
temperature, humidity, and air quality to influence study results. Thus, it is not
surprising that studies carried out by unpaid volunteers at nonlaboratory facilities,
where it is next to impossible to control the environment, are infrequent. The fact
that the inhabitants of locations with problems associated with stray voltage are
business people trying to make a living, in spite of highly unusual occurrences and
low profit margins, complicates matters even more. However, if one uses the same
objectivity, and weighs the evidence as carefully as would be the case back at the
laboratory, it shouldn't be that difficult to determine whether or not stray voltage
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is respon sible for what is causin g the problems at such locations.

ded that
As previo usly pointe d out, even the power compa nies have conclu
and that the
they are responsible for most of the under groun d curren t [26, 28]
Altho ugh
result ant stray voltage is interf ering with milk produ ction [17, 18].
ment on dairy
impro per or poor wiring and/or the presen ce of heavy electr ical equip
ls discus sed
farms may playa role on at least some affected farms , the dog kenne
what is found
here do not have such equip ment and the wiring is consis tent with
but nothin g
in most homes , i.e., there are outlet s, simple lightin g system s, etc.,
has been found
more electrically deman ding than a gas or oil burnin g furnace. It
l groun ds on
that disconnecting prima ry neutra l groun ds from secon dary neutra
of the
dairy farms often has led to the signif icant reduct ion or elimin ation
rring when the
problems associ ated with stray voltage with such proble ms reoccu
efforts to
groun ds were reconnected [15]. However, as previo usly menti oned,
the dog kenne l in
completely revers e the problems, associ ated with stray voltage at
gan Public
Gobles, MI by following the advice of the power company, The Michi
eer
Service Commission Staff Engin eer exper t and exper t electrical engin
rs menti oned in
consu ltants , were unsuccessful. Simila rly, one of the dairy farme
ms by instal ling
this manu script was also unsuccessful in efforts to solve his proble
on his farm.
all new wiring, using 240 volt heavy motors and balanc ing the loads
locations, even
The fact that signif icant stray voltage has been measu red on these
le on these
with the power to the fuse box shut off, sugge sts that there is a variab
r problems
prope rties that is totally out of the control of the inhab itants . Simila
't even have
have even been detect ed on at least one Menn onite farm that doesn
electrical services on the prope rty [35].
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If any industrial concern in the United States was placing any natural
product or synthetic chemical into the environment in measurable quantities, such
contamination of the environment would come under the scrutiny of local, state
and federal regulatory agencies. This would especially be true if the
environmental contaminant was documented as being lethal to humans at any
concentration. However, in spite of the general awareness that under the right
circumstances alternating current is lethal, one would be hard pressed to get a
regulatory body at any level to address the matter of stray voltage as a potential
factor in human health problems. Although intense pressure by dairy farmers has
led to regulatory recognition of stray voltage in states such as Minnesota and
Wisconsin [35], and to some extent in Michigan [78], virtually nothing has been
done at the federal level, in spite of repeated requests for action. Simply reading
reports on locations with stray voltage problems [35, 78] will provide one with
ample information on the economic and health related difficulties presently
widespread in the Great Lakes region of the United States. Although it may be
that much of the reported information is anecdotal, there is no question that some
environmental factor is influencing animal homeostasis, health and behavior at
sites known to have stray voltage. If one simply concentrates on the reproductive
problems in dogs at the two sites mentioned in this manuscript, it soon becomes
apparent that the adverse effects are real and if stray voltage is not responsible,
then some other factor is involved. The dog breeders really don't care what causes
such problems, they simply want it to go away. The inhabitants of the properties
reported here (dairy farmers, as well as the dog breeders) are hard working people,
conditioned to adversity. They know their animals and clearly have a great deal of
common sense. They have one other thing very much in common, fear. Thus, we
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farms in
invite anyone who isn't convinced to come out to one of the involved
can swim in an
Allegan County, Michigan for a visit. Bring your bathin g suit; you
the well into
above-the-ground swimming pool. If you'd like, we'll run water from
farme r or his
the pool while you're swimming. However, don't be surpri sed if the
family do not join you for such a swim.
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